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SECTION

V.

SETTLEMENTS OF ESAU.
"

AND God

said unto Abraham, as for Sarai thy
thou
shalt not call her name Sarai, but
wife,
Sarah shall her name be. And I will bless her,

and give thee a son also of her. Yea, I will
bless her, and she shall be a mother of ;/<///</ //x
kings of peoples shall be of her/'*
This promise to Abraham, in behalf of Sarah

and her

posterity, besides

benediction, contains

its

grand

spiritual

the pledge of great and

multiplied temporal blessings. Its wording plainly
Gen.
is

xvii. 15, 16.

D'Dy

The

3D-

not insignificant.

VOL.

II.

H

plural

number

here, assuredly,
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implies, not only that in Sarah

were "

all

the

I.

fa-

milies of the earth to be blessed," but that she

should herself become the mother of divers na-

and the ancestor of sundry kings. Jacob
having become sole heir to its spiritual fulfiltions,

extended temporal accomplishment will
naturally be sought in the family of Isaac's firstment,

its

born Esau.

Accordingly, the Mosaic catalogue
of the posterity of Esau comprizes a list of dukes
or emirs, the founders of diverse

Arab

tribes,

rivalling in number, and, as will presently be
seen, in power, the numerous nations sprung from

Hagar, and from Keturah.

have already proved
at large, that the Ishmaelites or Hagarenes, and the
I

Ketureans, dwelt mingled with each other, over
almost every quarter of the Arabian peninsula.
It remains now to show, that the Edomites, or the
descendants of Esau, can, with equal clearness,
be traced every where, throughout Arabia, in-

termingled with
stocks.

I

both

speak of

the

other

Edom and

Abrahamic

the Edomites,

not in the limited, but in the largest acceptation
of the name; as including all the tribes from
Esau, enumerated in the Mosaic account of his
This ample account happily throws
posterity.
every step, on our researches.
Now these are the generations of Esau, WHO
EDOM. Esau took his wives of the daughters

light, at

"
is
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Adah, the daughter of Elon the
and Aholibamah, the daughter of Anah,
the daughter of Zibeon, the Hivite and BasheHittite

:

;

;

math, Ishmael's daughter, the sister of Nebajoth.
And Adah bare to Esau, Eliphaz and Bashe;

math bare Reuel

and Aholibamah bare Jeush,
and Jaalam, and Korah. These are the sons of
Esau, which were born unto him in the land of
Canaan. And Esau took his wives, and his
sons, and his daughters, and all the persons of
his house, and his cattle, and all his beasts, and
;

substance which he had got in the land of
Canaan, and went into the country from the face

all his

For their riches were
more than that they might dwell together and
the land wherein they were strangers could not
bear them, because of their cattle.
Thus dwelt
Esau in Mount Seir. ESAU is EDOM.
of his brother Jacob.

;

And

these are the generations of Esau, the
father of the Edomites, in Mount Seir
:

These are the names of Esau's sons

:

Eliphaz, the son of Adah, the wife of

Esau:
Reuel, the son of Bashemath,
of Esau.

And

the wife

the sons of Eliphaz were

Teman, Omar, Zepho, and Gatam, and
Kenaz.
B 2

4
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And Timna was
son

I.

concubine to Eliphaz, Esau's

and she bare to Eliphaz,

;

Amalek

:

these were the sons of Adah, Esau's wife.
And these are the sons of Reuel
:

Nahath, and Zerah, Shammah, and Mizzah
these were the sons of Bashemath, Esau's wife.*

:

And

these were the sons of Aholibamah, the
daughter of Anah, the daughter of Zibeon, Esau's

and she bare to Esau,
Jeush, and Jaalam, and Korah.
These were dukes of the sons of Esau

wife

;

:

the sons of Eliphaz, the first-born of Esau

:

Duke Teman, duke Omar, duke Zepho,
duke Kenaz, duke Korah, duke Gatam,
and duke Amalek.
These are the dukes, that came of Eliphaz, in
the land of

Edom

:

these were the sons of Adah.

And

these are the sons of Reuel, Esau's son

Duke Nahath, duke

:

Zerah, duke Sham-

mah, duke Mizzah.
* "
3.)

Bashemath, Ishmael's daughter,

Here we have the

"

of Nebajoth.
( Gen. xxxvi.
which made the Nabatheans

sister

indissoluble link,

As such they are described by Strabo
And, therefore, doubtless it is, that Moses
How
that Bashemath was the daughter of Nebaioth.

and Edomites one people.
Na^oraTot

:

tlcriv ot 'iSovftaioi.

notices the fact,

every circumstance of the sacred narrative, if but duly attended
to light fresh marks of the beautiful accuracy of Scripture.

to,

brings
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These are the dukes that came of Reuel, in the
land of

Edom

:

these are the sons of Bashemath, Esau's wife.
And these are the sons of Aholibamah, Esau's
wife:

Duke Jeush, duke Jaalam, duke Korah
these were the dukes that came of Aholibamah,
:

the daughter of Anah, Esau's wife.
These are the sons of Esau, WHO is

EDOM and
:

these are their dukes.*

To the cursory glance of profane curiosity, or
the captious fastidiousness of indolent criticism,
this passage may wear the aspect of vain, or,
at

best,

of needless, repetition.

But,

on the

mind of the thoughtful student of Scripture,
who has learnt, by intimate converse with the
sacred writers, to seek a reason for every variation, and a value in every word; the impression,

To

even at

first sight, will

readers of this class

that,

by

this

it

be widely different.

will at once occur,

minute and reiterated exhibition

of the sons and families of Esau (a minuteness
and reiteration so strongly contrasted with the
short and simple enumerations of the posterity
of Hagar and Keturah), Moses, or the Spirit of
Jehovah speaking by the pen of Moses, may have

intended to set forth the magnitude of the
Gen. xxxvi.

B 3

fultil-
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ment of that part of the

divine promise and bless" She shall be a
mother
ing pronounced on Sarah
of nations : kings ofpeoples shall be of her." *
The Mosaic genealogy of the house of Esau,
:

contemplated in this aspect, in fact will be found
to contain any thing but mere repetition. For its
part enumerates the Edomite patriarchs, individually : while its second represents them, as the
first

founders and chiefs of potent tribes or nations, f
This preliminary view may prepare the reader
to find the settlements of Esau, as they will be

found, coextensive with those of Keturah, and of
Ishmael himself: a result which will serve to correct the very erroneous notions,
prevailed among the learned, as

which have long
though the Edo-

mite tribes were limited to the neighbourhood of

Mount
* Gen.

Seir J

;

and,

by

so doing, will

throw

fresh,

f Gen. xxxvi. 40.
of this primitive seat of Esau, recently brought to light
by Professor Robinson, bears unexpected witness to the fulfilment of his
" The character of these mountains is
quite different from
blessing.
|

The

xvii. 16.

fertility

those on the west of the 'Arabah.

The

latter,

.which seemed to be not

thirds as high, are wholly desert and sterile ; while these
on the east appear to enjoy a sufficiency of rain, and are covered with
The Wadys, too, are full of trees,
tufts of herbs, and occasional trees.

more than two

and shrubs, and flowers ; while the eastern, and higher parts, are extenand yield good crops. The general appearance of the

sively cultivated,

not unlike that around

soil is

Hebron

;

though the face of the country

is

indeed, the region of which Isaac said to his son
Esau ' Behold, thy dwelling shall be the fatness of the earth, and of
Biblical Researches,
the dew of heaven from above.'
Gen. xxvii. 39."

very different.

It

is,

:

vol.

ii.

pp. 551, 552.
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and most important, light, upon the whole Abrahamic colonization of the Arabian peninsula.
however, to the restoration of
this great nation, or rather of this great mulPreparatory,

titude of nations, to their true scriptural limits,
there arises a question of no small moment

:

namely, whether the race of Esau was

known

only by the paternal appellative of Edomites,
or Idumeans; or whether it was distinguished
by any other generic name. In the parallel ex-

amples of Ishmael and Keturah, we have seen

it

undeniably established, that the various tribes
descended, respectively, from them, were collectively designated after the mother of each race,
respective matronymics, Hagarenes, and
The analogy of these kindred preKetureans.
cedents fully justifies the presumption, ante-

by the

cedently to proof, that a similar national distinction was not unlikely to obtain among the
posterity of Esau. And this consideration brings
us, at once, to a much controverted question, the
origin of the

name

of Saracens; in aftertimes,

common

national appellative for the various
tribes of Arabia.

the

The natural and popular

derivation of this

celebrated name, from Sarah, the wife of Abraham, has been alternately assailed, by the ol> !<tions of orthodox criticism,

B 4

and by the

scoffs of
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Against both, I shall venture

sceptical unbelief.

to hold with the prejudiced vulgar; and hope to
demonstrate, that, in this, as in very many and

important instances beside, the exploded popular
belief is the only right and true one; that the
Hagarenes are not more indubitably denominated from Hagar, nor the Ketureans from Keturah, than are the Saracens from Sarah, as the

mother of the

The question has been

race.

The
clouded, hitherto, by one capital mistake.
Saracens, properly so called, have been errothe
neously confounded with the Ishmaelites
and
of
not
of
but
Sarah,
descendants,
Hagar,
;

by their
But the Edomites, and
the Arab tribes, were the lineal

generically distinguished, accordingly,

own

mother's name.

they alone of

all

posterity of Sarah.

therefore, as the irre-

If,

fragable precedents just noticed authorize us,
for the present, to assume, the term Saracens be

the faa generic matronymic from Sarah *,
milies of Esau, and these only, were entitled,
Due atoriginally, to this national appellation.
.

.

.

tention to this point, will both materially aid the
argument in proof of the scriptural origin of
*

An example

Oman
cestor.

:

in point, in support of this derivation,

where the Jews of Sohar are named
"

The Arabs

call

them

'

Vad

Wellsted's Travels in Arabia, vol.

i.

is

to be found in

after their first maternal an-

Sarah,' the
p. 231.

Children of Sarah.'"
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the proper-name, Saracens, and greatly facility
research for the recovery of the far-spread tribes
<

from Esau,

THE SARACENS.
"

The name (observes Mr. Gibbon), used by
Ptolemy and Pliny in a more confined, by

Ammianus and Procopius

in

a larger, sense,

has been derived, ridiculously, from Sarah, the
wife of Abraham obscurely, from the village of
;

Saraka; more plausibly, from the Arabic words,
which signify a thievish character, or oriental
Yet, the last and most popular of
these etymologies, is refuted by Ptolemy, who
situation.

expressly remarks the western and southern position of the Saracens, then an obscure tribe on

The appellation cannot,
the borders of Egypt.
allude
to
national
therefore,
character; and,
any
was imposed by strangers, it must be
found, not in the Arabic, but in a foreign lansince

it

*

guage."
*

The

information and inferences compressed into bis note, Mr. Gibbon
35. ) ; and, I am sorry to
( Spec. pp. 33
add, in this instance, is able to shield his scepticism under the shelter of

borrows chiefly from Pocock

a great name: " Exploit est merito coruin scntcntia (is the language of
the author of the specimen), qui a Surah nomen traxissc autumant."
When a sentence like this is pronounced ex cathedra, we arc entitled,
surely, to

know

opinion

l.iit

given)

:

my

I

its

It is my fortune to concur in the exploded
(what neither Dr. Pocock, nor Mr. Gibbon, has

grounds.

shall give

reasons for doing so.
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The tone of this insidious note betrays the
mind of the writer. The phrase, " derived, ridifrom Sarah, the wife of Abraham,"
breathes, as usual, that spirit of restless and
rancorous hostility, with which the author of the
culously,

" Decline and Fall" has been
pleased to pursue
every thing connected, in the remotest degree,
with the credit, or credibility, of revealed reli-

In the matter of his opinion, however, he
gion.
is, in this instance, countenanced, by the consenting opinions of some Christian scholars.
" Authors
(observes the learned Asseman) are
not agreed, as to the derivation of the name, Saracens.

Some

refer this

name

to Sarah, the wife

of the patriarch Abraham.
But none of the
Arabs claim descent from Sarah, but from Hagar

and Ishmael.

Neither will Saracen come from

Sarah, but Sarcean or Sarite. But the Saritse,
an Arab people whom Ptolemy places in Arabia
not after Sarah, but from
Sarech [the Saraca of Ptolemy] the elements of
the two words being altogether different." *
Felix,

are named,

:

The etymology of the name from Sarah
to his

own

thus,

satisfaction, disposed of, the learned

proceeds to show its
probable derivation from Saraca 1. because the
people of Saraca are expressly denominated Sa-

librarian of the Vatican

:

*

Asseman

in

Raheb. Chron. Orient,

p.

233.

>MI

.
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I

by Stephanus of Byzantium

cause this

mode

of denomination

;

is in

and, 2. be-

accordance

with the universal Arab usage, to name,
nately, the

place

inhabitants after

alter-

after its inhabitants, or the

their

place.

But

at length,

having rightly remarked, that Ptolemy notices
two distinct tribes of Saracens, the one, a people

on the Egyptian border, the other, an inland
people, behind the Nabatheans (a point on which
Mr. Gibbon, with all his boasted accuracy, has
been guilty of a strange oversight and mis-state-

ment); and having, further, distinguished correctly two Saracas, that of Stephanus, next the
Nabatheans, and that of Ptolemy, in the country
of the southern Sabeans; M. Asseman ends with
completely destroying the grounds of his own
decision against the scriptural origin of this celebrated name, by an admission which shall be laid
" The
before the reader in his own words.

Saraca which

Sabeans

is

is placed
by Ptolemy amidst the
a different town from the Saraca of

And
Stephanus, situated near the Nabatheans.
hence there arises a valid argument in confirmation of the statement

of Stephairus.
[That,
derives the appellation

namely, in which he
Saracens from Saraca, or vice versa.]
For, as
the Saracens, inhabitants of Arabia Felix, are so
called

from Saraca of the Sabeans, so the Sa-
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racens of Arabia Petrsea are thus denominated,
from Saraca, in the neighbourhood of the Nabatheans." *

In this

quotation, our author distinctly
admits, that the two Saracas gave name to the
two races of Saracens. But the Saraca of
last

Ptolemy, in Arabia Felix, was beyond question
as M. Asseman, in the
;

the seat of his Saritae

passage
ledged.

first cited,

has indeed himself acknow-

Saracens and Sarites,

it

follows,

like

Hagarenes and Hagarites, are merely varying
forms of the same word, according, it may be
harder or softer pronunciation

presumed, to

its

by the native

tribes,

f

What,

then, becomes of

assumption, that
the two names cannot be derived from the one
this author's first gratuitous

origin ?

that Sarite

is,

but Saracen

legitimate derivative from Sarah
showing, this distinction without
at once falls to the

leave

ground

;

is

On

?

not,
his

a

own

a difference

and there we

will

it.

But the context under review contains further
specimens of the loose and vague manner, in
which subjects like the present have, too generally,
*

f

been treated by the learned.

Asseman
The pronunciation of the Bedouins
in

Raheb. Chron. Orient,

settled tribes hard.

A brief

is

uniformly

soft,

For examples of both kinds, the reader

Niebuhr and Burckhardt, passim.

ex-

p. 233.

that of the
is

referred to
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animation will suffice for their exposure and
correction, before I address myself to the establishment of the scriptural origin of the national
appellative, Saracens, against the united objections of

Asseman and Gibbon.

Mr. Gibbon

in-

structs his readers (for reasons best known to
" the
himself) that, in the age of Ptolemy,
Saracens were an obscure tribe on the borders

M. Asseman would have better informed him, that Ptolemy mentions two races of
of Egypt."

Saracens, one on the Egyptian border, the inhabitants of Saracena, another inland, south of the

Scenites

and Oadita3 of Arabia Deserta.

The

laborious Maronite, in his turn, falls into the
capital errour of confounding these midland Sa-

racens (the people of the Saraca of Stephanus,
next the Nabatheans) with a third, and far-re-

moved

race, the Saracens or Saritse of

Ptolemy,

inhabiting the city and district of Saraca, in the
heart of Yemen.
Now the inquirer, who will

be at the trouble to consult Ptolemy for himself,
will find, as the present writer has found, in this
great geographer, three nations of the name, as
as

though- his information had been drawn from the ocular evidence
discriminately

specified,

of a Niebuhr, a Burckhardt, or a Chesney.
The
first of these Saracenic tribes, are the above-

named

inhabitants of Saracena,

or the region

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF ARABIA. [PART
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comprized between the chain of Mount Sinai and
the border of Egypt, E. and W., and N. and S.,
between Mount Cassius and Munichiatis, or the
Mediterranean and the desert of Tyh
people

named

:

the second

Saracens, are denned with equal

accuracy, as lying centrally in the north of the
peninsula, or south of the Scenites and Oaditse of

Arabia Deserta, and adjacent to the Nabatheans
of Arabia Petraea (these are unquestionably the
Saracens of Stephanus, whose capital, Saraca,

was situated immediately

east of

Nabathea)

the

:

third branch of the Saracens, are Ptolemy's Saritae, the citizens of a second Saraca, far south,
in the neighbourhood of Mount Climax or the

And thus, Mr.
Djebal, in the heart of Yemen.
" obscure tribe on the borders of
Gibbon's
Egypt,"
becomes in Ptolemy a nourishing and widespread nation, occupying seats, at one and the
same time, in the centre, and in the northwestern and south-western angles, of the Arabian
So much for the vaunted geograpeninsula.
phical accuracy of the historian of the

empire

Roman

!

From

exposure of Mr. Gibbon's unacquaintedness with the diffusion, in the age of
Ptolemy, of the Saracenic tribes over Arabia, I
this

return to the disputed origin of the name.

That

fiber.

V.]
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name from Sarah, the
Abraham, and that the name was, pro-

the Saracens derived their
wife of

perly and originally, the national appellative of
Sarah's lineal descendants through Esau, the

great Edomite tribes, will,

it is

conceived, easily

and naturally

follow, from the establishment of
the following facts
1. That the midland
parts
of northern Arabia, in which Ptolemy and others
have placed the Saracens, were familiarly known
:

among the Jews of the first century, by
name of " the country of Sarah." 2. That

the
the

southern quarter of Judea, adjoining the Saracena
of Ptolemy, and denominated Idumea from the

Edomites into whose hands

it

had passed

after

the Babylonish captivity, was equally familiar to
the Jewish historians, under the title of " the

Mount, or Mounts of Sarah." 3. That Ptolemy's
Saracena, which adjoined these mounts of Sarah,
is the same with the land of Amalek,
spoken of,
Old Testament, as the primitive seat of the
Amalekites, and their subordinate Edomite tribes.

in the

That the classical boundaries of the Saracens,
and the scriptural boundaries of the Amalekites
4.

taken in the largest sense of the name, geographieach of these national denomincally coincide
;

along the same parallel of
latitude, across the neck of the peninsula from
n: it

ions extending,
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the Nile to the Euphrates.*
5. That the names
of the sons of Esau are legibly inscribed on this

whole tract of country, being preserved in the
actual national denominations of the great Arab

who

people the neck of the peninsula at
the present day (a plain proof that Amalek,
tribes,

significantly styled in Scripture "the first of the
nations," gave name to the whole race of Esau,

as

we have

seen Midian giving

name

to that of

Keturah, both races being denominated from the
6. That the Saracenic tribes are
ruling tribe).
historically identified with the

Edomites or Amale-

by the remarkable circumstance, that the
Saracens of the age of Mahomet were termed

kites

Amalekites by the Greeks who, in their ignorance of the interior of the peninsula, bestowed,
;

upon the Mahometan invaders

at

large,

the

name belonging

to the tribes bordering
generic
on the frontier of the eastern empire, from Egypt
to the Euphrates.

7.

That Sarah and Saraca, like
and Saritae, are one and

their derivatives Saraceni

the same name.

These

collective facts I will

now undertake

to

establish.
1.
* "

The inland
De

districts

of northern Arabia,

maniere dont parle Procope, sous Justinien, de Sarazins
de Sarazins Persans, on voit le meme nom embrasser ce
qu'il y a d'espace entre les deux Golfes, 1'Arabique et le Persique."
D'Anville, Geograph. Anc. torn. ii. p. 231.

Remains,

la

et
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where Ptolemy and Stephanus have placed the Saracens, were familiarly known to the Jews, under
the denomination of " the country of Sarah."
decisive passage, from a Jewish historian

A

probably of the first century of our era, the
author of the book entitled " The Fifth Book of
Maccabees," will suffice to establish this fact.
The following is the testimony of this writer:
" Now the Arabians mentioned in
this book, are
the Arabians who dwelled from the country of

Sarah, as far as to Hegiaz, and the adjacent
parts and they were of great renown, and large
numbers." " The country of Sarah" here re;

ferred to, contains, in

its

Saracena of Ptolemy.

But the establishment of

geographical position
alone, conclusive proof of its identity with the
the existence, in northern Arabia, of a region
named after Sarah, and the identification of this
region with the Saracena of the classic writers,
are, in themselves, most important preliminaries
to the proof of the scriptural origin of the name,

Saracens.

Towards the development of this proof, we
have the authority of the same Jewish writer for
2.

that the southern parts of Judea,
country of Sarah," or Saracena,
and denominated Idumea after the Edomites who

the further

fact,

"

adjoining this

had usurped

its

known among
VOL.

IT.

possession,

was

also

the Jews under the

c

commonly

title

of " Tli-

18
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Mount

or

Mounts of Sarah."

I.

From numerous

passages to this effect, I select the following as

among the
"
Now,

and most circumstantial
the days of dedication, Judas

clearest
after

:

.

.

.

marched into the country of the Idumeans, to
the mountain Sarah.
"

And he

[Hyrcanus, the son of Simeon]
marched into the country of Idumea, that is, the
mountains Sarah, and they surrendered to him."
" He
[Alexander, the son of Hyrcanus] also
gained possession of the mountains of Sarah, and
the country of Ammon, and Moab, and the

country of the Philistines, and all the parts
which were in the hands of the Arabians who
fought with him,

even to the bounds of the

desert."

" There was a
certain of those

man of the Jews, of the sons of
who went up out of Babylon

named Antipater.
had made governor
Alexander
man, king
with Ezra the

.

priest,

.

.

This

of the

country of the Idumeans, from whence he had
taken a wife ; by whom he had four sons, namely,
Phaselus, Herod,
roras,

who

and Josephus.

reigned over Judah, Phe-

Afterwards, being removed

from the mountains of Sarah, that is, the country
of the Idumeans, in the days of Alexander, he
dwelt in the Holy House."*
*

For

this

and the preceding

Cotton's version

of "

extracts, the reader is referred to

The Five Books of Maccabees,"

(8vo.

Dean

Oxford,
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These passages prove, clearly as words and
can prove, that the south of Judea was
" the
denominated, indifferently,
country of
"
The
the mountains of Sarah."
Idmnea," and
origin of the former appellation has never been
facts

questioned ; and the inference is natural, as it is
obvious, that the tract in question derived both

names, alike, from its Edomite possessors that
of Idumea, from their father Esau, " who is
:

Edom

from Sarah, the wife of
acknowledged mother of their

;" that of Sarah,

Abraham,

as the

race.

This inference will be strengthened, when, in
the next place, it shall be made to appear, that
the region of Idumea, otherwise named the mountains of Sarah, lay immediately adjacent to the

Saracena of Ptolemy; and that this district of
Saracena (whence, apparently, during the Babylonish captivity,

Idumea was re-peopled) was

it

unquestionably a primitive seat of the
Amalekites, and other Edomite tribes the race

self

:

by which

it

was inhabited thus bearing,

in this

1832,) Book V. ch. x. 1., xiv. 4., xxi. 29., xxix. 19., xxxv. 3. : Dean
Cotton justly conceives " the mountains of Sarah," mentioned excluthis Jewish writer, to be " a continuation of that chain, which,

sively

by

in Scripture,
p. 397.)

is called
Mount Seir.'" (See note 6. p. 3O5., and note 9.
The mountains of Sarah" become thus identified with the

proper land of Esau.

The name of the mother of the Edomites
Si-ir,

is still

perpetuated at Mount
Om Sarah, at

the cradle of the race, in that of the well denominated

Kerek

el

Shobek, the capital of

Mount

c 2

Seir.
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second, and strictly parallel case, the clearest
evidence to the scriptural origin of the name

Saracena.
3.

The Saracena of Ptolemy adjoined Idumea

on the south, and

is

Amalek" spoken of

the same with " the land of
in the

Old Testament: the

so
primitive seat of the Amalekites, properly
of
the
tribe
of
or
the
Amalek,
called,
grandson of

Esau.

The region

of Saracena is described

by Ptolemy

as the tract of country lying to the west of the
great Sinai chain *, along the southern confines

This descripof Judea, to the border of Egypt.
tion demonstrates its juxtaposition with Idumea
;

which
and whose second denomination, "the mountains

was, in fact, a continuance of Saracena;

of Sarah,"
classical

is

name.

the direct interpretation of the
The proof of the scriptural origin

names will be complete, when it shall be
that
seen,
Ptolemy's Saracena was the seat of
the Amalekites of Scripture history, and their
of both

subordinate tribes.

The

following texts define

* Eusebius mentions the
Saracens, as the inhabitants of this tract, in
the third century.
Speaking of the refugees from persecution, in the
iro\\o\ Se ol /car' afrro rb 'Apatit>>v opos Qavreign of Decius, he writes,

Bapdp<av2apa.Ki]vuv. (E. H. lib. vi. cap. xlii.) The
by Professor Robinson prove this region to have been
tenanted by the same people, under the kindred denominations of Saracens, Ishmaelites, or Nabatheans, in the fourth and sixth centuries.
8pa7ro5tcT0eVres virb

authorities quoted

Bibl. Res. in Pal. vol.

i.

pp.

180185.
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the primitive site of Amalek, from the age of
Moses to that of David ; in other words, from

the period of his

Testament, as

appearance, in the Old
tribe, to that of the fulfil-

first

an Arab

ment of the divine judgments against him.
"

And

the congregation of the children of
Israel journeyed from the wilderness of Sin, after
all

their journeys, according to the commandment of
the Lord, and pitched in Rephidim.
Tin -n
.

came Amalek, and fought with

Israel

.

.

in

Re-

phidim."*
" The Amalekites dwell in the land of the
south

;

and the

and the Jebu sites, and

Hittites,

the Amorites, dwell in the mountains and the
Canaanites dwell by the sea, and by the coast of
;

Jordan."f
"

Now

the Amalekites and the Canaanites

dwelt in the valley [of Horeb]." J
" Then the Amalekites came
Canaanites,

which dwelt

in

down, and the

that

hill

[Mount

Horeb], and smote them, and discomfited tla-m,
even unto Hormah."
"

And David and

his

men went

up, and in-

vaded the Geshurites, and the Gez rites, and the
Amakkites : for those nations were of old the
inhabitants of the land, as thou goest to Shur,
Exod.
|

Numb.

xvii.

1. 8.

t

Numb.

xiiL 29.

Ib. xiv. 45.

xiv. 25.

c 3
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And Achish
even unto the land of Egypt.
said, Whither have ye made a road to-day ? And
David said, Against the south of Judah, and
.

.

.

against the south of the Jerahmeelites, and against
the south of the Kenites."*
" And it came to
when David and his
pass,

men were come
the

on the third day, that
and

to Ziklag,

Amalekites had

invaded the south,

Ziklag." f

Eephidim and Hormah, mentioned in the first
and fourth of these passages, were situated towards the south of the peninsula of Sinai. Ziklag,
mentioned in the

last passage, lay in the

south

of Judea, in that part afterwards named Idumea.
Between these extreme points, along the Egyptian

border,

the

country was peopled by the

Amalekites, and their tributary tribes.
country is the Saracena of Ptolemy

But
;

this

which

is

thus proved, beyond all question, to have been
the seat of the first and greatest of the Edomite
nations.

And

Idumea was named by this
when they became its possessors,
as

very people,
the mountains of Sarah,

.

.

Sarah, the wife of

.

Abraham, the mother of

their race, evidently,
to
also,
Saracena, and, consequently,
to its inhabitants, the Saracens.
Thus the au-

gave name

thor of 5 Maccabees becomes the interpreter of
*

1

Sam.

xxvii. 8. 10.

f

Ib. xxx. 1.

U
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tin;

name to its scriptural source.
The classical boundaries of the Saracens

classical
4.

geographically coincide with the scriptural boundaries of Amalek, taking the Amalekites in the
largest sense of the name as the representatives

of

all

the Edomite tribes throughout northern

Arabia:

for Amalek, like Midian among tin:
from Keturah, became early the generic
appellative of the whole race of Esau.

tribes

Marcian's circumstantial

delineation,

in

his

Periplus, of the positions of the Saracenic tribes
in an eastern direction, may fairly be received
as

embodying the accounts of

earlier,

and of

succeeding writers. His statement is as follows
" The line of
country behind (or south of)

:

Arabia Petroca, and Arabia Deserta, and which
forms the neck of Arabia Felix, is peopled by
the tribes denominated Saracens ; who are distinguished from

names,

each other by tv/r/Ws- .s/>rr///V
and possess a great extent of desert

For they border,

country.
Petraea,

on

on

Persia,

on Arabiu

Arabia Deserta, on Palestine, and
and, consequently, on the above

named Arabia
Tek 8* irtpl

at once,

Felix."

r^v av\4va

*

Let

it

be recalled to

TTJS

KaAou/Ltepot [the name was plainly
and peculiar] 2apaiti)i>o\, w\dova$ /iiv {gcrrc* irpoiniyoplat,
[the name was also generic, and embraced many tribes of the one race]
Hji/

tpijuov 'ApaGlav, Kartxovaiv ol

distinctive

c 4
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mind that Ptolemy
tive seat of

places Saracena, the primiAmalek, between Palestine and the

border of Egypt and it will easily be perceived
that Marcian's description of the boundaries of
;

but a repetition of the scriptural
account of the boundaries of the Amalekites, in

the Saracens

is

the days of Saul and David " And Saul smote
the Amalekites, from Havilah, until thou comest
"
in other
to Shur, that is over against Egypt
:

:

words, from the banks of the Euphrates, to
those of the Nile.

The inland

5.

cenic

tribes,

Marcian,

is

as

laid

position of the genuine Saradenned in the geography of

down with an

accuracy, which

Their country,
prevents all liability to mistake.
he informs us, was bounded, on the north, by the

Stony and Desert Arabia, and, on the south, by
the ancient Arabia Felix. * The tract of country
unquestionably coincides with
and comprizes the inhabitants of the

thus described
the

site,

Djebal and Belad

Shammar

;

or the midland

region, interposing between the great northern
desert and the province of Nedjd.
iro\\})v 8e StoKaTexoires
i<$,

Kal Trj

HaXaiffTfjirr),

evSatnovt 'ApaSia.

ep7j/j.ov

/col

yrjv yzirviSxri yovv OVTOI

TTJ

HepffiSr),

Kal

TT} Trfrpatcf,

'Apa-

a.KO\ovd(as rfj irpoeipT)fj.vrj

Marcian. Heracleot. Periplus, p. 16. ap. Hudson.

Geogr. Vet. Min. torn. i.
* Gen. xxxvi.
37., we have a land-mark of the extension of the kingdom of Edom eastward, in the abode of Rehoboth, one of its early kings,

by the Euphrates.
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the face of this whole country, from
gulf to gulf, and from the Euphrates to the NiN-.
proves to be inscribed, at the present day, with

Now,

if

names identical with those of the sons, or wives,
of Esau, as the national denominations of the
great Arab tribes now actually occupying these
proof of the identity of the Saracens
with the Edomites, or Amalekites (already shown
to have inhabited these very districts), will be
parts, the

carried as high, as a question of ancient historical
geography can well admit of, and as any impartial

inquirer can reasonably expect or demand.
For proofs that the names of the Edomite
patriarchs are, at this day, thus legibly engraven
on the face of the common country of the Sa-

racens and Amalekites, the reader

is

referred to

the ensuing heads, of Amalek, Zepho, Gatam,

Kenaz, with their mothers, Adah, and Timna;
of Reuel, Nahath, Zerah, Shammah, and Mix/ah,
the

common

stock of Ishmael and Esau

;

and of

Korah, the son of Aholibamah, and grandson of
Anah. As these Edomite tribes appear all to

have merged their distinctive names under the
general denomination of Amalekites, it follow-,
that

Amalek gave name

to the whole race of

Esau, as Midian to that of Keturah, as the ruling
tribe.
6.

But,

besides

the

joint

evidences arising

26
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from their common

site,

I.

and the coincidences

with

the Mosaic catalogue of their sub-denominations, the Saracenic are historically identi-

with the Edomite or Amalekite tribes by
the most remarkable fact, that the Saracens of
fied

the age of Mahomet, on their first inroad into
the eastern empire, were popularly known to the
The fact is
Greeks by the name of Amalekites.

comment, by Mr. Gibbon, who
from Theophanes by whom the name

noticed, without

quotes it
of Amalek

:

used in a way clearly implying that

is

was, then, the common national appellative of
the Saracens the Arab tribes most familiar to the

it

;

on the territory of the empire
towards Syria and Egypt. The words of Theo" The desertsprung Amalek hath
phanes are,
Greeks, as borderers

arisen, smiting us, the people of Christ."*

Sarah and Saraca, though treated both by
Asseman and Gibbon as distinct etymologies of
7.

the national appellative Saracens, are, like their
derivatives, Saraceni, and Saritce, one and the

same name:

the sole difference lying in the
harder, or softer, pronunciation of the final A, in
the original Arabic, or Hebrew.
Thus, from

the scripture proper-name Jerah, Ptolemy,
have seen, deduces Jeraoh&i.

The

identity of Saraca with Sarah

we

might be

'A/ia\?j/c, TVTTTUV T^JMS rbv Xo&v rov Xptffrov.
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assumed, from the analogy of the Arabic idiom
can be demonstrated, from comparison of the
Arabian geography of Ptolemy with that of
:

it

d'Anville.

Ptolemy

places

his

immediately south of

Sarita?,

and of

his Massonita?, or

and

Saraca,

Mount Climax,

between the Ishmaelite

and the Sapharitae, in the direction of Sabe Regia, or Sanaa.
On inspection of
d' Anville's
map of Arabia, or of the positions of
localities accurately taken from it in the
present
tribe of Massa,

work, the reader will find the very place and
people named by the Alexandrine geographer

Saraca and

Saritcp, in the true scriptural

form of

the name, in the district of Al Saruat, or " the
country of Sarah," and its chief town, Ayal
" the
Sarah, literally,
people of Sarah* ;" being
the names of a city and district of Yemen, situated to the south of the Beni

and

W.

Yam,

or Massonita-.

W.

of the mountain country or
between Gasan and Sanaa.

The

S.

ascertained existence of Edomite

ments, in these parts,

may be

seen under

Amalek, and Omar.

And

tin-

since

ensuing topics,
Ayal Sarah is the Arabic original of the Saraca
of Ptolemy, it must be equally the true render*

The

derivation of this local denomination from " Sarah the wife of

Abraham,

1 '

as

mother of the Edomite

tribes of Arabia, is clearly esta-

blished by the application of the same matronymic, by the Arabs of
Oman, to the Jew* settled among them. Sec p. 8. note.
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ing of the Saraca of Stephanus, the seat of the
northern Saracens and thus we clearly retrace
;

the

"
Sarah, the wife of
posterity of
from the extreme south of the penin-

name and

Abraham,"

the neighbourhood of the Belad and
Djebal Shamrnar and thence, again, to the Saracena of Ptolemy, on the border of Egypt, and
otherwise called " the mountains of
sula, to

;

to Idumea,

Sarah," a part of Judea indisputably inhabited
by her lineal descendants, the Edomites, the posterity of

Esau by Amalek.

To resume the proof as a whole. The origin
of the name of Saracens has now been traced to
"

Sarah, the wife of Abraham," through a series
of closely-connected evidences, in which history,
profane and sacred, geography, ancient and modern, and etymology, classical and oriental, combine their lights.
The names, " mountains of
"
Sarah," and
country of Sarah," by which the

northern seats of the Edomites were familiarly
known to the Jews, in the age of the Maccabees,
are re-echoed from the extreme south, by the
Arabs of Yemen, at the present day, in those of

Al Saruat, and Ayal Sarah.

While these wholly

independent authorities, again, reciprocate their
evidences with those furnished by the classic

whose Saraca, Saritas, and Saraceni, they,
once, identify and interpret. The preliminary

writers;
at
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analogies of Hagarenes from Hagar, and Ketiireans from Keturah, which so prominently sug-

gest the antecedent probability of the parallel
derivation, from Sarah, of Sarita), and Saraceni,

thus amply borne out, by such a host of witnesses, and such an accumulation of facts, I

may unpresumptuously

anticipate the

judgment

of others, and consider the question to be set at
rest.

For the full discussion of this question, I shall
Its importance will be best
offer no apology.
the
most
competent judges. The
appreciated by
zeal of infidelity in assailing this, and every
similar point connected with the authority of

the true measure of the duty of
establishing their proof. And the present writer
will feel most thankful if, as in his former proof
Revelation,

is

of the descent of the Arabs from Ishmael

*,

he

shall, in this instance also, be successful in vindi-

cating the descent of the Saracens from Sarah,
and the scriptural origin of that celebrated name,
against the idle ridicule, the affected research,
and the real ignorance, on this subject, of the
sceptical historian of the

Roman

empire.
the
national
That, by
appellative Saracens,
and
all the Edomite
intended
comprized
Ptolemy
tribes, is to
"

be inferred from his nearly

Mahometanism Unveiled,"

vol.

ii.

Appendix,

No/ 1.

t<>t;il
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pretermission

of the Edomite

names of

I.

tribes

actually existing in the country of the Saracens,
contrasted with his large insertion of the names of

the sons of Ishmael, and of Keturah, in the cases
of the various tribes bearing those respective

The inference is demonstrable
patronymics.
from the most rapid survey of Saracena (as
by Marcian) in connection with its
Thus Ptolemy's Saracens of
actual population.
described

the Egyptian border, are the tribe of Amalek,
and its dependents his inland Saracens, are the
Edomite tribes of Reuel, Kenaz, and Shammah,
;

or the

Raualla,

Shammar
Gulf, and

;

the

Aeneze,

and

the

Beni

while his Thamuditse, of the Arabian
Thamudeni, east of Belad Sham-

his

mar, are independently proved Saracens, and
consequently Edomites, by a record of the
eastern empire, in which the Arab auxiliaries
enrolled in the armies of Justinian, three hundred in number, are styled " Saracen horsemen
of the tribe of Thamud."*

The

Saracens, therefore, in the age of Ptolemy,
if less conspicuous than they
subsequently be-

came, appear to have extended quite across the
neck of the Arabian peninsula partly in an inner
;

behind the Nabatheans, and partly interAnd as they
spersed with the Ishmaelite tribes.

line

* Decline and Fall.
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hills

and coasts

Yemen, we

sitions,

an

obtain, in their geographical poeasy solution of the statements of the

classic writers, that the ancient

Idumeans com-

manded the navigation of the Erythrean

sea, in

including the Arabian and Persian Gulfs, with the intervening part of the
Indian Ocean.
The periodic circumnavigation

its largest sense,

of so vast a tract of waters, at so early a period,
from the head of the Red Sea, may involve some

But the statements in
question become perfectly clear and credible,
when we find Edomite tribes seated, at the same
doubt and

difficulty.

time, on the coast of the Persian Gulf,

and along

the shores of the Arabian sea: their wide-spread
settlements enabling this great commercial people
to establish ports, and maintain inland commuThis
nications, in every part of the peninsula.
state of things gives the strongest countenance
to the opinion of the learned, that the true ety-

mology of the Erythrean sea
" which is Edom."

From

this general

is

from Esau,

survey of the posterity of

Esau, under the generic names of -Amalekites,
Edomites or Idumeans, and Saracens, we can

now

proceed with advantage to the restoration

of the various

Arab

tribes deriving

sons or grandsons of Esau, and

from

tin*

32
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respectively, by their names, although included
under the above generic patronymics.
ELIPHAZ.
In the first-born son of Esau, by

Adah

the daughter of Elon the Hittite, the

first

of his three wives, we must also recognize the
chief founder of the mighty race of Edom.
For,
to
not
rise
nation
though Eliphaz gave
any
" called after his
in the

own name," which recurs only
as the name of an individual

Book of Job,

descendant, ... he yet lives, as the great father of
the Edomites,in the names and families of his prolific

sons,

Teman, Omar, Zepho,

Reriaz, Eorah,

Gatam, each, as will presently appear, the parent
of an Arab people and, lastly and above all, in
his son Amalek, the second namer of the whole
;

race of: Edom, and characterized in Scripture as
" the first of the nations."

But, while the posterity of Eliphaz are not to
be found in Arabia, ancient or modern, bearing
his own name, like those of Ishmael and Esau
clearly be discovered bearing the
of his mother Adah, in the tribe of

they

may

name

Ad

(the
Oaditaa of Ptolemy), one of the most famous
The origin
tribes of Ante-Mahometan Arabia.

and

fate of

Ad, as told by Arab

be dismissed

The

among

tradition,

may

the idle fables of the Koran.

situation of the Adites or Oaditse, in the

heart of the country of the Saracens, bespeaks,

33
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less strongly than the
scent from Adah.

The name of

TEMAN.

name

itself,

their de-

this patriarch appears,

as that of a district of the land of

Edom,

in the

Mosaic catalogue of the first Edomite kings. On
the death of Jobab, the son of Zerah of Bozrah,

we

" ;m<l

Husham, of the land of Temnn
*
The election of a king
reigned in his stead."
of Kdom, from the tribe of Teman, which had
already given name to a portion of the Lun.l.
marks the early and high consideration which
the family of Teman held among the Edomite
iviid,

i,

tribes.

From

that

rank and power continued to increase,

its

the prophets,

Teman became

until

Edom

of

we

afterwards learn,

a synonyme for the land
from Mount Seir 'to the

proper f
of
the peninsula of Sinai.
extremity
itself is spoken of as the capital of
,

Bozrah

Teman

J,

while elsewhere described as the metropolis of
The precise position of the land of
Edom.

Temnn
Sea,

is

from

i,

at or

near the eastern head of the K<

Isaiah,

<1

by two texts one
who, prophesying the fall of Edom,

unequivocally indicated

:

announces that, " at the cry, the noise tin-not
w is heard in the Red Sea ;" another from Halmk;

who

kuk,

*
\

VOL.

describes Jehovah as taking his pro-

Gen. xxxvi. 34.

Amos,
II.

i.

t

J er

-

*l' x * 7.

Isaiah,

12.

D

Ixiii.

I.
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" from

Teman, and Mount Paran," when
he went forth to visit and chastise the inhabitants
gress

of " the land of Midian."

Teman, consequently,

lay immediately north of Midian, or
eastern head of the Eed Sea.
This site

at

the

we may

conjecture to have been his inheritance by birthright, as the eldest of the sons of Eliphaz, the
first-born of Esau, by Adah, the daughter of

Elon the Hittite

;

whose name and

rule, in this

quarter of Edom, is perpetuated, in the classical
names of Elana, and the Elanitic Gulf.

The name, and probably a remnant

OMAR.

of the race, of this son of Eliphaz, are observable,
to this day, at the northern head of Djebal Shera,
the

Mount

tribe of

Seir of the

Beni Ammar.

Old Testament, in the

But the

posterity

of

Omar

are recoverable, with still stronger marks
of identification, in a far-distant quarter, at
the southern extremity of the peninsula.
The

settlements of Esau have been already traced,
in these pages, to the neighbourhood of Sanaa,
under the generic name of SaritaB or Saracens;

the inhabitants of the districts of

Al Saruat,

From the generic appella" the
"
the peotions,
country of Sarah," and
ple of Sarah," I now turn to a specific Edomite appellative
and to the union of wholly
and Ayal Sarah.

;

independent proofs, which concur to identify
name and tribe of Omar, the second son

the

SETTLEMENT^

Si.r. V.J

KSAU.

O]

of Eliphaz, and brother to the famous
Amalek,
with the most powerful and illustrious nation of

southern Arabia, the ancient Homerites ; the
founders of a potent state and dynasty, upon the
ruins of the Joktanite

kingdom of the Sabeans.

The

proofs which support the derivation of the
Homerites of the Greek and Roman geographers,
from Omar, the son of Eliphaz, and grandson of

Esau,

may be reduced under

the following heads

:

The evidence arising from the names of localities, ancient and modern, in this part of Yemen. 2. The near neighbourhood of other Edomite tribes.
3. The
testimony of Arab tradition
1

.

to the origin of the Homerites; which proves
them not aboriginals in Yemen, but comparatively

recent intruders

or Sabeans.

4.

upon the empire of the Joktanites
The testimony of the same native

tradition to the fact, that the Amalekites

were

formerly to be found near Sanaa whence they
emigrated, in after times, as conquerors, to the
;

north.
1.

Evidence arising from the names of

in this part of

localities

Yemen.

The name and

site

of the Homerites* are

With Pliny (lib. vi. $32.) we must carefully discriminate the
Homerites (Momenta?) from their Joktanite predecessors the Hamyarites
The fonner name is preserved in the town of Omera, on the
Ilaniirei).

t

S. W. coast
the latter, in Ras Homier, a headland of the central coast.
The Hamyaritic tongue was the language spoken by Pliny's Hamirri
;

D 2
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conspicuous, both in the classical and in
the native accounts of Yemen to require detoo

tailed elucidation.

It

suffice, for

may

our pur-

kingdom of the Ho-

pose, to remark, that the

merites extended southward, from Mariaba, or
Mareb, their capital, to the sea; including, in its

long line of coast, the ports of the Arabian

from Aden to Hadramaut.

The

local

sea,

nomen-

clature in the neighbourhood of Aden, while it
preserves to this day the memory of this once

famous people, clearly shows the etymological
correctness of the derivation of the national appellative Homerites from Omar. That the names
are differenced only

the aspirate,

is

by the

known to
name

the two forms of this

use, or omission, of

all Orientalists

:

that

are used indifferently,
the Arabs themselves, is

and interchangeably, by
clear from M. Niebuhr's map of Yemen where
we meet Nakhil Homar, as the name of a range
of hills, and Omera, as that of an adjoining town,
in the Bellad Aden.
But Homar and Omera,
being names alike derived from the Homerites, in
former times the undoubted possessors of this
;

country, the etymology of Homerites from Omar,
so plainly suggested by the names themselves,
Hamyar of the Arabs); and still, perhaps, by the people of Mahrah.
See d' Anville's map.
For the language and tribe of Hamyar, the son
of Saba, and grandson of Joktan, see Pock. Spec. pp. 41. 58, 59. 61. 66,
(the

67. 155. 179.
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is

fully borne out

by the evidence of extant

local

denominations.
2.

Evidence from near neighbourhood of other

Edomite

tribes.

W.N.W.

of the kingdom of the Homerites, we
meet the Saritae of Ptolemy, by the natives of
Yemen called literally " the people of Sarah;"
whom I have already identified with the Edom-

Adjoining the district of Al Saruat, inhabited by this tribe, the town of Katum or
Gatam, still preserves the name of Gatam, one

ites.

Yet higher north, in
the vicinity of Mekka, two more brothers, Kenaz
and Korah, have apparently bestowed their names
on the country, or its inhabitants. In the same
neighbourhood, another Edomite name, that of
of the brothers of Omar.

Jaalam, adds a fresh link to the chain of the
southern settlements of Esau which, from this
point, arc more familiarly legible along the coast,
:

in the headland of

of

Bar Edom;

AVx

/v/o/y/,

localities,

and the harbour

which stand

as middle

terms to connect the Edomites of the south with

Mount

Seir and the Klanitic Gulf, the
"
and
proper land of Edom-." It must,
primitive

those of

be remarked, to bind together these -ircumstantial evidences, that we have the uniform
<

lastly,

consent of Arabian tradition, for the flux and
reflux of the Edomite tribes, under the general
D 8
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name of Amalekites*, along the entire

chain.

I.

The

authorities for this striking fact will be found
under the head of Amalek.
3.

Testimony of Arabian tradition

to

the

foreign origin of the Homerites.
Arab history and tradition throw further light
on the origin of the Homerites, by the admission,

that they were not originally a people of Yemen ;
but a race of invaders from the north, who sub-

verted the ancient empire of the Sabeans.

Con-

formably with this account, we find Epiphanius
speaking of the Homerites as an Abrahamic race,
the descendants of

Abraham by Keturah.

This

remarkable ecclesiastical tradition proves the existence of a belief,

Homerites

the

in the

were a

sixth century, that
people of Abrahamic

of the posterity of Abraham,
But,
their name alone sufficiently attests them to have
origin.

if

come of the stock of Esau.
4. Testimony of Arab

tradition to the emi-

gration of the southern Amalekites, as conquerors, to the north, and to the seats of their
fathers.

According to another tradition, the original
seats of Amalek were in Sanaa, and the surrounding parts of

Yemen

;

whence, in

after-

* " The
Hamyarites [Homerites], a tribe .which the Arabians suppose to be descended from the ancient Amalekites"
Ockley, Hist, of

Sar.

i.

57, 58.
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times, the Amalekites emigrated, as invaders, first
to the neighbourhood of Mekka and Medina;
and, finally, to the northern desert, and the
frontiers of Syria and Palestine.*
As this tradition deduces the race of Amalek, not from

Esau, but from Shem by another linef, it is
worthy of regard only as supplying fresh evidence for the existence of Edomite tribes in

Yemen, and

for the probable descent,

tli<-ivf.,iv.

of the Homerites from Omar.

This essay to identify the Homerites v/itli
Omar and the Edomites, under their second
generic appellation of Amalekites, assumes a

still

higher interest and importance, when viewed, as
I shall now proceed to view what has been here

advanced, in connection with an event recorded
by the highest of all authorities. Among the
historical events of the Old Testament, few are
more memorable or momentous than the judicial
extirpation of Amalek, by Moses and his successors, in obedience to the express com mm idmen t of Jehovah. The execution of this diviin
decree, commenced by Moses and Joshua, was
*

Excerpta ex Abulfeda

(De

Sacy), ap. Spec. Hist. Arab. Appendix,

pp. 464, 465. edit. Oxon. 18O6.

f The tradition, however, is selt-eorveetue since, while it makes the
Amalekites of Yemen descendants of Lhud the son of Shem, it state*
;

them,

at the

same time,

to be the

stroyed by Moses [Saul].

same people, who were afterward* de-

.

D 4
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completed only in the reign of Saul when the
Amalekites of northern Arabia appear to have
:

ceased to exist as a distinct people.
Now the
sentence against Amalek must have been carried into effect, in one or other of two ways
either by the total annihilation of the Amalekites
:

or by their emigration to other
The former of these alternatives is not

individually*
parts.

;

nor
required by the terms of the sacred text
could such a destruction of a great Arab people,
:

with trackless deserts in their

rear,

have been

accomplished otherwise than by miracle.

The

latter, and more merciful interpretation comes
recommended, on the other hand, by its intrinsic

verisimilitude

while to decide us in

its

favour,
stands supported by the unbiassed and independent witness of native tradition.
:

it

*

That

their extirpation

Sam.

was not

total is

abundantly manifest from

we

read of David's expedition against
the Amalekites, in their native seats west of Sinai ; and 1 Sam. xxx. 1, 2.,
At a much
of a counter- expedition of the Amalekites against Ziklag.

Thus,

Scripture.

1

xxvii. 8.,

later period, in the reign of

Hezekiah, the Simeonites invaded and de-

stroyed the remnant of the Amalekites at Mount Seir. (1 Chron. iv.
The power of the nation was broken, but its fragments, still
42, 43. )
formidable, remained.

was himself

slain

It is

remarkable that Saul, their chief destroyer,
These scriptural marks of the con-

by an Amalekite.

Amalek in the north give weight to the testimony of native
who speak of the Amalekites of the Euphrates and number

tinuance of
historians,

among

the kings of Hira

;

more than one prince of the
s-

De

Sacy, Excerpt, ex. Abulfed. ut supra, pp. 432, 433.

race of

Amalek.

BETTLBMBHTS OF BSAUL
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The disappearance of the
pursuant to the judgment
;

i

irainst

|x

;

i

41

ancient Amalekites,

divinely denounced
from
the
north, and their reapthem,

ranee, according to the consent of native au-

extreme south of the peninsula,

thorities, in the

stand thus as reciprocal elucidations of the truth
of the Old Testament history.
That these fugitives

from Arabia Deserta, should have become,

under the name of Homerites, the conquerors of
Arabia Felix, is only consonant with the history
of

all

barbarous nations

;

whose conquests (as

in

the familiar example of the barbarians of northern Asia) have usually been the result of com-

pulsory emigration
quarter,

becoming

:'

the weaker power, in one
stronger, in another.

the

And

thus comparison of the facts with the probabilities of the case reconducts us to the conclusion, that the

celebrated in

owed

its

kingdom of the Homerites, so
the annals of Greece and Rom,
.

rise to

the defeat and destruction of

the Amulekites by Saul.
ZEPHO.
The name of Zepho, the third of the
sons of Eliphaz, is apparently legible at this dav.
in those of
in the

two

districts of Arabia, both situated

heart of other settlements of K>au

namely,
or
a
between
Dzuf,
Djiuf
province lying centrally
the Djebel and Belad Sliammar, and l>jof or
:

Dzof, a region in the country of the Homer
we&\ <>f Merah, under the Xikkum or Lokkum

42
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North-west of this southern Djof,
18, on the route to Beishe and He-

name, of the Edomite
seems
recoverable, in the SophanitcB of
Zepho
Ptolemy, or Beni Sefian of Burckhardt a tribe

jaz, the race, as well as the

;

seated under the continuation of the same inland
range, and forming a connecting link between
the Edomite settlements of Yemen and Hejaz.
I have observed, that the Edomite,
GATAM.

or Saracenic, tribes, became gradually so merged
in the ruling tribe of Ainalek, as to be generally
known, in after-times, only by the name of

Amalekites.

Gatam

Of

this historical fact, the case of

furnishes a striking exemplification.

while, in

common with

all his

For

brethren, over-

shadowed and absorbed by the higher name and
fortunes of the son of Timna, the primitive seats
of

Amalek

himself, in the proper land of

Edom,

covered with vestiges of the name and
of
Gatam. From " Etham," and " the
posterity
wilderness of Etham" (the country around the

seem

still

head of the Gulf of Suez), the form in which,
softened by Bedouin pronunciation, this name
appears in the later books of Moses, the transition
is natural and easy to the Autei of Pliny, the
Beni Atye of Burckhardt, and the desert of
the actual names of the country in question, and of its inhabitants, at the present day.

Tyh ;

.
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From

the western, stretching round the eastern
of
the Arabian Gulf, encampments of the
head
B. Atye, lying east of Midian, guide our researches after Gatam, southwards, until the scriptural name apparently returns, under the classical

Agdami, and Tammacum* (the mo-

disguises of

dern Tayf ) a place, by neighbourhood as well
by name, marked out as an Edomite colony,
it
being the next station to a metropolis, whose
;

as

name is demonstration of its origin,
the Mariaba Bar-Amalacum of Pliny f (now TaAs we
raba), or Merab of the sons of Amalek.
advance further south, the scriptural name of
classical

this

Edomite patriarch,

at length, presents itself,

without alteration or disguise, in the

modern

geography of the country, in Katarn, or Gat<nn.
a town of the Edomite district of Al Saruat, the
seat of the Sarita of Ptolemy,

or " people of

"

the name of the province and its inhabitants thus uniting with that of the town, to
verify its derivation from Gatam, the son of

Sarah

:

Eliphaz.

KENAZ.

Dr. Wells states as a probability,
what he might have assumed as a fact, that the
*

" of thAgdami is literally the Arabic pronunciation of Al Gatamy,
Gatam." The Tammacum of Pliny, apparently the same town,

tribe of

may

be taken either

K(li><nite

t

Lib.

name.
vi.

32.

.is

the contraction, or the inversion, of the

44
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KeneziteS) mentioned in Genesis, (xv. 19.) were
the descendants of Kenaz *, the youngest of the

legitimate sons of Eliphaz ; the promise to Abraham, in this instance, being clearly proleptical,
and including nations yet unborn, who should

come under the dominion of his seed by promise.

On

he further justly

this presumption,

that the Kenezites

may

infers,

here stand as repre-

sentatives of the Edomites at large f, who were,
in the event, brought, for a time, under the do-

minion of the

But that Kenaz should

Israelites.

thus typify the whole race of Esau, plainly implies the future magnitude and importance of

and as plainly suggests the likelihood,
that proportionate traces of it would be found

this tribe

;

in the actual population of the country.
Now, in the classical geography of Arabia, the

Al Kenaz, may, with
be
discerned, in the Lcekeni or
good probability,
Lceeni of Ptolemy a people lying at the eastern

name and

tribe of Kenaz, or

;

extremity of the inland settlements of Esau, and
near the Persian Gulf.
But, by this location,

and the double coincidence of name and
*

So,

Numb,

xxxii. 12., Caleb

is

termed

site,

the

the Kenezite, after his brother

Kenaz.
j-

The

identity of the Kenizzites with the Amalekites or Edomites,

It can be clearly deduced from Scripture.
does not rest on conjecture.
For Gen. xv. 19. we find the Kenites coupled with the Kenizzites, as ad-

joining or intermingled people.

And

1

Sam.

xvi. 6.

dwelt intermingled with the Amalekites.
follows, were the same with the Amalekites.
Kenites

we learn, that the
The Kenizzites, it
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Laekeni or Laeeni become at once identified with
the most formidable Bedouin nation in Arabia,
the Aenezes, or El Aenezes ; the most numerous
of whose tribes, the Besher Arabs, compose, as
learn from Burckhardt, the chief population

we

of Nedjd,

while

branches extend eastward
El Hassa. *

its

into the province of

The softening of L^Areni into Laeeni, in the
various readings of Ptolemy and his interpreter,
authorizes and authenticates, very remarkably,
the strictly corresponding softening of TsTenaz into
^fenezef: or rather it exemplifies the assumed

change in this proper name a change simply in
accordance with the known idiomatic tendency
of the Bedouin pronunciation. The Edomite ori;

gin of the Aenezes, and the scriptural derivation
of the name, will receive fresh and striking illustration,

under the head of Reuel

:

where we

find one of the chief tribes of this great
Bedouin race actually bearing to this day, in itshall

unaltered

* Notes on the Bedouins
f

A

similar softening of

by Protl-ssor Itobinson.
with ruins, which our

.

.

.

and Wahabys, pp. 218,

name has been

21.9.

indicated, in Arabia Petnea,

"
Adjacent to this well, the ground was strewed
Arabs called El-A'hulasa; in which name we

could not but recognize the ancient
p. 296.
t

name of Reuel, the
the brother of Eliphaz,

the

integrity,

second son of Esau,
and uncle of Kenaz. J

lusa.

(

Bibl. Res. in Pal.

vol.

i.

Ptolemy supplies independent proof of the Aeneze being the same
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reference of the Aenezes, for their origin,

and

to Esau,

for their

name, to Kenaz, may give
heightened interest to Mr. Burckhardt's notices
" The
of this great Arab people.
Aenezes (he
are
the
most
Arab
nation
observes)
powerful
in the vicinity of Syria ; and, if we add to them
their brethren in Nedjd, may be reckoned one of

the most considerable body of Bedouins in the
Arabian deserts.
The northern Aenezes, of
.

whom

alone I speak here, are divided into four

principal bodies.
lars,

.

.

who had

.

.

.

From some Damascus

passed their whole lives

ped-

among

the Bedouins, I learned particulars which induce
me to state the force of the Aeneze tribes above

mentioned (their brethren in Nedjd not included) at about ten thousand horsemen, and
perhaps ninety or one hundred thousand camelriders.

may

.

.

.

The whole northern Aeneze nation

be estimated at from three hundred to three

hundred and

fifty thousand souls, spread over a
"*
of
at
least
forty thousand square miles.
country

tribe with his Laekeni,

and with the Kenaz of Scripture,

in the

common

name

For the capital of the -Leekeni was Arre Vicus,
of the capital.
a name and
east of the Vadeni, or of Wady Sarr, and of Mount Zames
:

well corresponding with Derayeh or Deraie, the capital of the Raualla
Aenezes.
The absorp(See Burckhardt, Notes on B. and W. p. 218.)
tion of the tribe of Reuel in that of his nephew Kenaz, is only in accordsite

ance with precedents already pointed out, in nearly
stocks.

*

Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys, pp.

1

9.

all

the patriarchal

.
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AMALEK.
We now come to that son ofKliphaz, whose posterity is described, in the Mosaic
"
" the first of
the nations
whose
Scriptures, as
;

" from Haage of Saul, extended
vilah to Shur," or from the Euphrates to the
seats,

in the

Nile; who, in the event, appears to have given
to the whole race of Esau, and,
by con-

mum

quest or incorporation, to have absorbed, as in
one family, all the various Edomite or Saracenic
" And Timna was
tribes.
concubine to Eliphaz,
Esau's son and she bare to Eliphaz AMALEK."*
;

Upon the scriptural notices of Amalek, and
of his early greatness and glory, it is needless to
(.uljirge.

It will suffice,

for our object, to ob-

serve, that they are such, as amply to justify the
expectation, that corresponding vestiges of the

ancient Amalekites

would

survive, in the

names

of tribes, or localities, of the Arabian peninsula.
Nor will the expectation be disappointed.
In
the classical geography of Arabia, indeed, I dis-

cover only one example in point, but this one
example is, in itself, a host, the Mariaba Barof Pliny, or " Merab of the sons of
Amalek," the present Taraba for, on the name
of this metropolis, as on a focus, converge rays

Amalacum

:

of historic light, from the surrounding Edomite
imines of Gatam, Jaalam, Kenaz, Korah,
Gen. xxx vi. 12.
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spread over the face of the land, from
Jezerat Edom, and Ras Edvm, on the coast of
Hejaz,

to

Al Saruat, and Ayal Sarah,

in the

vicinity of Sanaa.

This classical vestige of the
race of Amalek, thus preserved, in Hejaz, in the

name

of an Amalekite metropolis, receives direct
light and confirmation from the actual existence
of the name, and it may be justly inferred of

the race, both in this neighbourhood, and on
the opposite side of the peninsula, in the Beni
Malek of Zohran*, and the Beni Maledj of the

Shat

al

The

Arab, f
location of the Beni Maledj on the con-

fines of the ancient Havilah, the scriptural

boun-

dary of the Amalekites on the east, might well
suffice to complete the evidence of Edomite
This evidence,
origin arising from their name.
however, is still further corroborated by the refact, that Arabs of the Euphrates as
as Anah, are known -commonly to
north
high
speak of themselves as descendants of Esau. J

markable

*

Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia,

vol. ii. Appendix, p. 374.
Reports on the Navigation of the Euphrates," by Col. ChesThe Beni Maledj of the Euphrates are seated immeney, R. A., Map.
diately north of Bussora ; and are evidently the same with the Amalekites

f

'

mentioned by the Arab

writers, in connection

with the kingdom of Hira.

very remarkable, that the Arabs of Anah, in particular,
actually describe themselves as (what the name of their town imThe Anah Arabs are adjoined
ports) Edomites, or Children of Esau.
on the south by the Aeneze " the latter (observes Col. Chesney) have
\

It

is

:
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are, as their

so plainly implies, equally Amal< -kites,

that the Edomite

names of

and
with which

localities

the Hedjaz abounds are, in point of historical
fact, of Edomite origin, can also be established

a very interesting way, by the independent
witness of Arab tradition.
I have already suggested the antecedent likelihood, that the divine
in

sentence against Amalek, which certainly did
not extend to the utter extinction of this people,
was, in great part, effected, by the flight of the
Amalekites inland before the victorious Israelites,
and their settlement in the distant regions of the

This presumption

south.

we have

further seen

converted into proof, by a constant native tradition, which, retaining the substance while it con-

founds the circumstances of historic truth, represents the country round Sanaa as once peopled

by the Amalrkitcs

;

the north stands thus

whose disappearance from
met and explained by tln-ir

It remains only to
reappearance in the south.
same
tradition proremind the reader, that the

ceeds to state the subsequent return of Amalek
northwards ; and the establishment of this tribe,
as conquerors, in

Mekka, and the surroundinLT

parts of the Hedjaz.
the authority on the right

The Aenezcs

VOL.

AVhen, therefore, both

bank ns

far as the Hit."

arc here followed by the

II.

E

Shammar.

(Ut
11).

supr.

p.

in

37.)
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modern geography of Arabia,

find tribes or localities of the Hedjaz called

by the names of Amalek and his brethren, we
have every ground to consider those local denominations, not as bestowed fortuitously, but as
genuine patronymics belonging to the families of

Esau.
EETJEL.

In the case of Eliphaz, the first-born

of Esau, while his race and memory are conspicuously preserved, in the names and families of his

numerous

sons,

any people or
after his

we have been unable

Arabia called directly

district of

own name.

to recover

The

result is different, in

the case of his next brother, Reuel.*

For, while

equally perpetuated with Eliphaz, through the

medium

of tribes and territories, along the line
of Edomite settlements towards Havilah and the
" NaEuphrates, bearing the names of his sons,

Shammah and Mizzah," this
would
patriarch
appear to have bestowed his
own name on a powerful Bedouin tribe of the
northern desert, a branch of the great Aeneze
That the Rauconfederacy, the Raualla Arabs.
alla indeed derive their origin from the Edomite
Reuel may plainly be inferred from their locahath and Zerah,

*

The son of Esau by Bashemath

baioth

:

;

in the veins of

whose numerous

flowed the mingled blood of Ishmael and Newhence the Ishmaelites and Idumeans came to be regarded and

posterity, consequently,

spoken of as one people.
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:

the central

encampments of this tribe lying in juxtaposition
with the Djebel and Belad Shammar, a spacious
inland province, inhabited

Beni

by the potent

Shammar ; denominations which

to a letter, their derivation

tribe of

bespeak,

from Shammah, the

third of the sons of Reuel.

Mr. Burckhardt's account of the Raualla Arabs
may be introduced appropriately under the
" El Raualla
head of Reuel.
also called el
.

.

.

Djelaes a powerful tribe, possessing more horses
than any other of the Aeneze. In 1809, they de-

body of six thousand men, sent against
them by the Pasha of Baghdad. They generally
occupy the desert from Djebel Shammar towards
the Djof, and thence towards the southern vicinity
of the Hauran but they frequently encamp between the Tigris and Euphrates.* Like the other
Aenezes, they had for many years refused tluwhose
customary tribute to the Wahal>y dii
feated a

;

1',

their courageous opreligion they had embraced
of
the
Pasha
Baghdad caused a ra-onposition to
:

riliation

between them and Ibn Saoud.

1810, they accompanied the

Wahabys

" Some of the Aniza are to be met with as

and the whole way over the desert
as inwards from the sea to the Haouran."
Persia,

Navigation of the Euphrates,

;

p. 43.

E 2

far

In July,
into the

\& the borders of

also along the river, as well

Col

Reports on
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I.

Hauran, and led Ibn Saoud to the most wealthy

The Raualla, every

villages.

spring, pay a visit
to obtain, through

to the tribe of Ibn Esmeyr,
his interference, permission from the Pasha, that

they

purchase, in his territory, wheat and
The Djelaes are not entitled either to

may

barley.

the szourra from the Hadj, or to any tribute
from the Baghdad and Basra caravans. Their
principal tribes are, el Soualeme, el Abdelle, Ferdja,
el

Belaaysh,

el

Bedour, Ibn Augdje,

el

Zerdk*,

Sahhan, Hedjlis, Deraye."-f
In the modern geography of the
NAHATH.
peninsula, so far as our very imperfect information as yet extends J, I am not aware of any
Arab tribe still retaining the name of the eldest

son of Reuel.
the occurrence,

But, in the Arabia of Ptolemy,
in the neighbourhood of the

Djebel Shammar, and in the midst of tribes now
actually bearing the names of Reuel, and of his

younger

sons, of the significant appellation Bana-

cha, as the

name

of a

town on the border of

the northern desert, indicates, apparently, the
name and site of the Beni Nachath, or sons of

Nahath.
*

After Zerah, one of the sons of Reuel.

See Gen. xxxvi. 13.

Conf. pp. 217, 218.
f Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys, pp. 4, 5.
of his own inform| Burckhardt frankly acknowledges the scantiness
ation, respecting the

names of the Arab

Bedouins and Wahabys, pp. 231, 232.

tribes in this quarter.
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the tribes enumerated by

Burckhardt, as subdivisions of the Raualla Arabs,
the reader

may have remarked

that of el Zeradi

.

a coincidence of proper names the more striking,
because it so naturally connects the family of
Zerah with that of his father Rend. The ap-

pearance of Zerah in the modern geography of
Arabia, as the name of an Arab tribe, and tinclaim of this tribe of the Rauallas to descend

from Zerah the son of Reuel, is, in the next
place, illustrated and confirmed by the classical
geography since we find, in Ptolemy, between
;

Mount Zames and the Astan

river,

amidst other

Edomite names, that of the Zeerita, literal!}', in
But the unother words, the Beni Zerah.
doubted existence of the name and tribe, in the
second century of our era, proves to demonstration the antiquity of both in Arabia: ^hile their
ascertained antiquity becomes, in its turn, tl.strongest of all presumptions for their scriptural
origin.

SHAMMAH.*
ite

From

the recovery of the K<lomZerah and his posterity, in the Zecriuu of

Ptolemy, and the el Zerah, a branch 'tribe of the
Rauallas, our next step in the process of restora*

I'm Shaumer, a lofty mountain west of Mount Sinai, preserves the
Robinson's
this patriarch, in the proper land of Edotn.
( See

name of

,

vol.

i.

p.

155.)

E 3
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.

tion lands us amidst a province and people, bearing now, as they bore of old, the name, to within

a letter, of his brother Shammah.
The reader
will anticipate my reference to the midland provinces of Djebel, and Belad Shammar, inhabited
Pliny, or the Beni Shammar
one of the most powerful tribes

by the Zamareni of
of Burckhardt

;

of central Arabia, and seated in the heart of the
For the territory
scriptural settlements of Esau.
of this tribe borders

where

on the northern desert

;

next neighbours are, the el Zerah, the
Rauallas, and other branches of the Aeneze.

The

its

exemplifies afresh the justness of
Dr. Wells' s canon, that the seats of the patriarchal
families are generally to be sought and found, in
result

the order in which the patriarchs, their respective
forefathers, are named in Scripture.
But, while
the proper seats of the Shammarys lie in the
centre of the peninsula, their encampments, as

we

learn from Burckhardt, extend, eastward, to

We

the Euphrates and Mesopotamia.*
have but
to attend them in their migration to these parts,
to find

Shammah in juxtaposition with his young-

est brother Mizzah, in the land of Havilah, the

eastern term of the

scriptural

settlements

of

Esau.

MIZZAH.
*

At

the mouths of the Euphrates, or

Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,

p. 231.
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M

the Shat al Arab, on the Arabian side, the
e ravirris xoX7ro, or Phrat Misan, represents, with
equal correctness, in the Greek of Ptolemy, and
in the

modern Arabic, the proper name Mizzah.

That the nomenclature

in this instance, as in our

preceding examples,
significant, and bespeaks
the settlement of the youngest son of Reuel, is
fairly inferable from the surrounding Edomite
is

names, Raualla, Zerah, Shammar, Korah as well
as from the site of the Mesanites sinus itself, at
;

the head of the Persian Gulf, anciently the great
field of Idumean commerce.
For, in those infant
days of navigation, it is by their ports on the

Persian Gulf we can alone rationally explain the
accounts of the ancients, respecting the monopoly

commerce by the Idurneans. *
JEUSH
The Gcesa of Ptolemy, a town near
the Persian Gulf, S.W. of his Mesanites sinus, is

of

its

the only probable vestige of this eldest son of
Esau by Aholibamah, discernible in the topogra-

phy of Arabia.

The

location, however, of this

town, in the neighbourhood of the Coranitce of
Plinyf, a name obviously identical with that of

Korah, the youngest of their three -sons, much
strengthens the probability, that Gcesa
*

On

this

point,

Lemprk-rc
Mar.

lias

aeciumiluu-d

Class. Diet. art. Erythr.

t Lib.

vi.

32.

E 4

tin.-

may

authorities

be,
Sec

56
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either

the Arabic form,

or the

classical

I.

cor-

ruption, of Jeush.

Of Jaalam, the second of these brethren, the traces seem more strongly marked.
The name of this patriarch apparently still exJAALAM.

ists,

in a slightly abridged form, as the second

Rauappellation of a great Edomite tribe, the
* " a verification
el
"also
called
allas,
Djelaes
.-

implying, what has been always a common usage
among kindred Arab tribes, the junction, in an-

Jaalam with Reuel. f But, however this may be, the name of Jaalam is literally
preserved, with the reduplication only of the
cient times, of

final syllable, in the

neighbourhood of Mekka,
amidst unquestionable Edomite localities, in Mount

Ja/amlam, on the coast of Hedjaz, immediately
south of Djidda.
tion of

more
hood

The

correctness of the deriva-

Jalamlam from Jaalam

immediate neighbourbe shown to abound with localities,

fully seen,
shall

bearing,

when

will presently be

unaltered,

this

the

name

of

his

brother

Korah.

KORAH.
of Jeush

*

However

slight or limited the traces

and Jaalam in Arabia, those compara-

Burckhardt's Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,

p. 4.

f So the mingled descendants of Nebaioth and Esau were indifferently
termed Nabatheans and Idumeans / and the Midianites, in like manner,
Ishmaelite&.

.
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few and

faint remains are, at once, comand
confirmed, by the ample vestiges
pensated
of Korah, their youngest brother, in the names

tively

of tribes or localities, throughout the northern,
the eastern, and the western settlements of Esau.

from the west, and the neighbourhood
of Mount Jalamlam, we meet Sebyl el Kora (the
>

I

>(

-\

1 1

1 1

i

1 1

u

of Korah), Dj Kora (the companies or attendants of Korah), and Ras el Kora (the peak

way

of Korah), as the names of a town, a district,
and a mountain, in the country around Mekka.

Ascending northward, we find a town of Korah,
in the heart of the Edomite district of Djebel
Shammar; and another town of Kora, towards
the Euphrates, on the borders of the al Dahna,
or great northern desert.
Thence descending
towards the south, we recover, at length, at
opposite sides of the penin-nla, the Edomite tribe,

name

as well as

of Korah,

in

the Koranitcp of

Pliny, a people of the Persian Gulf, already noticed under the head of Jeush ; and in the /

Kora of Yemen

:

by neighbourhood,
this

i.

by name, by

site,

self-evidently the posterity of

youngest son of Esau and Aholibamah.*

Tor other
vol.

tribes, alike

localities

pp. 118. 121, 122.

Yemen,

of the name, see Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia,
For vestiges of the name and race of Kora in

see Cruttenden's Journal,

Soc. vol.

described,

viii.
still

xxvii. 40.), "

i>.

_'7i).

The

ap. Journal of the

preserve that scriptural

By

Royal Geograph.

ferocious robhcr tribe of Bent Kora, there

mark of the

thy sword shall thou live."

race of Ksau
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THE COUNTRY,

The

CITY,

historical

AND SETTLEMENTS OF

reality

of

transactions recorded in the

I.

JOB.

the persons

and

Book of Job; the

remote antiquity of that sublime portion of the
Old Testament; the Arabian origin, and Abra-

hamic descent, of the patriarch of Uz are questions which have been long and amply discussed
;

by the

learned,

and which, in

all essential

re-

spects, have finally been brought to the most
After
satisfactory adjustment in our own day.

the masterly and triumphant argument of a late
eminent prelate of our United Church*, the
existence of Job, and of his friends, will hereafter be disputed by those only, whose love of

controversy outweighs their regard for candour,
and for truth. Whether the contemporary of

Moses, or (as seems more likely) living long
before his time, the main fact, the early age of
the Arabian patriarch, is no longer doubtful.

And, whether descended, as supposed by some,
directly from Abraham through Esau, or as
believed by others, collaterally by Uz and Nahor,
seems equally undoubted, that Job was, by
birth or adoption, an Edomite, dwelling in a

it

part of Arabia bordering on the land of
*

f

Edom.f

Archbishop Magee.

On

the site of the land of Uz,

M.

J.

E. Muller has collected the

SECT. V.]
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But, while these points have been so cleared,
as to be now generally admitted, the true site of
the country of Job, the geographical position
of the land of
iv

Uz

itself,

main comparatively

inquiry, at

has been allowed to

unsettled; while

least equally natural,

another

and of

still

higher interest, as to possible vestiges (after the
analogy of all the patriarchs whose Jiimilii:v are

named

in Scripture) of his
posterity, in Arabia,
has
in after-times,
scarcely been so much as raised.

To

these

two

questions,

as

falling properly
within the design of the present work, and as
specially connected with the settlements of Esau,
I shall now, in conclusion, address myself.

SITE OF THE

LAND OF Uz.

I

noticed the mistaken notions of

have elsewhere

all

the commen-

respecting the scriptural limits of the
settlements of Esau ; which, by general consent,

tators,

they would seem to confine to the country lying
around Palestine, on the south and east, from
the border of Egypt, and the peninsula of Sinai,
As one
to the neighbourhood of the Hauran.
natural consequence of this errour, Job and the
land of Uz (rightly presumed to be locally con-

nected with the Edomite settlements) have been
transported, by some, to the vicinity of Bosra

and the Hauran, by

others, to the part of Arabia

opinions of the learned, Jews and Christians, in his Dissertation
Jobi.
See Thes. Vet. Test. torn. i. pp. 54O 552.

Dt

Trrra
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Petrsea between

former

site

Egypt and the

Philistines

:

I.

the

wholly on a conjecture of
Jerome*; the latter, on the

resting

Josephus and

St.

dubious explanation of a passage in Jeremiah, f
Yet, all the while, a real land of Uz might be
seen laid down, in the Arabia of Ptolemy, on the
opposite side of the peninsula, in his country of

the ^sitce^ a people of Arabia Deserta, adjoinTo this quarter,
ing Chaldea and the Euphrates.
we
will
now
turn
and examine
accordingly,
;

the circumstances, which unite to identify
the country of Job.

In the

first place,

it

with

the Edomite tribes unques-

tionably extending, as I have shown, from Egypt
to the Euphrates, the -ZEsitas or Uzzites of

Ptolemy lay quite as properly in the neighbourhood of Edom on the eastern, as they could have
done if seated on the western side of the peninsula.
.But, in the next place, the territory of
this people is so placed geographically, as to expose them, in opposite directions, to the very

inroads from the Sabeans

and Chaldeans, by

which Job suffered the loss of his oxen and
asses, on the one side, and of his camels, on the
*

Eusebius and

St.

Jerome notice a vague tradition of Palestine, which

placed Job at Ashtaroth Carnaim.
Jer. xxv. 20.

See Calmet's Diet, of Bible.

As the catalogue of

nations in this prediction (xxv.
26.) is out of geographical order in several instances, it supplies no
certain index to the position of the land of Uz.
*i*

15

|

Atcrtrat.

version,

cv X&pa, TJ}

we have

AucrmSt

(LXX).

the same Greek form of the

In Ptolemy and the
Hebrew name.

LXX
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other

HI

the ^Esitae of Ptolemy being flanked
by
Chaldea, on the north-east, and, on the

his

:

south west by his Sabe, the seat of the Bedouin
Sabeans of Keturah.* This coincidence, ulik<*
so peculiar

and complete, might alone

suffice to

identify the country of JEsitse with the scriptural
"land of Uz."f
Nor does the evidence close
for the country of the jEsitse lay not more
remarkably between the enemies, than jun'nUt the

here

:

Job: Bildad the Slmliitr being a descendant of Shuah, the youngest son of Keturah,
and an inhabitant, apparently, of the Shua or
friends, of

Shoa of
border J

a district on

Ezekiel,
;

the

Chaldean

and Eliphaz the Temanite belonging

to the desert country in the opposite direction,
*

"

ruMKm

Quaeritur, quales Sabtei hie animo concipiendi sint, cum per plurcs
Et rcspondemus, alios hue
provim-ias Historic! distrihuant?

nielins

nccommodari non

possr,

quam

Sabaeos Arabia?, et

quidem

degertee,

calculo Holducci, non lonirius %iu'inti Icucis a terra I'tz disstUe

pni-iloiu's,

ex ea potissimum ratione, quod

cum

Chalda-is similes

cum

;

similibus,

fucillime congregentur, qui terrain Ctz median* prop* tenuerunt, et ab ntro~
vis Intcre infestare potuerunt.
Propter vii initatem igitur, base regio hiscc
.

.

.

pra^donibus, uti et Clial. la-is, cum quibus niutuani, ut ..ixiinun, furandi
ac rapicmli operam conjungere potuerunt, commodissima quam alia
DC Chaldacis commcmorat Xenophon, fide dignissimus
cunque patuit.

qu-

historicus, non nliunde eos vivere,

Omnium

fniitimas.
pra-liis

supr.

quam

prcedis et incurgionibu* in regionet

vcro sccleratissimos fnisse arbitror Sabxos, perpetuis

vicinam quamcunque geutem incessentes."
550.

M.

J. E. Mullcr, ut

p.

Cum

vero triplex tenrae Utz, seu Idumaea?, plaga sit, prima circm
altera ab Arabia Deserta, prope Chuldteam, prcrclusa ; et tcrtia
IVtra-.v vicina; aliani Jobo hand adsignatam volumus, quam tccumdam. a

f

Damascum
Chaldsis

et

Ezek.

;

Arabibus utrinque cinctum.
iii.

23.

Ib.

p. 551.
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which has been always inhabited, and
bited to this day, by the Beni Temin.

THE CITY OF

is

I.

inha-

In thus fixing the true site
of the land of Uz, we may be found to have
made an important advance towards a more difJOB.

the discovery of Job's place of residence. On this point of inquiry, hopeless as it
may seem at first view, a clue, to a certain exficult point,

.

.

.

supplied by the Book of Job itself.
the
most ancient and established usages
Among
of eastern kings and rulers, was the custom of
is

tent,

judgment in the gates of their
from two passages of the Book of

sitting to give

Now

cities*

Job (xxix. 7

25., xxxi. 21.),

the unquestion-

able fact is disclosed, that Job was himself in
the habit of sitting, as a king and judge, on a

prepared seat or throne, in the gate of his own
While, from the description of the numecity, f
rous auditory assembled there, comprizing old

and young, princes and nobles, that city plainly
appears to have been one of no ordinary size and
importance. J Job, it follows, had his dwelling,
* 2 Sam. xix. 8.; Jer. xxxviii.

7.,

xxxix.

3.

Amos,

;

f Job, xxix. 7.
" When I went out to the
gate, through the city
|
When I prepared my seat in the street

v.

12. 15.

;

:

The young men saw me, and

hid themselves

;

And
The

the aged arose, and stood up.
princes refrained talking ;

And

laid their

The

hand on

their

mouth

:

nobles held their peace
And their tongue cleaved to thereof of their mouth."
;

xxix. 7

10.

B

i.
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not in the open country, but in a chief city, most
probably the metropolis, of the land of Uz.

Now

this scriptural clue

very curiously

tallies

with the opinion formed, quite independently of
it, by the learned Calmet, that Job was the same
with Jobab *, one of the earliest kings of Edom
;

and

that, consequently, his place of residence

was

" The
in the royal city of Dinhabah.
Scripture
relates Dinhabah to have been the capital of
Jobab's kingdom, which Jobab we believe to be
the same as Job.
This city was in the Ami fix.
or in Arabia Deserta.
As we suppose Job and

Jobab to the same person, we must say,
that he lived and died at Dinhabah ."

The recovery of

likewise,

the city of Dinhabah becomes

the next object of inquiry; and here, again, we
are happily aided in our researches, by, if possible,

more curious undesigned coincidences. The
Dinhabah of Scripture, written DaUiab in the

still

*

The

version, which is after the ancient
Job with the Jobab of Gen. xxxvi. 33.

postscript of the Arabic

Syriac, identifies

J6

.

JLJ
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I.

Syriac version, by identity, at once, of name, and
of position, proves itself the same with the Thauba
of Ptolemy

;

a city of Arabia Deserta, in or near

While both Daihab and Thauba, by
the same evidence of name and site, become iden-

his Ausitis.

with O'Daib, a well-known town,
which stands alone in the heart of the al Dahna,

tified, in turn,

or great northern desert, in the direction of Chaldea and the Euphrates.

These coincidences, so independent, yet so exact, are sufficiently striking in

are rendered

more

so,

themselves

:

they

and concluding
by
The tenacity with which
a fresh

circumstance of proof.
the Arab tribes cling to the seats of their fore-

fathers has been exemplified ex abundanti in this

The circumstance which completes the
Dinhabah or Daihab with O'Daib,
stands one more example of this point of native
The Jobab of Genesis, we read, was
character.
"
succeeded at Dinhabah by
Husham, of the land
of Temani ;" and O'Daib, we learn from d'Anof the Temaville, is, to this clay, the chief town
nites, or Beni Temin.
But
THE SETTLEMENTS or JOB IN ARABIA.
the recovery of the Dinhabah or Daihab of
memoir.

identification of

Genesis, in the

O'Daib

Thauba

of Ptolemy, and the

of d'Anville, leads to results far

the mere local restoration.

It is vitally

beyond

connected

-I
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with our next inquiry, after possible vestiges of
the posterity of Job in Arabia in after-times.
This inquiry is suggested by the whole analogy
of Scripture which, in the patriarchal times especially, usually, if not uniformly, connects the gift,
;

or promise, of posterity, with the continuance of
that posterity and its enlargement into families,
;

or nations.

Where

the ordinary
we could
look to meet with, would be the case of that " man
of God," the patriarch of Uz.
And inquiry, acrule,

one of the

this,

however,

is

last exceptions to it

cordingly, however late, after his posterity, seems
to be rewarded with success, at the first step, in

connection with that very city of Thauba or
O'Da'ib, which has been already identified with
Job's presumed residence, Daihab or Dinhabah.
For (as will at once be seen on reference to his

Arabia) the Thauba of Ptolemy is the capital of
his Agubeni ... a name taken literally from the
" the sons of Job."
Arabic, Beni Ayub, or
This clear and commanding vestige, not of

the

name

of Job,
only, but of the posterity, also,

the classical geography of Arabia, is succeeded
and sustained by corresponding marks in our
in

modern" maps of the peninsula: by Nebi
It

is

needless to dwell, here, on the historical value of

places and people in Arabia.
history throughout the East.

VOL.

II.

Tlu-y arc

F

names of

the surest guides of national
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I

or " the prophet Job," the name of a town on
the Euphrates ; and by Djebel Ayub, or " the

Mount

of Job," that of a lofty peak, immediately
south of the Sobh mountain in Hedjaz.

But, while the identity of the Agubeni or
posterity of

Beni Ayub of Ptolemy with the

from the analogy of
with
national
their
Scripture, coupled
patronymic,

Job,

may

safely be inferred

the proof of this identity rests upon still surer
foundations, the concluding words of the Book
of Job itself: "After this lived Job an hundred

and forty years and saw his sons, and his sons
For the Arab
sons, even four generations"
patriarch who, in that early age, had thus lived
;

to see the posterity of seven sons to the fourth
generation, had ipso facto himself already lived

to see his family expand into a tribe or nation.
When, therefore, we meet, in the classical geo-

graphy of Arabia, a people named Agubeni, in
the neighbourhood of the land of Uz, it is only
in conformity with every law of national descent,

people,

Nor

that we recognize, in
" THE SONS or JOB."

that

name and

are the scriptural indications of that first

of patriarchal blessings, a numerous posterity,
confined to the sons of Job as in the analogous
:

cases of Sarah, Hagar, and Keturah, the blessing
extended to his daughters ; and most remark-

is
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while his seven sons are

left

un-

named, his three daughters are specially distinguished by name, as co-heirs with their brethren.

The

here (at once so marked and
unexpected), the significancy of Scripture lan<_ru;i;j<; taken into account, we well may rest asdistinction

sured

And

not without a difference.

is

which most naturally suggests

difference

tin;

itself

plainly this,
daughters of Job
should not only become the mothers of nations,
but that they should " call their lands after their
is

.

.

own

names."

.

that the

Whether the names of Job's

that of
younger daughters may still live,
in
the
and
of
Kisscei,
Keziah,
Kissia,
Ptolemy,
a people and province east of the Euphrates and
.

.

.

modern Khuzistan, or else in
and
the
Kassanita, on the coast of
Kozuan,
Irdja/ and that of Keren /ft/y >/>//<//, in the town

Tigris, or in the

I

;

of Korna, and people of the Abucaei* at the head
of the Persian Gulf, ... I will not undertake to
ermine.

But the name of the

eldest daughter,
so
stands
lonima,
accurately represented by that
of lemima or lewautn, the central province of the
lr

t

Arabian peninsula, that (the known origin of
most names of localities in Arabia considered)
the evidence of the probable derivation would be
Abucai
t!u

is

the Arabic for Hapueai

.

Arabic language.

F 2

the sound of

p

docs not exist in
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good, did

it

on the coincidence of name

rest

In the

alone.

I.

the province

of

so fortunately happens,

we

of

instance

lemama, however,

it

of
possess
wholly independent
native tradition, as to the territorial appellation
having had its origin in a female proper name.

evidence

the

The historical fact, that some kingdoms of Arabia
were anciently governed by female sovereigns
is familiar to all.
The province of lemama is
specially mentioned, by the Arabs themselves,
as an example in point.
And (without the most
distant reference to the daughter of Job) an

Arab

tradition of

immemorial standing has pre-

served and handed

down

to us the further fact,

that this province originally derived its name,
lemama (or " the dove"), from Queen lemama,
the first sovereign of the land.*
That this an-

Arab queen was no other than lemima, the
Job f, is a conclusion, so na-

cient

eldest daughter of
* "

lemama

Nomen

pars Arabiae ad mare Persicum, e regione Mecchae.
"
habet a lemama, Regina Arabum, quce imperavit in illis locis.

(Bochart, Geogr. Sacr. Op. torn.
" lemamitcB dicuntur ... a
berrima.

.

.

."

iii.

f.

134.)

Regina quadam lemama, in illis locis cele" Terrae Oman
Geographus ibidem [ap. Giggeium scil.]
;

confinis est terra lemamcE, e cujus urbibus est Hagiar,

tamen antea Regina lemama,
supr.

f.

aetatis

modo

diruta,

suse tempore, habitavit."

quam
Ib. ut

134.

nnxn DK> (Job, xiii. 14.) .'rbVt&c notD^K (Geogr.
t .n
The names are
anon, sub Constantino, ap. Bochart, ut supr. f. 134.)
It is singular that so acute an observer of names should have
identical.
missed the obvious identification of this queen lemama, with lemima,
the daughter of Job.
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so conformable with the
analogy
of the patriarchal blessings, and so confirmed
tural in

itself,

by the ascertained

existence, in or near the land

of Uz, of a people named the Agubeni, Beni
Ayub, or sons of Job, as (in the judgment at
;i^t of the
present writer) to shed a pleasing
1*

upon the crowning blessings, with whi< li,
in the Book of Job, God was pleased to reward
tlu faith, the
patience, and the "good old age,"
light

of the patriarch of Uz.
"With the recovery of the preceding vestiges of
the family of Job, we take leave of the patriarchal
settlements of Arabia: a subject of inquiry, to
which the author sat down in the humble hope
of elucidating the

Mosaic records; and from

which he rises with the calm consciousness, that,
ho \vever imperfect his labours, something has
still been done towards enlarging the evidences
of revealed religion.

Nor

in the prosecution <>i
be permitted him to add),

this inquiry (may it
amidst its many points of high and various inhis own mind, more
terest, has he found any, to
... than the joint eviinteresting than its close,

dences supplied, by classical geography and Arab
tradition, in support of the elevating belief, that
Job, like his countryman Jonadab the son of

Rechab, "SHALL NOT WANT A MAN TO STAND
BEFORE GOD FOR EVER."
F 3
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VI.

VESTIGES OF AEAB COLONIES, AND ABRAHAMIC
COLONISTS, IN EUROPE.

THE

question of emigrations, at periods beyond
the reach of authentic history, of parts of the
great Arabian family towards the west, originally

by some obscure hints extant
writers, however often adverted

raised
sic

yet been

to,

has not

the scholars

by
The learned Calmet, indeed,

critically investigated

of Europe.

in the clas-

is

said

to have collected all that can be gathered from
*
antiquity, on the subject of these emigrations :

but his fort lay far more in the collection of
materials, than in perception of the conclusions
to be legitimately drawn from them.
tions of this nature, however, there is

In queslittle satis-

from the mere production
of insulated, and unsupported traditions.
But,
if separate, and wholly independent accounts
faction to be derived,

shall

be found to correspond with, and corro-

* His treatise I have not

met with

:

having failed to procure a copy

of the complete collection of his dissertations, Paris, 1720, in 3 vols. 4to. ;
It is not to be found in
which, of course, includes the one in question.
the editions of his works at large.
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the traditions of Europe,

respecting early Arab emigrations, shall be responded to and reflected by those of Arabia and
Palestine the case, as one of evidences, must be
;

allowed to stand on very different grounds.
In taking up the matter anew, in connection

with the subject of these pages, it shall be my
object to do justice to the ancient evidences of

Arab
rope

colonies,

*,

and Abrahamic

by presenting them

colonists in

Eu-

to the reader in this

converging light ; and finding the -authority of
history in the consent of traditions.

The only

direct notice of the Arabs, as

among

the early peoplers of Europe, to be found in the
classic writers, occurs in Strabo; who, in his ac-

count of the peopling of the island of Euboea, off
the coast of Boeotia, reckons, as the first inha" a
bitants,
colony of Arabs, who had accom-

Cadmus

panied

This statement

into Greece, f

carries within itself the

marks of its authenticity

;

since all the circumstances of the case attest the

correctness of Strabo's information.
liimself,

in

common with

his

For Cadmus

countrymen, or

* On the
subject of the Abrahamic origin of the Phoenicians, the
reader will find a masterly argument in Brodie's " Science of articulate
Sounds," pp. 217
see Josephus,

De

22O.
Bell.

For the Punic origin of some of

Jud.

lib. xii.

cap. v.,

and

lib.

| rb 8e ira\aibv Kal'ApaSfs, ol KdHfu? (rvvtiiafdvrts.
lib.

x.

p.

447.

F 4

xiii.

tin-

(;

cap. ix.

Strabo. Geogrnph.

72
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confederates, the

is

Phoenicians,

generally

I.

al-

lowed to have been of Arab extraction and to
have migrated, first into Phoenicia, and thence
;

into Boeotia, from the shores of the Persian Gulf.
But while more general considerations unite to
indicate his Arabian origin, his

name most

strik-

ingly concurs with this particular locality, to

prove his Abrahamic descent. For Cadmus is
simply the Greek form of the proper name Kedemah, which is rendered Kedma in the LXX,

and Cadmos by Josephus and the Ishmaelite
tribe of Kademah, we have already seen, was
seated in the very locality assigned, on indepen;

dent grounds, as the cradle of the Phoenician

Cadmus the namesake, and, it may most justly
be inferred, the descendant, of the youngest of
;

the sons of Ishmael.

Now, if the tradition of an Arab colony settled
by Cadmus in Euboea, thus preserved among the
Greeks, can be matched by a parallel tradition
among the Arabs themselves, and those Arabs,

moreover, of the race of Ishmael, the evidence of
such a twofold tradition, assuredly, falls nothing
short of fair historical proof.
parallel tradition of the Arabs

But a

strictly

is

happily preserved by Agatharchides and Diodorus Siculus
who state of the Ishmaelite tribe of the Dedebae
;

or Zebeyde,

" that
they were

remarkable for

ARAB COLONIES
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IN EUROPE.

not to strangers
hospitality to strangers,
generally, but specially to the Peloponnesians and
Boeotians, because of their common descent from
tln-ir

.

.

.

Now, apart from the dream

Hercules."*

of a

common

ancestor, a clearer proof of national consanguinity could not be required, than

fabled

is

contained in the existence of such a national

intercommunity: while the relationship with the
Boeotians, in particular, thus laid claim to by the

Zebeyde Ishmaelites, reconducts us to the adjoining island of Euboea to the Arab colony there
;

by Cadmus

and

to the genuine Ishmaelitish origin, at once, of that colony, and of its
celebrated founder.
settled

;

The establishment of the

existence of an

Arab

colony, at one point of Greece, from the consentient evidences of Grecian and Arabian tradi-

argues the credibility of the existence of other Arab colonies, at other points, if
tion, plainly

....
dirt)

'HpaK\fovs

Iffropiav.

G. V. M.

torn.

i.

dAXa

rots

p.vtii.KT}v

iuf>'

<pi\6fvoi els inrpo\))t>, ou traaiv avOpuirois,

T\(\oirovvT}<rov tiitKGd\\ov<Ti xal Boiorlas,

8a

TWO.

(Agatharch. De Ruhr. Mar. p. 59. ap. Hudson.
Diodorus gives, in substance, the same account with

)

Agatharcliides, as to the hospitality shown, by the Zebeyde Arabs, to the
IVloponnesians and Boeotians, grounded on a tradition of their common

He

seems, however, to have had before
origin.
dent authorities
for he lays much greater stress
:

ter of this tradition

:

Accu .....

(pi\o(voi

him other and indepenon the

historical charac-

vwdpxovffiv, ov

irpits irdtrras

rovs a<pixvovncvovs, aAAa -xpbs p.6vovs rovs curb Boiwrias Kal Hf\oirovrf)Oov,
Sid riva

tavrovs
Hist.

ir

a \aiai'

a<\>

iraptt\r)<pei>cu,

lib.

iii.

'HpaK\covs oiKfi6rrtra fpbs rb $0vos, ty fjivQiKus
rS>v icpoy6v<i>vt iffTopovfft
Biblioth.

wapi

cap. xliv.

--
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This
similarly affirmed by ancient authorities.
consideration attaches a very different value to a
curious passage of Pliny, from that assigned to
it by his learned editor, the paradoxical Hardouin ; who laughs at, as a paradox, an account
Pliny, in the pasrecords
a
singular tradition of
sage in question,
their origin, as extant, in his time, among two
entitled to better treatment.*

tribes of central Arabia, the MinaBi,

damsei

;

who

and the Rha-

laid claim to a descent, the former

from Minos, the

latter

from Rhadamanthus, the

brother legislators of Crete. The claim obviously
amounts, simply, to one of relationship (whether

by progenitorship or

filiation affects

not the ques-

tion) with the inhabitants of that island.

The

natural inference suggested by this tradition, that
Crete, as well as Euboea and Peloponnesus, may

have been

first

borne out by the

peopled from Arabia, is fully
known character of the Mina3i,

according to Pliny the oldest commercial nation
of the peninsula; and who, like all great commercial nations, would be most likely to send
forth colonies in the train of commerce.
The

which led the Arab traders of the
Persian Gulf into Euboea, under Cadmus, would

same
*

spirit,

" Tarn vere

scilicet

a

Minoe

Cretensi Minsei

nomen

sortiti sunt,

Rhadamaei a Rhadamantho.
Eo mythologos adduxit similitude nominum, ut Minoem in Arabiam usque deveherent.

quam

vicini Minaeis

"
Id tamen Stephanus existimavit, verbo M</c6a.

Hardouin

in loc.
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as naturally conduct their countrymen and competitors, the Minaii, in the same direction, to find

* In this
adjoining settlements in Crete.
way we
have a clear and easy explanation of the passage
of ITmy alluded to: " The Mincei, according to
themselves, derive their origin from Minos king
of Crete : the Rhadamcei [the neighbouring tribe]
:uv reputed descendants of

Rhadamanthus, the

The mythos,

brother of Minos." f

in both ex-

amples, conceals glimpses of the infant history of

commerce and
A

*

colonization. J

passage of Diodorus Siculus indicates, probably, the period of this
After noticing three successive influxes of Greek colonists

emigration.

into Crete, the historian proceeds

rV

Kp^jrrjv

:

&ia\(KT(() TOIS tyxupiois "EAA7j<rt.
<

la'xvo'avraSt inrb

Pa8</ta'0uJ'
(Lib.

vr)ffov.

rtraprov 5c yevos (rvfj^uyrivai <paa\v h
Sia rbv XP& VOV f^onouoBttn-wv rp
Mcra 8c ravra, TOVS iff pi MiVw Kal

niyd$vv fiapSdpwv, ruv

v.

cap. Ixxx.)

fj.lav

ayaye7v ffvvrf \tiav TO IQmr) Ka-rb. r^v
barbarians of Diodorus, well

The mixed

an influx of Arabs, as it would be viewed by the Greeks.
Their subsequent civilization, and adoption of the Greek idiom, it is very
rcmarkablp, he ascribes to Minos and R/iadamanthu*. Hence, apparently,
the adoption, by the Minrci and Rhadamnei of Nedjd, of the notion of
ri'jnvsent

their

own

descent from the Cretan lawgivers: time confusing tradition,
confounded the history of their Cretan

until the parent stocks, in Arabia,

colonists with their

f
.

.

.

"

Ac

own.

Minoe (ut existimant) originem trahentes.
Rhadamanthus putatur, fratcr Minois.
What more natural than for the Arabs of Crete,

Minaei, a rege Cretac

Uhadnmzei

;

et

horum

origo

lib. vi.
32.)
and, through them, eventually, the parent stock in Arabia, in process of
time, to confound the dvilizers with the fathers of their barbarian ancestors?
" Colonies about this time
[after the age of Jupiter, the contem|

(Plin.

porary of Moses] marched from many countries to find settlements ; and
Crete seems to have been invaded by some of th.-m, and not united again
under one head, until the days of Minos."
Shuck ford's Connection,
vol.

ill.

book

x.

p. 0-1.

5th edition.
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But the Dedebse or Zebeyde Arabs of the
coast of Hedjaz, a branch of the great family of

Harb, and certainly, it follows, of Ishmaelitish
origin, treated with hospitality, as their brethren

by

descent, not the Bceotians only, but also the

Peloponnesians. Now it is most remarkable that,
while the former relationship is clearly made

good by the testimony of Strabo to the settlement of an Arab colony in Eubcea, (followers of
Cadmus, and, therefore, most probably Ishmaelthe tribe of

ites of

Kedemah from

the Persian

Gulf,) the latter is not less decisively established
from a different quarter, the history of the Mac-

cabees

;

where

is

recorded the formal claim of

national relationship

with the Peloponnesians,

we have

seen, independently, by Aga(noticed,
tharchides and Diodorus, in the case of the
Abraharnic stock of the Dedebae Arabs,) as ad-

vanced by the Jews, and acknowledged -by the
Lacedemonians and made the basis of an alli;

ance between the two

states.

The documents

will speak for themselves.
" And this is the
copy of the letters

which
Jonathan wrote unto the Lacedaemonians
Joand
the
the
nathan
elders of the
high priest,
'

:

and the priests, and the other people
of the Jews, unto the Lacedaemonians their
brethren, send greeting There were letters sent,

nation,

:
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in times past,

who

Arius,

unto Onias the high priest, from
reigned then among you, to

signify

ye are our brethren, as the copy here underwritten doth specify.
At which time, Onias
that

entreated honourably the ambassador who was
sent, and received the letters, wherein declaration

was made of the league and

Therefore we,

also, albeit

friendship.
of these

we need none

things, for that we have the holy books of Scripture in our hands to comfort
us, have, never-

attempted to send unto you, for the
renewing of brotherhood and friendship, lest
we should become strangers unto
altotheless,

you

gether for there is a long time passed since ye
sent unto us. We therefore, at all
times, without
both
in
our
feasts
and
other
ceasing,
convenient
:

days, do

we
it

offer,

remember you in the
and in our prayers, as

becometh us

we

sacrifices
is

right,

which
and as

think upon our brethren : and
are right glad of your
But as for us,
glory.
to

and many wars, have environed
us forsomuch as the
kings who are round about
us have fought against us.
Howbeit, we would

many

troubles,

;

not be troublesome unto
you, nor to others of
our confederates and friends in these wars: for

we have help from Heaven which succoureth us,
so that we are delivered from our
enemies, and
;

our enemies are humbled.

For

this cause,

we
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have chosen Numenius, the son of Antiochus,
and Antipater, the son of Jason, and sent them
unto the Romans, to renew the amity which we
had with them, and the former league. We
commanded them, also, to go unto you, and to

and to deliver you our letters concerning the renewing of our brotherhood. Wherefore now ye shall do well to give us an answer
salute

you

thereto.'

;

"

"

And

this is the

which Arius sent to Onias.

copy of the

'

letters

Arius, king of the

Lacedaemonians, to Onias the high priest, greeting : It is found in writing, that the Lacedemo-

nians and Jews are brethren, and that they are of

of Abraham : now, therefore, since this
is come to our
knowledge, ye shall do well to
write unto us of your welfare.
We do write
the stock

back again to you, that your
are ours, and ours are yours.

and goods
do command,

cattle

We

therefore, our ambassadors to make report unto
" *
you on this wise.'

We

have

now

before us a triple chain of evi-

^vd.
*

4 Maccab.

The relationship, thus
( Dr. Cotton's version. )
claimed and acknowledged directly, comes out, quite incidentally, in the
3d book ; where Jason, the brother of the high priest Onias, driven,
xii.

successively, out of Judcea and Arabia, is stated to have sought his last
among his kinsmen the Lacedaemonians " Thus he, who had

refuge
driven

:

many out

of their country, perished in a strange land,
retiring to
the Lacedaemonians, and thinking there to find refuge, by reason of their
kindred."
Cotton's " Five Books of the Maccabees," book iii, ch. v.

pp. 167, 168.
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It is composed
dencc, of no ordinary strength.
of three separate testimonies, from Greece, from

Arabia, and from Palestine, to the one main fact,
the Arabo- Abrahamic origin of certain portions of
.

.

.

the Greeks, including two of their most illustrious
The
nations, the Spartans and the Thebans.
sacred dignity of descent from "the father of
"
can derive no added lustre from
the faithful

the profaner glories of Thermopylae or Leuctra.
Yet, to the classical scholar it may be an interreflection,

esting

and

even to

the

Christian

philosopher no unpleasing thought, that the
blood of Abraham flowed in the veins of Leonidas and Epaminondas.

The

fact thus attested,

observe,
national traditions

we

are led further to

on the consent only of the

rests not
:

in each of the three coun-

was regarded and acted on, as the basis
of international intercourse, and the foundation

tries, it

of international alliances.
this

Had

the notion of

common

alone,

it

origin been confined to the Greeks
might (fairly enough perhaps) have

been set down to the account of their mythical propensities; their love of the marvellous

and mysterious and their
origin, where they sought
;

desire to find their

their philosophy, in
the cradle of mankind, the venerated regions of
the East.
Had it been found among the Arabs

80
only,
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might be

classed, not unnaturally

I.

(to

borrow the language of the Koran), among " the
"
fables of the ancients
those fond and vain trawhich
was justly charged, by
Mahomet
ditions,
;

with reviving among his credulous
countrymen. Had it originated exclusively with
the Jews, its reception will easily be anticipated:
his enemies,

would, to a moral certainty,
be treated, as the attempt of a degraded and

however unjustly,

it

"
endless gedespised race, to engraft on their
"
of
nations
then
the most
names
the
nealogies
illustrious of the earth.*

But, where Greeks,

Arabs, and Jews, thus bear witness, as with
one voice, to the fact of their mutual consanguinity, the tradition of that consanguinity plainly
could have had its rise only at the fountain-head

of history and truth.
* Yet, even in this view, the statement of the historian of the MaccaThe authenticity of the
bees will stand strongly on its own merits.
claim preferred may justly be measured by consideration of the claim

forborne.

The author

tells

of two embassies from the

Jews

;

the one to

Now, had the Jewish
the Lacedaemonians, the other to the Romans.
their vanity, or promote their interests, by unto
desired
gratify
people
founded claims of kindred, assuredly those claims would have been adThe fact, that no pretensions to
vanced, not at Sparta, but at ROME.
relationship occur in their letters to the Romans, becomes thus a voucher
for the justness of the claim preferred to kindred with the Lacedaemonians.
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SECTION VIL
II

\

DRAMATIC INSCRIPTIONS.

THE

problem, to which in part we owe the
Arabian voyage of Carsten Niebuhr and his colto the existence of inscriptions in
or Hadranutut, in an unknown characas

leagues,

Yemen
ter *,

and

lost language,

has at length, and most
What the Danish

unexpectedly, been solved.

travellers sought after in vain, has been

by the

enterprize of British officers.

found

Inscrip-

tions, on whose remote antiquity there cannot
rest the shadow of a doubt, in one and the same

undecyphered character, have been successively discovered, cut on stones brought from
the famous M&reb, at Sanaa; carved in stone,
as yet

within the entrance of the newly-disclosed ruins
*

The A^.,c, Musnid,

or Himjaritic.

(See Richardson's Arab, and

The

jealous restrictions, imposed on the
use of their written characters by the ancient Hamyarites, are noticed by
Pocock. These restrictions explain well, both the non-existence of MS.
Pers. Diet, under the word.

)

" Charemains, and the rarity even of inscriptions, in the Hamyaritic.
nu-tiTos com m .... vulgo discere non permittebant ; nee cuipiam, nisi
po^t

impctratam ab

Hist. Arab.

p. 1(51.)

ipsis

The

veniam, iisdem utendi facultatem." (Spec.
motive, not improbably, was similar to thai

which actuated the Egyptian priesthood.

VOL.

II.

82
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I.

Hajar and deeply engraven on the
face of the smoothed and solid rock, at Hisn
of

el

Ghorab. *
*

From

;

In

all

these

inscriptions,

the

Captain Haines's unpublished Journal of the survey

that other inscriptions, in the

same

characters,

size,

it

appears

were discovered

in this

But it does not appear
neighbourhood, by officers of the Palinurus.
" At this
that they were copied.
place [Messenaat] a party of officers,
consisting of Lieutenant J. P. Sanders, Dr. J. Hulton, and Mr. Smith,
left the Palinurus, and proceeded several miles inland ; where
they were
fortunate

enough to discover many inscriptions (similar to those of
Hussan Ghorab) to the E. of Wadee Shekowee, about twelve miles distant from Messenaaft, and three miles from the village and grove of
Further east, near Ras Baughat-Shaw
Mayokee." (MS. Journal.)
(long. 50 9' 3O" east) this officer notices the limestone mountain named

Hummoom,

Gebel

" in the
vicinity of which, many curious specimens of

He adds, more correctly, "the inscriptions are
same character, as those discovered by our party at Hussan
Ghorab." (Ib.)

hieroglyphics

of

still

exist,"

the

With regard

to the language and character of these inscriptions, I
we might as well question, at once, the existence

shall only observe, that

of the Hamyaritic tongue, as entertain a doubt that the whole of them
(exhibiting the same alphabet, from the longitude of Aden to that of
Cape Baughat-Shaw, along a space of more than five degrees) are

genuine

Of

of that tongue, the ancient language of the country.

relics

supposed lost, what little was known to the
Mahometan writers has been gleaned by our great Pocock. (Spec.

this

language,

Hist. Arab. pp.

so long

155161.)

From them we

gather, that

it

was

styled,

by the Arabs, -*/*- &+>jZ- (the Arabic of Hamyar), in contradistinction

from the

j*

written character

^Z-

was termed

( tne

Arabic of the Koreish)

(_^^5jJ

1

yil

(the pen of

;

that

its

Hamyar)

and, so far as a judgment can be formed from the sense of one word,

;

i^^J

Theb, (signifying, in the Hamyaritic, sit down, but, in the northern
Arabic of the period, leap down,} that it had a near affinity to the Hebrew,
Syriac, and Chaldee dialects, in each of which the word Isheb, Itheb, or
Theb, has the former signification.

I

must add, however, what Dr.
that, in the modern

Pocock, singularly enough, has omitted to remark,
Arabic, u^-J

is

understood in the Hamyaritic sense, and in

it

only.

Can
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depth, and regularity of the letters bespeak a
skill and care in the execution, admirably fitted
to attain the object which they have attained, (an
object, as we gather from Job, xix. 24., upper-

most in contemplation
set

at

(IriiaiK-n

in the earliest ages,) to

the ravages of time.

Both at

N:ikab el Hajar, and at Hisn Ghorab, the character of the ruins confirms these marks of high
antiquity

:

"
by the same
the same form of en-

in the former remains,

inclination in the walls,

and the same

flat roof of stones/' which
" to the edifices found
belong
among Egyptian
"
ruins ;
and in both, by the total absence of
arches and columns.

trance,

The

possible connection of the mysterious in-

Hadramaut with the subject of the
work
could not escape my attention.
present
With however little hope of decyphering them, I
carefully examined the characters*; and found

scriptions in

the fatal accident,

s.iid

to have arisen from

its

double sense, bave had any

thing to say to this change of signification ?
* The incorrectness of Pocock's information
respecting the Hamyaritic
character betrays the gross ignorance, on this subject, of his only guides,
" Characters
His account of it is as follows
the Mahometan writers.
:

eorum [Ilamyarcnsiuin] ab
quod genus
plexis,

illis

quibus utuntur Arabes inultum

scripturae JC^y*j', al

minimeque

dislinctis."

Mosnad, vocabant,

divi-rsi;

literit inter te

Nothing can be more opposite than

imthis

description to the facts of the case, as ascertained from the inscription*

Instead of the
recently brought to light in Yemen and Hadramaut.
Utters in those inscriptions being intertwined among themselves, and
altogether indistinct, with one or two exceptions, no two are tied togi tlu-r.

G 2
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the theory of the affinity of the language to
which they belonged with the Ethiopia, hastily

broached by Mr. Wellsted, and as hastily adopted
by others, to my apprehension at once give

way, before the
1.

first close inspection.
For,
the direction of the writing, like that of the

Arabic and

kindred dialects, seemed evileft
and, 2. for each cha-

all its

dently from right to

;

racter presenting a resemblance to a letter of the
Amharic alphabet, at least two might be detected

bearing an exact correspondence with letters of
The inference naturally suggested
the Greek.

by

this result was, that, in the

Hadramutic

in-

scriptions, as also in those discovered at Sanaa, I

had before me the primitive alphabet * of a primitive language, some letters of which had found
their way, in after-times, into the alphabets of
This

is

one of the

many

instances, in

which the Arab writers of northern,

discover great unacquaintedness with southern Arabia.
Sir William Jones confesses and laments the ignorance of Orientalists,

on this subject, to his day.
are mentioned by the

name

*'

As

to the

Himyaric

of Almasnad, we are

letters,

still

or those which

in total darkness

;

the

Niebuhr having been unfortunately prevented from visiting
some ancient monuments in Yemen, which are said to have inscriptions
on them."
Fourth Anniversary Discourse.
traveller

* The
question as to the high antiquity of the art of writing, among
the Hamyarites, which, with Pocock, was matter only of conjecture, is
These
set at rest by the recent discoveries in Yemen and Hadramaut.

discoveries,

ing

among

their other bearings, are

Ebn Hesham's

most important,

as accredit-

account of a sepulchral inscription, of the age of

Jacob and Joseph, curiously brought to light in Yemen, ... by demonstrating, a$ they do, the fact of the existence, there, of written characters

in very

remote times.
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other nations.

the inquiry heighttentamina," I was at a

My interest in
"

ened by these initiatory
where to cast about for further lights when
turning to renew my acquaintance with the col-

loss

;

"
lections of Albert Schultens, in the
Vetustiora Arabiae

Monumenta

"

of that great Orientalist, I
was most unexpectedly rewarded, by the perusal

of the following

title

a

:

title

which,

when

for-

merly read, had attracted no

special notice ; but
which, in its connection with the recently-dis-

covered inscriptions in Hadramaut, engaged

my

fixed attention.
" Carmina
Antiquissima, in Arabia Felice inventa,
Super marmoribus arcium dirutarum,
In tractu

litoris Hadramutteni,
Prope Emporium Aden."

All the circumstances here, the

site,

the en-

graved marbles, their discovery amidst ruined
towers, flashed upon me, on the instant, as col"

Most
lectively indicating the identity of the two
ancient Poems" here in question, with the inscriptions, in

an unknown tongue and character,

by the officers of the Palinurus, at
Hisn Ghorab. For Hisn Ghorab is situated on

discovered,

the coast of Hadramaut, on the side next Aden,
to which, as the above title implies, it is the
nearest station of
vince.

any consequence in that prohill is crowm-d by the

Its precipitous

ruins of a once formidable fortress.

G 3

And

its in-
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agreement with the account
in the foregoing title, are carved on marbles, or
tablets, cut smooth on the face of the living rock,
scriptions, in strict

immediately above the ruined entrance towers.

The

history of the discovery of the two poems
"
Monumenta," is fortunately
published in the
preserved in the work whence they were taken
"
Historical Geography" of
by Schultens, the
Nova'iri.

The

monstrates,

date of this discovery alone dethat these inscriptions must have

been engraved in a character different from the
Cufic, and from the Arabic now in use neither
;

of which characters was in existence before the

time of Mahomet.

For they are stated to have
been discovered by Abderrahman, viceroy of

Yemen in

the reign of Moawiyah, the first of the
Ommiadan Caliphs, between the fortieth and

fiftieth

670.

year of the Hejra, or about A.D. 660

They were

written, therefore,

as the in-

Hisn Ghorab are written, in a more
and
now unknown character which,
ancient,
however, as they were able to translate it, must
have been still known to the Arabs of that age. *
scriptions at

;

Two

circumstances mentioned by Novairi, l.that

* In the two
"
poetical inscriptions published in the
Monumenta,"
the original translations,
have, probably, only the version of a version
in the Arabic of the seventh century, being, in all likelihood (as Chaucer

we

:

by Dryden), modernized by Nova'iri, to suit the taste of the fourteenth,
and to harmonize with his own style. Indeed, the uniformity of style
observable in all the ancient pieces published in the "

Monumenta

"
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the fortress in which these poetical inscriptions
were found, had, at the time of their discovery by

Mahometan conqueror,

the

lain long in ruins

;

the seventh century of our era,
and,
the Arabs of the country referred them to the
times of the Adites * (their heroic age) are evidences of an antiquity, which, antecedently of
2. that, in

;

internal indications, might well carry their
whole of those relics, in their present forms,
The first of these remains, the 44 Lament"
possess only translations.
of the last Djoramite king of Iledjaz, ascrihed by Schultens to the age of
clearly indicates, that, in the

we

Solomon (Salomonis a;tatem attingens), is obviously in Arabic of the
same date witli that of Nova'iri's two Hadramutic inscriptions. The date,
consequently, of the language in which these poems are now clothed, has
nothing whatever to say to the question of their antiquity ; which turns
on their being, what 1 believe the whole collection to be, versions

entirely

from the Ilamyaritic.

That

Nova'iri himself

is

answerable for the Arabic

of the Hadramutic inscriptions, as they stand in his work, at least that
these versions are not in the dialect of Yemen, is clear from several of the

words introduced

;

stead of //ar<?m, for
*

"

Duo

haec

scriptum jL*!l

Dominion

:

possunt.

.

.

.

Chalifa, ab

Inter

as Aulad, instead of Djokdl, for children
trices,

;

Ni*ic6n t in-

&c.

carmina extant

in

C-A^

J\LJ\

jLr^\j

opere Geographico Hutorico quod inLiber Regionum, arm Hittorii*

unde, pro notitia veteri Arabia Felicia, multa curiosa erui
Inventa dicuntur imperante Muavia, primo Ommiadaruin

Abdorrahman,

qui, ejus

annum quadragesimum

Fclici praesedit,

nomine, Arabia,'

Ilegirac et

quinquagesimum

id

temporis

Arabes luce monumenta, quum certae stati assignare nequeant,
suo more, ad tempora Aditarum, i. e. vetustissimorum Arabia tVlicis

incidit.

ea,

incolarum, referunt."

II.

arm. supra-diet, ap.

A. Schultens, Notae in

Monument

The Arabs were right. While this
Vetust. Arab. p. 71.
sheet is at press, I have had the inexpressible satisfaction, completely to
succeed in deciphering the two lines below the Hisn Ghorab inscription.
They contain an account of

The people

described,

is

it

;

with the names of

the famous lost tribe of

was fought with the Kedarite

tribe of Ac.

G 4

its

Ad

;

two engravers.
and the

See Appendix.

battle
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I.

back towards the patriarchal times.
Our remaining inferences must be sought within the
inscriptions themselves.

The thought of the probable identity of these
poems with the inscriptions at Hisn Ghorab once
awakened, it occurred to me to try, by a mechanical test, whether the first and longer of the
internal marks of being a

two might bear any

version of the longer inscription published by
Mr. Wellsted. To the first step in the proposed

experiment, the similarity of the Semitic dialects
taken into account, the comparative lengths of
the two documents presented an easy and obvious
I compared them together accordingly;
the
result of the comparison proved strongly
and
For allowing
corroborative of my conjecture.
clue.

(as the relative length of the respective lines requires) each line of the original inscription to

represent a couplet of the presumed Arabic
version, the two documents exactly corresponded
as to length ; the Hisn Ghorab original consist-

ing of ten, and its supposed version of twenty,
lines
while, on counting the letters in each, the
number of characters, respectively, disclosed a
:

the original consisting of
near approximation,
This correspon398, the version of 446 letters.
.

dence,

had it stood

markable

:

.

.

alone,

at the least,

would be
it

sufficiently re-

would be enough to

HAD1IAMUTJC INSCRIPTIONS.
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jnsfify the conjecture, that

two

89

inscriptions, in

kindred dialects, thus nearly of a length, may
stand to one another in the relation of original

and

But when taken

translation.

in connection

with the other indications of identity already
with the common occurrence of those
noticed,
.

.

.

same province,

inscriptions in the

same

at the

point of coast, engraved similarly upon tablets
of rock or marble, and standing similarly amidst
a fortress in ruins,

.

.

.

their relationship

may be

pronounced no longer matter of conjecture merely,
but one fairly made out, from the collective evidences,

by the laws of

The mys-

probability.

terious original, however, being unquestionably

of very remote, not improbably of patriarchal
antiquity, marks of patriarchal antiquity may
justly be required, in the Arabic poem assumed
to be its translation.

If I be not greatly

mi-

taken, both the poetical inscriptions published by
Schultens from Novairi, will pass safely through
this ordeal:

both bearing

alike, in

their

modes

of thought and expression, the genuine impress of
a primitive state of society
while the second
;

contains an allusion, which,

by

its

extraordinary
coincidence with a great event of Scripture history,
would seem to fix its date to a specific point of
the patriarchal times.

Having thus

own

submit the cvidciuvs on

impressions,

1

.shall

stated

my

90
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which they are founded to the reader,

I.

in the

literal translations of

the inscriptions
subjoined
from Novairi, with the account of them, as given

by H. A. Schultens,

prefixed.

POEMS OF THE HIGHEST ANTIQUITY, FOUND ON MARBLES AMIDST THE RUINS OF A FORTRESS, ON THE
COAST OF HADRAMAUT, IN THE VICINITY OF THE
EMPORIUM OF ADEN.
POEM
1.

I.*

We dwelt at ease for ages within the courts of this
A life without straits, and above want.

2.

Rolled in upon us the sea with brimming tide
Our rivers flowed with copious fall

3.

Among

the lofty palms

Sowed

fresh dates,

and
4.

:

castle,

;

their keepers

by the winding currents of the valley streams,

also the dry.

And we hunted the game, by land, with ropes and reeds
And we drew forth the fishes from the depths of the sea.
;

*

PRIMUM CARMEN.
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6.

7.
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And we walked proudly, in silks richly broidered with
And in whole silks, and in green striped robes. f

the needle

%

Kings reigned over us, far removed from baseness,
And vehement against the people of perfidy and fraud.
They sanctioned for us, from the religion of Hud [ Heber], right laws;

And we

believed in miracles,

tin-

resurrection,

and the

resuscita-

tion of the dead

by the breath of God.
i-iK-iiiirs descended upon our soil to invade us,
went forth together, with straight and dusky spears,

8.

Wlu-ii

9.

Ardent and strenuous defenders of our children and our wives,
On long-necked steeds, gray, and dun-coloured, and bright bay

We

10.

Wounding those who fell upon us, and would do us
With our swords, until they turned their backs.

^j
"

*

^^

To

;

violence,

^

Sisera, a

prey of divers colours
prey of divers colours of needle- work ;
Of divers colours of needle- work on both
:

A

Mi'i-t for

the necks of

them

This fashion of the ancient Arabs
" the
hardt
it still exists in
or
f

may be

illustrated

of cotton, wool, or

bonnets."

silk

Travels in Arabia,

:

vol.

Judges,

v.

SO.

from Burck-

handkerchiefs, striped grtt* and
these the Bedouins wear over their

keffies,

:

yellow,

sides,

that take the spoil."

ii.

p.

402. Appendix.
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POEM

II.*

We

2.

dwelt at ease in this castle a long tract of time ;
a desire but for the region lord of the vineyard.
Hundreds of camels returned to us each day at evening,

3.

And

4.

We

5.

Then came

1.

I.

Nor had we

Their eye pleasant to behold in their resting-places.
twice the number of our camels were our sheep,

In comeliness like white does

;

and

also the

slow-moving kine.f

dwelt in this castle seven years

Of good

When

life

.

.

.

how

difficult

from memory

years barren and burnt

one

evil

succeed

up

its

description

year had passed away, there came another to

it.|

*

ALTERUM CARMEN.

^j-J^j C1?U*5

^j^JL.^^
j-

!

:

" His
substance,

^e-'A

also,

,*U L*i

5

L U!

was seven thousand sheep,

and three thousand camels,
and five hundred yoke of oxen." Job, i. 3. cf. xlii. 12.
" And I saw in
my dream, and behold, seven ears came up in one
I
and, behold, seven ears, withered, thin, and blasted
stalk, full and good
:

with the east wind, sprung up after them ; and the thin ears devoured
And Joseph said unto Pharaoh, . . Behold,
.
the seven good ears.
.

.

.

I
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And we became

7.

They died and neither foot nor hoof remained.
Thus fares it with him who renders not thanks to God

as

93

though we had never seen a glimpse of good.

:

His footsteps

fail

:

not to be blotted out from his dwelling.

In both these poetical inscriptions, the marks
of an early stage of society are not to be misIn the first, the pride of prosperity is
delineated under the same imagery, employed,
in the Song of Deborah, to express the pride of
taken.

conquest

;

curious

its

namely, magnificence of dress, and
manufacture. As, in the Hebrew

ode, the crowning prize, assigned

by

his vain-

" a
glorious mother to Sisera, was to be,
prey
of divers colours of needle- work," so, in its

come seven years of great plenty throughout all the land of Egypt:
and all the plenty
shall arise after them seven years of famine
and the famine shall consume
shall be forgotten in the land of Egypt
the land: and the plenty shall not be known in the land, by reason of
there

and there

;

;

And the seven
that famine following; for it shall In* very grievous
And
years of plenteousness, that was in the land of Egypt, were ended.
the seven years of dearth began to come, according as Joseph had said
And the famine was over all the
the dearth was in all lands
:

and

And all countries came into Egypt to Joseph for to
face of the earth. .
Gen. xli.
buy corn, because that the famine was so sore IN ALL LANDS."
.

22

24.

.

2931. 5357.
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Arabic counterpart, the height of a prosperous
estate is represented by " rich silk raiment of
needle-work,
robes."

an

and

It is the

striped,

same

or

many- coloured

state of society, which,

led Jacob to express his
love to Joseph, by the gift of " a coat of colours,
or stripes;" and which, at a later, dictated the
at

earlier period,

Psalmist's description of the king's daughter:
" Her
clothing is of wrought gold she shall be
:

brought unto the King in raiment of needlework."
In the second poem, the pastoral simplicity of
description with which it opens, belongs,

the

most unequivocally, to purely patriarchal times.
For the imagery here is literally the same with
the opening imagery of the Book of Job.
Here,
"
"
as in Job,
are the
sheep, oxen, and camels
representatives of wealth and prosperity flocks
:

and herds the measure,

in the one case of indi-

vidual, in the other of national welfare.

But,

in the Arabic poem, the more general indication of patriarchal antiquity thus arising from

identity of manners, seems further verified by
to an event of Scripture hisspecific reference
tory, which, so far as exactness of coincidence

can be received as proof, fixes the date of the
poem itself to a given point in the patriarchal
times.

For the seven years of plenty, followed

I
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by years of famine, which took place in the age
of Jacob and Joseph, not in Egypt only, but
"in all lands," is here commemorated with a
life and fidelity of description, which
preserves
to us, in an Arabic

poem

certainly of very high

antiquity, neither more nor less than an abridgement of the relation in Genesis.
From the

coinciding periods of seven years of plenty,
followed by years of famine, to the minutest
circumstances and expressions of these wholly
independent records, there is an exactness of

correspondence throughout, which can be explained reasonably only on the supposition that

they are records of the one unparalleled event.
Thus, for a single example, while the cattle of
Egypt were saved from perishing, only by their
being sold to Pharaoh, ... in Hadramdut, where
there was no Joseph to foresee the impending
fa mine, and prepare the provident
supply, the
entire stock of the inhabitants perished so
that (in the expressive words of the
" neither foot nor hoof remained."
inscription)

utterly,

I pause

mark of

on this
date.

last expression

:

it is,

in itself, a

It carries us back, at the lowest,

to the age of Moses the only writer known to
me, sacred or profane, by whom it is employed ;
and that in one instance only. " And Moses
:
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Our

I.

go with us r there
an Aoo/be left behind. "
To resume the evidences now before the

said,

cattle also

shall

shall not

reader, as a whole

:

the unquestionably high an-

of the unknown inscriptions recently
discovered at Hisn Ghorab; their self-evident
identity in site, and all the local circumstances,
tiquity

with the inscriptions discovered in Hadramaut
in the seventh century, by the
viceroy of the
Caliph Moawiyah, and preserved in Arabic by
Novairi; the inevitable inference, that these

last-named inscriptions, being long prior to the
Cufic, and to the present Arabic, were necessarily, as those at

Hisn Ghorab

are, in a different

with the internal marks so clearly
;
in
both poems, of patriarchal antiquity,
legible,
in
the
these
and,
second, of specific date
character

.

.

.

;

circumstances form, collectively, a chain of evidences, significantly connecting the Hisn Ghorab
inscriptions with those preserved by Novairi, as
originals and translations ; and, not less signi-

conducting to the conclusion, that, in
the mysterious originals, we may be found to
ficantly,

possess written records contemporary with Jacob

and Joseph, and corroborating, by anticipation
of more than two centuries, the Mosaic account
of one of the most extraordinary historical events
in the

Old Testament.

A DRAM OTIC INSCRIPTIONS.
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Fully impressed myself with the conviction,
foregoing inferences have been legiti-

that the

mately drawn

and

;

tions preserved

that, in the poetical inscrip-

by

Nova'iri,

we

possess,

decy-

our hand, the inscriptions in unknown
j)lnn
characters at Hisn Ghorab, ... I have assumed,
it
may be observed, the existence, there, of a
(I

to

second inscription, corresponding with the second
of the two poems; although one inscription
of any length,
Messrs. WeUsted and

only,

sumption

be

fell

under the notice of

Cruttenden.
the

correct,

second

If

my

as-

inscription

(which might easily escape the hasty researches
which their hurried inspection of those ruins

would alone allow)

is

and may yet
fact, and worth

in existence,

be found. The question

is

one of

further investigation.
For, if another inscription be discoverable, similarly coinciding in
length with the second poem from Novairi, as
that already recovered does with the first,
presumption that the poems in question

translations

of

the

nounced complete.
resting,
quities,

tlir

inscriptions may be proIn a case so. deeply inte-

with reference both to Arabian anti-

and to Scripture evidences, may

I

be

permitted to suggest, for the consideration of
those who may have the power to promote it,
the drsirablencss of further examination on the
gpot.

VL.

Mrunwhilc
ii.

I

would leavr
ii

it

with those
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more conversant than myself with the
decyphering characters

comparison of the
under consideration

I.

art of

determine, whether
of the Arabic poems

to

first

with

the

Hisn

ten-line

Ghorab inscription, as its cypher, may not enable
them to reach, by a shorter road, the conclusion
at which I have arrived by a more circuitous
process and to demonstrate the one document
;

to be the translation of the other.*
*

Since this section was prepared for the press, I have had the satisto be informed by a literary friend, that Professor Roediger's

faction

account of the Hisn Ghorab inscription, in one respect

.

.

.

the form in

moulded throughout
perfectly coincides with my view of
" Roediits identity with the first of the two inscriptions from Nova'iri.
informant
makes
out
the
document
to
be
that
of
writes)
ger (my
persons
which

it is

.

.

.

The first word (I learn
speaking of themselves, in the first person plural"
from the same authority) Roediger reads Sumak or Samak, and renders
" We
. the literal
dwelt,"
rendering of the first word, in both Nova'iri's
" This
inscriptions.
(my correspondent justly adds) is encouraging so
.

far as

it

.

goes."

That M. Roediger
the

is

correct in pronouncing the inscription to run in

person plural, I cannot entertain a doubt; since, before

I was
had myself marked the occurrence, no less than
fifteen times, of the sign of the first person plural, na or nu ; and, when
apprized of it, on comparing the Hisn Ghorab inscription with Nova'iri's,
first

aware of his opinion,

I

I further found that this sign,

number of times (fifteen)
same parts of the lines.

na or nu, recurred precisely the same
in both documents, only not uniformly in the
Its occurrence, as in the Arabic, always at the

end of words, decides the question as
which is from right to left.

From
friend

.

this strong coincidence,
.

.

I

to the direction of the writing,

was led on by the suggestion of a

that the I in the inscription appeared to be the

Hebrew

1

...

compare the single recurrences of this letter; and to my great satisfaction, though not at all to my surprize, I found the I occurring, singly, three
times, in the seventh line of the Hisn Ghorab inscription, and the j or ) octo

curring also three times, in the corresponding couplet and line of the
Arabic poem ; and followed, in both places, by three single words.

That Professor Roediger was further

right, in applying the

power of

the Ethiopia letters, where there was sameness of form, to decyphcr the
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unknown inscription, became also clear to me, from the
which there could be no mistake, the repeated occurrence
of the sign of the first person plural nu.
And that he was equally right
in his reading and rendering of the first word, Sumak, I inferred from the
characters of the

one instance

1

in

50 ^

corresponding sense of the corresponding word in Arabic Samh
rendered by Golius,
of a house."

"

Tectum

Inferring, from the lights

which thus unexpectedly broke

was

at

on reclaiming the MS. of
In this experiment I

Arabic.

this section

knew myself

that the word cited by Pocock, as

Ilamyaritic,

viz.

L-^J (To

sit

from the

are

now

press,

inscription

justified

down), occurs,

many Ilamyaritic words

To my own

in,

that

and

by the

by the remarkable

a peculiar specimen of the
in the

the present Arabic; and that from Golius's Lexicon
tion, that

}

likely to be the result of further examination, I decided,

making the experiment of decyphering the whole
facts,

'<*

domus," and by Richardson, " the roof

f'ulU -r light

length,

f\*_

Hamyarilic

sense, in

it

appears beyond quesincorporated in that idiom.

conviction, the experiment, hitherto, has proved successful,

beyond my most sanguine anticipations. With the Ethiopic alphabet as
a key to some of the characters, and with the Arabic words corresponding in place, and presumed synonymous, in Nova'iri's inscription, as a clue
to others, I find, so far as I have yet proceeded

(and the experiment has
on nearly every line of the Hisn Ghorab inscription)
such exactness of correspondence between the two documents, as to confirm, at each new step, my antecedent view of them, as original and

been

tried already

My

translation.

my

desire,

unwillingness to stop the press, on the one hand, and
all in my power towards the com-

on the other, to contribute

decypherment of this mysterious record of the past,
apology to the reader, both for this note, and for
reserve the process of decyphering for an Appendix.
plete

will,

my

my

trust,

be

between the receipts of the proof
completed the comparative analysis of
With the exception of the third couplet, in which

In the interval (Sept. 7

and the

I

decision to

Sept. 14.)

revise of this sheet, I have

the two documents.
the sense

where (to

is

mistaken by the translator, and of a word here and there,
the cadence) the Arabic of N'ova'iri departs from the

suit

Ilumyaritic original, they prove to be identical, word for word, through*
Among the first results of this discovery has been the restoration
nnd the decyphering of the re't of the Hisn
of the Ilamyaritic alphabet

out.

;

(ihorah inscriptions, and, also, of that at Nakab el Ilnjar.
The Hamyavitic, in fact (as mi^ht have been anticipated >, diilers from the or.liiury
Ar.ibi:-, chiefly in a different selection
ii

of words.
-2
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I.

POSTSCRIPT.

I

had already written the

going section, when

last line of the fore-

on a wholly inde-

I lighted

pendent confirmation of my reference of the
second of Novairi's inscriptions to the age of
Joseph, and to the famine on account of which
"

all

came

countries

into

Egypt

to

Joseph to buy

corn," ... so extraordinary, that, in justice to the
The
subject, I must place it before the reader.

undesigned coincidence in question occurs in a
passage from Firazabaudi, after Ebn Hesham,
cited by Pocock in proof only (if founded in
of the art of writing
fact) of the great antiquity
Taken in connection,
the

among

however,

Hamyarites.
with the second

Novairi,

the incident about

inscription from
to be submitted

acquires a far different value ; since (if, as there
seems no reasonable cause to doubt, the relation
of an actual occurrence) we have here the record

of a negotiation opened, by a Hamyarite princess,
and of messenger after messenger
with Egypt,
.

.

.

dispatched by her to Joseph (in the hope plainly
of averting the last horrours of famine), with
to purchase corn, at the rates, succesproffers

sively, of a

measure of

silver,

or of gold, or of

SECT.
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same weight in flour * in other
words, at any price f and, on her messengers failpearls, for the

;

:

ing to procure a supply, of her perishing by famine.
The Arabic account of this occurrence I had
"

"
but, like
perused in the
Specimen
Pocock himself, without attaching much weight

often

to

;

It

it.

had been read, only to be forgotten.

Those conversant with similar inquiries can alone
estimate the feelings of mingled pleasure and suropening on it unexpectedly,
prize, with which,
.

.

.

immediately after the inferences suggested by
the second inscription from Novairi had been

drawn, and written down, ... I found, in this
wholly independent document, confirmation of
those inferences, at once, the fullest and the most
direct.

"

Ebn Hesham

relates that a flood

of rain

view a sepulchre in Yemen, in which
woman, having on her neck seven collars

laid bare to

lay a
*

The

toto

Exiguam

censu non prodigus emit

Cereretn

.

.

.

of Lucan, with Mr. Gibbon's application of
here recur to the reader.

it

to the

camp

of Jovian,

may

| That this is the sense of the sepulchral inscription in the next page,
be questioned by none, in the least conversant with the fii;urati\e

will

The ascending scale of silver, gold, and pearls,
language of the East.
may be understood as simply an oriental expression for the advances of
price tendered ; as the "measure" certainly indicates, not the quantity,
but the rate of purchase.
Nothing, at the same time, has KV ii of more
|

common

occurrence in the awful records of famine, than the barter of the

precious metals,

S:c,, in

v

equal quantities, for the coarsest food:

articles of luxury, for the articles of
ii

life.

8

.

.

.

of the
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of pearls *

and on her hands and her

;

I.

feet

bracelets, and ankle-rings, and armlets, seven on
each and on every finger a ring, in which was
'set a jewel of great price; and at her head a
coffer, filled with treasure, and a tablet, with
;

"

this inscription f

:

In thy name,
I Tajah, the

And

daughter of

God, the God of Hamyar.

Dzu

me

to procure

it,

And

finding no profit in them, I

should any

From my

*

The

ornaments,

fidelity

Arabie, Planche

U3

woman

it,

let

I

my

me back

I sent

not being able to procure

Whosoever may hear of me,

I sent

I sent

it,

And

And

;

silver, to bring

not being able to procure

And not being able

my

Shefar, sent

he delaying to return to

With a measure of

And

O

steward to Joseph.

handmaid,

a measure of flour

her with a measure of gold

:

her with a measure of pearls

:

commanded them

am

:

to

be ground

:

shut up here.

them commiserate me.

adorn herself with an ornament

may

she die by no other than

my

death. \

of the costume will be seen ap. Niebuhr, Voyage en
lix.

J'

\

2 Kings, xxiii. 17.

"

Then he said, What

told him, It

is

is

decisive for the antiquity of epitaphs in the East.
is that that I see ?
And the men of the city

TITLE

the sepulchre of the

man

of God, which came from Judah."
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From
the

the joint tenour of this epitaph, and of
Hadramutic inscription with which it so

would appear, that no
relief could be procured, on any terms, from
Could Egyptian jealousy of the monoKirypt.*
singularly corresponds,

poly,

it

by the Arabs of the

,

^,

south, of the Indian

tn

-<.

i.
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hardened the heart of Pharaoh "

It is
applications from Yemen ?
that similar jealousy on this
subject, at a much later period of history, led
to acts of the greatest cruelty, in these very

against

all

certain, at least,

On

Dean Vincent explains the destruction of Aden by the
" The
Romans, mentioned by Arrian.
capture

parts.

this principle it

and destruction of

is,

that

this village [city?], a short

time previous to the author's age, would be a
natural consequence of the progress and extension of the

Roman commerce, from

to India;

and,

the

Red

Sea,

as Claudius collected a tribute

from the maritime towns of Arabia, it is natural
to suppose, that he was the Cesar mentioned in
the Periplus,

who

ordered this place to be de-

purpose of suppressing every
power that might interfere with the Roman
stroyed, for the

commerce, or divert a share of
channel.

It is

it

into its ancient

true this must have been an

act of oppression upon Charibdel, who was the
ally and friend of the Roman emperors ; but far

greater sacrifices of their justice to their ambition occur in the history of those sovereigns of
the world."*
abroad ; and to anticipate the Romans in breaking down the power and
the monopoly of the Arabs of Yemen.
* Commerce and
Navigation of the Indian Ocean, vol. ii. pp. 327.
328.
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in truth, has

produced similar
commercial
among every
people, in every
and the apparent cruelty of the Egyptian

effects

age

;

government, recorded on the sepulchre of

Tajali,

in its inexorable refusal of supplies to the fami>li-

ing inhabitants of Hadramaut, can be illustrated,
successively, from the conduct of the Romans,
arising
coast,

from the same causes, upon the same

...

to the

more recent excesses of the

Turks, the Portuguese, and the Dutch, in their
auri sacra fames, their thirst to effect a mo-

nopoly of the trade with India.
In the epitaph of Tajah, one point of the internal evidences to its reality ... the mention of
her messengers being sent specially to Joseph
is
peculiarly striking ; both because of the ex.

actness of
"
Genesis,

agreement with the account

its

And

Joseph, for to

.

.

in

came into Egypt, to
and
because such closebuy corn,"
all

countries

ness of agreement with Scripture history is altogether foreign from the practice of the Mtilm-

metan writers (Mahomet himself included) in
tlu'ir fabrications.

The curious

fact,

communicated to Mr. Crut-

tenden at Sanaa, that jewels, particularly pearls,
;nv found, in the water-courses in the vicinity of

Mareb, usually after
For tho entin

work,

licftr//
\Ir.

]>p.

t

-te

mi/is*

.

.

.

not only

(VuttiMuUMi's Journal, see Vol.
\

.

I.

of
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gives the strongest verisimilitude to Ebn Hesham's account of the discovery, after a heavy
fall of rain, of the sepulchre of Taj ah, but also
conducts us to the very neighbourhood of this

Hamyaritic princess who hence appears to have
been buried, where in all probability she had
;

lived

and

died,

somewhere

in the district

round

Mareb, ... a part of the country memorable,
in Arabian history, for its sufferings from
inundations.

With regard
itself,

to

the

and the account of

by Ebn Hesham, nothing

sepulchral
its
is

inscription

discovery preserved

more easy than

for

any so disposed, to indulge in scepticism as to
I would only rethe reality of the occurrence.

mind the reader, that the discovery, in itself, is
not more incredible, than those which take place,
almost every day, of Egyptian sarcophagi and
mummies, of equally early date and that any
;

scepticism entertained in this particular instance
is (to make the most of it) of no higher value,

than that which would have been sure to be
expressed, respecting the authenticity and high
antiquity of the two inscriptions from Novairi,
(alleged to have been found in Hadramdut, in
"
the first age of the Hejra,
graven with an iron
for
in
rock
and
lead
the
ever,") previous to the
pen
irrefragable discovery of the Hadramutic inscriptions, on the rocks of Hisn Ghorab.

PAKT

II,

"
Ptolemy was right, in this, as well as in many other particulars, in
It appears, that
which the moderns have ventured to differ from him.
the man who resided at Alexandria, in Egypt, knew more respecting the
neighbourhood of the Propontis, than the man who surveyed it."
MAJOR RENNELL.
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CLASSICAL TOPOGRAPHY.

THE

tripartite division of Arabia, so familiar to

the Greeks and Romans, under the denomina-

Arabia Petrcea, Arabia Deserta, and
Arabia Felix, Mr. Gibbon correctly observes,

tions of

"

is

unknown

to the Arabians themselves;" while,

however convenient

as a general clue to its classical geography, this division leaves the inland

boundaries of those denominations too variable

and undefined, to afford modern science any
very certain guidance. But when the historian
of the empire ventures to express his surpri/r,
" that a
country, whose language and inhabitants
been the same, should scarcely retain
ever
have

a vestige of its ancient geography*/' he betrays
a shallowness of acquaintance with his subject,
strangely at variance witli the loftiness of his
pretensions to geographical research. The fact
"
is directly the contrary : instead of
scarcely
Decline and Fall,

vol. ix.

p.

222.
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a vestige/' the whole circuit of the
peninsula, it will be seen as we proceed, abounds
with vestiges of its ancient geography which is
retaining

;

reflected, almost as in a mirror, by the modern.
The bounds of the three Arabias, too, as laid

down

may

in the classical descriptions of the country,

prove, on examination,

more

definite

than

has been commonly supposed.
To the recovery
of those bounds, it may be well, in the first instance, to address ourselves.

Among

the lines of demarcation furnished by
by far the most definite are those

the ancients,
of Ptolemy.

Arabia Peteea

By
is

the Alexandrine geographer,
described, as bounded, on the

north, by Palestine and part of Syria ; on the
west by the adjacent frontier of Egypt, between

the Mediterranean and the

mouth

of the Heroo-

politan Gulf; on the south, by a line drawn, in
the latitude of Pharan, (Ras Mohammed, or the

the peninsula of Sinai,) across the
mouths of the Heroopolitan and Elanitic Gulfs
point

of

(those of Suez and Akaba) to the bend of the
latter, or the point of coast under Moilah ; and

on the east, by a line prolonged, from the termination of the eastern frontier of Syria, to the
northern confines of Arabia Felix

:

Arabia De-

boundary on the north,
that part of Mesopotamia, which follows the
serta, as having, for its

SECT.
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course of the Euphrates, as it runs east and west
in the latitude of Beles ; on the west, the conterminous parts of Syria, Palestine, and Arabia
Petroca

;

on the

east,

Babylonia (and Chaldea),

drawn through the mountain chain,
stretching (north and south) from the turn of
or a line

the Euphrates near Beles, to the Sinus Mesanites
(a bay at the head of the Persian Gulf), and

hence, along the Persian Gulf, to latitude 29,
apparently stopping at the natural line of partition formed by the mountains of Nedjd ; and

on the south, by the mountains of Arabia Felix,
from the point of termination of Arabia Pet ma,
to the point just noticed,

where those mountains

themselves terminate, below the Sinus Mesanites,
... a description answering exactly to the Djebel
Sliammar, and its continuation, across the peninsula, to the Persian Gulf.

The remainder,

constituting nearly the entire of the peninsula
south of the Elanitic and Mesanian Gulfs, or of

Moilah, on the Arabian, and Kadcmah, on the
Persian, composed the ancient Arabia Felix
;

which, consequently, had for its boundaries those
stated by Ptolemy, viz. on the north, the southern sides of Petrcca, Desert a, and the Persian
(lulf; mi the west, the Arabian Gulf; on the
south, the Erytlinran Sea, or Indian Ocean; and
on the cast, part of the Persian Gulf, and the

112
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from

stretching,

mouth, towards the
These limits of Arabia

its

Syagrian promontory.
Felix, in substance,

more

coincide, with those

summarily assigned by Strabo and Marcian
latter defining

it,

II.

:

the

concisely, as the country south

of the neck of the peninsula the former, more
fully, as the region included between the Arabian
;

and Persian

Gulfs,

and the Erythraean

Sea,

and

from the confines of Petraea and
Deserta, 12,000 stadia, or 1500 Roman miles, to
extending,

the Atlantic Ocean.

From

these combined descriptions,

it

is

plain,

that, while Arabia Deserta was confined within
the limits of the Al Dahna, or great northern
desert, and of its borders towards Syria and the

and Arabia

the parts
westward of that desert to the borders of Egypt,

Euphrates

;

Petrasa,

to

including the peninsula of Sinai, and the eastern
coast of the Elaiiitic Gulf; Arabia Felix comprized the three, or five, or six provinces, into
which the Arabs themselves divide their country,

namely, Yemen, Hedjaz, Nedjd, Tehama, Yein other words, the
mama, and Bahrein *,
.

.

.

by the eastern geographers
" Arabia
Proper."
for
the restoration of the classical geoBut,
graphy of Arabia, by the recovery of the sites of
entire region styled,

*

Sale's

Prelim. Diss. p.

2.
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places,

and names of

II.;

enumerated by the

tribes,

topography of the penina
far more valuable index,
sula, Ptolemy supplies
tin n
any which could be derived from the most
ancients, in the actual

i

exact acquaintance with the area or outlines of
the triple division, under which it was known to
the Greeks and Romans.
This index is to be

found in that excellent method of laying down
the country, which conducts his readers, first,
minutely along the coasts and, from the coasts,
;

to

the survey, more compendiously, of

its

inland

method, the less known parts
By
receive light from those more known ; and the
identity of ancient, with modern, inland denomilocalities.

this

nations, both of places

and

tribes, is frequently

by reference to ascertained points
the
coasts; whence the inland distances
nlung

recoverable,

and positions may be computed, by cross lines,
generally with good probability, and often with

The

neglect with which these
important aids have hitherto been treated, even
by the first names in modern science, reflects

great exactness.

little

credit

judgment.*

on their research, and

Had

less

on their

d'Anville himself, for example,

*

To this censure, .Major Itcnncll stands an exception his testimony
towards the close of his labours, to the knowledge and fidelity of the ancients (of whom his opinion rose with his own progress in science) is
:

equally honourable to them, and to himself.

VOL.

II.

I
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paid more attention to Ptolemy, he would have
spoken of him with more respect and, in consulting him more closely, would have consulted
;

better for his

own high

reputation.

For "the

which

this great geographer professes
"
in a great number of the positions
to discover
of Ptolemy**," will very commonly be found, on

disorder,"

examination, to exist only in his

own

head.

The

following attempt to elucidate the classical, from the modern geography of Arabia,
proceeds on the more unpresumptuous principle,

considering the ancients right, until they
Its plan will be
shall be proved in the wrong.
to
that
of
a close adherence
Ptolemy, by beginof

and ending with the inWhere Ptolemy may happen to have

ning with the
terior.

coasts,

omitted any particulars, the omission will be supplied, wherever the opportunity is afforded, from
Pliny, Strabo, Diodorus Siculus, and other anWhere the details of the
cient authorities.

Alexandrine geographer

may seem

to require,

or admit, illustration, they shall be illustrated,
as occasion serves, from the same collateral witnesses.
" Arabia

As

the main field of inquiry lies within
Proper," or the country enclosed be-

tween the Persian and Arabian Gulfs
* "

Ptolemee, dont

desordre."

les positions

Geographic Ancienne,

;

and

as

en grand nombre paroissent fort en
torn. ii. p. 227.
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this country (the peninsula properly so called)
will best enable us to apply the Ptolemaic me-

thod of transition, from the coasts, to the inour survey shall commence, as a periplus
terior,
.

.

.

of the peninsula, from the head of the Arabian
The classical geography of Arabia Petrsea
Gulf.

and Deserta,

in their

more northern

parts, has

already received large illustration from the researches of modern travellers the districts bor:

dering on Egypt, Syria, and the Euphrates, may,
therefore, be either slightly touched, or wholly

while any light which may be
pretermitted
in
the
course of this inquiry, on their
thrown,
inland localities, will connect those localities, as
;

they

lie

east or west, with one or other of the

gulfs.

Thus much premised, we will follow Ptolemy
along the coasts where his notices of tribes are
not confined to a mere muster-roll of names
but where the position of each successive tribe is
doubly cleared, by well-defined marks of the
;

;

space of territory occupied, and by numerical
specification, within that space, of its chief cities

and towns.
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COAST OP THE ARABIAN GULF.

THE

peninsula of Sinai, so remarkable in Scrip-

ture history,
restoration.

affords

little

scope

for

classical

Pharan and the Pharanitse, Mahrah

and the Maranita?, or Epimaranita3, are names
of people and localities anciently well known,

and whose sites, easily ascertained within that
narrow space, are now as well determined, although the names themselves may be no longer

The Munichia&s

of Ptolemy pretty
clearly identifies itself with the desert of Tyh :
as do the Autei of Pliny, with its inhabitants,

in existence.

the Beni Atye ; at the present day, one of the
Without pausing
chief tribes of this peninsula.
on these, and a few similar verifications, our
serious attention

is first

arrested, in Ptolemy, at

the head of the Elanitic Gulf, where the town of
Onne is now clearly restored, in the recently-

discovered ruins of Aszioun (the Ezion Geber of
the Old Testament) and, again, at the mid- coast
;

of that gulf, where his Modiana identifies itself
with the Madian of Abulfeda (the Midian of
Scripture).

Of the

inhabitants of this coast,

however, Ptolemy makes no

specific

mention

;

COAST OF THE ARABIAN GULF.
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the Thamudites, whose seats are known, with
certainty, to have lain south of the gulf of Akaba,
being the first tribe noticed by him in these parts.

The omission happily
Siculus

;

who

supplied by Diodorus
has preserved a description of the
is

inhabitants of this coast, as far south as the
islands opposite Moilah, under the denomination of

BANIZOMENEIS.

The Banizomeneis of Diodorus, are, beyond all
doubt or question, the Beni Omran of Burckhardt
:

a strong and fierce tribe, whom he describes as
now inhabiting the very coast under consideror " the mountains between Akaba and
ation,

Moeyleh, on the eastern coast of the Red Sea."'
The slight corruption, by the Greeks, of Omran
into

Zoman, (both, as I have elsewhere shown, idio-

matic modifications of the Zomran of Genesis

f, )

does not in the least degree affect the identity of
the name; while the identity of character is
the Banizomeneis being described, by Diodorus, as a race of hunters, subsisting on their prey, and the Omrans, by Burck-

equally legible,

hardt,

.

.

.

as a race of robbers, living chiefly

plunder, and whose trade was war.
Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,
325.
Vol. I. pp. 323

f See

i

3

p.

221.

on

The two
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accounts present the same national character, in
its

cause,

and

" Bold

A

its effect

Nimrod

first

:

.

.

.

the savage chase began,

mighty hunter, and

his

game was man."

Burckhardt speaks particularly of Moilah and
its

neighbourhood, as the main seat of the

Arabs
is

Omran

was

so, also, of the Banizomeneis,
clear from the account of Diodorus; who de-

that

:

it

bay which they occupied as succeeded
by three islands a description which exactly corresponds with the bay of Moilah, and the three
islands off it on the south and to no other point.
scribes the

:

;

But

this seat of his Banizomeneis, as described

by Diodorus, was distinguished by one

feature,

which has exercised the ingenuity of the historian of the Eoman empire and given birth to,
;

perhaps, the most singular geographical disco" the luminous
very, which adorns
page of GibFor it was, also, the seat of " a famous
bon."
temple, whose superior sanctity was revered by
* The site of this
all the Arabians."

temple (probably on the summit of the lofty mountain at
the back of Moilah) is one of the best-defined
positions to be met with in the whole circuit of
geography, ancient or modern. It is triply determined, by its location in the country of the
*

'lepbv

Diod.

8*

ayuararov "Spvrai, Tip.ta^vov imb Trdvrwv

Sic.

lib.

iii.

xliii.

'
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Banizomeneis, or Orarans; by its contiguity to
the wide and deep bay (irrefragably that of
Moilah) which immediately adjoins the Elanitic

Gulf on the south

and by its neighbourhood to
the three islands of Isis, Suk-Abuan, and Saludo,
(anciently famous, and still well-known,) which
lie

;

south-west of the

mouth of the bay of Moilah.*

This temple, the sceptical historian of the empire, at one touch of his magic pen, transports
(a distance of above 500 miles!) from Moilah to
Mekka ; and presents to his readers (with high
self-gratulation) the account of it by Diodorus
Siculus, as the earliest, though hitherto unno-

CAABA
But let
own eloquent lanThe genuine antiquity of the CAABA

ticed, record of the far-famed

him

!

relate his discovery in his

"
guage.
ascends beyond the Christian aera in describing
the coast of the Red Sea, the Greek historian
:

Diodorus has remarked, between the Thamudites
and the Sabrcans, a famous temple, whose supe-

was revered by all the Arabians.
The character and position are so correctly ap-

rior sanctity

.

posite, that I

am

application.

Yet

.

.

surprized how this curious passage should have been read without notice or

*

The

famous temple had been

this

position of those islands, in the charts of Irwin

and Vincent,

mouth of the bay, " is most erroneous." They lie below
See Wellsted's Travels in Arabia, vol.
and afford it no shelter.
before the

pp. 164, 165.

i

4

it,
ii.
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overlooked by Agatharchides, (De Mari Rubro,
in

p. 58.,

Hudson,

torn, i.)

whom

Diodorus

Was

copies in the rest of the description.
Sicilian more knowing than the

Egyptian

?

the

Or

was the Caaba built between the years of Rome
650 and 746, the dates of their respective his"

*

There is a happy confidence (the
of
successful
triumph
discovery) in these queries,
which it may seem almost a pity to disturb by
tories ?

the announcement, that the statement, from beginning to end, is one tissue of errours. Instead
of placing the temple which he describes, " between the Thamudites and Sabseans," Diodorus
Siculus places it, as clearly as language can place,
in the country of the Bariizomeneis ; to the south
of whom, he no less categorically and correctly
locates his Thamudites.
Instead of disposing
the Thamudites next to the Sabeans, he interposes, between these tribes, the Debae, the Alilaei,

the

Gasandi,

and the Carbae.
Errours like
marks of mental con-

these, in Mr. Gibbon, are
stitution,

.

.

.

are measures of the

presumption of whose inferences
spicuous,

and whose
* "

Had

man
is

:

the rash

equally con-

his geography, and in his faith ;
celebrated resolution of the success of

in

I delivered these DISCOVERIES,

with an air of confidence and

triumph, 1 should be still more mortified."
the Sixth Book of the ^Eneid.

Gibbon,

Grit.

Observ. on
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by secondary causes, is of about
equal value, with his triumphant discovery, in
the temple of Moilah, of the Caaba of Mekka
Christianity

!

For the origin of a temple, which, in the age
of Diodorus, " was held in religious honour and
veneration by all the Arabians," we must plainly
The report of the
ascend to far earlier times.
Sicilian historian naturally suggests the idea of

a patriarchal antiquity and this idea as naturally
gives birth to a conjecture, which I shall make
;

throwing out to the reader. Can
this temple of Moilah have been the seat of that
patriarchal worship, of which Jethro, the father-

no apology

for

in-law of Moses, was the priest ?
The grounds
of this conjecture are plain and simple, and,
1. Moilah is
therefore, only the more strong.
"
situated in the scriptural
land of Midian ;" the
The
dwelling-place of Jethro, and of his race.

consequently, of its temple, falls within the
native country of this Arab patriarch, while its

site,

probable antiquity carries us back towards his

than

150 miles, by
road measurement, from Horeb and Sinai
in
a
moderate
for
the movements, to
itself,
space
times.

2.

Moilah

is

less

:

and

fro,

of Arabs and their flocks

;

and nothing

more than the space required by the

scriptural
notices of the movements, both of Moses and

Jethro,

between Midian and Sinai

;

for

these
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notices uniformly argue considerable journeys to
have been made by both. Thus, when Moses

went to

first

we

Sinai,

are told,

"he

led the

back side of the desert, and came to
"
when
the mountain of God, even to Horeb
flock to the

:

Jethro, subsequently, visited his son-in-law, and
camp of Israel, at this place, the idea of dis-

the

tance

is

equally suggested,
of all that

that "he heard

by the statement,

God had done

for

Moses," and by the account of his consequent
" And
Jethro, Moses'
journey to meet him
;

father-in-law, came, with his sons and his wife,
unto Moses into the wilderness, where he en-

camped

at the

mount

of

God

:

and he

said unto

Moses, I thy father-in-law Jethro am come unto
thee, and thy wife, and her two sons with her."
the natural language of one coming off a
journey and could be natural from the lips of

This

is

;

The same idea
a traveller from a distance only.
of
his
account
the
renewed, by
departure ;

is

"

And Moses

went

his

way

let his father-in-law depart,

INTO HIS

tance, therefore,

OWN

LAND." *

and he

The

between Moilah and Horeb,

disis

a

in favour of the
point, at least, of congruity,
" the
priest of
probable connection of Jethro, as

Midian," with its famous templeof high mountains were favourite
*

Exotl. xviii.

3.

The tops

sites

of pa-
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as well as of heathen, worship ; or
heathen practice was derived from
the
rather,
the patriarchal.
Accordingly, this primitive
triarchal,

practice has the sanction of the highest of all

example of our Lord himself;
"
who went up into a mountain apart to pray,"
and brought his disciples " up into a high moun-

authorities, the

tain

witness

to

apart,"

his

transfiguration.
for the

That Moilah was signally remarkable

possession of such a site for the offices of patriarchal religion, will appear from the description
of Burckhardt " The position of Moeyleh is dis:

tinguishable from
just behind

it ;

by the high mountain
three pointed summits of which,

overtopping the

afar,

rest, are visible sixty to

eighty

was

told that, in clear winter days,
they could be distinguished, from Cosseir [on the
African side of the Gulf], at the moment of sun-

miles off

:

rise."*

That a

I

likely to be

site like

was one not un-

set apart for patriarchal
worship,

and most favourable
all

this,

the Arabians,"

for a temple "

honoured by

probably be admitted.
in the historical proof of

may

The only difficulty lies
connection between the mountain of Moilah and

The difficulty is curiously
far-famed temple.
met, and the required proof unconsciously supplied, in the shape of a miracle connected with
its

Travels in Arabia, vol.

ii.

p. JI49.
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Jethro, related

the Koran

II.

by one of the commentators on

a relation, than which, in its miraculous part, nothing can be more absurd but
which, in its historical bearings, possesses all the
:

;

Arab tradition.
The Mahometan legend runs thus " That, whenever Jethro had a mind to perform his devotions

character and weight of genuine

:

on

of a certain mountain, the mountain

the top

in order to render the ascent more
*
The obvious inference is, that
easy to him."
the priestly offices of Jethro were performed on

became lower,

the summit of a high mountain

:

that mountain-

top would naturally become, in after-times, the
site of a temple
and, as mountain and temple
meet together at Moilah, in the proper " land of
Midian," all the probabilities point towards this
;

as the scene of Jethro' s sacerdotal ministry.
This conjecture, as to the origin of the famous

site,

near Moilah, mentioned by Diodorus
Siculus, is thrown out only as a probability the
degrees of this probability may be variously mea-

temple

:

sured by various minds. My own attention hav"
egregious
ing been called to the subject by the

blunder

"

of Mr. Gibbon, I

would take leave of

with one of his justest remarks

:

"let

it

it

only be

remembered, that those who, in desperate cases,
*

Calmet, Dictionary of Bible,

art.

Jethro.
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conjecture with modesty, have a right to be heard
with indulgence." *

THAMUDITJE OR THAMUDENI.

Next to his Banizomaneis, and immediately
south of the bay and islands of Moilah, Diodorus
This people are
Siculus places the Thamudeni.
evidently the same with the Thamudita of
Ptolemy: the tribe

first

named by

the Alexan-

drine geographer, in his catalogue of the inhabitants of the coast between Akaba and Yembo.

But the Thamudeni or Thamuditse are most obviously identical with the famous tribe of Thd-

mud

once (according to the Arabian writers)
seated in Yemen ; whence, being expelled by
:

the Homerites, they emigrated intoHedjaz where
" habitheir capital, Medayen or Hejr, and their
;

tations cut out of the rocks," are

still

in exist-

ence, about one hundred and fifty miles inland,
at the back of the coast here in question.
The

position of this tribe of Thamud, and the space
of coast occupied by it, are defined with great

accuracy by Diodorus
seats of the

;

who

informs us, that the

Thamudeni commenced immediately

below the bay and isles of Moilah, and extended
for the space of one thousand stadia, or about
Crit. Obscrv.

on Sixth Book of -<neid, postscript
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two degrees, along the frightful coast between
Moilah and Djebel Hassane* (the Hippos mons of
the ancients).
The correctness of this statement we are enabled to establish in the most
satisfactory manner, from the separate evidence

who

represents his Thamuditse as
bounded, on the south, by the

of Ptolemy;

SIDENI. f

the name, the loevery kind of proof,
and the intermingled or surrounding
cality,
the Sideni of Ptolemy, the next neightribes,

By

.

.

.

.

.

.

bours, in a southern direction, to his Thamuditae,
become identified with an existing tribe in this

very part of Hedjaz, the Djeheyne of Burckhardt.
* From Mr. Wellsted's account of this coast, it is clear, that the
Eily
" On the
Arabs occupy the seats of the Thamuditse.
day of our arrival
we received a visit from the principal Sheikh of the Bill
[at Wej-h]
His power extends inland six days' journey, nd,
tribe, Sheikh Amir.

Sheikh Morabit, to the southward,

coastwise, from

as far as Hasani.

general appellation of the various hordes who occupy this tract is
Bill, and their number is said to exceed seven thousand."
(ii. 185, 186.)
" Six
us to Hedjer, the capital of the andays' journey inland" conducts

The

cient Thamudites. Burckhardt completes the corresponding extension of
" El
These Arabs inthe Bily and Thamudites along the coast.
Bily.
and
the castle of Wodje, and the
between
habit the country
Moeyeleh

Wady
p.

bearing the same name" (Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,
Are the Bily Arabs the descendants, or the successors only, of

227.)

Thamud ?
f

a/j-vfiirai,

Edomites.

Rom.

"

KCU e<|>|f}s

~2,3>T]Voi.

The Thamudites were

Equites Sarraceni Thamudeni."

cap. xviii.

Notit.

Saracens, or

Dignitat.

Imp.
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change of Djeheyne into

is a specimen of anagrammatic transpotoo
sition
easy and obvious, to leave any rational
doubt (all other circumstances concurring) as to

Sideni

the identity of the classical with the Arabic
2. The Sideni are located, by
proper name.

Ptolemy, south of his Hippos mons, in the direcand the Djeheyney were found,
tion of lambia
;

very site, or of
the line of coast from Djebel Hassane to Yembo.

by Burckhardt, occupants of
3.

The Sideni

are described,

this

by Ptolemy,

as ad-

by the Darrce, the Banubari,
and the Arses : the name and site of the Darrce
are preserved in el Khedheyre, the frontier town
of the great Harb nation, in the vicinity of
Yembo those of the Banubari (or sons of the

joined, or followed,

;

wells) in the watering- station of Bar~eedy (or
" the wells of
Edom"), on the coast immediately

west of the Djeheyne Arabs and those of the
Arscp, with fair probability, in the Ausara of
;

Ptolemy, and

Szafra of Burckhardt, a town
near Yembo, belonging to the
Harb Arabs, a tribe (as will presently be seen)
distinguished from the Djeheyne, as a sepamu
el

and

fertile valley,

and

hostile race.

n nine, locality,

All the circumstances, ... of

and neighbourhood,

.

.

.

thus concur

to prove the ancient Sideni, and modern DjeThe folheyney, to be one and the same tribe.
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lowing passage of Burckhardt supplies us with a
full account of the actual
positions, strength,

and character of this

tribe: his account illustrates,

at every point, Ptolemy's position of the Sideni:

"

To

the south of Djebel Hassany (northward of
Yembo, as above described,) begin the dwellingplaces of the great tribe of Djeheyne, extending
along the sea-coast as far as below Yembo, and

eastward to Hedye, a station of the Syrian Hadj
road.

From Yembo,

in the direction of Medinah,

these Djeheyne possess the ground to a distance
of about twelve or fifteen hours. The cultivated
valleys of Yembo el Nakhel also belong to them.
Part of this tribe are cultivators, but the greater

number continue Bedouins.

They

constitute the

chief portion of the population of Yembo
and
although they possess but a few horses, it is said
;

that they can muster a force amounting to eight
thousand matchlocks.
They are constantly at

war with

the

neighbouring tribe of Beni Harb
Arabia indicative, if not de-

[a state of feud in

monstrative, of distinctness of race] through
whose assistance the Wahaby chief, Saoud, was
;

enabled to subjugate them, while all the other
tribes above mentioned, southward of Akaba,

had invariably refused to submit and Saoud
had not thought it expedient to attack them in
;

their

mountains,

contenting himself with de-
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some plundering parties
against them. The Djeheynes nominally acknowledge the supremacy of the Sherif of Mekka:
taching,

occasionally,

they proved very serviceable to the Pacha of

Egypt, at the taking of Medinah, in the year
1812."*
BANUBARI.

The name Banubari, or sons of the

wells, that

of a tribe placed by Ptolemy next his Sideni, at
once fixes the position of this people at the
station of Bar-eeda, or the wells of Edom^, upon
the coast, west of Nabt ; a seat of the Napatei of
Ptolemy, and the last frontier town, towards the

south, of Arabia Petraea properly so called.
Banubari of Ptolemy are followed by his

The

ABfiJS.

This people, the

last of the tribes

enumerated

by Ptolemy, as occupants of the country (proceeding from north to south) between the Ela*

Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys, pp. 229, 230. Compare Travels
ii.
Difference of race is here strongly marked,
p. 336.
the inveternU- hostility between the Djeheyne and the Harbs.

in Arabia," vol.
in

wells, south of the

Chersonesus Akraof Ptolemy,

lay the port of Channothus, described by
tified by d'Anville \vith that of Shnrm.

Diodorus, and correctly idenCharmothtu, indeed, is simply

f Adjoining these

the Arabic

VOL.

compound lO'***" +j~>
II.

"

K

The

port of Sherm."
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nitic Gulf and lambia or Yembo, are, apparently,
the inhabitants of his Ausara, or of Szafra and
Souk es Szafra and, if so, must have lain, not to
;

the south, but inland, or to the east of the Banubari.

That they must so have

to demonstration,

when we

lain, will

be brought

cross with Ptolemy, at

this latitude, the frontier of the Nabatheans,

find ourselves,

at once,

and

in the territory of an-

other people.

CIN^EDOCOLPIT^, DEB^E, OR

The first of these appellatives is obviously not
the name, but the nickname, of the Arab tribe
to whom it is applied by Ptolemy.
The proper
the
name of this tribe (as pronounced by
Greeks),
Debcs or Dedebce *, has been preserved by Strabo
and Diodorus

known

Siculus.

That by which they were
was self-

to Ptolemy, on the other hand,

evidently a stigma bestowed by Greek traders, to
mark the softness and effeminacy of their manners.
Summary proof of the inferred identity

of the Cina3docolpitae with the Dedebas is to be
found in their occupation of the same tract of
country, or of the line of coast between Yembo
For, if Ptolemy appears to make
the Bsetius, or Bardilloi river, the southern boun-

and Leith.

*

So apud'Agatharch.
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clary of his Cina3docolpitae, it is

national

name being merged

saniti,

owing to their

in the territorial

denomination of a neighbouring
or inhabitants of
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tribe,

the Cas-

Mount Gazuan

;

the

chain of mountains which borders, on the east,
tin
territory of the Dedebse, south of the Bardilloi.

The Dedeba3

are described, by Diodorus Siculus, as occupying the lowlands, or Tehama,

(or the Sobh mountain)*, and stretching southward, to the confines of the Alilaei and Gasandi (the Cassaniti of

lying under

Mount Chabinus

Their territory, he further remarks,
bisected by the river Bgetius.
These marks of

Ptolemy).
is

conjunction with the name,
conduct us, with sure step, to the recovery of
the Debse or Dedebce of the classic geographers,

position, taken in

of the Zebeyde, one of the numerous
branches of the great Harb nation.
The triple
in the tribe

coincidence, of name, geographical position, and
national character, is such, as to place this restoration

*

beyond the

The Lfcmus mons

cavils of the

of Agatharchides.

most captious

Misled, as usual, by similarity
Mount Jalamlam, south of

transplants Ltemus mont to

of names,

<T. \nville

Mckka.

Its site, in the vicinity of the Ueba?,

with the perfect agreement
and wood-clud mountain by Agatharclmle*
and Diodorus, leaves not the least doubt as to the identity of the Acu/ior6pos of the former, with the opos Xa&vov of the latter ; nnd of both, with
in the descriptions of this vast

the Sn>>h inomitttin, as described

by Burckhardt,

K 2
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criticism.

II.

into Dedebce

one of the mildest forms of the anagram*, and
of classical corruption of oriental proper names.
is

The

and character of

site

this people are thus

" Beni
Harb, in -the low
given by Burckhardt
country, or Tehama, between the mountains and
the sea.
These are in possession of
Zebeyde.
:

the coast,

.

.

.

the vicinity

from

of Yembo, down

to

Djidda andLeith .... of the Zebeyde tribe many
are settlers.
The market-place of Kholeys, with
its fertile

neighbourhood, at the distance of two

days' journeys

northward of

is

.Djidda,

their

But, as their territory is in
principal
general poor, they are obliged to seek for other
station.

means of subsistence than what can be derived
from pasture alone.
fishermen f:
as pilots

of

They are very active as
them are sailors, and serve

many
Yembo and

between

timate connection

Their inDjidda.
with the inhabitants of the

towns of Hedjaz, and the trade in which they
engage, have caused the other tribes of Harb to
look upon them with disdain.
A man of the
Sobh, or Beni Salem, tribe, would resent
* "

La permutation

usite"e

en Orient du dated et du zain,

it

d and

as a

z."

D'Anville.

f Mr. Wellsted finds, in a neighbouring tribe, the Huteima, the
Their habits, at least, correspond, at every
Icthyophagi of Diodorus.
See Travels in Arabia, vol. ii.
point, to that historian's description.
pp. 258, 259, and 263.
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if

any one were

to call
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him a

In this description we easily reZebeyde.'
cognize the causes which drew, in the classical
'

'

geography of Arabia, a line of demarcation, between the Dedebae or Zebeyde, and their brethren
of the

Harb

nation.

In the contempt in which

a race of traders was held by their warlike
kindred, we may further discern the origin of
the opprobrious name by which this branch of
the Harbs was known to the Greeks and Romans.

Diodorus Siculus, who states the territory of the
Dedebse to have commenced under the Mons
Chabinus, or Sobh mountain, describes it, fur*
Burckther, as bisected by the river Ba3tius.

hardt represents the Zebeyde, as occupants of
the country between Yembo and Leith.
It re-

mains only to remark, in conclusive confirmation
of the identity of these names and people, that
the territory of the Zebeyde (the Tehamah or
reach of coast between Yembo and Leith), if trir<
1

be found,

by the compass,

will

to the Dedeba3

by Diodorus,

like that assigned

to

be accurately

According to Wcllstcd, the Baetius can be only a torrent, formed in
" The river Betius of
Ptolemy is marked in d'Anville's

the rainy season.

[Shcrm Ub-hur]. We explored its
nothing which would induce us to suppose it
ivivives any other supply of fresh water, than an occasional torrent from

map

as having

termination

;

its

outlet in this bay

hut there

is

(Travels in Arabia, vol. ii. p. 287.) The remark applies
equally to Ptolemy's Prion Jtumen, on the southern coast*
the interior."

K 3
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bisected

stream,

whose real, or supposed,
into the Arabian Gulf at Djidda.

by the
falls

Bardilloi,

CARB.E OR CERBANI.

The people

called

Carbce by Diodorus Sicu-

The
Cerbani by Pliny.
of
the
commentators
the
of
with
latter
dealings
these names betray the depths of ignorance in
which the learned have been content, hitherto,
lus,

are denominated

to rest,

Arabia.
Pliny,

the classical geography of
For Cerbani, finding, in some MSS. of

respecting

Cembani, and, in others, Ceubani, they

decide, indeed,

Cerbani in the

from the recurrence of the name
same chapter, in favour of the

true reading but without any, the least idea of
its origin or meaning, or the most distant reference to the Arab tribe to whom it belongs.
;

One expositor conjectures the Cerbani of Pliny
to be the same with the Kerdanitce of Stephanus of
and gravely puts the question, whe;
to
correct Pliny from Stephanus, or
are
ther
Stephanus from Pliny.* In this seemingly ab-

Byzantium

we

surd conjecture, he is fortuitously right. For
the people, though not the names, are identical.
* "
An ex Stephano Plinius,
Stephano Kep8av7rai.
Cerbani.]
"
aut versa vice Stephanus ex Plinio corrigendus ?
Hard. ap. Plin.
.

Nat. Hist.

lib. vi.

32. note x.

.

.
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The Kerdanitce or Kedranitce of Stephanus*, the
Cedareni, or Gedranitce of Pliny, and
the Canraitcp of Arrian, (all corruptions, as has
been elsewhere shown, of the scriptural paCedrei,

tronymic Kedar,} represent, under their proper
name, the same great Arab tribe, otherwise and

now

better known,

as anciently,

by

their

nom

de guerre of Carbce or Cerbani, " sons of war,"
in other words, Harb or Beni Harb.

The Carbae or Cerbani
dorus, not, as

are disposed

by Dio-

appear at first view, after,

might
but behind his Debae,

Alilaei,

and

Gasandi.f

For the Debae, Dedebae, or Zebeyde, although,
by race, a branch of the Carbae, were treated,
we have seen, as a distinct people, by the contempt of their more warlike brethren, and by
the ignorance of strangers a race of fishermen
and traders had obviously forfeited the national
"
u sons of war."
cognomen of warriors," or
The position thus assigned to the ancient
:

Carbae,

must

clearly be understood as extending,

eastward of the Tehama, the entire length of the
Hedjaz, or, at least, between the latitudes of

Yembo and Haly
*

KcfyKm'rai.]

lidem hi videntur, qui a Plinio

Edit

nppellantur.

(the seat of the Alilaei).
Cedrei, lib.

v.

Let
cap. xL

ap. Steph. Byz.

f The continuity of the Carbae with all these tribes, is marked by
rovruv 8i TUV foSpwv <rui'x? I> Kcfpfeu ittgrtxovai f^v
The Deba\ Alil.iM, and Gasamii, were inhabitants of the coast;
jirttpov.
Agatharchides

:

and to touch them

all,

the Carbue must have lain behind them.

K 4
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this position

be

now compared with

that actually

Harb Arabs, and the identity of
occupied by
the ancient and modern name and race will
the

remain no longer doubtful.
" The
mighty tribe of Harb," as described by
Burckhardt, comprizing no less than eighteen
branch tribes exclusive of the Zebeyde, extends,
at this day, over the entire inland of Hedjaz, from

Heymedj, in the 26th parallel of latitude, to
Haly, below the 19th, a space of more than seven
degrees.
They compose, consequently, the main
population and continue, like their
fathers the Cerbani of old, celebrated, beyond

body of
all

its

:

other Arabs, for their fame in arms.
But the identification of the Carbaa with the

Harbs is not confined to coincidence of name,
it can
site, and character, in the nation at large
:

by comparison of the names,
some of its ancient, with
and
of
character,
sites,
those of some of its existing branches. The test
has been already tried in the instance of the Defurther be completed

We

will conclude by applying
debae or Zebeyde.
of
the
it to tribes
Harb, occupying the mountains

behind them and the Tehama

beginning with
the most northern settlement near the coast.
:

MONS CHABINUS.
description, by Diodorus, of his Mount
Chabinus, as, at once, the northern limit of the

The
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territory of the Debae or Zebeyde, and remarkable (a rare quality in a mountain of the Hedjaz) for its abundant growth of various kinds

of trees and plants, leaves no doubt as to its
identity with the Sobh mountain, which shuts

Tehama, or lowland coast, on the north,
near Bedr, and whose general features, warlike,
inhabitants, and unique fertility in the growth
of shrubs and plants, are thus described by

in the

Burckhardt:

"

We

left
thewell[ofBives-Sheikh]
P.M.
three
Route N.N.W., ashalf-past
cending over uneven ground. In an hour and

ut

we

a half

entered the mountains, at the angle

formed by the great chain on one side, and the
above-mentioned branch, which extends towards
Beder, on the other. From hence we continued

N.N.E.
tached

in valleys of sandy soil, full of derocks.
High mountains with sharp-

minted summits, and entirely barren, enclosed
The Eastern Mountain,
the road on both sides.
j

which here runs

Sobh

parallel with

it,

is

called Djebel

the territory of the powerful tribe of

;

Beni Sobh, a branch of the Beni Harb. Their
mountains contain many fertile valleys, where
date-trees
is licrc

grow, and some dhourra

f/ifif

tin*

Mekka

balsam-tree

is
is

sown.

It

jH'i/icijHi/h/

and the Senna Mekka, or Arabian
fnuml
senna, which the Syrian caravan exports, is col;
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The passage
this district.
is deof
mountain
this
the
interior
into
parts
scribed as very difficult; and could never be
lected exclusively in

by the Wahabys.

forced

Hark had

the other tribes of

with

all their

Numerous

goods and

families of

retreated thither,

cattle,

from the arms

of Saoud; and, while all the Hedjaz Bedouins
submitted to the Wahaby dominion, the Sobh

was the only

which successfully defended

tribe

their territory,

and boldly asserted their inde-

*

pendence."

Mons Chabinus,

it

follows, is the

Greek version

And

mountain we

of the Sobh mountain.

this

find, conformably with the site of the CarbaB in
Diodorus, peopled by one of the most warlike of

the tribes of

Harb

;

whose national name

is

con-

The
of the Sobh, El

cealed under their territorial denomination.

name

of one of the branch tribes

Khadera, curiously connects itself with, and corwho places
rects, the nomenclature of Arrian
here, and in the adjoining mountains running
;

southward from

this point, a people

whom

(ac-

cording to the received reading of his text) he
entitles

CANRAIT^.

The easy
authorized
*

correction of Canraitce into Kadraitce,

by the extant name,

JBurckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol.

in this quarter,
ii.

pp. 116, 117.
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as that of a tribe, melts into one

the Kerdanitce of Stephanus, the Cedrei or GedranitcB of Pliny, and the Kedarites of Scripture.

The character of

this people, equally

with their

name, prepares us to expect, in them, another of
the genuine tribes of the Carbas, or Harb.
We
be disappointed. While the neighbourlowlanders
(the Zebeyde) are correctly reing
presented as peaceful fishermen, his Canraita? or
shall not

Cadraitae are characterized, by Arrian, as a race
of robbers so fierce, that nothing, by sea or land,
was secure from their ravages; insomuch that
their extirpation by the sword, or their exportation as slaves,

was the never-ceasing object of

the native princes.*
have only to turn from Arrian to Burck-

We

hnrdt, to discover this ferocious race, "the wildest of the Harb tribes," dwelling in the same

haunts, and engaged in the same occupations,
rendered infamous by their forefathers in tho
" El
of the Ptolemies and Caesars.

Owf,

days

of the

Harb

occupy the
Sobh
toward
mountains southward of Djebel
and
were
never
completely subjugated
Rabegh,

the

wildest

tribes,

To 8t lirovw, Kara KwfJMS Kal vopattas, ouc<?r<u forripols avQptrirois 81jxavoa' ols irapairlirrovrts awb rov ptvov ir\6ov, ot p.iv &tafnrdorrcu, ol
5< *al

airb

rvpdifvuv
pac?T(u.

vavaylw

ical

aatQtvrfs, aySpCKWo^oyrat.

&affi\e<>v T^S 'ApaGias

Arrian, IVripl. p. 12.

8ti

tal

alxp-o^ofri^oyrat.

avvtx**

&*)>

XryoKToi 8i

***
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by the Wahabys. The name of Owf is dreaded
as far as Mekka; and particularly by all pilfor they are

most enterprizing robbers,

parties of them,

amounting to three or four

grims

and

;

hundred men, have been known to carry

off at

by force, valuable loads out of the midst
encampments of the Hadj. They are accustomed to follow the Hadj by night, to a dis-

night,
of the

tance of several days' journeys beyond Medina, in
" About
hopes of cutting off the stragglers."*
.

.

.

ten miles east of this [Mastoura] is a high moun" Job's
mountain,"
tain, called Djebel Ayoub,
summits
of
the
other
the chain
overtopping
of which
spots,

formed a

it

with

The whole

tribe.

part,
It

trees.

is

road,

and covered, in many
inhabited by the Owf
from Kolleya to

this

dangerous, on account of the robberies
place,
of these Bedouins and the caravan never passes,
is

;

without losing some of its loads, or camels. In
the time of the Wahabys, it was completely
secure; the Sheikhs of the Harb, and the whole
tribe,

being made responsible for

all

depredations

committed in their territory. The Wahabys,
however, had not been able to subdue the Owf

own mountains

and a proof of their independence appeared in the long hair which this

in their

tribe

wore,
*

;

contrary to the

Wahaby

Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,

p. 237.

precept,
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which had established

it

shave the head bare."*

mon

1

1

I

as a universal law to

The

ascertained com-

of the Canraitae and the Owf, along the
mountain range south of Leuce Kome, or Yembo,
site

perfects this proof of their identity.

DACHARENI.

The Dachareni

are mentioned

by Stephanus as
This author, at the same
them with the Nabatheans.

a people of Arabia.

confounds

time,

The certain inference derivable from his statement is this, that the Dachareni were seated in a
part of the peninsula, not remote from the terare thus directed,
ritory of the Nabatheans.

We

and

aided, in our research, for the recovery of

this

name and

tribe.

And

the double coinci-

dence of name and

site unites to

Dachareni with the

Dwy Dhaher ;

identify the
another tribe

Harb, adjoining that of Owf, and
stretching, behind the Zebeyde, from K&begh, at
the southern extremity of the Owf mountains,

of the

to the vicinity of Mekka. The following
count of this tribe given by Burckhardt :

Dhaher.

is

the ac-

"Din/

These [Harbs] extend from Rtibegh

towards Mekka.

Several encampments of tin -in
arc likewise found in the vie /////// nf Maliimh [or
Travels in Arabia, vol.

ii.

p. 11 a.
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within the borders of the ancient Nabatheans,
with whom, in consequence, they are confounded

by Stephanus]
as

Wady

:

they occupy the country as far

Fatme."*

It

is

needless

to

pursue

further this decisive restoration, which completes
the identification of the ancient Carbse, or

modern Harbs, or Beni Harb,
branch tribes, from the neighbourhood

Cerbani, with the
in their

of Medinah, to the latitude of Mekka. f

CASSANIT.aB

OR GASANDI.

In the latitude of Mekka, or rather immediately
to the south and south-east of that metropolis,
occur the Cassanitas of Ptolemy, the Gasandi of
Diodorus J, or the inhabitants of Mount Gazuan.

The name being

territorial, it

must

rest

on other

evidences whether this people is, or is not, to be
considered as belonging to the Harb.
are,

We

*

Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,

p.

237.

f Three minor tribes, mentioned by Pliny, the Codani, Vadei, and
Lechieni, can be brought home to the neighbourhood of the Dachareni
the Codani are the tribe of Kodad, near Mekka ; the Vadei, the inhabi:

tants of

Ras Bad (the Badea of Ptolemy)

;

and the Lechieni, the Beni

Lahyan ; all adjacent to the Dwy Dhaher.
His Gasandi, however, may be the tribe of Ghesan ; so named from
|
See Masoudi, ap. De Sacy,
a fountain between Zebid and Zama.

Mem.

de 1'Acad. des Inscript. t. xlviii. pp. 514, 515.
Cassanitse may have been Ateybe ; a tribe which shares these
See Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. ii.
mountains with the Harb.

The

p.

398.
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at present, concerned only with their geographical
position ; which, according to Ptolemy, lay be-

tween the latitudes of Badea or El Beyadhye,
(near Djidda,) and of Adedi or Sodia, in the
vicinity of Leith.

Although

his Cassanita3

were

certainly seated along the inland mountain range

(Gazuan) which

has

given

them

its

name,

remarkable, assigns them four
Ptolemy,
towns along the subjacent coast. The allocation
it

is

is

not necessarily arbitrary.

subjacent coast

For, although the

was unquestionably the

territory

of the Dedebae, or Zebeyde, the loose hold of
their nominal possessions, by all the Bedouin
tribes of Arabia, has always left it

more

settled

open to their

and enterprizing neighbours, to

seize, and secure to themselves, convenient
or important stations for commerce.

The

Cassanitae of Ptolemy, are the

same

ports,

tribe,

named, by Agatharchides, the Cassandreis, and,
by Diodorus, the Gasandi. Their seats are determined by the climate, as well as by the name.
At this latitude, in these mountain districts,
Agatharchides and Diodorus concur in stating
a sudden and remarkable change of climate, from
hot to temperate, from arid to moist, from drought
to rains; a change marked by a corresponding
abundance of fruits, and other products of the
soil.

Diodorus proceeds so far as to mention

144
falls
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of snow, which happily tempered even the
heats. *

summer

Upon

this

last

affirmation,

"

Snows, in sumWesseling sceptically exclaims,
"
in
He
have
Arabia
mer,
might
spared his
The same account of this mountain
scepticism.
!

be found, word for word, in the
emendation-proof page of Burckhardt. Speaking

district is to

of the -Zohran country (the very region in question), this most accurate of inquirers reports as
"
follows:
Grapes abound in these mountains.

Most other fruits are cultivated in these
mountains, where water is, at all times, abundant,
.

.

.

Snow has someand the climate temperate.
times fallen, and water been frozen, as far as
This decisive passage confirms Dio-

Sada."f

dorus, confutes Wesseling, and establishes, further, the exact location of the Cassanitae or

Soda is nearly opposite, or in the
of
latitude with Gesan or Gasan /
parallel
lying under it on the sea-coast. Indeed, the
same contrast between the Tehama and the high
Gasandi

;

for

same

country obtains even so far south as the latitude
Thus we learn, from another auof Sanaa.
thority, that,
* 'H

OVK

8' e|7js

ffji-Trvpos

X^P a KmoiKeirai

j-

p.\v

oSera KaBdirep at trX^ffiov,

iroAXaKis KaTcxo/ieVfj'
KO.L

" in the
Tehama, the heat, during

e/c

vTrb 'Apdgcav 'A\i\alo>v /cat

d\Aa /ua\oKo?s

/cal Sotretois

V<j)\cus

Se TOVTCOV vuptTol ylvovrtu, Kal xei/xwves fvnaipoi,

iroiovvTfs T^jv frcpivfyv &pav f$Kpa.Tov.
Travels in Arabia, vol.

ii.

p.

377.

Lib.^ui.

xliv.
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at Mocha, the
and
July
August, to 98 of
:

thermometer

rises, in

Fahrenheit

while, at Sanaa, in the mountains,

;

In the latter district, it
only reaches 85.
sometimes freezes, though rarely
and falls of
snow take place in the interior, but the snow

it

;

never

Wesseling,
rus,

is,

The note

long on the ground."*

lies

therefore,

(like

on

this

.of

place of Diodo-

most similar hypercriticisms) gra-

The Sicilian historian does
tuitously sceptical.
not affirm the fall of the snow in summer ; but
seems to describe only the general effect of the
of snow, in equalizing the climate, and so
tempering the summer heats. Is not a climate,
falls

subject to the influence, at any season, of falls of

snow, more temperate, in consequence, throughout the year ?

In his geography of the coast of the Arabian
Gulf, next to the Cassanitae southward, Ptolemy

But before we reach their
two names of people, numbered by him

places the Elisari.
territory,

together

among

the inland tribes, very plainly in-

tervene; respecting whose positions, and modern
representatives, there cannot be a question,
.

the Doreni or Dosareni, and the Mocoretae.

Modern

VOL.

II.

Traveller, vol.

L

ir.

p.

1 1

.

.

.
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DOSARENI OR DORENI.

The name, the site, and the relative localities,
combine their evidences, to identify this people
with the inhabitants of the mountain district of
Djebel Serene or Zohran ; a tract which overhangs the Tehama S.W. of Mount Gazuan, and

name

gives

to the tribe inhabiting

it.

MOCORETLE.

Next to the

and

tribe

district

of Zohran

by Ptolemy), on the west,
or between Zohran and Mount Gazuan, occurs
the district and town of Mekhra ; bearing in its
(exactly as disposed

name

being the seat of the MoThe juxtaposition of both names, in

the proof of

coritce.

its

Ptolemy, and of both

districts,

in the actual

topography of the country, reciprocally doubles
the proof of the identity of the ancient, with the

modern
this

The correctness of
be still more fully seen,

places and tribes.

adjustment will
shall have fixed the

when we

whom

site

nation of the Mincsi

;

next, on the north, to

his Mocoretse

of the great

Ptolemy disposes
and Doreni.

The people of Mekhra are rightly placed by
Ptolemy among the inland tribes for they ap;

pear, from their position west of the mountains,
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possess settlements on
and, from the fact of his giving the

same inland

location to the Doreni,

be inferred,

unlikely to

it

may justly

the coast:

that the inhabitants of Djebel Zohran (unlike
their neighbours the Cassanitse) were, in his
rime, without territory, or sea-ports, in the ad-

joining low country.

continue so;
are,
manner, described by Burck" From
hardt, as an inland people.
Leyth, up
the mountains, to the district of Zohran, is a

and

They

still

in like

Mokhowa
journey of three days and a half.
(a large town, one day from the district of
Zohran in the mountains) is the market, where
.

the

.

.

husbandmen of Zohran and the neighbour-

ing districts sell the produce -of their labour to
the merchants of Mokhowa; who send it to

Mekkaand

Djidda."*

ELISARI.

The

according to Ptolemy,
adjoined coastwise, on the south, by the
There is no mistaking the province and people
Cassanitse,

The district of El Asyr, inhabited by the great tribe of the same name, tinEl Asyr Arabs of Yemen, is the next southern
here intended.

mountain range to Mount Gazuan.
Travels in Arabia,

vol.

ii.

L 2

In the El

Append, pp. 388, 389.
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Asyr

tribe, consequently,

we

recover with cer-

tainty, at once, the Elisari of Ptolemy,

and the

Ptolemy represents the

Ilasar of Strabo.

II.

Elisari

as in possession of the entire range of coast from
Pudni (or Gonfode) to Ocelis* (or ol Cello) ,

mouth

of the straits, styled, by the
Greeks, Palindromes, and, by the Arabs, Bab-elMandeb. The wide- spread rule of the Sheikh or
outside the

similarly indicated by
Strabo, in his intimation that the KhamanitaB,

sovereign

of Ilasar

is

a people who successfully resisted and repelled
the Roman arms under ^Elius Gallus, were themselves

subjects,

or

feudatories,

more

of their

powerful neighbours, the people of Ilasar. With
these notices of the weight and influence of the
ancient Elisari, let us compare Burckhardt's account of the political ascendency, in this part of
" of the
tribe of

Yemen,
powerful
Asyr," and we
can be at no loss to recognize the rank and
station,

among

forefathers,

scendants.

their countrymen, assigned to the

in those

"

still

possessed by the deas " form-

The Asyr," he

describes,

" The
* Of this
port Mr. Wellsted observes,
port of Ocelis has been
looked for on the western side of this cape [Bab el Mandeb]
a small
harbour remains, but we discovered no ruins, or other traces of antiquity."
:

It was a mistake to look for ruins a har(Vol. ii. Appendix, p. 466. )
bour only was to be expected.
Ocelis, as described by Arrian, was
merely a harbour and watering-station, for vessels entering the Arabian
:

Gulf:

Karct TOVTOV rbv

rvpavviSos,

IffO/u-bv,

"O/crjAts*

ovx

Periplus, p. 14.

TrapadaXdffffios

o&rus

ecrrtv

'KpaSuv

fj.ir6piot>)

us

K(t>/j.-ri,

'6p/j.os

rijs

Kal
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.

ing the most numerous and warlike tribe of those
mountains, and exercising considerable influence
*
This station and
over all their

neighbours"
they recently and bravely asserted,
throughout the bloody contest between the Turks
character,

and the Wahabys whose main strength, in the
south, was composed of the Asyr Arabs and their
;

allies.

In 1814, a considerable Turkish force

WMS surprized, and cut to

pieces, at Gonfode,

Tamy, the Sheikh of the Asyr,
from eight to ten thousand of
the southern

by

at the

head of

his people.

When

Wahabys assembled

all their forces,

where
Yemen mountains, and of

to the final struggle at Byssel,

preparatory
" all the chiefs of the

the south-eastern plain [the seat of the Ramanita?]
were with the army," we find the Asyr Arabs

maintaining the place and pre-eminence of their
"
ancestors, the Elisari.
Among the former [the

Yemen

mountains] Tamy, Sheikh
of Asyr, and Ibn Melha, the agyd, or war-chief,
and one third <>f
of that tribe, held the first rank
chiefs of the

,-

the

army was composed of their Arabs ."f

Tin-si-

circumstances mark, in the day of battle, the
ancient station of the Asyr or Elisari among the

surrounding tribes of Yemen their chivalrous
conduct on the final loss of the day tells how
:

they had acquired and deserved
Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,

L 3

p.

245.

"

it.

f

l

b

-

Whole
P-

5

-
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Asyr Arabs were found upon the
with ropes together by the legs.
On parting from their families, they had all
sworn by the divoree (an oath common among

parties of the

mountains, tied

Bedouins, and^ strictly observed) not to fly before
the Turks, and, if possible, to return victorious.

Being unsuccessful in

they resolved, at

battle,

prevent each other from running away.

least, to

They fought

as long as their

ammunition

and were then cut to pieces."*

Arab

of the

A race

tribes never changes.

* Notes on Bedouins and

Wahabys,

p.

400.

lasted,

The character
like

Burckhardt, in relating
Asyr Arabs,

this occurrence, has overlooked the interesting fact, that the

in thus devoting themselves to certain death, obeyed only the dictates of
immemorial national heroism. Niebuhr has preserved the custom, here
" Les Arabes d'Pemew ont une sinso
carried into
practice.

fearfully

guliere fafon de montrer leur valeur dans une bataille.

donner

plus grande preuve de
s'attache lajambe, toute recourse,

zele

la

et

dans

le

Celui qui veut

service de son maitre,

fait feu, jusques a

ceque

les

ennemis

camarades 1'abandonnant, il soit massacre.
J'entendis raconter a Loheia, que des gens avoient eu le courage de
se retirent, ou que, ses propres

cette maniere, dans la bataille qui se donna entre le Schech
Mekkrami, et le Scherif Mohammed, pres d'Abu Arisch, et le traitai de
Mais j'appris, ensuite, qu'un Schech de Haschid u Bekil, au serfable.
vice de I'lmam, avoit fait la ineme chose, il y avoit quelques annees, dans

mourir de

le

temps que

Beit

el

les allies

de Haschid

u Bekil

s'etoient avances jusques a

Fakih.

faisoit feu

;

Ses six esclaves, avoient charge les fusils, pendant qu'il
jusqu'a ce que abandonne des troupes de PImam, et de ses

ennemis."
(Description de 1' Arabic,
Niebuhr, not without hesitation, ventured to relate this singular trait of national manners, he could little
have anticipated, on what a scale, within the next fifty years, his report
propres gens,

torn.

iii.

il

fut tue par

pp. 187, 188.)

would be corroborated.

les

When

This usage of the Arabs of

Yemen

well ex-

plains the tremendous slaughter of their ancestors the Elisari, by the
Romans, under Gallus ; who slew 10,000 of them, with the loss of but

two men.
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this,
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Till-:

ARABIAN GULF.

through defect! ven ess of

discipline, or

1

.">

1

want

might easily be defeated in
but with such defenders behind the

of skilful leaders,
field:

tin

walls of Marsuabce,

we need no

into the causes of the repulse,
1

1

-at,

longer inquire

and disastrous

re-

of the veteran legions of Gallus.*
-ii
Ptolemy represents the Elisari as mas-

Win

ters of the entire

from the latitude of

coast,

Gonfode to the mouth of the straits, his meaning is explained by what we know of the Asyr
who, beyond the strict limits of their own ter-

;

ritory,

govern

by their influence, the adYemen. Accordingly, both in
the modern geography of Yemen,
still,

joining tribes of

Pliny, and in
we find mention of other tribes as inhabitants of
parts of this coast.

ELAMIT.fi.

The Elamita

are mentioned and disposed by
Pliny, ns inhabit nuts of Yemen, and as seated
on the sea-coast.
The name and description

answer most exactly to the Beni Yam ; an ancient and warlike tribe, whose chief seat is in

and who occupy the lYhama.
country, between Haly and Ghesan.
and character of this tribe are thus

the

Wady Nedjran,

or

low

The

site

*

See

last section

of this work

L 4
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given by Burckhardt
cultivators in the

whom

"
:

.

.

.

Wady

The Beni Yam

Nedjran

;

II.

are

a warlike

could not find means

the

Wahabys
Some of their members profess the
Persian creed the more orthodox of them are

tribe,

to subdue.

;

subdivided into the minor branches of

and

el

Mdrra.

There

Mohammed, that
Harb and Marra.'

c

Okmdn

a saying recorded of
the worst of all names are
is

'

The antiquity of this tribe
is undoubted
the ancient and modern name
the
identical;
site, as laid down by Pliny and
Can further pooof be
Burckhardt, corresponds.
;

Yam

needful, that, in the Beni
(or, with the
article prefixed, El Yam) of Burckhardt, we re-

gain the ElamitaB of Pliny

?

CAGULAT^.
In conjunction with the Elamitce, Pliny places
the Cagulatce : and in similar conjunction with
the Beni Yam, Burckhardt mentions " the Beni
Kholan, bordering on the territory of the Imam
of Sanaa." * This twofold coincidence more than

doubles the
Caguldtce,

we

proof,

in

therefore

both

examples.

may pronounce

who

The

to be the

/
join the Beni Yam, not on
the coast, but in the neighbourhood of Wady

Beni Kholan

* Notes on Bedouins

and Wahabys,

p. 244.

S
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Nedjran, on the eastern side of the mountains.
On the opposite, or western, side of these moun(the ancient Climax Mons), we find, in
Ptolemy, the town of Saraca, and a people

tains

named
SARITJE.

The Saracn of Ptolemy reappears

in the

town

of Ayal Sorah, and his Saritte, in the inhabitants of the adjoining district of al Sarudt : a
town and district of the Djebel, or hill country

Yemen, lying towards the
of name and site here speaks
of

west.

The

identity

for itself.

TOMABEI,

In his enumeration of tribes bordering on the
Arabian Gulf, beginning from the south, in the

Hadramaut, Pliny first makes menThe people thus local <l
tion of the Tomabei.
of the Santas, or of
lain
westward
must have
latitude of

<

the district of al Saruat; and, consequently, in
Their location argues the nani.
the Te/iftnifi.

,

in

this

instance,

to

be

territorial

;

and,

for

would read Beni Tehama, or inhaTomabei,
bitants of the sea-coast between Ghesan mid
I

Sibi or Sesippi portus, or Xobid.

In

this lati-
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we

unequivocally recover,

in

II.

next

the

place, Ptolemy's

SAPHAR AND SAPHAKIT^.

For the Saphar of Ptolemy (the mount Sephar of Genesis) is unquestionably the mount
Sabber of Niebuhr and the SapharitcB, its inThe common name, and common
habitants.
;

towards the south-western angle of the
peninsula, leave here no room in which the cap-

position,

tiousness of criticism can ramble.

CATABANIA AND THE CATABENI.

The south-western angle
sula,

we

learn

of the Arabian penin-

from Strabo and

others,

was

occupied by the ancient kingdom of Catabania,
and people of the Catabeni. Of this renowned
people, the

name

in this quarter, singularly

is,

pretermitted by Ptolemy while he makes mention, by name, of their Bedouin brethren, the
;

on the opposite side of the peninamong the mountains of Oman.* Their

Cottabanij
sula,

* KaraSavels
porro ad angustias

idem [Strabo]
locante Ptoletn.

when

it

est auctor
vi. 7.

:

.

.

.

fretumque Arabic! sinus pertinuisse
ad fauces Persici sinus eos

ingenti errore

(Hardouin

in Plin. vi. 32. noteq.)

wields the rod of criticism,

is

always arrogant.
or Beni Kahtan, people both sides of southern Arabia.

Ignorance,

The

Catabeni,
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however, Katabana or Kataba^ is to be
traced in the Alexandrine geographer, under the
capital,

contracted form of Bana.

It

would be super-

repeat the proof, that Katabeni or
Kottabani is simply the classical inversion of

fluous

to

Beni Kahtan*

the great tribe, which mainly
peoples, at this day, central and southern Arabia.
The inversion, by the Greeks, of this, and of
;

other similarly compounded names of tribes, has
involved, hitherto, the commentators in confusion,

and the whole country

in darkness

:

while

one simple rectification now lets in a flood
of light, from the northern desert to the Indian

this

ocean,

and from the Arabian to the Persian

Gulf.
See Part

I.

ii.

pp. 83, 84.
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II.

III.

THE SOUTHERN COAST.

WE have now reached the base of the vast triangle
formed by the Arabian peninsula

low and analyze, in this

;

and

shall fol-

section, along its southern

coast, Ptolemy's delineations of the country and
its inhabitants.
Before, however, we can be qua-

do any justice to these delineations, it
becomes necessary to rectify the errours, not of
lified to

Ptolemy, but of Mercator

;

or of the

still

earlier

layers-down of charts, professedly according to
the longitudes, latitudes, and nomenclature, of

Ptolemy.
It is impossible to cast a cursory glance over
the Ptolemaic map of Arabia, as prepared and

published by Mercator *, without, at once, perceiving, that, in the south of the peninsula, especially
*

along the southern coast, great confusion

Notwithstanding the great injustice done to Ptolemy, in the laying
of this map, it is a remarkable circumstance, that, when I showed

down

it to Col. Chesney, on his return from his first survey of the Euphrates,
he pronounced the course of the river, as there laid down, to be a nearer
Comapproximation to the true course, than any thing he had seen.

pared with

it,

d'Anville was most erroneous.

SOUTHERN COAST.

III.]

must

exist, either in
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Ptolemy himself, or

in his

Thus, a country, comprizing the
expositors.
waterless and wholly uninhabitable desert of
Ahkaf, (expressively styled, by the Arabs, Kha" the
lat-al-roba,
empty, or deserted abode,") a

more than eight
less from north to

waste, from east to west, of

hundred

miles,

and

little

here represented as clothed, throughsouth,
out, with towns, and covered with inhabitants
is

!

The explanation of

method of proceeding (alike, be it observed, the disgrace of
ancient, and of modern geography) has been
well given, in a
" The

this strange

work of modest

bulk, and great

Negroland of the Arabs;" with
which the promoters of African discovery have
value,

recently been favoured. Speaking of the errours
of an Arabian writer of great name, the author
remarks: ..." The incorrectness of El Idrisi

ran not be explained away, by supposing that
he made use of a large scale of measures, or

conventional day's journey of great length.
His contraction of space is not sufficiently uni-

a

form to sustain that plea:
on the uninhabited couiitn/.

it

operates

r//

//;////

Like modern geo-

graphers, he seems to have had
dislike to large blanks in a map

<///

iiirinriltlf

; and, among
the expedients to which he had recourse for the
])ur|x>se of filling them up, //v/.v ///< cummn// /////
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dilating, as

much

II.

as possible, the contiguous

*

inhabited country"
That Ptolemy himself had altogether escaped
the influence of this besetting fault of his brother

geographers in every age, I will not undertake to
affirm but I am prepared to prove, that, in the
:

chart of the southern coast of Arabia, professedly
down from his descriptions, the errours lie

laid

mainly,

if not

interpreters.

altogether, at the door of his learned

The

single fact of the erasure of

the desert of El Ahkaf, will, at once, disclose, to
men of practical science, the extent of the confusion let in, in consequence, along the whole
line of the southern coast.
That this confusion
originated, not with Ptolemy, but with Mercator

and his predecessors, shall now be shown, in two
most ludicrous examples, at the very commence-

ment of our

inquiry.
Sensible of the false drawing of this coast, by
the map-makers of Ptolemy, and satisfied that

the main cause of derangement lay inland, where
the insertion of the omitted desert of Ahkaf would
necessarily imply a corresponding expansion of

the contracted southern coast,
my attention
was naturally directed, in the next place, to the
.

.

.

examination of the chart of this coast, as corrected by Mercator, with a view to the discovery
*

"

Negroland of the Arabs, by William Desborough Cooley,"

8vo. London, 1841.

p. 50.
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of the points at which contraction had taken
I had proceeded in this examination about
a degree to the eastward of Arabics emporium,
or Aden*, where Ptolemy's Melanoros, or " Black

place.

Mountain," (a single mountain, marked, in Com*

the identity here, no question can be raised.
The Arabia;
of Ptolemy is the Arabia Felix of Arrian ; and Arabia Felix
is
The importance of
simply the Greek version of the Arabic Aden.
this station, with its commanding heights, and noble harbours, which

About

Emporium

mark

out, at once, as a central seat of

it

must have been

fortress,

felt in all

commerce, and an impregnable

times.

To make

it

fully

understood

country, there needed, however, a description like the following:
" Aden bears a
striking resemblance to Gibraltar, and could, with

in this

Its rocky and magnificent
facility, be rendered impregnable.
heights are even more formidable in appearance, and would require, comThe little
paratively, but a small force to protect it against invasion.
village (formerly the great city) of Aden, is now reduced to the most

great

exigent condition of poverty and neglect.

In the reign of Constantine,

town possessed unrivalled celebrity, for its impenetrable fortifications,
its flourishing commerce, and the glorious haven it offered to vessels from
But how lamentable is the present contrast.
every quarter of the world.
this

With

scarcely a vestige of

and values

it

only for

its

its

former proud superiority, the traveller sees
; and regrets the barbarous cupidity of

capabilities

whose injudicious management it has fallen so low.
" There are countless
advantages to be derived from the possession of

that government, under

that [it] is, unquestionably, the one best adapted for trade on
whole coast of Arabia, is an established fact, both from its natural
fitness as a sea-port, and more especially on account -of its geographical
this port

:

tlu-

position.

It will

be a happy circumstance

when the merchant and traYemen and Hadramaut;

veller can find easy access to the rich provinces of

where

coffee,

gums, frankincense, and other valuable produce,

a lucrative return for the merchandize of our
vessels he spared the

of Bab

from

el

Mandel.

own

country

;

will afford

and

sailing

danger and expence of the route through the straits
Aden would thus, no doubt, be gradually recovered

present servile indigence; and, as it receives from British perseverance the first step towards regaining its former grandeur and celebrity, England may, at the same time, find her own views not deteriorated
its

by the
"

etlort.

The remains of

several old fortifications and other edifices, are to be
met with amongst the rugged paths of Gibul Shumshan [the height com-
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II.

modore Owen's survey, as at right angles with
the southern chain, and therefore not to be miswhen
taken,) runs down to the water's edge,
.

my

.

.

progress was checked by the occurrence of

two denominations, Magnum Littus, and Parvum
Littus, on the coast between Mela Mons and
Caua emporium, or Caua Canim Bay, as names
of cities. These very singular denominations at
once awakened the suspicion, that names (on the
face of

them) meant, by Ptolemy,

to designate

two unequal

reaches, at this part of the coast, of
or
level
shore,
strand, had been ingeniously metamorphosed, by Mercator or others, into cities

or towns!

The

presently after it
converted into certainty,

suspicion,

had been formed, was
on my being favoured with a copy of Commodore
Owen's then unpublished survey of the southern
coast ; in which its long line of cliff was exhibited
"
as broken, between " Black Mountain and " Black

by a

Point,"

strand, or sandy reach, of seventy-

manding Aden]. In 1 838, accompanied by Lieut. Swan, Dr. Arbuckle,
and Mr. Hamilton, I ascended this mountain, and discovered, to my surprize, that an excellent road had already been made, from its base to the very
edge of its summit, built in a zigzag direction, or (I would rather say) in
one continuation of irregular angle, varying from twenty to forty degrees,
ten and a half feet broad, and, in some places, raised to the height of
twenty

feet.

Many

centuries

must have

elapsed, since this great

and

undertaking was completed ; yet it is extraordinary to observe
slightly it has suffered from the destructive consequences of time.

skilful

how

An engineer of the present day might be inclined to question the antibut I believe there exists no doubt of the
quity of such efficient labours
remote era in which this road was constructed,"
Commander S. B.
:

Haines,

I.

N.,

MS.

Journal, pp.44

49.

5156.
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and, again, between Black Point (a
headland dividing the two levels), and Caua

five miles,

'anim Bay, by a second strand, of fi ve-and-twenty
miles in length.
By this conclusive restoration,

(

the sense

of Ptolemy

tracted southern coast

was restored; the conbecame expanded to its

true dimensions, by the recovery, at a single
point, of a space of one hundred miles; and the
description of the Alexandrine geographer, in the

second century, was verified, in all its details, by
own Admiralty Survey, taken in the nine-

our

teenth.

The next point
W;IN the

at

which

I

was led

to pause,

famous Syagrian promontory; whence

Ptolemy, as misrepresented by Mercator, makes
mountain-chain run inland, in a north-

a

western direction, up the country, for a space,
apparently, of some hundred or hundred and

The Sya^riaii promontory, I am
prepared to show with Dean Vincent, is that
and the
named by the Arabs Cape Fart ask
twenty

mill's.

;

mountains, intended by Ptolemy, and represented
u
by Mercator, are the Djebel al Camicr, or Mountains of the

Moon"

name being

obviously
derived from their form) a chain which, in-'
of running up the country towards the north(their
;

west, wheels eastward round the coast in the

form of a half-moon, or horse-shoe, embracing a
VOL.

II.

M
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space of coast

little

hundred and twenty
restoration,

it

short of
miles.

will hereafter

II.

two degrees, or one
The certainty of this
be seen,

is

affirmed,

by the circumstance of the chief town of this district ( Thauane, Doan, or DwngoaT), which had
been carried, with the mountains, up the country,
being actually found, at this day, within the
horn of the Djebel al Camur, on the coast.

Thus, by the false drawing of his map-makers,
has been lost to the readers of Ptolemy a second
space

of his

southern coast of Arabia, more

than equal to that which we have already seen
lost, by their absurd misapplication of his nothe recovery of these spaces,
we not only regain upwards of two hundred
miles of missing coast but, in so doing, shall

menclature.

By

;

find ourselves enabled, as

to

their

true positions

we

proceed, to restore
(as laid down in the

modern geography of the country)

places,

and

people, hitherto involved in hopeless obscurity ;
and to perfect the harmony already exemplified,

between the descriptions of Ptolemy, and the
surveys of Owen and Haines.
the foregoing rectifications of the southern
coast, we are enabled to resume, with an advantage not possessed by our first modern geo-

By

graphers, the analysis and adjustment, in this
direction, of the several states, towns, and tribes,
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disposed,

from west to

1

G3

along a line (follow-

east,

ing the inflections) of at least fifteen hundred
miles, by Ptolemy, and other ancients.
HOMKKITJ:.

The

dom

coast and sea-ports of the famous
king-

of the Homerites are defined

by Ptolemy

as comprized between his Cabubathra

Mom

(the
or the Cape S. Antoine
of d'Anville), east of Katabania and the straits,

Ammonian Promontory,
and

Mela Mons, from whence commences the
The space is not more
than one hundred and twenty miles; but it includes one of the most renowned marts, in former
his

coast of the Adramitae.

Arabian commerce, Arabics Emporium,
or Aden.
Sure vestiges of the illustrious people
ages, of

to

whom Ptolemy

still

of a

assigns this tract of coast are

names Homar, that
and Omeru* that of a town, both

distinctly legible, in the
district,

>iuiated, a

few miles inland, upon the river of

Aden.

Between Mela Mons* and the Syagrian Promontory, a coast of upwards of four hundred
The Mela
sea-.shore,

" black mountain,
A/on*, or

and adjoined on

tin- \vi-st

M

his
'2

of Ptolemy, lay close to the
Its nanu- imLittut.

M.iynum
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and

fifty

miles

Within

Adramitce.

minor

occupied, in Ptolemy,

is

this

space,

II.

by the
several

among

two celebrated seaports, Cane Emporium, and Moscha Portus.
The site of Cane Emporium, we recover in Cava

Canim bay
to the

are included

stations,

:

Moscha Portus, the

plies its appearance,

.

.

.

If a mountain

sea.

these marks, in
quity.

Now

it

these

next

the blackness of a lofty precipice frowning over the
to be found, on this part of the coast, uniting
recover beyond question the Mela mons of anti-

is

we

marks

in the

as described

are united in

Djebel Harrasse, or Fouthelee,
of Captain Haines, commanding the
Company's surveying vessel the Palinurus.

MS. Journal

Honourable East India
Having been favoured with the use of
House, I

last port

Syagrian Promontory on the west, there

shall

submit

its

this

document from the India

evidence on the point in question, without

to the reader.
" Gibul Harrasse
The
about thirteen miles to the east of Shugra.
ascent of this mountain begins at the edge of the shore, very gradually de-

comment,

creasing from it the whole way to Mughatayne Zeghir [i. e. between
latitudes 45 50' and 46 26', or more than half a degree.]
"
Advancing to the eastward, you suddenly lose the bank of soundings,

which reaches from Aden

and
to the Fouthelee hill, or Gibul Harrasse
Whilst on the
twenty or thirty fathoms water in-shore.
bank, the soundings are a correct guide and when off it, a vessel is
equally safe, with a mountain of 5000 feet in ascent towering directly over
find,

;

instead,

;

her head,

" Gibul Fouthelee, thus

named by Arab

navigators, and,

by the

in-

Gibul Harrasse, is an immense mountain, or range of hills,
The highest
running parallel with the coast for nearly twenty miles.
peak is at the west, and upwards of 5400 feet high, and declining to the
eastward. This hill is very remarkable-, from an opening like an immense
habitants,

embrasure (which gives it, from the eastward, the appearance of a double
peak), from whence it suddenly descends, so as to fall almost perpendicularly

towards the sea.

From Mughatayne

sandy beach, and in many parts

to the

tance of some miles inland, almost
f

Haines's

MS.

Journal, p. 85.

to

Howah,

it

is

one long fiat

westward continues low to the

to the

dis-

border of the Fouthelee mountain."
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seems no difficulty in identifying with Kesera,
the last sea-port westward of Cape Fartask.
It
almost needless to remark, that the kingdom

is

and people of the Adramitae are the same with
the great southern province of Hadramaut, and
its

inhabitants.

MAPHORIT^E.

Immediately behind the coast of the Adramitae, where it adjoins that of the Homerites,

and upon the Cava Canim

river,

Ptolemy places

the Maphoritce ; a third commercial people, mentioned more at large by Arrian, in his Periplus,
as inhabitants of the

kingdom of Maphar, or

Maph&ritis.
In all three instances, it fortunately happens,
the notices and positions of Ptolemy are checked;

and checked only

most

to be

fully confirmed,
the
statements
of Arrian:
strictly tallying
by
who so describes and discriminates the three

kingdoms and people,
step,

as to establish, at every
O///'
Ptolemy's divisions of this coast.

Kni/Hirium, Arrian, like Ptolemy, makes the
chief port of the king of the incense country,

or Hsiilr;mi;iut, then governed by Elea/us, whose
and whom this
Capital was Salnitha or Shilumi
;

.M

:;
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II-

conformably with Ptolemy,
one hand, from Cholaebus,
on
the
distinguishes,
the tyrant of Mapharitis, whose seat of govern-

intelligent voyager,

ment was

at Sava, three days' journey eastward
from Musa, on the Arabian Gulf, and on the
other hand, from Cheribael, the lawful sovereign
of the united kingdoms of the Homerites and
Sabaeans, whose metropolis, at that period, was

Aphar, or Saphar, nine days' journey to the east
of Sava.*

THE SYAGRIAN PROMONTORY.
In the arrangement of the coast of Arabia on
the ocean, Dean Yincent has well observed, " The
circumstance upon which the whole depends, is
the adjustment of Suagros."
Hurried away (a
haste by no means unusual with the great French

geographer) by a single expression of Arrian,
that this famous promontory " looked towards the
east," M. d'Anville has transported Suagros to

Ras al Hhad, the extreme headland of the southern
coast; and, in the face of the most decisive
counter-evidences, has been followed in his errour

by most modern geographers.
in

his

earlier

publications,

Dr. Yincent, who,
had been himself

drawn away, not unnaturally, by the stream,
*

The

direction,

and the

distance, correspond with the site of Dhafar.
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in his
commentary on Arrian's Periplus, with
the spirit of a true critic, has had the judgment
to detect, the candour to confess, and the courage

and

to retract, the mistake of others,

The

conclusion, at

which he

one process, " that Suagros
but Fartaque," it has been
reach, independently,

own.

his

finally arrived

by

not Ras-el-Hhad,
my good fortune to
is

by another

:

but

it is

no

more than bare

justice to my very learned predecessor to add, that he had already set the ques-

tion at rest.

weak

of the

The reasoning by which he

disposes

of Ras al

probabilities in favour

Hhad, arising from the vague expression of
Arrian, indicating an eastern aspect*, and the
resemblance of two names,

Omana and Moscha

* Arrian's
description does not decide whether the Syagrian promontory lay at the beginning, or the termination, of his Sinus Sachalites.
It merely affirms, that this lu-adlnnd was situated at one end of the bay ;

and that

it

looked towards the

Dean Vincent supposes

east, as C.

Fartaque

a difficulty in the

expression of Arrian respecting Suagros:

<!<>. s.

way of

his

own

view, in the

rov KOffnov niytarov
" it is not true
observing, with his wonted candour, of Cape Fartaque,
that it is the largest promontory in the world [. e. in these- parts], for

Ras
Mr.

el

Hhad, on the same

coast,

is

larger."

Fraser's report of the character of

in comparison with

aitpwr-tipiov

Cape Fartaque)

is

Ras

The
el

:

is removed
by
which (though long

difficulty

H had,

low and insigni.ficant.

"

On

the

5th July, we made Raus-ul-IIud.
.
Very dark weather added to the
majesty of the mountains that lie near this promontory, and which are
.

.

Tin- true cape, however, it comgenerally mistaken for the Cape itself.
much further out to sea." Journey into Khora-

paratively low, aifd runs
san, p. 4.

M

4
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mentioned by him in connection with Suagros, to
Omaun, and its chief city, Muscat, forms
one of the happiest portions of his work that

those of

:

by which he

establishes the claim of

"

taque, the most conclusive.

and mountains, are features

we cannot be mistaken

As

Cape Far-

islands, rivers,

indelible,

in these

"

resting on this strong
ground as the basis of his whole argument, our
author proves " incontrovertibly," that " two
:

groups of islands, [Zenobia, or those of Curia
Muria, and Serapis, or the Mazeiras,] both in
Ptolemy, and in Arrism, follow, instead of precedSuagros which, consequently, cannot be Ras
al Hhad: he shows, that, in Arrian, as in Ptolemy,
the Syagrian promontory is succeeded by a deing,

;

scription of at least seven

hundred miles of the

Arabian coast; a description which exactly agrees
with the site of Cape Fartask, but is altogether
irreconcilable with that of

coast,

is

made

Ras

al

Hhad

:

while,

part of the southern
conclusively apparent, from the

that the coast delineated

is

description of it being followed, immediately, by
the mention of that sudden turning of the navi-

gator towards the north, in voyaging to the
Persian Gulf, which takes place at Ras al Hhad,
and not before. The position of the island of
Dioscorides [Socotorra], as described in the Periplus, between the Syagrian Promontory and the
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Aromatum Promontorium [Guardafui *] on

the

opposite coast of Africa (a description perfectly

corresponding with its bearings towards Cape
Fartask, but wholly out of bearing with Ras al
well brought in to complete these otherwise decisive proofs. The seeming contradiction

Hhad)

is

between Ptolemy and Arrian, as to the site of
the Sinus Sachalites, which Arrian places to the
west, and Ptolemy to the east of Sudgros, the

Dean happily

resolves

by a very simple process

:

the Sinus Sachalites^ it is allowed on all hands,
is the
bay of Sahar or Seger ; but there are two

Segers on this coast, one to the west, the other to
the east, of Cape Fartask
the former is the
;

Sinus Sachalites of Arrian, the latter, that of
Ptolemy, f The disorder introduced along the
c J

y>-

(literally)

The Mount of Aromatics."

Here, as

of Suagros from Fartdk, the classical is simply a translaInstances of this usage are of frequent recur*
tion of the Arabic name.
in the example*

rence

;

and are most valuable as links between the ancient and modern

geography of the peninsula,
t Had Dean Vincent been aware of the extent of coast included by
the Arabs themselves, under the denomination of Seger, he would not
have confined himself to the notice of a double Sinus

Sachalites.

The

entire southern coast (forming a series of bays within its main curve) between Oman and Aden, or from Aden to Ras al Hhad, is known by the

SO
Arabs under the name of Seger or Sheher:

Oman

-aj^>,

Lithu Arabia

inter

This explanation smooths every
(Gi. ap. Gol. in voc.)
difficulty, by identifying the ancient Sinus Sachalites with the southern
coast itself; particular parts of which were specially so denominated by
et

Aden.

different geographers.
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entire line of this coast

Suagros,

ment:

is

exposed

by the

II.

false position of

at every stage of the argu-

concludes with the exposure of it in
one striking example. The island of Sarapis, in
it

the Periplus, unquestionablyfollows the Syagrian

promontory
Mazeira

is

;

but, according to d' Anville, Sarapis
and, Ras al Hhad being his Suagros,
;

without any such intention on his part, Sarapis,
in

direct

of

contradiction

Arrian,

of

instead

following the Syagrian promontory precedes it.
" D' Anville has
supposed that Sarapis is the

same
be

as Mazeira

so, it is

without considering that, if it
to the west of Ras el Hhad, and that
;

therefore, his Suagros,

which

is

*
Hhad, cannot be correct."
Even this brief summary of

fixed at

Ras

el

Dean Vincent's

masterly argument may prepare and predispose
the candid reader, to do justice to a new and separate proof of the identity of Cape Fartask with
The signification
the Suagros of the ancients.
"
of the name Sudgros,
the wild boarf," in its
connection with this promontory, has been often
*

Vincent, vol.

ii.

pp. 331

351.

Saint Jude
(Steph. in voc. )
throws light on the application, of the name to the promontory it well
Kv^ara aypia
represents the foaming rage of the sea against rocks.
" the
Here,
fraXdaffris, eiratypi^ovTa TUS tawrSov alffx^fas.
(St. Jude, 13.)
J-

"Aypioi ayes, qui et avaypoi composite.

:

raging of the sea" is the foaming of the wild boar.
\evKbv b$6vTa., Trapa<pptsi re x a ^ l "L s and the
>

Virgil.

So Nicander:
"

fryyei
"

spumantis apri

of
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it

has, hitherto, wholly escaped
the observation of the learned, that Sudgros is
simply the Greek rendering of the Arabic name
" the
boar's, or wild boar's,
Fartask, literally,
snout."*
glance at the map may suffice to
:

A

indicate the origin of the name, in the form of
the Cape ; which terminates in a point strikingly

resembling the nose of the savage animal whose

name

it

bears.

complete so

full

If any thing were wanting to

an

identification, it is supplied
in which, while

by Commodore Owen's chart;
the Cape is named Fartask,

the town seated

under

it preserves to this
day the memory of
the Syagrian Promontory, and of the Arabian
commerce of the Greeks, in its actual name of

Sugger.

This union, in the present nomentwo names on the

clature of the Arabs, of the

one spot, converts etymological evidence into
moral 'demonstration.
Strong as this proof i^
in itself, it is doubled when we cross to the
op-

where the anr'n-nt /V//montorium Arornatum turns out, on examination,

posite or African coast,

to be, in like manner, simply the classical version
of the original Arabic name Jarad Afnnhi* liter-

Rotirum protendit

Suis rottrum.

Gol. in voc.
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ally

" the

Mount

of Aromatics."

A

II.

double

coincidence like this might surely silence sceptiitself, could scepticism be proof against the

cism

arguments of Dean Vincent; an argument not
resting, like d'Anville's, on theory or probabut based on the unchangeable physical

bilities,

features of the coast.*

In his modest estimate of his

own argument,

this truly learned writer speaks, indeed, of re-

maining difficulties and objections. Compared,
however, with his proof, the supposed difficulties
and objections are as nothing it sweeps them
:

For what do they amount to ? the
occurrence of two names, Omana and Moscha,

before

it.

* The actual course of commerce, between southern Arabia and
India,
by Mr. Wellsted, supplies a separate proof of the

as noticed incidentally

identity of the Syagrian
factorily explains, at the

promontory with Cape Fartaque, while it satissame time, the cause of the great note of that

promontory in the navigation of the ancients. Speaking of the trade to
India from the southern ports, Mr. Wellsted observes, " Departing from
the Arabian ports in September, the larger class [of vessels] proceed to
the eastward as far as Has Fartak, the smaller to Ras el Hhad ; from
thence they [the smaller vessels] strike across, and make the coast of

The two stations, we
(Vol. ii. p. 437.)
have never been changed, because the reasons which

India about Porebunder."

may

rest assured,

dictated their selection are unchangeable.
Cape Fartaque must always
have been the station for vessels of sufficient scale to stand across the

Ras

that for boats compelled, by their size, to creep
Suagros (or C. Fartaque) thus plainly derived its note
from its greater importance ; especially as it would necessarily be the
rendezvous for foreign shipping, ... for the large vessels of the Greeks

ocean

:

el

along the coast.

and Romans.

Hhad,
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as those of a district, and of a port, in the neighbourhood of Sudgros to the east. Omana, it is
hence inferred, must be the eastern province of

Oman; Moscha,

its

chief

Sudgros, consequently, Has

Muscat; and
Hhad. The ab-

city
al

surdity of these hasty inferences, it has been
hvudy seen, is exposed, by the long line of
southern coast described, alike by Ptolemy and
;i

Arrian, as following Sudgros their untenableness will further appear in the ensuing section ;
:

where the

of Muscat will be brought to light,
in the Cryptus Portus of Ptolemy, and its name,
site

in the Amithoscuta of Pliny their needlessness
shall now be shown, by a short examination of
:

the case.

That Sabea (or the coast of the Homerites),
Hadramdut (or the Incense country), and Om&n,
" are the three
general divisions of Arabia on
the Indian Ocean,
well observes) to

and modern."

is

all

But

Cape Fartask

;

we have,

all authorities,

to d' Anville inclusive,
at

consonant (Dean Vincent

the evidence

from

ancient

Pt< >lnnv

make Hadramdut terminate

consequently, the third di-

Omana

or Oman, commences there.
The
" the
of
backed
deep bay
Seger, therefore,
by
mountains of the moon" (respecting whose iden-

vision,

tity his graphical description leaves

no room

for
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mistake *),

is

II.

most correctly represented, by

penetrating into the province of
of which the district of Seger forms the
as

Arrian,

Omana,

south-western extremity.
Of the second name here in question, or Moscha
Portus, we have only to observe, that, like the

denomination Sachalites or Sahar, indeed like
very many Arabic names of localities, it plainly
appears to be of repeated occurrence in these
Thus Ptolemy has a Moscha Portus,
parts.
come to Suagros, as well as Arrian
we
before

one which follows

it.

by Ptolemy supplies
name and accounts
;

A

circumstance noticed

a curious explanation of the
well, at the same time, for

being a favourite appellation in this quarter,
The Arabic
and common to several places.

its

Moscha,

like the

Greek

do-xo^, signifies

a hide or

skin, or a bag of skin or leather blown up like a
bladder : now Ptolemy informs us, that the pearl-

who

frequented his Sinus Sachalites (unquestionably the site of Arrian' s Moscha Portus)
were noted for the practice of swimming, or
divers

about the bay, supported by inflated
What more natural, than that
hides or skins.
floating

the ports frequented by these divers, should be
*

Mera

8e Kav)), TTJS 7775

@advraTos K6\iros,
AiavwTO(f>6poss

eTrt

opeiv-f)

eVl

TrAeTov

vTro^capovffrjs,

iroXv TrapeKTeivwv, 6 \y6/j.vos

re Kal 8vara.Tos.

Sa

Periplus, p. 16.

&A.Aos
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Hence, most probably, the Arabic name Hasec^ that of a town
now in being, in the bay of Curia Muria (Ptothis practice?

And hence, too, tlmt
lemy's Sinus Sachalites).
of the Ascitce of Ptolemy ("floaters on skins"),
the actual inhabitants of his Moscha Porftts, imIn a word, the origin
mediately west of Suagros.
of the common name of place and people seems
furnished to our hand,

sv T<O

Sa^aXiVr,

xo'x?ra>,

ev co
*

Every addition

to our stock of information bears fresh witness to

The practice here noticed by
the fidelity of the ancient geographers.
Ptolemy, continues in use among the fishermen on these coasts, at the
" The whole coast
present day.
[of Oman] abounds with fish ; and, as
the natives have but few canoes, they generally substitute a tingle inflated
On this frail conskin, or two of these, having a fiat board across them.

trivance the fisherman seats himself, and either casts his small hand-net, or

hook and line. Some capital sport must arise, occasionally, when
sharks, which are here very numerous and large, gorge the bait ; for,
whenever this occurs, unless the angler cuts his line, and that, as the shark
is more valued than any other fish, he is often unwilling to do, nothing can
j)lays his

tlu-

prevent liis rude machine from following their track, and the fisherman is
It resometimes, in consequence, carried out, a great distance, to sea.
quires considerable dexterity to secure these monsters ; for, when they
are hauled up near to the skins, they struggle a good deal, and, if they
to jerk the fisherman from his seat, the infuriated monster is said
to dash at once at him.
Many accidents, I learn, arise in this manner;

happen

if they succeed in getting him quickly alongside, they soon despatch
WelKted's Travels in Arabia, vol. i.
him by a few blows on the snout."

but,

(

Ptolemy's incidental notice of this curious practice (propp. 79, 80.)
bably, like many like f.icts, numbered, hitherto, among "the fables of the
ancients,") here receives full

and most curious elucidation.

As

the

practice prevails along the coast of Oman, it is clear that Muscat, as well
as Moscha and Hasec, derives its name from the Arabic Moscha, an in-

or from its fishermen, denominated, from
sintheir^
" floaters on skins.
gular and ingenious contrivance,
flated hide or skin;

1'
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As

the fishermen were named Icthyophagi, so the
divers are named Ascitcp.

Thus much done

to remove the very trivial
about names, which, in truth, never
should have been raised, we may now put to
the test of another process, the position of the
difficulties

Syagrian promontory, and the arrangement of
it, by the application, to

the coast which follows

our adjustments, of the measurements of Arrian.
This test it is fortunately in our power to apply
with a certainty and exactness formerly un-

known the admiralty chart of this coast, by
Commodore Owen, furnishing us with very differ:

ent guidance, from the loose and vague measurements in the hands of d'Anville or Vincent.

The

marked by Arrian, on leaving
Suagros, is one of six hundred stadia, or seventy-jfca*
le^H? Roman miles, across the mouth of the
bay,
which he describes as adjoining it on the east
the measurement tallies to a nicety with that of
first

distance

:

the bay of Seger, immediately eastward of Cape
Sugger or Fartask, which, from Cape Fartask to

the headland beyond
is,

in

miles.

Dahr on

opposite side,

precisely seventy-few Roman
His next distance is one of five hundred

breadth,

or sixty-two Roman
eastern turn of this bay to the
stadia,

the"

its

Periplus

:

this

miles,

from the

Moscha Portus of

measurement, again, brings
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with nearly equal exactness, to Ras-al-Sair
(the Ausara of Ptolemy), situated about sixty
us,

Roman
land.

miles to the east of the preceding headThat the Moscha Portus of Arrian is

only another name for the Ausara of Ptolemy,
a conclusion sanctioned by the exact correspondence of their distance, eleven hundred stadia,
.

.

.

from Cape Sugger or Fartask, ... is corroborated
by a further, and most remarkable feature of
agreement. For Arrian states his Moscha Portus
to have been the

emporium of the Incense-trade
and Pliny proves Ausara to have been a chief
emporium of this trade, by his notice of the fact
;

one particular kind of incense bore the name
of Ausaritis*
rliat

TOWNS AND INHABITANTS OF THE CENTRAL COAST.
That the Syagrian Promontory has been
rectly identified

cor-

Fartask, will now
go on to recover and

with Cape

become apparent, as we
arrange the several towns and

tribes,

which

Ptolemy and Pliny unite to place in the immediate neighbourhood of Suagros.

This urran^v-

more certainty
and exactness, because where Ptolemy gives, in
connected serie>. the names of the different seament can be

effected with the

Nat. Hist.

VOL.

II.

lib.

N

xii.

35. (16.)
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Pliny supplies, in similarly connected
the same names, in those of their inha-

ports,
series,

while the ports themselves, bearing in
more instances than one their ancient names,

bitants

;

occur in the actual topography of the central

Thus, beginning from the east, we meet
in Ptolemy, disposed along his Sinus Sachalites
coast.

Ausara and Thauane
on the west, Moscha Portus

to the east of Suagros,

and adjoining

it

^

(obviously the seat of his Ascitce) all three in
the very order, in which the ports of Ras-alSair, Doan, and Hasuel or Kesem, lie, the two
;

former

Sugger.
again,

the latter west, of Cape Fartask or
In Pliny's survey of the southern coast,

east,

which comes round

also

from the

east,

we

recognize the same sea-ports, in the same order,
Ausaritce,
by the names of their inhabitants,
.

Toani, Ascitce

Ausara

(or

;

.

.

in other words, the people of

Ras-al~Sair),

of

Thauane

(or

Doan), and of Moscha (Hasuel or Kesem).
Ausara and Thauane, indeed, stalad identified
with Kas-al-Sair and Doan, not by name only,
whose
but by the very nature of this coast
sea-ports, in all ages, must have stood at the
;

mouths or gorges of the

passes, through the
Incense-country but the

mountains, into the
only two passes through the Djebel-al-Camur, it
will at once be seen on reference to the map,
:

lie

directly behind Kas-al-Sair

and Doan.

The
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Thauane of Ptolemy with Doan
has been already shown on independent grounds,
identity of the

by an easy correction of the great errour of
chart-makers, in

his

carrying the Djebel-al-Camur
by the simple process of wheel-

up the country
inir them round into their true position along
the coast, Thauane is brought upon the site of
Doan, within the semicircle formed by the
:

" Mountains of the Moon."

Ausara, Pliny

in-

was a port of the kingdom of the
Gebanitce; whence we gather, that it was a
possession of the Beni Kahtan Arabs of Yemen. And as he further acquaints us, that the
forms

us,

Mln&i were

also possessors of a single pass*;
the only other pass, that of Doan, with its port,
must be understood to have belonged to that

The Ascitee of Pliny
great commercial people.
and Ptolemy inhabited the vicinity of Suagros
thi*
and adjoined the Adramita?
at
them
Farta>k
position places
precisely
Cape
the boundary, at this day, between Seger and
Hadramaut.
to

the sea,

:

;

To

the east of Ausara, in the bay" of Seger,
the memory of the Hamirci of Pliny is still
preserved in Ras Hamier, the existing name of

halfway between Ras-al-Sair and

a headland

ct Minaei,

Attingunt
gusto.

L.

xii.

c.

pagus

alius,

per quos evcliitur uno tremite

SO.

N 2

n-
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IT.

The SmyrnoSeger (Ptolemy's Agge Vicus).
Exterior
of
phoros Regio
Ptolemy, and the
u

Montagnes ou

TEncens" of

croit

d'Anville, or

the range lying adjacent to the Djebel-al-Camur
on the east, are self-evidently the same. His

Marmatha (the Marma of Pliny), at the eastern
termination of this range, corresponds well in
name, and exactly in position, with the cape and
town of Morebat or Marbat* ; the extreme term
of the bay of Seger.

COAST OP THE SACHALIT^ AND OMANIT^.f

The remainder of the great

eastern

Sinus

Sachalites (which, according to Ptolemy, stretched
from Suagros to Corodamum, or from Cape Far-

task

to

Ras-al-Hhad) presents,

* " In Arabia et vicinis
locis, literaj
biles

:

.

.

.

Bagdad

eaedem urbes. "
j-

and

M.
its

et

Magdad

;

M.

Meccha

Bochart, Phal.

lib. iv.

et

et

comparatively,

B. sunt maxime permutaMerbat et JBerlat,
;

Beccha

cap. 4.

d'Anville censures Ptolemy for carrying his Omanum Emporium,
possessors the Omanitae, inland, west of the Kottabani, or Bedouin
" L' Omanum
ou
of the

Kahtanys
que 1'on y

Libanotophorus,

voit dans les terres, est

communique

le

nom d'Oman

Emporium,
une place maritime, qui a

a la contree des environs."

Omana,

la verite

(Geograph.

He stands himself corrected for the gratuitous
227.)
censure, by the true bounds of Oman ; which stretches inland as far as
" The
the province of Mahrah.
province of Omaun extends from
Anc.

torn.

ii.

p.

Aboothubee (vulgarly called Boothbee), in the Persian Gulf, to the
island Masseira, south of Raus-ul-Hudd."
(Eraser's Khorasan, p. 11.)
The Omanum and Omanitae of Ptolemy no doubt refer to a place and
people on the inland, or western, side of the province.
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relatively, little

possesses,

the far greater part being desert, with,
interest
Its
here and there, a harbour, or a town.
:

arrangement is facilitated by the insular landmarks off this barren coast, the Curia Muria
islands,

and the two Mazeiras

the Zenobiae

;

and Sarapis or Ogyris, of the

sulae,

Name and distance (1500 stadia,
miles,

from

his

in-

ancients.

Roman

or 185

Moscha Portus or Ausara) unite

to identify the Asichon of Arrian (apparently
Ptolemy's Astoa) with Hasec, a town at the

Hasec, or Curia Muria
bay. The space which he interposes (2000 stadia,
or 250 Roman miles) between the Zenobian

bottom of the Giun

al

and Sarapis, accurately coincides with that
down, in Commodore Owen's chart, between
the islands in the bay of Hasec and the Mazeiras.

isles

laid

And

measurement, on a
southern c<
111*4)
from imperfect information, but /)*>// m-hml *///vey, supplies fresh proof of the knowledge and
thus each

successive

framed, not, like d'Anville's

exactness of the author of the Periplus.
Moving still eastward, the Neogeialla

of Ptolemy answers

though with great

well

in

corruption

name, to Ainnd, a town about
of Hasec.

It is

occimviuv of

(

relative

ntir<il<>

position,

of the Arabic

fifty

miles E.N.E.

obvious to remark, that the rare

iihcr port or

N 3

town along

this coast
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much

heightens the probability of this identification.
His next point, Hormanus Fl., there

can be no question,

although no river

is

is

the same with

marked

in our

Harmin ;

modern maps,

as falling into the sea at or near that sea-port.

name and site accurately represented by Abisagi ; a town at the eastern extremity of the Gulf of BassaSj between Harmin
Abissa finds

its

and Ras-al-Hhad.
its

Inland, north of Abissa and
the Didymi Monies of Ptolemy ob-

Gulf,

viously correspond with the Palheiros mountains
This region
lying north of the Gulf of Bassas.
is

the Libanotophoros, or region of frankincense.

Ptolemy's Bosara, lastly, tallies so closely in
name with Masora, the last sea-port west of Rasal-Hhad, that the apparent difference of site may
fairly

be accounted

the coast
here,

for,

by the wrong drawing of

which, as represented in his

map, is,
most
contracted
but
again
confusedly
;

;

without the recurrence of another
tus,

and Parvum Littus, to unfold

Magnum
it

Lit-

into its just

proportions.

We have now traversed the

base of the Arabian

peninsula, from its south-western to its southeastern extremity ; where, beginning from the

Corodanum Promontorium of Ptolemy, or Ras-alHhad, commences its eastern side, running, in a
north-western direction, along the coast of Oman,
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In the next section,

and the Persian Gulf.

it is

proposed to ascend to the head of the Persian
Gulf; and to pursue, from north to south, under
the joint guidance of Pliny and Ptolemy, the
restoration of the classical geography, by com-

parixm with the modern topography, of these
less

frequented coasts.

CANE EMPORIUM: TRULLA PORTUS: METHATH VILLA:
ORNEON, OR BIRD ISLAND: TRULLA, OR SPOON
ISLAND.

Between Arabia

Aden, and the Syagrian Promontory, the most noted station of
ancient commerce was Cane Emporium.
The
Felix, or

ascertainment of the
port

is,

therefore,

site

of this celebrated sea-

an essential preliminary to the

adjustment of the lesser stations along this coast.
By d' Anville, guided by the coincidence of name,

and of distance from Aden, Cane is identified
with the port of Caua Canim.
Dean Vincent,
on the other hand, judging by the distance only,
is divided between Caua Canim arid Maculla;
either of which ports, he observes, corresponds
with Arrian's report of the distance
of Cane from Arabia Felix, viz. better than two
sufficiently

thousand

stadia, or

Imperfect

u

wafl

upwards of 200
liis

miles.

information respecting a

N 4
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unknown, and slightly
as he has indicated the proofs which make good
his decision, M. d'Anville here, as in so many
coast, in his day, nearly

similar verifications, happens to be right.
is

The

one of sufficient moment,

question, however,
in its geographical bearings, to claim a

more full
in our
the
materials
and
now
determination;

possession are fortunately ample to determine

it.

From Ptolemy and Arrian together, we may
collect the following marks of the site of Cane.
somewhat more than two thousand
Aden. 2. It was a port of the In3. Off it lay two
cense region, or Hadramaut.
1.

It lay

stadia east of

or " the
"
Isle of Birds," the second, Trulla, or
Spoon
4. The sea-port next to Cane, on the
Island."
desert islands, the first

east,

bore the

sumed

name

named Orneon,

of Methath Villa.

that, if all these

marks

shall be

It is pre-

found to

unite at a given harbour on this part of the
southern coast, that harbour, if further identified

by the existence of extensive
knowledged, on

Emporium

Now all

all

ruins,

must be acCane

hands, as the site of the

of the ancients.

marks unite at Hasan or Hussan
Canim of d'Anville, as we
Caua
Ghorab, (the
these

shall see presently,

under another name, ) a double

harbour, in lat. 14, long. 48 23', at opposite sides
of a square and very steep hill, with the ruins of

;
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and on its inner
or northern side, and its summit crowned by the
remains of a fortress, both naturally and artifian ancient town* at

* "

On

its base,

the morning of the 6th of

May, 1834, we anchored

in a short

and narrow channel, joined on the one hand by a low rocky islet, and on
the other by a lofty, black-looking cliff, to which our pilots applied the

Some ruins having been perceived on the
designation of Hasan Gorab.
summit of the latter, shortly after our arrival I proceeded to the shore,
To avoid the swell, which rolled
for the purpose of examining them.
along the opposite side of the island, and produced a considerable surf
against the seaward front of the cliff, as it rose up perpendicularly from

we pulled into a small bay on the north-east side, where the
much smoother. Landing on a sandy belt, which extended

the sea,

water \vas

from the margin of the ses to the base of the hill, we found ourselves amidst
The former are small, of
of numerous houses, walls, and towers.

the ruins

The walls
a square form, and have mostly four rooms on a single floor.
appear to have been carried along the face of the hill, in parallel lines, at
different heights

:

several towers also occur, at unequal distances.

The

[the inner or north-eastern], for one third of its height,
ascends with a moderate acclivity, and along the slope the ruins are thickly
hill, at

this side

There are, however, no apparent remains of public edifices,
The whole are connor are there any traces of arches or columns.
structed of fragments detached from the rock ; and, from the several

scattered.

patches which remain,

cement

;

but,

owing

it

appears that they must have been covered with
both this and the

to the action of the weather,

mortar have almost entirely disappeared.
From the traces yet left on
the beach, the cement appears to have been obtained, as it is at present
on many parts of the Arabian coast, by the calcination of coral.
Hasan
about (he hundred

and its basis is a dark,
appears to have been formerly
insulated, although now connected to the main by a low sandy isthmus,
blown up there by the violence of the south-westerly winds, and evidently
(.Mi.il)

is

feet

in

greyish-coloured, compact limestone.

height,

It

The action of the sea might indeed be plainly
the cavities and hollows exhibited by a ridge of rocks, now
distance from the water, but which, evidently at some no very re-

of recent formation.
traced in

some

mote period, must have been covered by

it.

We

had been vainly looking fora path by which we might ascend to
the summit, but it appeared inaccessible on every side ; and had alm.i-t
given up our search,

when

it

was suggested, that the two towers which
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of great strength.
stands at the required
cially,

thousand stadia

Hussan Ghorab
distance of above two
For,

1.

about three degrees and a

(viz.

were standing by themselves might possibly have commanded the approach and entrance to one.
Scrambling, accordingly, over the ruins
formed by the falling of the upper part of these [towers], we at length

some

discovered

faint traces of a track,

which, in order to facilitate the

had been cut along the face of the hill in a zigzag direction ; but,
beyond and above that [track] the cliff had been hewn away, so as to
ascent,

form a sort of terrace and, even here, the path, at the widest part, would
not admit of more than one abreast.
As there was a steep precipice on
either hand, above and below us, we did not find, in those places where
the rains had washed parts of it away, a safe or pleasant route.
" On the smooth face of the rock to the
about one third the
;

right,

we were, however, rewarded by the discovery of
some inscriptions. The characters are two and a half inches in length,
and executed with much care and regularity. To avoid the possibility
ascent from

the top,

of omission or error, three several copies were taken, by different indivi-

Conduals, all which have been subsequently examined and compared.
tinuing our route from hence to the top of the hill, houses nearly as
numerous as those

below, walls

and

various distances, scattered over

other defensive edifices, were perceived, at

and, on the verge of the presurface
a square tower, of massive masonry.
It probably once served
both as a watch-tower and light-house, and may still be discerned for
its

,-

cipice,

many
the

miles to seaward.

windows and doors

Some

of the stairs are of very large dimensions;
[a mark, as in the

are plain, without arches

About one hundred yards from
they have been excavated, with much

Egyptian buildings, of high antiquity]
this tower, the tanks are situated

:

.

labour, out of the solid rock, and are cemented inside.
"
Having now surveyed every part of the hill, I could not but come to
the conclusion, that it had been formed, both by nature and art, as a place

of extraordinary strength.
While the former had left it accessible at but
one point, the latter had so fortified it in that quarter, that it would be

But, inimpossible for the most daring courage or address to scale it.
dependent of this advantage, when we consider the lawless and barbarous
character,
periods,

which the inhabitants of the coast have borne from the earliest
insular situation must have rendered it invaluable, both as a

its

safe retreat,
its

and as a magazine of trade ; and, indeed,

the circumstance

of

possessing two harbours, affording anchorage in either monsoon, on a
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or 215 miles) east of Aden.

half,

of Hadramaut.

Off

3.

it lie

a part

2. It is

two desert

islands

(the
occurring along the entire range
of coast from Cape Bab-el-Man deb to this point),
first islands

coast remarkably destitute of any so well sheltered, at least as far as our
present knowledge extends, would appear to indicate, great commercial im-

But

portance.
tliis

is

it

to the inscriptions

we must

look for elucidation on

point, as well as the several others connected with

ivm.irks on those discovered in the ruins of

apply to those discovered here.

There

is

Nakab

el

My

it.

Hajar

previous

will equally

so trifling a difference between

I cannot, however,
the two, that I assign to them a common origin.
neglect to draw attention to the obvious and striking coincidence, between

the ports of

Hasan Gorab,

as

deduced from our survey, and that specified

by Arrian, 250 miles [little more than 2OO], as the distance of the port,
Cane Kunim, from that called Arabia Felix, which modern geographers
with much confidence place at the present harbour of Aden." (Lieut.
Travels in Arabia,

J. 11. Wcllsted's
*'

vol.

ii.

pp.

421426.)

The next

Hussan

object worthy of particular notice is the brown hill of
Ghorab, the site of the ancient Cana Canan, and formerly one of

the most important places on the Arabian coast.

mountain of 456
and Mr.

It is a square
dreary

height, with very steep sides.

in

feet

The

Dr.

late

Smith, in the course of their indefatigable and successful rambles, [discovered] that a narrow pathway, cut in the rock, led
to the summit ; and as no difficulty ever deterred them from pursuing an
1

1

ul

ton

J.

object attended by the remotest prospect of accomplishment, they forthwith climbed the weary way, and found, thereby, the ruin I have before

Nuk bel Hadjer. Time and strength must, indeed, hn\e been expended, in the laborious undertaking of this road, in
some parts nearly ten feet broad. On the second visit, they effected a
compared with that of

more minute examination
It was here
rate remain.
bel

measuring, and drawing plans of each aepa
that the inscriptions, resembling those of

Nuk

Iladjer were discovered, carved in the solid rock (first considerably

smoothed)
scribed

,

and from thence they were copied by Dr. Hulton.
He deas being but slightly injured by the lapse of years, and not

them

one character seemed

itself.

A

effaced.

The

tanks, together with the ruins of

composed of cement, as hard and impenetrable as
vault, of a curious description, was also discovered.
i

rock

;

re

the
I

not attempt to draw any final conclusions, regarding the period in
which a city flourished here nor venture an opinion, concerning the
will

;
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both conspicuous sea-marks; the one, Sekah or
Gibboose, known and named from the vast nights
of sea-fowl by which it is frequented, and thus

answering

the Orneon of Arrian

literally to

*,

the

supposed unknown character of the writings, a copy having been sent to
those so competent to pronounce a correct decision upon them.
" In whatever time the
buildings around Hussan Ghorab were erected,
I consider the present discovery of great importance
the fort having
:

been unquestionably intended, by the founder, to protect the harbour on
its eastern side, independently of the town beneath
which, judging from
;

the size and extent of the ruins, must have been considerable.
tion, too, equally served to

the citadel

and

the hill the

render

it

Its posi-

a sea-port of immense consequence, and

grand depdt for

its

commercial resources."

Cap-

MS.

Journal, pp. 123. and 128.
" Bunder JIussan
Ghorab, a small, secure, and well sheltered bay and
This rock
harbour, to the eastward of the black hill of Hussan Ghorab.

tain S. B. Haines,

I.

N.,

its S. W. point
from which, to that at the entrance, it is one mile
and a half broad, and one deep. The eastern side having a rocky reef
off' it, reduces the clear channel to rather more than three fourths of a

forms

;

nautic mile, or 1710 yards."
Ib. p. 128.
* " Sekah or Gibboose : a small island
bearing, from

36^ 30' 10"
E.
\5

W.

It is called

Sekah

e.

[i.

Mugdah

village S.

40" N., longitude 5[4]8 28' 20"
" Birds' Mute
Island," from the Arabic

miles, latitude 13

54'

^

(_-*>>

conf. Golius in voc.]

Sterc. excrevit. avis

:

and Gibboose

e.

by the inhabitants of
s-

this coast,

[i.

"

White

Island," from

^

,^^_c,

Color albus~]

by Arab navigators. The most elevated part to the eastward is 400 or
500 feet above the sea, and is plainly discernible at the distance of thirty
and thirty-five miles, in clear weather.
The summit is smooth, and
white,

owing

to the numerous flights of birds,

quickly form the excrescence

which

resort thither,

and

constantly providing this singular article of
trade, which is purchased at a high price by agriculturists.
vessel
may pass, in any direction, to or from this island, without the
;

A

slightest

Yet I would not approach within 300 yards,
apprehension of danger.
Between it and Burrugghur
having twenty fathoms all around.

[or
are soundings of twenty and
twenty-three
then, again, between Sekah and the Guthrain rocks, the same ;

Orneon and Trulla] there
fathoms

;

and deeper between the

island

and Hallaarnee

;

and to the southward,
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other,

Burrugghur, bearing, in

origin
"

of

its

classical

4.
tin

form, the
Trulla,

appellation,

or

another harbour, the entrance of
sheltered to the east by this island:

lies

we have

here

its

North of Trulla or Bur-

Spoon Island."*

rugghur
which is

189

the

Trulla

Portus of Ptolemy.

At

the extremity of this bay, lastly, is seated
town of Mughda, in site corresponding

exactly,

and in name with a very

fication, to the

Methah

ninety-five fathoms, one mile

slight

villa of that

and three-quarters off

modi-

geographer,

it."

(Haines's

MS.

Journal, p. 139.

Both its Arabic names originate most appropriately this island being
denominated Gibboose, or " White Island," by the Arab navigators, who,
owing to its whiteness, see it from a great distance at sea ; and Sekah t
:

" Stercoraceous or Birds'

Mute

Island,"

by the inhabitants of the oppo-

valuable and singular produce.
* In
Captain Haines's Chart, the form of this island is, as nearly as
possible, that of the bowl of an egg-spoon, or of the old-fashioned horn
"
He thus describes it in his Journal
or sugar spoon.
Burrugghur
Island is small, precipitous, and very lofty ; principally formed of lime-

site coast,

from

its

:

58' N., longist,iu-, with not a vestige of vegetation on it ; in latitude 13
When running along the coast, it has frequently
tude 48 32' 40" E.
It is, nevertheless,
been mistaken for a point of the main land.
separated
by a channel, through which the 1'alinurus ran, with a fair wind ; and

now called Sanders's Channel, from the officer who first sound, I it." (MS.
Had the ancients indulged in this practice, we might
Journal, p. 139.
look in vain for Orneon or Trulla.
Dean Vincent remarks, that " Troolla has no
in
<

meaning

Greek:"

an importation from the Latin,
trulla, a spoon.
The an(Conf. .1. Meursii, Gloss. Gra?c-barb., ap. Scap. Lex. in voc.)
cient name of this island, derived from its shape, shows the nomenclature
he forgot that

it

is

of sailors to be alike in every age and country
it is just such as would
be given by our own, at the present day.
The light thrown on it by the foregoing passages of Captain Haines's
Journal enables us to read Arrian's account of Cane and its environs
:
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(as

Mughda
Kane

port to

to

Hussan Ghorab) the next

II.

sea-

* on the east.

For our guidance

to restorations, thus finally

Hussan Ghorab with

decisive of the identity of

the Kane Emporium of antiquity, and altogether
beyond the reach of previous inquirers, we are

indebted to the late admirable survey of this
coast, by Commander S. B. Haines of the Indian

The
navy, and the officers of the Palinurus.
results of this survey are the more valuable, because unconnected with the preconceived systems, which have so often proved the bane of
scientific geographers: the gentlemen who conwith new eyes

ov pera r^v trpo^xovoav &Kpav, ffj.Tr6pi6v
@a<n\ias 'EAeafoi;, x^P as *.i6av(oro<p6pov'

:

TrapaQa\da<Tiov, Kav)),

Suo, fjiia
fab <rraStW e/carbj/

auT^j/ epTj/tot j'rjo'ot

TpouAAas,

~2,daOa,

[J.\v

?j

ruv'Opveav,

etVcotn rrjs
>

?/

8'

erepa

ttal

KO.T'

\eyofjLevi]

Kavrjs' vircpKfiTai 8e OUTTJS jue-

Kal 6 pcurtAfvs KaroiKet.

(Arrian.
Periplus Mar. Erythr. ap. Hudson, torn. ii. p. 15.)
The fact that, although several islets or rocks occur off this coast in-

ffoyeios

fjnfjrp6iro\is

fj

rj

two islands, and the two only, are specified by Arrian, and by
Captain Haines, sufficiently marks out their identity, as sea-marks for
For this important purpose, both islands are
the guidance of vessels.
the white colour of Sekah, or " Bird Island," caused
peculiarly fitted
shore, the

:

by the deposit with which it is always covered, making it a conspicuous
while the position of Burrugghur is
object, from a great distance at sea;
such, that, unless bound for Hussan Ghorab, vessels running along the
as the next point for
coast, and passing Sekah, must take Burrugghur,
which to steer. Arrian and Captain Haines had, therefore, equal and
obvious grounds for the exclusive mention of these two islands, in connection with
*

The

Kane or Hussan Ghorab.
name Cua Cane, or Ca.ua Canim,

ancient

that of a small island in-shore, noted in

Ciu Ibraine.
d'Anville's

The Cua and Cane

Caua Canim.

is still

discernible in

Captain Haines's Chart,

viz.

of Ptolemy, united, obviously form

I
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being themselves, at the most important points (as in the case of the two islands off
Hussan Ghorab), wholly unconscious of the new

ducted

it,

lights thrown,

by

their discoveries

and observ-

upon the fidelity of Ptolemy arid Arrian.
That, at Hussan Ghorab, we are upon the true
Mtc of Kane (as the common distance from Aden,
the excellence of the harbour, the two islands off
it, and the extensive remains of a fortified seaport unite to attest) will be still more apparent,
on further comparison, from the immediate neighbourhood of the same names and localities, in
the geography of Ptolemy, and in the journal
and chart of Captain Haines.
ations,

ARAREGIA: MACALA: MCEPHA METROP: SABATHA
METROP.

Are

regia.

North of Kane, in

lat.

14

10',

or

about seventy miles inland above his Methath
In
Villa, Ptolemy places the town of Araregia.
the same latitude precisely, and as nearly at the
same distance as the true outline of the coast
allow to the sea-port of Mughda, stands the
:
thus described in the MS.
"
journal of Captain Haines
Hargiah a town
under the Shcekdom of Doan, a'ittant f/n> dtii/s
Avill

town of Hargidh

:

inland

from Mughda

;

.

.

.

:

and from whence the
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people of that village are supplied with dates,
It is situated between the southward, and
&c.

second range of the Wyadee mountains: the poputo 3000, and it is generally conand flourishing country, and
a
fertile
sidered
abounding in cultivation; with a considerable

lation

amounts

portion of good pasture-land, and innumerable
The immense herds of cattle these
date groves.
possess enable them
quantities of ghee *," &c. &c.

to

people

export large
the identity

Of

of Hargiah with Araregia there can be no doubt.
The Arabic name is preserved literally, with a

own

sense of their

applied to

the Roman merchants

:

it,

in the Latin of

from whom it was obviously

taken, and turned into Greek,

by Ptolemy

;

and

in his "Apr) Bao-/Aeioy.
This town, in the neighbourhood
MACCALA.
answers
to Maculla, in that of Hussan
of Kane,
is lost

Ghorab.

tude 13

And
45',

although Ptolemy gives its
where the true latitude is 14

lati-

30',

the coincidence of name and neighbourhood abundantly establishes the identification. In Captain
Haines's description, its ancient may justly be
"
inferred from its actual importance:
Maculla:

the principal commercial depot on the [southern]
This town is moderately concoast of Arabia.
*

MS.

Journal, p. 146.
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structed, on a narrow rocky point, projecting
about half a mile into the sea, with a bay on each

The bay of Maculla may be said to
extend from Ras Broom to Ras Maculla, owing
to the concave coast between." f
The present
side of it.*

population, Captain Haines estimates at from
4000 to 5000 Arabs and strangers, " from all

parts of the world." J

N.

JVLEPHA METROPOLIS.
in Ptolemy,

in

Metrop., and N.

lat.

W.

W.

Kane we find,
named Ma>]tlm

of

15, a city
of Hussan Ghorab,

also in

15th degree of latitude, we meet, in Haines's
(hart, the extensive valley of Wady Mayfah,
with a
of the same name. " The
tin-

large village

very extensive village named Mayfah is situated
at the eastern base of the Hummarees.
Five very
large groves of date trees add a beautiful effect
to the scene
the most considerable has been
:

pronounced worthy of an exclusive name,
Himimaree.'

*

coast

f

position

feature is observable at Hisn Ghorab.
A double harbour,
both monsoons, was obviously the great desideratum along this
and, wherever occurring, serves as a clue to the ancient stations.

The same
in
;

On
lie

f

Ul

"

The double coincidence of name and

safe

'

the same principle that the entire southern coast bore the
" Sinus Sachalites."
Ifayof Seger," or

For a more

full

account of Maculla, see Wellsted,

435.

Haines's

VOL.

MS.
II.

Journal, p. 103.

O

vol.

ii.

name

pp. 427
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clearly points to this valley of Mayfah, as the
this
site of Maepha Metropolis.
if, within

Now

14 45')
valley, in the very latitude nearly (15
assigned by Ptolemy as that of Maepha, we had
the good fortune to discover extensive and commanding ruins, unquestionably of the highest
antiquity, could a

more reasonable

drawn, than that, in these ruins,

we

inference be

recover the

of the ancient Maepha ? Such are the
character of the ruins of Nakab el
and
position
Hajar*, in 1834 discovered and described by the
late Lieutenant Wellsted, and his brother officer
site

very

Mr. Cruttenden, of the Palinurus.

In these

re-

mains, accordingly, upon grounds very different
from mere conjecture, I cannot hesitate to recognize the citadel of Maepha Metropolis f still
standing in the majesty of decay, while the city,
,

which once surrounded
*

The

it,

has altogether disap-

architectural remains of Arabia are not limited to the south.

Burckhardt informs

us, that,

" in
Nedjed

.

.

.

likewise, are

numerous

remains of ancient buildings, of very massive structure, and large dimenTravels in Arabia, vol. ii. Apsions, but in a state of complete ruin."
pendix, pp. 402, 403.
The matter is no longer a question. Since the above was written, I
have decyphered the inscription over the entrance to Nakab el Hajar.
The structure was a fortified palace the seat, originally, of Mohareb, and
J-

;

the contemporary residents, named in the inscripThe
tion, are, their son Nowas, and Wanba, prefect of the royal guard.
additions to the edifice, in after-times, were the work of Charibdel (whose
his queen,

Behenna

:

on the entrance), king of the Homerites and Sabaeans, and the
For this Arab prince, see Arrian, ap. Hudson, p. 13., or
For my vouchers, see Appendix.
Vincent, ii. pp. 297, 317.

name

is

ally of

Rome.
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This recent discovery, like that of the
prared.*
of
remains
Kane, reflects light so valuable, not
on the places themselves only, but on the classical accounts, generally, of

the cities and strong-

make no apology

holds of Arabia, that I shall
for submitting

Mr. Wellsted's narrative, which

describes the ruin, unabridged.
"About an hour from the last village [Jewel
Agil], we arrived at the ruins of Nakab el Hajar

:

and a rapid glance soon convinced me, that their
examination would more than compensate for
any fatigue or danger we had encountered on
our road to them.
"

The

hill

upon which they are

situated stands

out in the centre of the valley, and divides a

which

on either
hundred yards in
length, and fifty yards at its extreme breadth.
The direction of its greatest length is from east
stream,
side of

it.

to west.

passes, during floods,

It is nearly eight

Crossing diagonally, there

valley, dividing it into

is

a shallow

two nearly equal portions,
About a third

whicli swell into an oval form.

of the height from
averaging, in those

its

base,

a massive wall,

where

places

it

remains

We have a similar example, in the parish of Ash next Sandwich, in
the Human remains at Richborough where the walls of the castle
Kent,
have survived, for so many centuries, the totaJ
disappearance of the citv.
;

o 2
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from thirty to forty feet in height*, is
carried completely round the eminence, and

entire,

by square towers, erected at equal disThere are but two entrances, situated
tances.
north and south from each other, at the termiflanked

A

hollow
nation of the valley before mentioned.
square tower, each side measuring fourteen feet,
stands on both sides of these.

Their bases ex-

tend to the plain below, and are carried out conBesiderably beyond the rest of the building.

tween the towers, at an elevation of twenty feet
from the plain, there is an oblong platform,
which projects about eighteen feet without, and

much

as

A

within the walls.

flight of steps

apparently, once attached to either extremity of the building, although now all traces

was,

them have disappeared.

of

roofed with

flat

This level space is
stones of massive dimensions,

resting on transverse

It is

somewhat

we

could not trace any indication
The southern entrance has fallen much

singular, that

of gates.

walls.

to decay, but the northern remains in almost a
The sketch on the map will illusperfect state.
trate its appearance and dimensions better than

any verbal description.
" Within the
entrance,
*

The height

on the north

at

an elevation of ten

of the walls of Richborough Castle, where nearly entire,

side,

S

i

sornu-KN

nr.]
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from the platform, we found the inscriptions.
They are executed with extreme care, in two

feet

horizontal lines, on the smooth face of the stones
of the building, the letters being eight inches
long.
Attempts have been made, though with-

out success, to obliterate them.

From

the con-

which they occupy, there can
doubt, but that, when deciphered,

spicuous situation

be but

little

they will be found to contain the name of the
founder of the building, as well as the date, and
purport of

its erection.

*

The whole of the

wall,

the towers, and some of the edifices within, are
built of the same material, viz. a compact, greyish-coloured

marble,

streaked with

thin

dark

veins and speckles, and hewn to the required
The dimensions
shape with the utmost nicety.

of the slabs, at the base of the walls and towers,
\\vre from five to six and seven feet in length,
from two feet ten inches to three feet in height,

ami from three to four in breadth.

These <h-

same regularity, to the
summit, where their breadth is not more than
half that of those below, where the thickness of
nvase

in size, witli the

the wall, though I did not measure it, cannot be
less than ten feet, and, as far as I could judge,

about four at the summit.
Mr. Wellsted was

Notwithstanding the

perfectly right in his conjecture.

o 3
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irregularity of its foundation, the stones are invariably placed in the same horizontal lines,
carefully cemented with mortar, which has acquired a hardness almost equal to that of stone.

Such parts of the wall

as

remain standing, are

admirably knitted together;
the crumbling

wards their

away

others which, by
of their bases, incline to-

adhere, in their tottering
state, without fracture ; and those patches which
have fallen, are scattered around in huge undisfall, still

severed masses.
walls,

no turrets

There are no openings in these
at the upper part
the whole
;

wears the same

stable, uniform, and solid appearance. In order to prevent the mountain torrent,
which leaves on the face of the surrounding

country evident traces of the rapidity of
course, from washing away the

several buttresses of a circular

hewn from
stone.

foot of the

its

hill,

form have been

that part, and cased with a harder

The casing has

partially disappeared, but

the buttresses still remain.
" Let us now visit the
interior, where the

most conspicuous object is an oblong square
building, the walls of which face the cardinal
points.

Its

largest

size,

fronting

the north

and south, measures twenty-seven yards:

The

shorter, facing the eastward, seventeen yards.
The walls are fronted with a kind of free-

,.
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stone, each slab being cut of the

same

and

size,

whole so beautifully put together, that

tin

endeavoured

in

vain

I

the blade of a

to insert

The outer, unsmall penknife between them.
polished surface is covered with small chisel
marks, which the Bedowins have mistaken for

From the extreme care displayed in
writing.
rhc construction of this building, I have no
doubt that it is a temple*; and my disappointment

at finding the interior filled up with the
ruins of the fallen roof was very great.
Had it

remained

entire,

we might have

obtained some

clue to guide us in our researches, respecting
the form of religion professed by the earlier
Above and beyond this building, .there
Arabs.

are several other edifices, with nothing peculiar
in their form or appearance.
Nearly midway
In -tween

the

two

gates,

well, ten feet in diameter,

The

sides are lined with

there

is

a

and sixty

unhewn

circular
in

depth.

stones,

and,

cither to protect it from the sun's rays, or to
>rrve some process of di awing the water, a wall,
of

a

cylindrical form,

been carried round
From

it.

fifteen feet in height,

has

f

the inscription, this building

would seem

a temple, or a hospitiumfor strangers, erected

l>y

either to have been

the munificence of

King

Cliaii;

t This

well

is

noticed

in

the inscription, as

Chari!

o 4

among

the works of
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On

the southern

mound we were

II.

not able to

whole presents an
Within the
undistinguishable mass of ruins.
southern entrance, on the same level with the

make any

discoveries, as the

platform, a gallery four feet in breadth, protected, on the inner side, by a strong parapet,
and, on the outer, by the principal walls, extends
I am unable
for a distance of about fifty yards.
to ascertain what purpose this could have served.

In no portion of the ruins have we succeeded
any remains of arches or columns, nor

in tracing

we

discover on their surface any of those
fragments of pottery, coloured glass, or metals,

could

which are always found in old Egyptian towns,
and which I also saw on those we discovered on
the

north-west coast of Arabia.

Except the
attempts to deface the inscriptions I have before
noticed, there is no other appearance of the
building having suffered from any ravages besides those of time
and owing to the dryness
;

of the climate, as well as the hardness of the
material, every stone, even to the marking of
the chisel, remains as perfect as the day it was

hewn. We were naturally anxious to ascertain if
the Arabs had preserved any tradition concernbut they refer them, in
ing their buildings
common with the others we have fallen in with,
;

to their

Pagan

ancestors.

'

Do you

believe,'

SECT.
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one of the Bedowins to me, upon iny telling
him that his ancestors were then capable of

s;iid

that these
greater works than themselves,
stones were raised by the unassisted hands of the
4

Katirs?
devils,

them

'
:

No! no! they had devils, legions of
(God preserve us from them!) to aid
a superstition generally credited by

others.

"

The ruins of Nakab

Hajar, considered by
themselves, present nothing more than a mass
of ruins surrounded by a wall.
But the magniel

tude of the stones used in

its

and

construction,

the perfect knowledge of the builder's art exhibited in the style and mode of placing them
together,

with

would give

towers,

importance in

Here

the world.
is

it

its

and great extent,
any other part of

in Arabia, where,

as

far as

known, architectural remains are of rare

oc-

currence, its appearance excites the liveliest interest.

That

owes its origin to a very remote
(how remote it is to be hoped the
it

antiquity
inscription will

*

is evident
determine)
by its
which
bears
a
alone
resemappearance
strong
blance to similar edifices which have been found
;

We have (as in them)
amidst Egyptian ruins.
the same inclination in the walls, the same form
of entrance, and the same flat roof of stones.
If the builder

was Mohareb the son of Koreish, we obtain the

date.
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and the mode in which the interior
out, seem to indicate, that it served both
a magazine and a fort. *
I think, therefore,

Its situation,
is laid

as

we may with safety adopt the conclusion, that
Nakab el Hajar, and the other castle which
we have discovered [viz. Hisn Ghorab], were
erected during a period, when the trade from
India flowed, through Arabia, towards Egypt,
and from thence to Europe. Thus Arabia Felix,

comprehending Yemen, Saba, and Hadramaut,
under the splendid dominion of the Sabaean or
Homerite dynasty, seems to have merited the
appellation of which she boasted.
"
in

The

history of these provinces

much

obscurity,

involved

is

but Agatharchides, before

the Christian era, bears testimony, in glowing
colours, to the wealth and luxury of the Sabaaans,

and

his account is heightened, rather

than mo-

by succeeding writers. This people,
before Marbe [the Mariaba of the Greeks] became the capital of their kingdom, possessed
derated,

dominion along the whole of the southern frontier of Arabia.

they planted
trade,

"
*

and

We

are expressly informed, that
colonies in situations eligible for

fortified their establishments.

The commerce was not confined

The

ancient depdts of commerce, in Arabia, seem
united the two characters.

to

any par-

commonly

to

have
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ticular channel

an

early

;

on the contrary, we

period,

of the
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learn,

from

of several

existence

flourishing cities, at or near the sea-shore, which
must have shared in it.
know nothing of

We

the interior

of this

remarkable country, but there

every reason to believe, as is most certainly
the case with Nakab el Hajar, that these castles

is

will not only point out the tracks which the
caravans formerly pursued, but also indicate the

natural passes into central Arabia.
" Nakab el
Hajar is situated north-west, and
is

distant forty-eight miles,

'Am, which

is

from the

marked on the chart

village of
in latitude

It
north, and longitude 46 30' nearly.
stands in the centre of a most extensive valley,

14

2'

(ailed,

by the

Wddi Meifah ;

natives,

which,

whether we regard its fertility, population, or
xtt'iit, is the most interesting geographical fea<

we have

yet discovered, on the southern
coast of Arabia.
Taking its length, from where

ture

it

opens out on the sea-coast, to the town of

four days' journey, or seventy-five
miles.
Beyond this point, I could not exactly
ascertain the extent of its prolongation. Various

'Abban,

it is

native authorities gave

it

from

five to seven ad-

throughout the whole of this spat v.
studded with villages, hamlets, and

ditional days,
It is thickly

cultivated

grounds.

In a journey of

fifu

n
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we counted more than thirty of the former,
besides a great number of single houses." *
miles,

PKION FLUMEN

The next
by

station

:

PKIONOTUS MONS.

on the southern

coast,

marked

Methath (or MughPrionotus Mons, the point at which his

Ptolemy, to the east of

da),

is

Prion Flumen discharges

M.

itself

into the

sea.

arrangement of
Ptolemy's positions on this coast, however, the
headland, and supposed river, thus denominated,

According

to

d'Anville's

instead of lying near Mughda, are transported
east of Cape Merbat, in longitude 55, a differ-

ence of

little less

than

five

hundred

miles.

After

so large experience of his general correctness,
and with the improved lights now in our possession,

we

will return,

with Ptolemy, to the 49th

degree of longitude, and try for the recovery of
and Prionotus on the chart of Captain

his Prion

the magnitude of whose scale sometimes
enables us to decypher the ancient nomenclature

Haines

;

from the physical features of the coast. While
inspecting this chart closely, with reference to
the Prionotus Mons,
the

attention

my

name and magnitude

land, forming the
*

of

Ras Broom ; a head-

termination

Wellsted, vol.

ii.

was caught by

pp.

of a mountain

424436.
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and jutting out

prominently into the
ocean, in longitude 49, about thirty-five miles
and having, on its eastern
N.E. of Mughda,
chain,

.

.

.

a well-sheltered harbour, with a town of
The appositeness of the posithe same name.

side,

tion,

with the close

affinity of the

names (B

standing necessarily for P in Arabic), at once
suggested the probable identity of Broom or
rn'nn with Prion. The etymology of Ptolemy's

names, Prion, a saw, and Prionotus, serrated,
led me once more to the chart,
where, to my
.

.

.

great satisfaction, I found Prionotus Mons, (the
serrated mountain,) explained to the eye, by the
singular appearance of Has Broom; which, on
its

north-eastern side, where

it

forms the port,

is

most curiously serrated, presenting four projecting rocks exactly resembling the teeth of a saw.
Ptolemy's Prionotus Mons thus clearly identified with Ras Broom, my next object of inquiry

was

his

Prion River.

was attended,

as I

was

with equal success.
reference to Mr. Wellsted's account of this

fully prepared

On

It

to

expect,

found that the neighbourhood of Ras
Broom is remarkable, not only for an abundant
supply of water, but for a number of those ;v7/.\\

coast, I

which, in Arabia, in the wet season, burst forth
.
impetuously into swollen forrr/tfs and rivers,
.

forming, in fact, the only rivers

known

in

.

that
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arid country.

When

added the further
the port of Eas

to these decisive

fact,

stated

Broom

is

by

marks

II.

is

Wellsted, that

the only safe

harbour

on this part of the coast, and must always have
been resorted to, and often wintered at, by vessels,
as their only refuge

from the south-west mon-

we not only complete the proof of the
of
this cape with the ancient Prionotus,
identity
but discover, also, the special reason, why this
soon, ...

cape should have a prominent place, as a station,
in the geography

But

let

and navigation of the

ancients.

Lieutenant Wellsted' s account of this
"

Giibut Briim, from
affording shelter in the

locality speak for itself.

the circumstance

of its
south-west monsoon, has long been known to

Arab

Boats arriving thus far, late
navigators.
on their passage, from the Red Sea, which are

apprehensive of encountering the strong gales of
that season, frequently put in there, and remain
for the fair season. As there is neither danger,

nor

difficulty, in

approaching the harbour, which

affords facilities of ingress

ledge of

its

existence

service to vessels
" There is a

on the

and

may

egress, the

know-

hereafter prove of

coast.

small village and date-grove,
the
same
name as the port. The village
bearing
is built at the
gorge of a pass, extending for
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some distance into the interior and being open
only on the sea-side, the atmosphere is very
This tends to
confined, and the heat great.
;

ripen the dates, but its effects are very visible,
in the emaciated forms of the inhabitants. Fresh

abounds here, flowing along in some places
rills
in others it is preserved in holes, about

\V;IKT
in

two

;

be of very good
quality, and the inhabitants permitted us to fill
Unaccusup, without making any demand.
feet deep.

It appears to

tomed to the sight of Europeans, their demeanour
was yet extremely pleasing and inoffensive." *
* Travels in
Arabia, vol.

ii.

pp. 419, 420.
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IV.

THE PEKSIAN GULF AND OMAN,

THE minuteness of detail, with which Pliny
has entered into the topography of the coast of
Arabia, on the eastern side of the peninsula, discloses

an extent of information, which claims for

his delineations, in this quarter, a just precedence

over the more general descriptions of Ptolemy.
Their joint accounts reflect a clear and steady
light along this entire range of coast, the

more

valuable, because, the interior of the country excepted, no part of the peninsula seems less open

to

European

dern science.

known

moThe researches of D'Anville, and

curiosity,

or less

to

enterprize of Chesney, have left, indeed,
nothing to desire, for the elucidation of the

the

geography of these parts, as far as the Shat-ulArab, or mouths of the Euphrates. But, from
the head of the Persian Gulf to its mouth, the
western or Arabian side had lain wrapt in impenetrable obscurity, until the darkness was

broken in upon by the recent survey, made by
order of the Hon. East India Company.
By the
courtesy of the late Captain Horsburgh, though
personally

unknown to him,

I

was favoured, some
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years ago, with the use of the MS. plans and
drawings of the eastern coast of Arabia, to Rasal- Iliad inclusive, as taken
by the Company's
1

that expedition.
By the
aid of these authoritative documents, among other
officers

employed

in

ancient localities brought to light, I have been

enabled to effect one most important restoration,
the true site of Gerra, perhaps the most fa.

.

.

mous emporium

of antiquity

;

which had hitherto

been confounded, by our first modern geographers, with Katijf; but whose ruins I had
the great and unexpected pleasure to discover,
in the East India Company's chart, seated, where
the ancient authorities had placed this city,
at the end of the deep and narrow
bay, at the

all

mouth of which are

situated the islands of Bahrein.

Valuable, however, as this survey is, it has been
necessarily limited to the coast ; leaving us still,

on the accuracy of our
two great ancient authorities, where localities at
all removed from the coast are in
question, to
as formerly, dependent

supply the deficiencies, and correct the errours,
of our modern information.

CHALD.EI.

The arrangement of the

classical

geography

of the Arabian side of the Persian Gulf will be
VOL.

II.

P
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not unappropriately prefaced, by the recovery of
that great Arab name and race, who, under
various disguises and corruptions of their proper
name, have, in all ages, composed its chief inha-

The Chaulothaei of Eratosthenes, the

bitants.

of Festus Avienus, the Chablasii of
Dionysius Periegetes, and the ChavelaBi or Calingii of Pliny, it has been elsewhere shown*, are
Chaulasii

more
famous name, Chaldsei and the Chaldaei are no
other than the Beni Khaled once the founders
of that " Great Babylon," over whose ruins their
only so

many idiomatic

modifications of the

:

;

Bedouin hordes still wander; and, alike in the
days of Pliny and in our own, the paramount
lords or sovereigns of Hagar or Bahrein. From
the Chaldaea of Ptolemy, bordering on the Euphrates, to the Chaldaei of Pliny, at the mouth
of the Persian Gulf, the whole country, in point

of fact, is chequered by the encampments, or
studded with the towns, of the Bedouins and

the settlers of this great and powerful tribe.

Under whatever
appear

Hebrew

disguise, therefore, they may
in the classical geographers, or in the
Scriptures f, the ancient Chaldaei stand

identified
*

Part

f Their

I.

with

the

Beni

Khaled

Arabs,

as

$ 1.

Hebrew

appellation DHKO, is not national ; but, most proSee Castel in voc.
bably, characteristic of their pastoral origin and habits.
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bearers of the same name, and dwellers on the

The

same ground.

Calingii, placed

by Pliny

on ground actually the
Beni Khaled tribe, are by

in the heart of Bahrein,

of

territory

the

" Dominos omnium"
styled
" of the whole land."
" lords of all
people," or

him emphatically

With

this national title,

compare Niebuhr's

ac-

count of the Beni Khaled, the actual sovereigns
of this very soil. " Tout le district appartient a
la tribu Beni Khdled, line des plus puissantes

parmi

les

Arabes

;

laquelle s'etend

si

avant dans

de'sert, qu'elle inquiete souvent les caravanes
entre Bagdad et Hdleb. ... La plus grande partie
de ce pays [Lahsa, Hagar, or Bahrein] est habitee

le

par
f/ui

Bedouins, et par diverses tribus Arabes
reconnaissent la souverainete de la tribu Beni
les

Khaled"

Thus, in whatever parts, or under

whatever denominations, we meet the ancient
Chaldsei, there

we

find, at this day, the stations

of the Beni Khaled.

Does Dionysius carry

his

Chaulasii north, to the distant confines of Syria ?
on the distant confines of Syria, between Bagdad

and Aleppo, their descendants and representatives
the Beni Khaled are still forthcoming.
Does
Pliny transport his Calingii south, to the neighbourhood of the Bahrein islands, and describe

them

as "lords of the whole land?" the Beni

Khaled

are, at once, the chief inhabitants,

p 2

and
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the sovereigns paramount, of the entire province
of Bahrein.

IOLISIT^E.

the Beni Khaled have always composed the
main population of Bahrein, they could not be

As

overlooked by Ptolemy, in his enumeration of
And as they
the tribes on the Persian Gulf.
of
certainly do not occur under any modification
it is only reasonable
denominated
while
to infer, that,
nationally by
denominated
be
territorially
Pliny, they may

their national appellative,

(agreeably to a prevalent usage of the Arabs)
by the Alexandrine geographer. This inference
is well borne out, by Ptolemy's mention of the
as a people of the Persian Gulf: loulisitce
being as near an equivalent as the Greek idiom is
capable of, for Ul Ahsanys, or the inhabitants of
lolisitce,

Ul Ahsah.
In comparing further the people and places
named by these geographers, it will be remembered, that, while

Ptolemy ascends, Pliny

de-

scends the Gulf.

Below the Shat-al-Arab, Pliny notices, 1. the
point at which the mouth of the Euphrates had
issued formerly into the Gulf; 2. the Flumen
3. Promontorium Chaldone
Salsum
and, 4. a
;

;
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GULF AND OMAN.

voraginous tract of fifty
by the river Achana.

Roman

miles, terminated

Nothing can be more

The

exact than these descriptions.

Euphratis ostiumfuit,
the

213

is

locus ubi

d'Anville's ancien

Flumen Sakum,

rEuphrate ;
a narrow salt-water channel,

lit

de

is

Core Boobian,

laid

down, for the

first time, in the East India

Company's chart,
and separating a large low island, off the mouth
of the old bed of the Euphrates, from the main
land the Promontorium Chaldone is the great
;

headland, at the entrance of the bay of Doat al
Kusma from the south, opposite Pheleche island
and the voragini similius quam mari, or u sea
;

broken into gulfs," of

fifty miles,

extending to

Flumen Achana, is that along the coast,
between the above-named cape and the river of
Khadema, a space of precisely fifty Roman miles.
This tract, again, is the Sacer Sinus of Ptolemy,

the

terminating at Cape Zoore.

ABUC^I.
?',

or Abu /<///, are the tribe stationed

mouths of the Euphrates.
Their seats lay along his Sacer Sinus ; and their
chief city was Cor<n<tnis.
Coromnnis answi-to the town of Grane, in the bay of Dooat al
Kusma, and opposite Core Boobian; and tinby Ptolemy nearest to the
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Abukaii, apparently, to the actual occupants of
their seats, the Beni Abdul-Keyss.

The identity of Ptolemy's Sinus Mesanites
with the Phrat Misan of d' Anville, is too obvious
to require remark.
But the coincidence of name
is important, as placing it in our power to point
out two towns, which Ptolemy disposes close to
this

bay

:

namely, Idicara, ... in el Kader, a town
old bed of the Euphrates and

mouth of the

at the

;

an ancient town, now in
ruins, twenty miles south of el Kader, near Core
Boobian.
The agreement between the ancient
Jucara, ... in Dsjahhre,

and modern names and
restorations,

positions, in these

two

is perfect.

Ptolemy's Apphana Insula,
Peluche island, off the Dooat

is

al

Pheleche or

Kuzma

:

the

corruption of al Phe/eche into Apph&n& is easy
and obvious and it is the only island of the
;

Gulf

at this latitude.

Pliny's next distance
dred miles, from his Fl.

Ichara.

is

a desert of one hun-

Achana to the island of
The measurement here is erroneous

the distance

:

is

one hundred and thirty miles

:

but the mention of Ichara (the island below Ras
Char} determines the space of coast described.
The next space of coast, or one hundred Eoman
el

miles,

between Ichara and the Capeus Sinus, or

altogether omitted by Pliny a plain
his information, at this part, was dethat
proof
Katiff, is

:
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The omission is fully supplied by
Ptolemy who, also, names the people inhabiting the preceding tract, mentioned by Pliny as
fective.

;

desert.

LEANIT-fi.

The

Leanita? are disposed

by Ptolemy along
Itamos Portus, or Kadema, to
below his Chersonesus Akra, or Ras-el-Char the
the, coast,

from

his

:

name seems the obvious
or Havileans, after the

province

(still

contraction tfHaulanites,
most ancient name of the

in being), Havilah or Aval.

THEHL
Next

to the LeanitaB

on the south, we

find, in

Ptolemy, the Themi inhabiting his Magorum
x hi us, or " Gulf of the Magi," with its chief
;

town (hence named), and two others. Here we
anchor upon sure ground and are enabled to
fix with the more
certainty the adjoining positions on both sides.
For the ancient Themi,
are the Magian tribe of Beni Temin ; in all ages
;

of Arabian history, inhabitants of the gulf and
city of Magas / a deep bay, with its chief town
<>1

the

K at iff.

Mime name, immediately above the bay of
Their territory, in Ptolemy, extends
p 4
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southward to Thar, ( Tarut, on the Astan river,)
and includes, consequently, el Katiff, which would
appear, hence, to be their third city,
Ptolemy Istriana.

CHATENI.

SINUS CAPEUS.

At

named by

this point, Pliny, again,

becomes our best

guide, both as to information and accuracy.
His Sinus Capeus is at once identified with

Chat or Katiff \>&y, by the mention of
bitants

the

Chateni

"

its

inha-

Sinus

:

Capeus, quern
accolunt Gaulopes et Chateni" That the Chateni
are the citizens of the town of Katiff, (called by
day,) and that Sinus
Capeus (more probably Cafeus) is Katiff bay,
we further ascertain, from Pliny's mention of

the

Arabs Chat

to this

both in connection with the Sinus Gerraicus,

and famous city of Gerra ; which, hitherto confounded with Katiff, it will now be proved lay
next to it on the south.

SINUS GERRAICUS

How

:

OPPIDUM GERRA.

d'Anville

(who here, as usual, is followed
with servility by Gibbon) came to confound
Gerra, the great ancient emporium of the Persian Gulf,

with Katiff,

is

to be

accounted for

only by his avowed, and most unjust depreci-
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which most

distinctly

places the Gerrsei south of the Themi, and of
Thar or Tarut, the last town of the Themi as

we descend

the Gulf, had his authority been
duly respected, would have pointed, for the site
of Gerra, to the deep bay of Bahrein.
But
of the site of Gerra

Pliny's description

is

so

minutely definite, that modern geographers are
with no other excuse, than that arising from

left

ignorance of the true form and depth of the bay
of Bahrein.
From Strabo we learn, that the
city of

Gerra lay at the bottom of a deep bay

the depth of this bay, and
position, are defined by Pliny

its

:

geographical

from the shore,
of the Sinus Gerraicus on
:

or extreme recess,
which the city stood, the Regio Attene (manifestly a peninsular district) projected at a dis-

of 50 Roman miles from the opposite
shore into the Persian Gulf; while the greater

tance

and

lesser

Tylos

(the Bahrein islands) lay
the former at the same

opposite the city,
distance as the extremity of Attene, or fifty
.

.

.

In illustration of the salt-houses of Gerra, noticed by Strabo (1. xvi.
See one of these salt-houses
Mr. Gibbon cites d'Herbclot

p. 11 10.),

:

near Bassora, in d'Herbelot, Bibliot. Orient, p. 6."
In ray edition of
the Bibliotheque, (A la Haye, 1777,) I am unable to verify his reference.

VOL.
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and twelve Roman miles from each

other.

Now,

as applying, either to d'Anville's Sinus

Gerraicus or KatifF bay, or to his bay of Bahrein,
as laid down in his map of the Persian Gulf,

and measurements are wholly
but as applied to the bay of the

Pliny's description

inexplicable

;

Bahrein islands, in its true form, as laid down in
the East India Company's chart from actual
survey, description and measurements are both
For this bay, in its true form, runs
perfect.

north and south, in the shape of a jelly -bag, to
a depth of eighty Roman miles the great island
;

of Bahrein, or Aval island, lying at its mouth,
and the lesser island further in, at precisely the

assigned distance, or twelve Roman miles, from
the nearest promontory of the greater.
At the

inmost recess of the bay

itself are

marked, in the

Company's chart, the extensive ruins of an ancient
city ; and the distance, from the shore on which
these ruins

lie,

or Aval island,
fifty

Roman

to the nearest point of Bahrein
is exactly
Pliny's distance, or

miles.

The

eastern side of the bay,
the peninsula of Aval or

formed by
Khalt, running at exactly the distance of fifty
Roman miles (the breadth of the bay) from the
and thus corresponding most
opposite shore
moreover,

is

;
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accurately with Pliny's Regio Attene, proved, by
denomination alone, to have been not an

its

by its separation from the opposite
to
been a peninsula. Thus all the
have
shore,
circumstances required, in order to the identifi-

island, and,

cation of the site of Gerra, ... a deep bay, with
a ruined city at its extremity, and the two
islands of Tylos or Bahrein at its mouth, at precisely the assigned distance from each other,

and the larger

at precisely the assigned distance

from the town, and,

a peninsular district
or region enclosing the bay, and lying at the asconsigned distance from the opposite shore,
lastly,

.

.

.

cur in the East India Company's chart (from
actual survey) of the bay and islands of Bahrein.
Strabo supplies a distance, in completion of
this verification: namely, one of two hundred
stadia, or twenty-five

Roman

miles,

.

.

.

the dis-

Now this
tance of Gerra from the open sea.
distance tallies exactly with the recovered site of
Gerra:

for,

from the point where the ruins

lie,

in the southern recess of the

bay of Bahrein, to
that where a vessel, leaving the port of Gerra,
would emerge, from the narrow channel in which
the bay terminates, into the open sea, the distance
is exactly that stated by Strabo, two hundred
stadia, or twenty-five miles.

At this distance from

the ruins, the estuary, after widening gradually
*p 6
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from two to near twenty, suddenly expands to a
breadth of fifty miles, or into the sea which embraces the islands of Bahrein.

Strabo's descrip-

tion of the Sinus Gerraicus thus gives, in one
distance, the true, and peculiar form of the bay

of Bahrein.

The

of Gerra, thus irrefragably pointed out
the consenting statements and measurements

by

site

of Pliny, Ptolemy, and Strabo,
to be confirmed from all sides,

is

checked, only
the surround-

by
Thus we recognize Thar, the
last town of the Themi, and Bilana or Pallon,
the first town of the Gerrasi*, in Tdrut and
Hims, (the Pallon of Pliny, otherwise named
localities.

ing

Hims from

ancient inhabitants the Ammonii,)
on opposite sides of the mouth of the Astan
river, in the bay of Bahrein, in precisely the
its

relative positions to each other and to Gerra, in
which they stand in Ptolemy.
Katara, again,
in
him
the
same
and nearly
latitude,
placed by
in the same longitude, with Gerra, is obviously
the same with Katura, laid down, in the East
India Company's chart, on the eastern side of
*

Tlie Gerraeans were celebrated,

And

spices.

the

name of a

tarius

:

aromata

a

^

solent.

the

memory

locality of Bahrein,
>lt>

by the

ancients, for their trade in

of the Indian spice-trade
^j;,

\,

Castello maritime in

Gi. ap. Gol.

B

i.

q.

is

A. U_i*-

still

,

preserved, in

Altaron, aroma-

hrein, quo ex India deferri
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the peninsula of Khalt or Huale, (Pliny's Regio
Attene, which encloses the Sinus Gerraicus on

the east*,) and in the same position, as to longitude and latitude, with the ruins at the southern

extremity of Bahrein Bay,

Ptolemy bears to

the Katara of

as

his Gerra.

His Atta

in Khalt, a
lastly, finds its representative

vicus,

town

north of Katura, on the same coast.
Pliny, going over the same ground, after describing the Sinus Gerraicus, with its two islands,
the greater and lesser Tylos, proceeds to descend

the Persian Gulf; beginning from the island of
Asgilia, (the Arathos of Ptolemy, and Asclie or

Ardd

of the

modern Arabs,)

at the northern ex-

tremity of his Regio Attene, or the peninsula of
Khalt.
As the coast, hereabouts, is confessed

by D'Anville to be nearly unknown, the notices
of Pliny become the more valuable.
They are
\\ and brief:
comprizing the following names of
t(

or inhabitants:

NOCHETI, ZURACHI, BORGODI, CATARJEI, NOMAD

1

-.

The term Nocheti (from the Arabic Nochnt
denotes either mankind generally, or a particular
)

*
vi.

Regio Attene.]
7.,

not.

1.

ultra

Nomen

Gerrtcoi,

habet ab'ATra

rtrtut

KW/XTJ,

Rubrvm Mare.

cujus meininit Ptolem.
Plin. vL 39.

Hard. ap.
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Their name consequently (if
tribe or race.
hence derived) does not enable us to determine
the site of this people.
Another, and more probable derivation, is from the Arabic Nachat ;
the name of a dwarf and deformed breed of
sheep, peculiar to Bahrein, used by the Bahrein
Arabs as a term of contempt.* The Nocheti of
Pliny may have been either the shepherds of this
peculiar breed, or a tribe nicknamed after them.

But

either supposition leaves their site undeter-

mined, further than fixing it, where Pliny cerThe
tainly fixes his Nocheti, within Bahrein.

adjustment of the other names

is

clear

and

easy.

The Catarcei are unquestionably the inhabitants
of Catura.
Their neighbours, the Borgodi, we
place with confidence at Godo (the Kadara
of Ptolemy), the next known station south of
The Zurachi are clearly the natives
Catura.

may

of Sarcoa or Zar, or Pliny's Flumen Canis, or
the Zar river.
Here, again, we are sure of our

ground: the Flumen Cynos or Canis,

alike

by

name and

position, being demonstratively identical with the only river of this coast, the Zar

or Lar (the Arabic name for a dog) ; which
falls into the Gulf at the bend of the coast north-

wards, as it ascends to Cape Mussendom.
Of the towns named by Ptolemy, along the
* Golius in voc.
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may be

pro-

Atta Vicus, Katara,
Sarcoa
Atta
Civitas.
Sata, Masthala, Cabana,
Vicus and Katara have been already identified
in existence

:

with Khalt and Catura.

And

their positions
enable us to decypher the remaining four, in the

modern topography of

this vicinage,

with every

Sata is the seat of
probability of correctness.
the Beni As ; a small tribe occupying, at this
day, the angle of the Persian Gulf on which

Ptolemy has placed Sata.
calat ; a town lying to the

Masthala
east of the

is

Mas-

Beni As,
Ca-

as Ptolemy's Masthala lies east of his Sata.

further east, and
the next station (like Ptolemy's Cabana) to the
Zar or Lar river. Indeed, the sea-ports, in this

bana

is

Calba

;

a sea-port

still

quarter, are so thinly sprinkled, that coincidence

name becomes demonstration of identity.
From the point at which we have now arrived,

of

to the south-eastern extremity of the Arabian
peninsula, or along the entire circuit of coast

between the Zar river and Ras-al-Hhad, the
Alexandrine geographer, it is singular to remark,
notices

and

two

sea-ports only,
His
Cryptos Porfus.

Ramah

Rhegama
Rhegama

Civitas *,
Civitas, is

or H/ttnns, the last port of the Persian

Gulf next Cape Mussendom.
*

The

seat of his

But

Narita or Anaritte.

his Cryptos
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when taken

in connection with the

II.

Ami-

thoscuta of Pliny, suggests and establishes (as
will hereafter appear) the most important verification

on

side of

this

Arabia

;

since

it

re-

moves, altogether, the ground of that hasty
inference of d'Anville and others, which (resting

on similarity of name) would confound
Ptolemy's Moscha Portus with Muscat; and, by
necessary consequence, his Syagros Extrema with
solely

his

Corodamum Promontorium,

... or

Cape Far-

task with Eas-al-Hhad.

Where Ptolemy is most
happens, Pliny

is

most

defective, it fortunately

full.

From Cape Mus-

sendom, especially, to Ras-al-Hhad, the scantiness of detail in the former geographer, is more
than compensated by its abundance in the latter.
Pliny, therefore, we must again turn as our
chief guide carefully availing ourselves, at the
same time, of the strong lights thrown, from

To

;

time to time, on his statements, by his fellowlabourer.

what it is sufficient to
state, that Pliny's Naumachceorum Promontorium, opposite Carmania, (evidently so named,
It is needless to prove,

although the name has passed unnoticed by
his annotators,

all

from the ferocious races of pirates,

who have always

infested the

the Persian Gulf,)

is

narrow entrance of

Cape Mussendom, the Por-
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The
tuguese corruption of the classical name.
breadth of the strait, (fifty Roman miles),
is

for

exaggerated;

barely thirty miles

is

it

across.

Cape Mussendom, again, is Ptolemy's
Asaborum Promontorium and his Macce, a tribe
;

adjoining it, a palpable contraction of the NauThis tribe we recover in the
machcei of Pliny.

Jowaser Arabs, the most famous pirates of the
The neck of land terminating in
Persian Gulf.
Cape Mussendom, named by the Arabs Avdl, is
divided by a chain of mountains ending at the

These are the Monies

cape.

Eblitcei of Pliny,

or "the Mountains of Aval"

The

opposite sides
of this range (iheMelanes Monies Asaborum* of
*

Ptolemy's nomenclature,

I.ieut.

here, receives

curious elucidation from

Sketch of the Entrance of the Persian Gulf."

Whitolock's

The

mountains of Lima, it hence appears, are most appropriately denominated
" tin- Mountains of the Asabi
;" since the primitive race who inhabit the
peninsula to Cape Mussendom, are Troglodytes, dwelling, as their forefathers did, in natural excavations, or caverns, on the summits and sides

of those mountains.

26

13' N., longitude

vicinity [of

"

Khasab

56

Asabf] bay (the fort in latitude
the only one of these inlets, in the
which differs sufficiently from the others to
[qu.

20' E.)

Has Musandam],

is

merit a separate notice.
The isolated condition of 4he inhabitants of
these hills and coves has rendered them remarkable for their primitive
.

state

.

.

of ignorance and poverty; which

is,

however, compensated, in a

great measure, by their love of home, and general contentment.
They
are principally found residing in the little sandy bays situated at the ex-

treme end of the
tew palm-trees
.

.

.

:

inlets, living in

they subsist on

small stone huts, and surrounded by a

barley-cakes, goafs milk, and dates.
a eorrupt jargon certainly, and difficult to be un.Irulis; but I do not believe that they have a distinct
fish,

They speak Arabic,

derstood even

hi/

when Mr. \\Yllsted put the question to the Imam of
Maskat, he decidedly said they had not that he had seen a few of them

language.

For,

:
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Ptolemy) are peopled, the western coast, by
Pliny, with the Maranitce or Ramanitce, (the
people of Ramah, Rhegama, or Rhums,) the
eastern coast, by Ptolemy, with the Asabi, who
the mountains after their

call

own name.

This

name is still preserved in that of Sabee, a town
and district close to Cape Mussendom. In this
neighbourhood, on the side of the Persian Gulf,
Pliny makes mention of the Chaldcei : his

Beni Khaled, at
Rhums. In the same quarter, his BatraSabbes, atown of the Omanites,\$ the above-named
Chaldaei are a settlement of the

or near

Sabee.
at

Maskat

native
is

Among
;

hills,

the islands which he disposes off

but he believed it was very seldom that they ever
they were a singular, but a poor and inoffensive

and

impossible to say what their numbers

different seasons,

of the

hills.

At

may

be, as they shift

left their

race.

It

about at

and sometimes quit their valleys, and live on the summit
a place called Limah, we found them residing in natural

excavations, on the side of a steep hill, the front part only being partially built
The caverns
up with loose stones. It had a most singular appearance.

were in ranges one above the other ; the children were usually seen tied
with cords, to prevent them tumbling down the precipices." (Journal of
the Roy. Geog. Soc. vol. viii. pp. 183, 184.)
The surveying officers
found this singular race harmless and hospitable, though grossly ignorant,

and dull almost to

from the surrounding

idiotcy.

Themselves evidently of

distinct origin

they appear to have a small colony on the
" We found it inin the island of Larek

tribes,

opposite side of the strait,
habited by a few fishermen, who, to the number of about 10O, reside in
wretched huts, within the walls of an extensive fort.
They live together
:

as

one family, and are a poor and insulated

blance to the tribe

whom
course.

(and

race, bearing

some resem-

who

reside in the vicinity of Ras Musandam, with
in this they are singular)
they maintain a friendly inter-

They have a

great aversion to mixing with their neighbours,
town of Kishm, though only six miles distant."
Ib. ut supra, p. 182.

and rarely ever

visit the
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one only retains its ancient name,
which
;
re-appears in the shape of a Mussulman saint,
Sheck Sure or Surdi island, fifty
miles N.E. from the mouth of the Zar river.
this

coast,

Isura

.

.

.

The recovery of Isura brings with
^

and

its

adjoining islet, in

it

that of

which were

rn/itmns, with inscriptions in unknown
rim meters.*
For Pliny connects these two

with Isura; and they, accordingly, lie
together, at the distance of five miles from Sheck
islands

Sure, E. N. E., in the East

India Company's

and are the only islands in its neighbourhood. Omoenus, Etaxalos, and Onchobricae, three
islands previously mentioned by Pliny, are, probably, Bumose and the two Tunmbs; but we
have no data for distributing the names.
The same observation applies to the ports,
Marhorbse and Gobcea, who.-e only representatives would seem to be Rhums, and Cuscan at
he point of Cape Mussendom. But, on doubling
chart,

i

this cape,
Pliny's lights

open upon

us, in

tli'u

k

and with continually increasing

clear-

ness, unveiling the entire eastern coast of

Oman

succession,

Isura, Rhinnea, et proxima, in
incognitis

(Pliny,

vi.

:i'J.

)

qua

Were one

a boat to examine the smaller of the

scriptce sttnt ttelte lapidecc, litcrit

of our cruisers directed to send

two

islets

adjoining Sheik Sure,

the inscriptions mentioned by Pliny may very probably be found.
If
in the same characters with those discoveied in Hadramaut and Yemen,

the date of those characters would thus be traced to a very remote antiquity.

Q 2
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point, outside
is his Dabanegoris regio : this

to the Indian Ocean.

Cape Mussendom,
is,

evidently,

Doha

of the cape.
in

(literally,

His

II.

first

or Dobba, one degree south

Mom

His next

is

Arabic,

" the

Orsa

cum

transverse

portu

mounfrom

tain"): its position is effectually determined
the East India Company's chart ; where, about

south of Daba, a great
mountain, at right angles with the mountains
of Lima, runs light down to the sea, while at
a third of a

its

base

lies

degree

the port of Chorfakan.

Pliny's
Tricoryphos, which comes immediately
after, is a probable corruption of Chorfakan,
The parlike Coromanis from Chorboobian.

Mom

ticular

out.*
*

mountain intended

am

unable to point
Next to Mons Orsa, he places the Sinus
I

Abulfeda, however, supplies light, which may lead to its discovery ;
be little doubt that the mountain named by him Al Dordour,

for there can

or " the three-topped mountain," and described as situated in the Indian
ocean, near the mouth of the Persian Gulf, is the same with Mons Tri" three-headed mountain " of
According to Abulcoryphos, or
Pliny.
The
feda, its tops alone rise above the sea, the base being under water.
original description is so curious and minute, that I shall give it for the
better guidance of navigators on this coast, who may be induced to com-

plete the restoration.

From

the text of Abulfeda, I

am

unable to deter-

mine whether Al Dordour should be sought on the Arabian,
Persian, side of the sea of

,

~

\*S

_/

.>>,

^

Uli
J-LcJl

or on the

Oman.

.+~
_/

,>

JU.J
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bay of Madeha ; the next
south of the mountain just described,
this is the

:

and of its port Chorfakan. The regio Cardalena
would seem to be Nahel ; at least, no nearer
The
representative, in name and site, offers.
insuke Solanidtp must be, for there are no others,
It is, apparently, these
of Sohar.
which
islands,
Pliny, presently after, discriminates specifically by their names.* Littus Hnm-

the

isles

niceum, ubi auri metalla

mseum

Pliny's Littus

:

Ham-

have elsewhere proved) is the strand
or shore of Maham, between the towns of Sohar

and

(as I

I

Sib.

had fixed

the coincidence of

it

name

at

Maham, guided by

alone, before

aware of

the decisive passage of Niebuhr, which converts

etymological probability into physical demon
st ration
the town of Maham being seated on the
-

;

o/i/t/

of

strand which breaks the precipitous coast

Oman.

Here, then,

we

cast anchor, as in

;i

sure port, whence to survey, and adjust by comparison with the modern, the classical localities

on both

sides.

The flumina, Tlunmtr. Annmn,
Oman, which enclose
mouths (an interval of fifty miles)

are the rivers of Sib and

between their

Abulfed. Descript. Mar. Pers. p. 69. ap. Hudson, torn.
See p. 229.
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the level strand of

Maham.

The

insulce, Pteros,

Coboris, Sambracate, correspond in
and the last of the four at least in

Labatanis,

number,
name, with the Sohar isles, as laid down in the
East India Company's chart. These isles lie under
the Libanotophoros, or region of incense and
two of them plainly, Labatanis and Sambracate,
bore names connected with the incense trade. Of
;

Sambracate, Pliny remarks, that it lay
opposite a town on the continent, bearing the
This remark identifies it with
same name.*
the

last,

Burka, the

last of the

Sohar islands, and opposite

Burka on the coast. The change of
Sambracate into Burka is one of the most familiar of Arabic contractions.
This port it was
the town of

which gave name to the Myrrha Sembracena, so
famous among the ancients and thus noticed
and derived by Pliny
Quinta, Sembracena, a
civitate regni Sabceorum mari proxima."\ Accord;

.

ingly,

Sambracate

is

.

.

mentioned by him in juxta-

A

little above
position with the Scenitce Sabcei.
the Sohar isles, the sea-port of L/ua answers, apparently, to his Portus Leupas and, some way
;

below them, the river Masora, or Moiesur, certainly corresponds with his flumen Mysecros.

At
*

this part of the

coast,

two names occur in

Sambracate, et oppidum eodem nomine in continent!.
f Lib. xii.

Lib.

vi.

32.
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conjunction in Pliny, and recur in conjunction
geography of Oman, which happily

in the actual

unite in conducting us to that restoration, which
have spoken of as the most important on this

I

side of Arabia.

(in his

The Sabsean emporium

day the central

point,

on

of Acilla

this coast, of

Indian navigation *) is placed by Pliny in juxtaBut the
position with the regio Amithoscuta.

name

of Acilla answers to

Al

Ceti,

and that of

Amithoscuta to Al Muscat, neighbouring seaports of Oman, between the Moiesur and Sib
rivers, parted from each other by the narrow

two and three

interval of only between

miles.

This double coincidence decides the identity of
Amithoscuta with Muscat which has long super;

seded Al Ceti, as the mart of Indian commerce.
But however decisive this proof, it does not
stand alone.

Ptolemy's coast of

Oman

contains

but a single sea-port, his Cryptus portus (" the
hidden harbour").
The name is clearly descriptive,

and

it is

for this port
* "

descriptive exclusively of
is

Emporium eorum

Nat. Hist.

:

"

ex quo in Indiani navigatur.
the Acilla of Pliny, and the Moscha of
Arrian, were alike emporiums of the Indian trade, it

HI), vi.

Ptolemy and

Muscat

represented, by the latest au-

32.

Acilla,

.

.

.

As

follows they could hardly be adjoining ports, on the same coast of Oman.
This consideration aloiK- is docisi\ e against the identity of Moscha por-

tus with Muscat.

cay of Acilla.
i.

15.

Muscat must

first

have risen into notice after the de-

It existed centuries before

Mahomet.

See Wellsted,
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from the sea by the

so shut out

thorities, as

II.

rocks which encompass
first sight of the entrance

this noble harbour, that

the

is

obtained, only on

the actual approach of the vessel in front of the

This cryptic port

basin before the town.*

described

by Mebuhr

:

ville la plus considerable

aux

coniiue

23

is

"

L^~~C, Maskat,
de V Oman, et la plus

Europeens.

37' de latitude, et

well

est la

Elle

est

situee

qui a environ 900 pas geometriques

golfe,

au

au bout meridional d'un
de

long, sur 400 de large a 1'Est, comme a 1'Ouest,
il est borde* de rochers
escarpes, dans 1' enceinte
desquels les plus grandes vaisseaux sont a 1'abri
:

de tous
port

il

forts,

les vents.

y a quelques

dont

Aux deux

c6tes de ce

beau

batteries, et quelques petits

les plus considerables, et les meilleurs,

sont ceux de

Merdni

et

de

Jeldli, assis

aux deux

cotes de la ville sur des rochers hauts et escarpes,
et propres a la defendre du cote de la mer.
Par
* "

On the 8th of July we entered the cove of Muscat, This singular
harbour, the best, and almost only one, on this part of the Arabian coast, is
formed, on the south-eastward, by the Muscat Island, a ridge of rocks
from 200 to 300 feet high, which is separated from the main land by a
narrow channel, capable of admitting small boats and on the other, or
north-western side, by a ridge of mountains that project into the sea.
The cove, from its entrance to the interior extremity, is about a mile
;

deep, running to the south by west, and about half that space in breadth
it is open to the north and north-west, but sheltered from all other winds.

:

The anchorage
trance is so

little

is

good throughout, and there are no dangers

;

but the en-

conspicuous, that a stranger, unacquainted with the black

rocks that surround

it,

would scarcely

Fraser's Khorasan, pp. 5, 6.

ed. 4to.

detect

it,

on arriving from sea."
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ne couvrent pas la

est enferme'e d'une inuraille.

Derriere

cette muraille s'ouvre line assez

grande plaine,
rochers, qui n'ont que trois
Thus answering by name to

des

termine'e par

issues e*troites."

Tmy's nomenclature, and by nature to Ptolemy's
description, we see united, in Muscat, the Amitlinscuta of the one, with the Cryptos portus of
1

th<-

other.*

By

this

one restoration, D'Anville's

divain (which, on the sole strength of similarity
of name, in the face of all the counter-evidences
* The
singular circumstance, that Cryptus portus, or Muscat, is the
only harbour noticed by Ptolemy on the whole coast of Oman, becomes
easily accounted for, when we find this port, if not the only one, certainly

The harbourless character of the coast north
the only one worth notice.
" The
of Muscat is thus described by Lieut. Wellsted
anchorage at
:

Burka

is

breezes.

an open roadstead, affording no protection against the prevailing
The same remark applies to nearly every town on the coast and
,

they have, in consequence, but few bagalas of any burthen trading along
Merchandize is brought from, or conveyed to, Muscat in small boats,
it.
Vessels of this size, upon the apof from thirty to fifty tons burthen.
proach of bad weather, are hauled upon shore, beyond the action of the
" From Maskat to
sea, with little difficulty."
Schinas, the coast of
.

Oman

.

.

.

remarkably destitute of harbours; the only shelter the whole
line affords being some narrow salt-water creeks, or khores, as they are
is

by the Arabs, which have only a sufficient depth of water to admit
two feet draught. The inhabitants, in consequence, possess
few boats of larger size than can be accommodated within them, or hauled
styled

vessels of

upon the beach
most commonly

which, upon the appearance of a -north-wester, they
In the date season, they follow the same plan,
until they are freighted, ami again launched for the purpose of proceeding
But the communication with the several ports
to their destination.
;

do.

sec ins more general by land than by water."
(Travels in Arabia, vol. i.
After tlu-.se descriptions of the coast, it is impossible
pp. 184. and 233.)
to mistake the reason of Ptolemy's omissions
he confines his notice to
:

the single port of

Oman

worth mentioning.
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accumulated by Vincent, would confound Moscha
with Muscat, and the Syagrian promontory with
Has al Hhad) is dissolved into thin air
the
;

natural and proper
order and justice, however late, is done to the
two great ancients, whom it has been so long

southern coast resumes

its

;

the fashion with modern science to depreciate

and explode.
It

remains only to collect the few scattered

which Ptolemy and Pliny together throw
upon the remainder of the eastern coast, and
upon the more inland towns and tribes of the
rays,

maritime province of Oman.*
Our first step
will illustrate the correctness with which Pliny's

Amithoscuta has been identified with Muscat.
His next port, after Acilla and Amithoscuta,

Damnia

;

is

after Muscat and Al
modern geography of this coast, is
The identification of classical with

and the next,

Ceti, in the

Dogma.
modern

geography, at any given point, can
scarcely be carried higher, than by this triple
coincidence of names and

The proof

sites.

that

are here in their right
places, becomes, if possible, still more clear, as
we go on from these towns to the tribes adjoin -

the localities of Pliny

*

Mr. Fraser agrees with Ptolemy,

in

p. 11.

Oman extend westward,
See Travels in Khorasan,

making

as far as the island of Serapis or Mazeira.
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to Damnia, Pliny disposes the Mizi
The Mizi answer to the people

and Drimati.

Masora ; the Drimati to the inhabitants of
Bunder Djurahm two sea-ports marked, in the

of

:

East India Company's chart, at opposite sides of

Has

al

Hhad.

One

existing
at the

Kuriat,
unnoticed

sea-port

only,

on this

mouth of the Moiesur

by Pliny or Ptolemy

:

its

coast,

river, is

antiquity,

however, appears undoubted for it is mentioned
by Stephanus under the name of Kurtaia, as a
city on the coast of the Erythraean sea, to which
;

Artaxerxes

banished

the

satrap Megabizus.*
of Kurtaia, opposite Persia, thus unites
with the name, to establish its identity with

The

site

Kuriat.

In the Didymi monies and Abissagi of Ptolemy,
a port and mountain-range on his southern
coast of

Oman, we

and Basag of Pliny

trace the
:

Eodanda

descrfu

in other words, the port of

the Gulf of Bassas^, with the Palheiros mountains behind it.
These localities are connected
*

KvpraTa,

Mfydvov.

ir6\is (v rfj "EpvOpa &a\d<rffri t cis

Stcph. in voc.

Al Bassos
the gulf and port of Bassas
the arIt is clear, from his description
being incorporated with the name.
of their position and products, that the Abaseni of Stephanus {Al Baseni),
f Abitsa is simply

ticle

who lay east of Hadramaut, and whose territory produced myrrh and
frankincense, were the inhabitants of Abissa, which joins the Libanoto" Mrrek rbvf
phorus, AScuryvol, $6vos 'Apa6ias' Qvpdvios Iv ApaiKaavrpir<i>"
'"

tol

ird\tv
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with a people, and with events, which transport
us, from the days of the Greeks and Komans, to

our own country and times. The Bliulcei, a
people of southern Arabia, are placed by Ptolemy
Their name
in conjunction with his Omanitce.

and their position determine, beyond all doubt,
the identity of the Bliulcei with the Beni BooAllee Arabs; a race of pirates, whose sea-port
lies, apparently, on the Gulf of Bassas, and their
strong-hold in the Palheiros mountains behind

it

;

and whose ferocious bravery will long be memorable
in the annals of our Indian empire, for the annihilation of one considerable British force, and the

desperate resistance which

opposed to a second,

it

and overwhelming expedition. How little could
Ptolemy or Pliny have foreseen, when they desribed these wild localities, that Britain, the remotest province of the West, become in her
turn " the first of the nations," should one day

summon

her armies from conquered India, from
realms where the Roman eagles never flew, to

land at Tsor, and level with the dust of their
deserts the mountain fastness of the Bliulaei
!

ff/j.vpvrjv <epei,

"

yecapyovffi Se

in voc. )

This

/cctl

ocrffov,

Kal

& v /A

i

a fj. a,

/col Troptpoprjv TTOITJV etweAoji/

is

little

indigo,

:

We

growing among the

Sana'a, ap. Journal of

fig,

"

KspiraQov.

Uranius adds,

at/ian Tvptov KoxAiew."

(Steph.

Is indigo still cultivated in

clearly the indigo plant.

the neighbourhood of the Gulf of Bassas
"
found the
at Dorah

Yemen,

/cat

?

Mr. Cruttenden found it in
and a
Journey from Mokha to

plantain, orange, citron,

coffee."

Royal Geographical Society,

vol. viii.

p. 278.
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under the mountains of

the Asabi, Ptolemy disposes the Kottabani these
(we have elsewhere seen*) are the Beni Kahtan
:

Arabs, whose Bedouin encampments extend to
The name and site of
the mountains of Oman.

one of their towns, Ptolemy's vicus Jerachum,
on his Lar flumus, are perfectly preserved in

town of Oman, on the Z<ir
In the same neighbourhood, Ptolemy

Djtir or Osjan, a
river.

supplies the following materials for further restorations
Rhabana Regia answers well, in
:

.

.

.

name and
Gabbi ;

position, to Gabrin ; Chabuata to
and Appa to Afi or Ophor. On the

other, or southern side of the mountains, Pliny's

Fons Dora and people of the Darrce, we naturally refer to the town of Dahra and its inhathe opposite direction, towards
Cape Mussendom, his Glari seems not an improbable contraction for the people of Dsjulfur.

bitants; as,

The
alike

in

very imperfect acquaintance betrayed,

by ancient and modern

authorities,

^vitli

the inland parts of Omanf, has induced me to
include what scanty information we possess on
this head, within the present section, as too
slight for separate examination.
* Vol.

i.

ii.

f Parts of the interior were visited by the late Lieutenant Wellsti-d
but owing to tin- \vr\ \\-\\- localities noticed by the ancients, there is
little light to be gained from his
topography of the country.
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V.

INLAND DISTRICTS.
IN their geography of the interior, the ancients
have not failed to distinguish the names, and
define the relative positions, of the various tribes

who

inhabited the borders, or wandered over the
With rare exwastes, of the Desert Arabia.
ceptions,

however,

their

descriptions

in

this

" the
quarter are too general, and the limits of
"
mingled people that dwell in the wilderness too

vague and uncertain,

for our guidance in the ex-

from the modern
geography of these parts. Thus we learn from
Ptolemy, that the tracts lying from north to south,
along the Euphrates and Babylonia, were tenanted
act verification of the classical,

by the Cauchabeni, the JEsitae, the Marteni,
Masani, and Orcheni those on the opposite side,
;

bordering on Syria, by the Catanii and Batansei
the central desert, by the Agraei and the inland
;

;

parts, adjoining the mountain-frontier of

Arabia

His deFelix, by the Agubeni and Raabeni.
scription, however, rather indicates the direction,
than defines the positions, of these several tribes.
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Of

the denominations themselves, some, as the
^Esitae and Batanaei, are evidently territorial

;

others, as the Cauchabeni

" sons of the

stars,"

(Beni Cauchab,

or

the astronomers of the

Chaldean border) are characteristic

;

der, apparently, are patronymics.

Among

the remainthese

we can have no difficulty in recognizing the
Katanii and Agrsei of Ptolemy, in the Bedouin
Kahtanys and Hagarenes; the former of whom,

last,

we

are informed

by Burckhardt*, range the
northern desert, at the present day, from Basra

Hauran and Aleppo.
Their inland position, on the frontier of Arabia
Felix and in the neighbourhood of Thauba,

to the neighbourhood of the

would appear to

" Beni
Agubeni, or
Daib, the only settled

fix the

Ayflb," at or near O
habitation of man in the central desert.

The

denominations of Nebi Ayub, a town on the
Euphrates, and of Djebel Ayub, a mountain of

would further indicate, as has been
elsewhere observed, the more wide diffusion of
the Ilrdjax,

the

name and

hurdt

is

It is

race.

But a Niebuhr, or a Burck-

wanting to restore them.

not until

we approach

the frontier of the

or the mountain range
which stretches across the neck of the peninsula.
ancient Arabia Felix,

that the evidence of

names and

localities

Notes on Bedouins and Wahabees,

p.

217.

becomes
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positions of
are, henceforward, often checked,
fully available.

determined,

by

cross

lines,

towns or

II.

tribes

and sometimes
drawn from the

Arabian or the Persian Gulf.

In adjusting the
of
a
inhabited
topography
country
by a more
dense and settled population, the more known
places or people throw light upon the less known
while the researches of the closet are now con;

tinually corrected, or confirmed, by the personal
observation, or the exact inquiries on the spot,

of European science.

SCENITJE.

In entering on his delineation of the Happy
Arabia, Ptolemy pauses only to describe and dismiss in one word, under the common denomi-

nation of Scenites, those nomadic tribes bordering
its mountains on the north, who in
every age of
the world have pitched their tents, and pastured
their flocks and herds, alternately, in the sands
of the Al Dana, or in the valleys of Nedjid.
Among other hordes of the northern desert, I

would observe

mon name,

in passing, that,

under

this

com-

seems merged the great Bedouin tribe
of Aeneze, which, both in site and habits, falls
peculiarly under Ptolemy's description.
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SAKACENI, OB ZAMARENI.

Next

to the Scenitae

on the south, the Alex-

andrine geographer disposes the Saraceni ; a name
and race described by Marcian as extending
across the neck of the peninsula, from gulf to

As they stand thus

placed in contrast
"
with the
dwellers in tents," the Saraceni of
must
be a people with fixed abodes.
Ptolemy

gulf.

Now

the

inland, next to the great
are the powerful tribe of

first settlers

northern

desert,

Beni Shammar,

inhabiting the mountain

dis-

In this
Djebal and Belad Shammar.
formidable race, (whose Bedouin encampments
tricts of

still,

as of old, extend to the Euphrates,) while,

their geographical position, we are thus
enabled to recover the Saraceni of Ptolemy and

by

Marcian,

.

.

.

by the evidence of names we are

conducted to the further restoration of the Za-

That the Zamareni of Pliny
and the Shamarys, or Beni Shammar of Burckhardt, are the same Arab tribe, might be rested
on the coincidence of name alone, had not the
iHftrt'tii

of Pliny.

Koman

geographer happily supplied local landmarks to complete the verification.
The Zainarcni, Pliny informs us, possessed three chief

towns, Saiace, Scfuifafr, and Bacas~Cli<nniri.
leaders conversant with the changes of nomenVOL.

II.

R
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clature in the flexible idioms of the East, will
easily recognize these classical names, in those
of three towns of the Djebal and Belad Shammar viz. Saiace, in Sekiale or Saiah, Scantate^
;

in Kin,

and Bacas- Chamiri, in Sbica, or Sbica

Shamary.
In their respective inland surveys of the peninsula

and

may

be well here to notice once for

its

inhabitants,

Ptolemy and Pliny,

it

all, pursue
very different methods: while the former pre-

serves the

same exact order and connection, so

observable in his geography of the coasts, the
his objects somewhat
to
rules
of connection in
arbitrarily, according
latter appears

his

to

own mind, and

group

rather with reference to the

relations of longitude or latitude, than with strict
example in
regard to their juxta-position.

An

point presents itself, at the parts we have now
arrived at.
From the Zamareni, or Djebal Sham-

mar, Pliny carries his eye westward, along the
same parallel of latitude, into Arabia Petrsea, and
the district of the Autei, to Ebode, the seat of
the Helmodenes, and to Emischabales, that of
That we are upon sure ground
the Agacturi.
in these verifications, will appear

from the joint

evidences of Ptolemy, and of the actual geography
For the Autei of Pliny are, very
of these parts.
plainly, the

Beni Atye of Burckhardt the actual
;
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inhabitants, at this day, of

or the desert of

Ptolemy 's Munichia&>,
and
Immeits vicinity.
Tyh

diately north of this region, again, the occurrence, in Ptolemy, of the town of Eboda, de-

Pliny's Ebode : while,
north-west of Eboda, there is no mistaking the

termines

the

identity of his

site

of

Fons Emischabales, the

seat of the

"
Agacturi, (which he erroneously renders
opl)idiini Camelorum") with the Om-el~Gemal of
" The Fountain of the
Burckhardt, literally,
" Camels' Well
;" a town and waterCamels," or
ing-station still in being, in the direction of the
ancient Ituraa, or Djedour.
From these detached specimens and guarantees

of Pliny's general correctness, we may return,
with increased confidence, to more central and

important verifications.

NABAT^I AND THIMANEI.
In our survey of the Arabian coasts, we have
already noticed the two great tribes, of the
Xalmtheans, and the Thimanei, Themi, or Beni

Temyn,

in their primitive

and proper

opposite sides of the peninsula
the Arabian, the

latter,

on the Persian Gulf.

But Pliny bespeaks attention
R 2

;

seats, at

the former on

to

their

inland
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settlements,

by

his remarkable statement, that

the most ancient authorities placed these widelyparted nations in juxtaposition with each other.*

This juxta-position plainly implies their meeting,
in the progress of settlement, at some central

The point of

point.

junction, if

capable of
to throw im-

still

being ascertained, can hardly fail
portant light on the classical geography of the
interior.

Now it fortunately happens that the incidental
statement of Pliny is fully borne out, by the
independent authorities of Ptolemy, of Strabo,
and of Abulfeda.
1.

Ptolemy informs

us, that the

Nabatheans

extended, in an eastern direction, to the western
famous Zames Mons, or Mount Za-

foot of the

metas.f And, whatever difficulties may stand in
the way as to determining its precise position,
there cannot be a question, that the Mount

Zametas of the ancients was a mountain of the
interior, and should be sought for among the
mountains of Nedjd.
Strabo, in his account of the expedition of
JElius Gallus, corroborates (as will appear in my
2.

notice of that expedition) the statements of both
* Nabataeis Thimaneos
vi. 32.
junxerunt veteres.
rbv Zd^rav rb opos, airb p.lv Svarews avrov,
7rop

f Efro
vi. 7.
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Pliny and Ptolemy, as to the inland settlements
of the Nabatheans ; since Aretas, the friend and
ally of the Romans, the seat of whose rule will

be shown to have lain in Kasym, was himself,
the

according to Strabo,

kinsman of Obodas,

and, consequently, a Nabathean.
3. As the Nabataei and Thimanei met, somewhere, at a central point, and as the former

people certainly reached to the western foot of
Mount Zames, ... it is clear that, if the settle-

ments of the

be shown to terminate on

latter can

an inland mountain range, that mountain range
must be the Zames Mons of the ancients. That
the settlements of the Thimanei, in point of fact,
did so terminate, stands attested by the unquestionable authority of Abulfeda ; who, in his Arabian geography, distinguishes the town of Ramah

(the Marata of Ptolemy), seated on the lofty
range north of Derayeh, near its western extremity, as the last town of the Beni Temyn.*
In the mountains of Ramah or Sumama, in the

heart of Nedjd, we thus apparently recover, at
once, the true point of junction of the Nabatsei

and Thimanei, and (a desideratum of the highest
value for the adjustment of the classical geography of the
ancient

interior) the true position of the

Mount Zametas.

Descript. Arab. pp. 11,

1'J.

^
R

++AJ

3

JL
N

j~\

^j

...

*

<U^,
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the latter inference be correct, it will
be borne out by our further success, in the re-

But,

if

covery, in

this

neighbourhood, of the several

people and places, which are disposed, by Ptolemy,
in the immediate neighbourhood of Mount ZaThe more closely the case is tried by
metas.
this test, the

more strongly

will the proof

be

established.

MAS^MANES.

named by Ptolemy, is
by him
in connection with his Zames Mons, at the foot
of which range he describes them as seated.
The
The Arab

the

first

tribe thus

of the several tribes mentioned

answers most exactly, both as to
name and position, to the Beni Saman or Shaman,
description

a strong tribe of Nedjd, inhabiting the country
immediately north of the mountains of Sumama.

This warlike people is noticed by Burckhardt,
as, in conjunction with the Aenezes, fiercely disputing, with the Meteyr and Beni Kahtan Arabs,
the exclusive right of pasturage in Nedjd.* As

we proceed

to adjust, after Ptolemy's order, the
adjoining tribes, we shall find, at each step, fresh

confirmation of the identity of his Masaemanes
with the Beni Shaman.
* Travels in
Arabia,

vol.

ii.

Appendix, pp. 4OO, 4O1.
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VADENI.

In juxtaposition with the Massemanes, and, like
them, as borderers on the confines of his Zames

Mons, Ptolemy next notices a tribe called Vadeni
(OuaSyjvo*).

The name

is territorial.

The Wa-

deni correspond accurately, in name and site,
with the inhabitants of Wady Sarr a tract lying
under the southern side of the mountains of
" a
Sumama, and described, by Burckhardt, as
broad sandy valley with pasturage, which con;

.

tinues, for several days,

the district of

towards Derayeh, through

Woshem."*
ASTAPENI.

East of Mount Zames, our author mentions the
Asateni or Astapeni. His Astapeni, or Beni
Asian, are obviously the tribe or tribes border*

That

Wady

Sarr was, anciently, the seat of a settled people,

we

who pniBcd
Captain Sadlier's description
"
through this valley, on his route from Derayeh to Medina.
Leaving
Deriah to the right, we soon entered a deep ravine, by a very abrupt
descent, and continued a N. N. W. route through a sandy run, which
learn with certainty from

;

appeared to be the bed of a torrent; and halted at 4. P.M. at Oineeah,
This is an extensive valley nf ruins, in which are some
anciently Deriah.
inhabitants,

and very extensive date plantations and

fig

trees.

The

some former period, been well peopled ; but now presents
of wretchedness." ( MS. Journal. ) It is satisfactory to obtain

valley has also, at

MD*

of the position of Ptolemy's t'adeni whom, years before
had obtained access to Captain Sadlier's Journal, I had been led, in the

this confirmation
I

course of

,

my arrangement of Ptolemy's positions, to identify with
Wady Sarr. Compare Burckhardt ut supra, p. 398.

inhabitants of

R 4

the
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ing on the Asian river, in

the

II

province of

Lachsa or El Ahsa, and lying, as described, to

Sumama

range.

This

by the

name

stand-

Seated, like the Astapeni, eastward of

Mount

the eastward of the great

verification is strengthened

ing next in order.

we easily and safely recognize, in the
of
lolisitcs
Ptolemy, the adjoining tribes of the
neighbouring province of El Ahsa, the district
Zanies,

which borders the mountains of Sumama on the
east.

KATANITJE.

The country south

of

Mount Zames, Ptolemy

These are the Bepeoples with the Katanitae.
douin Kahtanys, already alluded to, belonging to
"
the great southern tribe of Beni Kahtan
large
parties of whom (Burckhardt informs us) pas:

ture their cattle in the province of Nedjed ;
where they make common cause with the Meteyr tribe against the Aenezes and Beni Shaman.

The

Tanuitce, a tribe placed by Ptolemy adjoining the Katanitae, to the south, are the Tanu-
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Arabian history a tribe of emigrants
from Yemen, who, after the flood of Aram, setchitcB of

tled at

;

Hagar

in Bahrein.*

MANITJE.

The

position of Ptolemy's Mamice, west of his

and of Zames Mons, together with the
near resemblance of name, implies their being the
same with the Mezeyne of Burckhardt the most
Katanitse,

;

eastern of the

Harb

tribes,

ders of

Kasym, in the
Medina and Derayeh.

situated on the bor-

line of

country between

SALAPENI.

The Manitae were bordered on the north by
whose classical name most plainly

the Salapeni
in; irks

(as

;

we have

previously noticed)

their

These are the Meteyr, (the
in-xt neighbours, northward, of the Mezeyne)
a
tribe, whose Joktanite origin is doubly proved,
Joktanite origin.

;

name

in Ptolemy, and by- their close
confederacy witli the Kahtanys of Nedjd, men-

their

by

tioned by Burckhardt.

The geographical

Tanuchitae vocabantur, quia subrittcbant

posi-

(U^lJ) apud fontem Ha-

urbis primarite in Bahrein) ibique fcedus sanciebant.
_xv~
Rasmussen, Hist. Praecip. Arab. Regn. ante Islam, p. 18.

gari

(,
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tion of the Meteyr, as reported

by

II.

this traveller,

with the

quarter in
which the Ptolemaic distribution of the tribes
tallies

also,

accurately,

surrounding Mount Zames, would naturally lead
"
us to seek the Salapeni.
Meteyr (or, as they
are

denominated, Emteyr) are a
consisting of twelve hundred horse-

sometimes

strong tribe,

men, and from six to eight thousand matchNedjd, chiefly in Kasym,
and from thence on towards Medina."*

locks.

They

live in

We have now made

the circuit of the country
surrounding the great central Nedjd range, or
the mountains north of Derayeh ; and have
recovered, in the tribes now actually inhabiting
it, in most instances with certainty, in all with

good probability, the tribes disposed by Ptolemy
around Mount Zametas.
If, to the proof of its
identity with the

Sumama

by the coinciding names

range, thus furnished
and positions of the

surrounding tribes, can be added one derived
from an equally exact correspondence, in those
of the ancient and the modern localities of these

mountains themselves, the restoration, it is conOf this fresh, and inceived, will be complete.
dependent proof,
following

may

it

examples

:

viz.

suffice to

Ramah

adduce the

answering to

Marata, Aarud to Gorda, Bubban to Biabanna,
* Notes on Bedouins

and Wahabys,

p. 233.
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Salemia to Salma, Idara or Arre to Derayeh :

names of places,

by Ptolemy, in the
immediate neighbourhood of Mount Zames, and
all

disposed,

found, at the present day, in the immediate
neighbourhood of the mountains of Sumama.
all

In these mountains, therefore, (may it not be
pronounced without reserve) is restored to

geography the Zames Mons of antiquity
and, in it, the chief key to the classical geography of the interior; which branches, as from
classical

a

;

common

centre,

from

this key-point.

In reviewing Ptolemy's survey of these inland
parts, his geography of the inland country lying
west,

more

and south-west, of Mount Zames, claims
because on its correct
special attention
;

adjustment will be

found to depend the

settle-

ment of one of the important unsettled questions
in the classical

geography of Arabia,

.

.

.

the site

The seat of this great commercial
divided with the Gerrsei the com-

of the Mincei.
people,

who

merce of the peninsula, (transported by d'Anville
to the heart of Yemen, and by Vincent to the
country of the Asyr Arabs, ) assuredly lay, if any
reliance whatever may be placed in the position
of Ptolemy, in an inland direction, east-south-east
For the Minsei, according to him,
of Mecca.
lay

immediately

south of the

myrrifera, and this, again,

regio

interior

was situated due south
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The Manitae being the same
with the Mezeyne, this description would identify
of the

Manitae.

the interior myrrifera with the fruitful mountain
region east of Tayf*, and the Minaei, consequently, with the great Ateybe tribe, described,
by Burckhardt, as the most numerous of the

and inhabiting the rich inland
country stretching eastward, under those mountains, from Lye and Kolakh to Taraba.
tribes of Hedjaz,

we proceed with

Before

the proofs of these
verifications, I would notice two restorations in
this neighbourhood, to which we are conducted

by

Pliny.

ACHOALI

:

CARREI.

The Achoali and Carrei
by

Pliny, in

are placed together

an enumeration of Arab tribes

evi-

dently proceeding from north to south and, as
they are also placed in conjunction with the
Minasi, who lay next them on the south, the posi;

tions of those tribes,

recoverable in
*

Its site,

supposing the names to be

the modern geography of the

with that of

its

inhabitants the Minaei,

may

be determined

the
independently, by the concurrent testimonies of Ptolemy and Pliny
former places his Chargatha, and the latter his Karriata, in conjunction
The town thus denominated is clearly that of Kariawith the Minaei.
:

tain

:

Tayf.

but Kariatain

is

seated beneath, or rather upon, the mountains of

253
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country, while they throw light upon each other,
must doubly reflect light upon that of the

But Pliny

Minaei.

supplies a two-fold clue for

the recovery of those tribes, by his mention of
the names, not only of the people, but of their
respective chief towns

:

Phoda, according to him,

being the seat of the Achoali, and Carriata,
that of their neighbours the Carrei.
Now, in
actual geography of the interior, all the
four names, with the slightest possible modi-

the

stand grouped together, in the very
quarter where our previous adjustments of the
classical geography would lead us to look for

fications,

the range of mountains running norththem,
eastward from Tayf, on the confines of the ter.

.

.

ritory already, independently,
Minaei.
For Phoda and the

almost to the

an ancient

assigned to the

Achoali answer,

Soda and the Ageyl ;

letter, to

" scattered
now, as anciently,

tribe,

about in small numbers among the villages of
Nedjd*:" and Cariatha and the Carrei to the
,

neighbouring town of Kariatain, and its inhabitants.
At this point, Ptolemy comes well in,
to

fix

the topography

sponding in

site

cated, like the

of the Minaei.

the

great

(

:

his

Kuriutltfi,

with Kariatain
'urrinta of Pliny,

;

corre-

and being

lo-

on the borders

Colonel Chesney's account of

Ageyl

tribe

comes in

still

* Notes on Bedouins and
Wahabys, p. 232.

more
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happily, to illustrate, at once, the site, and the
rank among their countrymen, of Pliny's Achoali.

"

The Aggiel Arabs

are the

most general

carriers

of the desert ; their chief place is at Nedjd, near
Mecca.
They call themselves two millions, and
possibly be 300,000 or 400,000. They hire
themselves out to serve as soldiers to the dif-

may

are settled at Dewania,
and other places along the Euphrates ; others go
along with their camels in search of employ-

ferent pachas.

Many

ment; and the remainder

live

in

the desert

This tribe [a decisive proof of their antiquity],
according to their own account, was one of the
original conquerors of Spain

;

and they

still

bear

the standard of that nation, which they brought
with them, when they came lately to assist in the
defence of Bagdad."*

the preceding adjustment, the site of this
famous inland people seems pretty well deter-

By

*

Reports on the Navigation of the Euphrates, p. 44.

be seen, as we proceed, that the chief seats of the Minau lay
neighbourhood of Mecca. The site of their capital, Carman Reg.
or Karn al Manzil, within a few miles of Wady Mina, suggests the not
f

It will

in the

improbable derivation of their name, from that famous seat of the idolatry
of ancient Arabia.

,^"

seu

lA*

Meccae, ubi sacrificia mactantur.

l'

<!

fs^

Locus seu

Al Giuhari ap. Gol.

vallis

in voc.

quaedam
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mined on the north if we may trust the joint
authority of Pliny and Ptolemy, the Minaei lay
south of Keriatain, or in the plains below the
mountain chain running east-north-east from
Tayf. Let us now check the assigned position from
the opposite side, and see how far their southern
:

On

consists with their northern boundary.

south, according to Ptolemy,

the

the Minaei were

bounded by the Doreni, and the Mokoretce

:

it

impossible to mistake, in the Doreni, the inhabitants of Zohran, or in the Mokoretce, those

is

of

Mekhra ; two

of Mecca and

adjoining provinces, lying south
Tayf, and crossing the entire

space between the sea and the uninhabited desert.
This decisive verification shuts in the ancient
Minaei,

between the mountains of Zohran and

Mekhra, and those north of Tayf.
If,

within the tract of country comprized be-

tween these

we

are able to verify Pliny's
report of the chief towns, the territory, and the
national habits of the Minaei, there cannot, it is
limits,

conceived, remain a reasonable doubt, that we
are here upon the right ground, and among the
right people.
Now, of the towns named,

by Pliny,

seats of the Minaei, that of the

Carman Regia

of Ptolemy) finds

as chief

Charnwei (the
its

ative in Karn-al-Manzil) a considerable

represent-

town

still
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between Tayf and Mekka Maribba
Baramalacum (Ptolemy's Mar aba or Baraba Me-

in being

;

tropolis), in Taraba, in the great eastern plain

;

and Carnon, in Karn-al-Magsal, upon the mountains south of Tayf.

We

from Burckhardt, that the great
Ateybe tribe forms the main population of the
learn,

"

The country about
country.
Taraba, and thence to Koldkh, is inhabited by
the Ateybe Arabs, the most numerous of the
surrounding

Hedjaz tribes
live the

"
:

Arabs

"
again,
of the

About Lye and Kolakh,
Ossama tribe, who form

part of the great Ateybe tribe

eastward from Tayf,

we

find, at

"
:

"

Proceeding
Ossoma, a tribe

of Ateybe."*

Let Pliny's account of the soil and products
of the country of the Minaei now, in conclusion,
be compared, with Burckhardt 's account of that
of the Ateybe Arabs.

The

inhabited plains
equally rich in groves of palms, and other fruittrees

;

Mineei,

Pliny

and in pastures

tells

us,

for cattle, in

which their

wealth principally consisted, f
"

To

the east of that chain, [the Hedjaz moun" are the
plains
tains]," observes Burckhardt,
*
j-

vi.

vol. ii. pp. 382, 383.
agros palmetis arbustisque, in pecore divitias.

Travels in Arabia,
Minasis, fertiles
32.
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inhabited by the powerful tribe of Ateybe, whose

Their
territory extends as far south as Tayf.
They possess
pasturing grounds are excellent.
great abundance of camels and sheep: they h;iv<;
" Taraba is a considerable
also horses."*
town,
as large as Tayf,
ttfions,

and remarkable for

that furnish

with dates.

Taraba

its

plantthe surrounding country
environed with jxilm-groves

all
is

and garden*^ watered by numerous rivulets, "f
The date groves, and fruit gardens of Tayf,
are not less

celebrated than those

The union of these

of Taraba.

features with plains of rich

covered with flocks and herds, seems
And as
peculiar to this part of the country.
this whole region is the seat of the Ateybe Arabs,
pasture,

no one circumstance of agreement wantAteybe of Burckhardt, we recover the descendants and represent-

there

is

ing to the proof, that, in the
atives of the Minaei of Pliny.

Although, however, d'Anville

is

greatly in

error, in carrying (in the face of the consenting

testimonies of Pliny and Ptolemy)_the central
seat of the ancient Min^ei, at least seven degrees
south of their true position, to Almakarana in

Yemen,

it still is

from Pliny's statement,

certain,

that this people possessed a key to the

VOL.

*

Notes on Bedouins

f

Travels in Arabia,

II.

ml Wahabys,
ii.

382, 383.

S

p.

commerce
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of the incense country, by having obtained the
command of one of the two passes into the Djebal
al

Kamiir.

From

Pliny's account

we

gather, that the in-

cense trade was originally set on foot, and chiefly
carried on, by the commercial enterprize of the
Minaei; who, with this object, appear to have
formed a factory, or commercial settlement, on

the southern side of these mountains
the incense was

inland

conveyed
in

;

whence

through a

their

mountain-pass, evidently
possession.
Now as of the two emporiums of the trade in
incense and

myrrh noticed by him, on the southern coast, one, Ausara, lay in the kingdom of the
Gebanitae, we are left to infer, that the other was

that belonging to the Minaei an inference which
at once conducts us to Thauane or Doan, and to
:

the mountain-pass immediately behind it.
Due attention to this southern settlement of
the Minaei, together with our improved knowledge of the interior, may now enable us to clear

up a

difficulty in the incense-trade,

connected

with the line of inland carriage, which neither
Bochart, nor Vincent, was able to overcome.

Upon

this point, the latter writer observes as

"

The conveyance of this drug by
informs
land, Pliny
us, was through Thomna,
the capital of the Gebanites, to Gaza on the coast

follows

:

.

.

.
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.

by a caravan that was sixty-two
The course
days in its progress.

of Palestine,
[sixty-five]

.

.

.

of this conveyance is not easy to comprehend
for, if the commodity passed by a caravan, the
Mine'ans were centrical, and the usual carriers
;

from Gerrha on the Gulph of Persia, as well as
from Ila<lrumaut and Sabea, to Petra in Idu-

?*

l.lra

Correctly concluding, with Bochart, the Gebabe the same people with the Katabeni,
but partaking, at the same time, his erroneous
nitse to

supposition, that the inhabitants of the kingdom
of Katabania, in the south-western angle of the

peninsula, were the only people of the name,
Dean Vincent, from these premises, justly argues,
that, as

Thomna,

where the incense
must, on this supposition,

their capital,

merchants paid tribute,
have lain in the territory of Maphartis, near the
"
coast,
they would move, not by caravans, but
by sea." According to this view of the position
of

Thomna and

veyance is

the Gebanitee, the course of concertainly not easy to comprehend. But

the difficulty will readily disappear, if it can be
shown, that it has its rise solely in a mistake as
to the true site of the Gebanitrc here spoken

The
nit
*

site of Pliny's Gebanitae
ntion of their chief towns,

Commerce and Navigation

of

tin-

s 2

is

of.

determined by his

Indian CK-ian, \1.

ii.

p.

339.
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Thomna, indeed, does not appear

in the

II.

modern

geography of Arabia, but Nagiah, fortunately,
is still in being, and seated inland, long. 46
20',
and
three
18
two
lat.
40', between
degrees to
Its near
the south-east of Nedjran and Beishe.
connection with Nagia, as lying within the same
territory, and its recorded distance of sixty-five

caravan days' journey from Gaza, concur in
placing the Tamna of Pliny also in this neighbourhood, somewhat more to the south, and,
consequently, in identifying it with Ptolemy's
Thumna, the seat of his Kithebanitae, situated in
lat.

17

15'.

That we are here upon the very ground of
Pliny's Gebanitae, can now be brought to a decisive test by the aid of Burckhardt from whom
;

we
is

learn, that the whole country round Nagiah
peopled by the Beni Kahtan Arabs ; the

great tribe whose name is variously disguised in
the classical geographers, under the modifications
of Katabeni, Kithebanitae, and Gebanitse. " About
three or four days' journey to the E. and S.E. of
Beishe, the plain is covered with numerous en" *
campments of the Kahtan Arabs ?
Again,
" southward of
Beishe
are
the
Beni
Wady

Kahtan, a large
*

tribe, the

Travels in Arabia, vol.

strongest and most
ii.

p.

384.
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considerable

maut."*

between

the

261

and Hadra-

Ateybe

.

Instead, therefore, of being sought, after the
notion of Bochart and Vincent, in the ancient

Katabania, the Gebanitse of Pliny are found, at
this day, in their descendants the Beni Kahtan,

where he has disposed them, in the neighbourhood of Nagiah; and still interposed between
the Ateybe and Hadramaiit, as they had been,
anciently, between Hadramaut and the Minsei.

By

this verification, the course of the incense

caravans, and the tribute of one fourth exacted at
Tamna, by the king of the Gebanitae, are rendered
perfectly

intelligible

:

the direct inland route

from the incense mountains passing necessarily
through his territory and the Minaai of the in;

terior

being thus

unavoidably dependent, for
their communications with their settlement on

the coast, on their powerful and warlike neighbours of the south-eastern plains.

- \i;.i

The

i.

position of Ptolemy's inland Sabaei

is

well

determined, by his statement, that they lay south
of the Minsei, and adjoining the Mocoretce. And, in
Notes on Bedouins and Wahubys,

S 3

p.

243.
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the very position thus clearly assigned them, we
recover this people, at the present day, in the

Beni Sabya of Burckhardt

:

a tribe seated

still,

as of old, in the district adjoining that of Mekrah on the east their chief town being Kanye.*
;

ANCHIT^E OR BACHILIT^E.

These Sabsei of Ptolemy are followed, on the
south,
people,

by

For the recovery of this
the
united
require
lights of Ptolemy,

his Anchitce.

we

It is known
Pliny, Stephanus, and Burckhardt.
that the same Arab tribe frequently goes under

several different names,
that of the ancestor,
that of their territory, or one derived from some
.

.

.

The Anchitaa of
Ptolemy seem an example in point for their name

distinguishing

characteristic.

:

indicates a branch of the

tan

;

Kahtanys or Beni Kah-

their geographical position, next to the Sabaei

or Beni Sabya, argues them the same people with
the BachilitcB of Ptolemy, or the inhabitants of
Beishe, or Baisath Joktan

;

while Sylceum, a town

placed by Ptolemy in their territory, appears, from
its site, to be identical with Beishe, and, from its

not improbably, the seat of the
Salamii of Stephanus, or " the sons of peace," so

name, to

be,

*

Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,

p.

243.
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from their

Now,

if all
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alliance with the Nabatheans.*

these indications are found to concur,
in the actual geography of the

at this point,

neighbourhood, the identification would seem to
Their concurrence is established
be made good.

by the following statement of Burckhardt "At
Ranye are the Beni Sabya, and about Wady
Beishe, the Beni Salem, whose numbers amount
to five thousand matchlocks. Southward of them
are the Beni Kahtan, a large tribe the strongest
and most considerable between the Ateybe and
The origin of the titular name
Hadramaiit."
:

;

Beni Salem or Soualeme, we learn from Stephanus:
that they, also, are Kahtanys, is proved by the
name of their chief town, Baisath Joktan, the

most ancient denomination of Beishe f that they
are the branch of the great Kahtan tribe styled
by Ptolemy AnchitsB, appears, lastly, from the
fact, that the Sabaei, the Anchita?, and the Ki:

thibanitaB, follow each other in precisely the

same

order in his distribution, as that in which the
Beni Sabya, the Beni Salem, and the Beni Kahtan
of the south-eastern plain, succeed each other in

Burckhardt.

rov

tvffirovHoi

f Jectanis

yryovcvai rois NaSoTafois.

Stcph. I3yz. in voc.

nomen hodieque incorruptum

superest,

in

Mcchcnsis }Bp* n&J"3, Baitath-JefUan -- Bochart, Geogr.
cap. xv.

ap. torn.

iii.

i

.

8

4

urbc

territorii

Sacr., lib.

ii.
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KITHIBANIT-E, OR GEBANIT^.

The people thus variously denominated by
Ptolemy and Pliny, are plainly the Beni Kahtan
Arabs last alluded to, or the main body of this
great tribe whose central seat is still, where
;

Pliny places that of the Gebanitse, at Nagiah ;
and whose encampments are described, by Burckhardt, as covering, for several days' journey, the
plains extending south-east of Beishe, in the di-

rection of Hadramaut.

MADASARA.

Adjoining

Kithibanitae

his

on

the

south,

named MadaPtolemy
For Midasara, read Fadasara, and we
sara.
have here the PVadi Dowdser of Burckhardt a
inserts a town, or district,

;

bounding, to the south, the territory of
the Beni Kahtan of the south-eastern plain, and
" Southa tribe of the same name.
district

inhabited

by

Dowaser
The Beni Dowdser

east of Beishe, four or five days, live the
"
Arabs
the

during

winter."

[are] a wild tribe,

but

little

connected with any

settlers.*
*

Travels in Arabia, vol.

Wahabys,

p.

243.

ii.

p. 385.,

and Notes on Bedouins and
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SOPHANIT^E.

In similar juxtaposition with the Kithibanitae,
or Bedouin Kahtanys of the south-eastern plain,
\\i
find, in Ptolemy, a tribe named Sophanitce.

These are the Beni Sofydn, the Bedouin branch
of the powerful Thekyf tribe ; the main body of
which inhabits the country about Tayf, and
along the eastern declivity of the great Hedjaz
chain of mountains.
They are thus noticed
"
The principal tribes of the
by Burckhardt
:

Beni Sofydn, who live altogether as
Thekyf
Bedouins"* The roving habits of these Beni
Sofyan, which brought them thus into contact
with their more southern neighbours the Kahare

tanys, render

it less
easy to ascertain the point
of contact, than in the preceding examples of
more settled tribes.
The position of their main

tribe, the

Thekyf, along the eastern side of the

Hedjaz mountains, sufficiently marks, however,
that the line of contact lay north of the southeastern plains, or towards Tayf and Taraba.

MABITELffi

MONTES.

For the recovery and adjustment of the few
remaining inland tribes and positions, Ptolemy
Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,

p. 242.
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takes the Marithae Montes, on the opposite side
of the peninsula, as the point of reference.

A

close analysis of the

localities iden-

surrounding
with the inland range
south of the As tan river in other words, with
the mountains of Yemama.
tifies

these mountains

;

MAOCOSMUS* METROPOLIS: AMATHEI.
In this quarter, our attention is first arrested
by two names, the one answering, apparently,
to that of the capital, the other to that of the
for the Maopeople, of this central province
cosmus Metropolis of Ptolemy is an easy ampli:

fication of the city,

tribe

and the Amathei, an inland

mentioned by Pliny, an easy contraction

for the inhabitants, of Jemdma.
As, according
" the chief
which
to Mr. Sale,
Jernama,
city,

gives

name

Jdwf,"

.

.

.

to the province,

the native,

it

was anciently

called

appears, prepared the

for classical modifications of this

name.

way
The

probability of these restorations will be found to
gain strength, as we trace, in Ptolemy and Pliny,

the neighbouring
*

Palat,

MS.

localities.

Mao<r/cJ7ros.

f Preliminary Dissertation,

p.

7.
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LABRIS: INAPHA: RHADAMJEI.

In the neighbourhood of his Nascus*, Maoscopus, or Maocosmus Metropolis (for the MSS.
supply three versions of the name), Ptolemy
notices, in one direction, the town of Labris, in
In
another, the town or district of Inapha.
the actual topography, Labris reappears in El
Jabrin, and Inapha, in the seat of the Hanifih

two localities immediately adjoining
Jemama on the south, and south-east. D'AnArabs;

couples together, as adjoining tribes
Jemama, the Hanifah and Maddar. While

ville

of

we

clearly regain the site of the Hanifah, in the
Inapha of Ptolemy, we, not improbably, recover

their neighbours the

Maddar,

in the

Rhadamai

of Pliny, ... an inland tribe, mentioned
in conjunction with the Mina3i.
The

by him
corre-

spondence of position, here, concurs with the
resemblance of name, in pointing to the Maddar
who are seated in nearly the same parallel of
;

eastward of the Ateybe,- ... a tribe
It may be
already identified with the Minaei.
in
illustration
of
the
connection indiadded,

latitude,

cated,
*

cum

by

Pliny, between the Mina?i

and

Pliny notices Nessay as a chief town of the Amathei
oppidis Nessa

et

Cennesseri."

ants, obviously identifies

the capital of

Jemama

it

(vi.

32.)

The name

:

of

"

1(1 iu-

Amatla-i,

its

inhabit-

with the Nascus or Maoscopus of Ptolemy,
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damsel, that the commercial intercourse of the

people with Gerrha, on the Persian
would
Gulf,
necessarily bring them through the
district, and thence, naturally, into confederacy
with the Maddar Arabs, of Jemama; who lie on
the direct route between the Ateybe and Gerrha.

former

DACHAREMOIZ.E.

The Dacharemoizce of Ptolemy, immediately
to

the north of

his MarithaB Montes,

pond with great exactness
sufficient

as to site,

corres-

and with

closeness in name, to the inhabitants

of the region of Dar-al-Karamatah; a district of

Bahrein, described, by Abulfeda*, as remarkable for its fertility in dates ; as extending, in

a north-eastern direction, towards the Persian
Gulf and, consequently, lying north-east of the
;

mountains of Jemima.

The

juxtaposition, in Ptolemy, of the Zeeritce
with the Dacharemoizce, and the similar juxtaposition of the district named Zedeyr with that
of Dar-karamatah, strongly countenances the pre*

Descript. Arab. (Ap.

Huds. G. V. M.)

p. 65.
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sumption, that the Zeeritae were the inhabitants
This tract is thus described by
of Zedeyr.
" From
eastward toBurckhardt

Derayeh
wards the Persian Gulf, the country
:

is

called

Zedeyr, as far as the limits of the province of
El Hassa, six days distant from Derayeh." *

The agreements of name and neighbourhood
are here so striking, that I could not feel justified in omitting this restoration in the map. But
the district of Zedeyr lies north of the Marithse

Montes, while Ptolemy places the Zeeritae south
of

them

correct,

;

and
that

his

is

topography

adjustments,

in

so

commonly

themselves the

most probable, may well be received with distrust, when, as in the present case, at variance
with the positions of this great- geographer.

:

ALUMEOT^: OMANIT^:

JOBABIT.fi

:

CHATRAMIT^.
In describing the several Arab tribes, here
enumerated, as all lying south of his MaritlmMontes, Ptolemy enables us to determine, by
another test, the position of that range ; which
is thus checked by cross lines from the southern

Of

the tribes themselves, some are too
conspicuous, and others too obscure, to require
coast.

Travels in Arabia,

vol.

ii.

p.

4OS.
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separate notice, or

many

The

words.

II.

Bliulaei

and Alumeotae appear to be the last Bedouin
on the uninhabited

tribes of Nedjd, bordering

The

of Ahkaf.

desert

Jobaritce,

next the

Sa-

chalitae, are obviously the same with the Beni
Jubar ; a branch of which tribe, we learn from

The
extant at this day in Yemen.
Omanitae here in question, west of the KottaMebuhr,

is

of

are the inland tribes

bani,

Mahra.

Oman, towards

The

Chatramitae, or people of Hadraconclusion, are justly represented as

maut, in
the extreme southern boundary of this whole
inland population.

CLIMAX MONS.

At

the point

reference,

by

now

reached, the key-point of
which to adjust his positions, is

once more changed by Ptolemy, from the Marithae

Montes in Jemama, to

Yemen.

His statement that

it

tramitae on the west, or that,
ends, the

Climax Mons in
bounded the Cha-

his

where Hadramaiit

Climax Mons begins, alone

suffices to

decide the identity of this range with the Nakhil
or Djebal of Niebuhr.*
*

Since the above was written, as the

MS.

is

going to

press, I dis-

names themselves, taken in their connection with a unique
feature inscribed on the face of this mountain region, demonstrable proof
of the identity of Mount Climax with the Djebal Nakhil.
Assuming, for
cover, in the
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MASSONIT.E

8ARIT.E

:

SAPHARIT^l

:

MAPHORIT2E
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RHATHINI

:

:

ARAGANIT-ffi.

:

Several of the restorations, here, are easy and
The Saritce, adjacent to Mount Climax

obvious.

on the south, are the people of Saraca, or Ayal
The
Sarah, and of the district of Al Saruat.
the present, the two names to be significant, there can be no doubt, that
the KA(/HO| "Opos of the Greeks, and the Djebal Nakhil of the Arabs, have

something peculiar in the physical character of the
or districts, to which they give name: " /cA.fyta|, apud Graccos,
scalam significat, a ladder."
(Bailey ap. Facciolat. in voc. Climax.)

alike reference to
district,

"
(J-.&

Via per montem.

^JJiJ

,

Pedem anteriorem

et posteriorem diver-

saxis imposuit equus, egregie incedens per saxosum so/urn."

sis

Gol. in

Let both denominations, KAf/io "Opos (" Stair Mountain") and
-kii

"
(" Road," or
Stony- road Mountain "), be

the actual character of the Djebal

;

now compared with

and we can be

at

no

loss for the

common

origin and application of its Greek, and of its Arabic name.
For we learn from Niebuhr, that the Djebal, in general, is ascended by
means of paves, peculiar to this part of Yemen ; and that the coffee-

mountains, in particular, are literally climbed, either along pav^s, (" on
ne peut se servir sur ces montagnes ni d'unes, ni des mulcts ; et il faut se
roMuulre a grimper sur la montagne escarpee par un chemin, &c."), or

by

flights

of steps, or stone

very peculiar formation

('* il

stairs,

formed of slabs of natural rocks of a
de detacher ces pierres des rochers ;

est facile

aussi s'en sert-on, pour enfaire des marches surle chemin"), of

which

this

Representations of both kinds of ascent
composed.
will be found in Niebuhr's plates (Planches Ixiii. Ixv.).
For his

part of the Djebal

is

of the paved mountain-roads, see tome 1. pp. 266. 274. 277.
For their existence in this part of Yemen only, see note *, p. 277.
For
liis
very curious account of the mountain staircases, and of the rocks of

notices

which they are constructed,

see,

ut supra, pp. 265, 266.

As

the KA//xo

"Opos, as described by Ptolemy, begins at this very part of the Djebal,
nothing is wanting to the proof of its being so designated from

mountain

staircase!.
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next the Homerites, are the inhabit-

Mount Sabber.

The Maphoritce, a people
placed by Ptolemy behind the Homeritaa and
ants of

AdramitaB of the southern coast, are the inhabit-

Mayfah, whose capital was his
Mcepha Metropolis and must not be confounded
with the people of Maphartis or Mapharitis :
ants of

Wady

;

a region described, by Arrian, as reaching westward, to within three days' journey of Muza,
on the Arabian Gulf.* The remaining deno-

minations are more obscure.
the MasonitaB

is

uncertain.

The position of
But Ptolemy's ar-

rangement would seem to identify the Araganitce, seated at Araga, under his Climax Mons,
with the inhabitants of Hagar or Saud, a town
of the Djebal, or mountain country of

while the tribe

Yemen

named by him Rhathmi,

:

adjoin-

and Homerites, present, in
their classical name, an abridgement,
apparently,
of the Beni Jerhd or Serhd of Niebuhr, a tribe
and district of Yemen, in the latitude of Zebid,
ing the SapharitaB

*
From the similarity of the names,
Periplus, p. 13., ap. Hudson.
confusion will be sure to take place, at this point, in adjusting the
accounts of the two geographers, unless provided against by the most

careful discrimination.

Arrian.

They

Yet Ptolemy's Maphoritfe are not unnoticed by

are the inhabitants of his

Aphar Metropolis (the Mcepha
of the Alexandrine geographer), the royal seat of Charibael
hence,
:

doubtless,

[Mou

scil.] airb

\yo^vrjs
eV

Ptolemy's denomination,

x<*>P<*-s

^ Xa/nea^A.

Tpi&v

Maphoritce.

r)/j.epuv Tr6\is 2aurj, rrjs

..... Kal
Ut supra,

per'

'YirepKeirai

irepl airr^

&\\as ewea wepas, "A (pap

p. 13.

Se

avrrjs

whose
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position,

next to Mount Sabbar, and the

Homerites of the southern coast, perfectly answers
to that assigned, by Ptolemy, to the Rhathini.

AND HOMERIT.E: SABATHA METROPOLIS:
SABBAR METROPOLIS.

According to native authorities, the once famous
whose
kingdom of the Sabeans of Yemen,
.

.

.

Sab as (agreeably to a known Arab usage)
learn from Agatharchides, gaye name to, or
rather received its name from, this illustrious
capital

we

people, ... at a period seemingly long prior to
our era, had yielded its supremacy to that of the

Homerites a race of conquerors from the north
of the peninsula, whose commercial settlements
we have already traced along the southern coast.
:

Accordingly, in the age of Arrian, we find the
two people united under the one king ; a Homerite prince, whose seat of government was at

The

respective positions of their capitals
will best enable us to discriminate between the

Aphar.

two

nations.

SABAS,

OR SABATHA METROPOLIS.

The Sabas of Agatharchides

is

obviously the

same with the Sabatha of Ptolemy and Arrian
VOL.

II.

T

;
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a chief city of the interior, seated on a hill, situ/
ated due north of Kane emporium, in lat. 1620
.

The

site, the longitude, the latitude, all concur
in identifying this metropolis with the Mareb of

the Arabs

which stands upon a hill, amidst an
amphitheatre of mountains, due north of Hussan
Ghorab (the ancient Kane), in about lat. 15 50'
;

according to d'Anville.* In Mareb, therefore,
we have the metropolis of the kingdom and
people of the Sabeans.

APHAR METROPOLIS.

The Aphar of Arrian, to which the seat of
government had been transferred, by the Homerite conquerors, from Mareb, would seem, to
judge by the coincidence of name, to be the
same with JDhqfar; still, as anciently, one of the

towns of Hadramaut.

For Arrian states
Aphar to be twelve days' journey from Musa f a
computation equivalent to about 220 miles,
chief

,

.

.

the joint authorities of Niebuhr, Wellsted, and Cruttenden,

it

.

*

From

appears that d'Anville's longitude of
makes it 150 miles E.N.E. of Sanaa;
distance
sted
j-

Kal

only between seventy and eighty miles

;

map

He
the

of Messrs. Well-

and Cruttenden, two long days' journey.
'YirepKeiraL 8e avTTJs

[Moucras] airb rpiSJv

rjfjiepwv,

ir6\is 'S.avif.

.

.

.

v

&AAai etWa r)fj.epas, A<>ap fj.-r)Tp6iro\is' CVT; Xapia))\, V&e(Tfj.os
fQviav 8vo, rov re 'Ofirjpirov, Kal TOV irapaKeiufvov \eyo/Jievov

juer'

(ri\evs

TOV,

is

Mareb is very incorrect.
M. Niebuhr's calculation of

Arrian, Peripl. Mar. Eryth. p. 13. ap. Hudson, G. V.

M.

fia-

.

.
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the exact distance given, by d'Anville, between
Moosa and Dhafar.

The

probability

is

strengthened by a passage

of Philostorgius, cited by Pocock, containing
a notice of an embassy from Constantinople to
Yemen, in the reigns of Constantine and Constant! us.

The ambassador, Theophilus, having

been

sent, as the representative of these empeto
the people anciently named Sabeans,
,t
rors,
1

now

Homerites, and having earnestly exhorted
their king to embrace Christianity, succeeded so

from that monarch, leave for the
erection of three churches within his dominions
far, as to obtain,

:

namely, one in the capital of the kingdom, Tafar ;
another, in the city named Romanorum emporium, or Aden; and the third, in that de-

nominated emporium Persarum, at the mouth of
the Persian Gulf.*

The

question, however,

still,

is

one of con-

In another place f,

flicting probabilities.

have

I

submitted the proofs, which would go to identify
* Scribit
TheoPhilostorgius, libro tcrtio Historiae Ecclesiastics, .
primum Constantini, deinde Constantii nomine, legatione
functum ad cos, qui olim Sabai, tune temporis Homerita, vocabantur, . .
.

.

philutn olim,

.

cum, qui turn genti
ah ipso obtinuisse ut

imam

in

praeerat,

tres Christianis ccclesias in

ipsa regionis

norum Emporio Adane,

metropoli
\.

o.

sinus Persici ostio adjacct."

f Vol.

II.

ad Christi fidem amplectandam hortatum,

Tafar,

^ J^

;

i.

e.

teitiain in

regione

iUl?

;

ista

extrueret

aiteram in

Emporio Persarum, quod

Poc. Specim. Hist. Arab. p. 85.

pp. 193, 194.

T 2

;

Roma-
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Aphar of Arrian with the Maepha Metropolis
of Ptolemy; and both denominations, with the
ruins of Nakab el Hajar, unquestionably the seat
of Arrian's Charibael.
Here is a difficulty ; and

the

I see but one

way

of removing

it.

If the lon-

gitude and latitude assigned, by d'Anville, to
Dhafar, be at all correct, it must be situated in
the immediate neighbourhood of Nakab el Hajar.
May not Dhafar have been the capital, and Nakab
el

Hajar

(like

at a distance

our Windsor) the royal palace,

from the town

?
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SECTION

VI.

EXPEDITION OF J3LIU8 GALLUS.

AMONG

the materials in our possession, which
throw light on the classical geography of Arabia,
none, unquestionably, are more curious, interesting, or authentic, than the notices, preserved by

Strabo and the elder Pliny, of the expedition of

Arabian

and conquest, planned by
and conducted by his lieutenant,

discovery

Augustus,

^Elius Gallus, the

The

Koman governor

of Egypt.
narrative of Strabo in particular, the con-

temporary and personal friend of Gallus, could
not

notwithstanding the scantiness of its
to engage the attention of our first mo-

fail,

details,

dern geographers.
tive, accordingly,

The contents of

this narra-

including the direction, extent,

and term of the expedition, with the points of
landing and of re-embarkation, have been the
subject of much and various, though hitherto
inconclusive, discussion.

In the inferences de-

duced from Strabo and Pliny, regarding

all

these

to the conciseness of

particulars, partly owing
the accounts themselves, but chiefly, it is conceived, to neglect of sober and circumspect
examination, our highest authorities stand irre-

T 3
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Thus, by M. d'Anville
(followed servilely by Mr. Gibbon *) the Roman
army is conducted to the remote southern proconcilably at variance.

HomerMareb by M.
directed on Me-

vince of Hadramaut, the country of the

and to

ites,

its

famous capital

:

Gossellin, the line of march is
dinah, and the expedition terminated before the

walls of

Mecca f: while our own learned Dean

" the
Vincent, adopting with Gossellin
country
"
of Medinah and Mecca
as the line of the Ro-

man

advance, differs from both his predecessors
as to the position of Marsyaba, the term of the
* It

is

not to be wondered

at,

that this deference for d'Anville should

when, as we are apprized in a note of the Decline and Fall, he (Mr. Gibbon) was unable to detect more than one error
" The
in the whole of M. d'Anville's maps and writings
description of
have amounted to

servility,

!

Ammianus, which might be supported by collateral

evidence, ascertains the

precise situation of the Angustice Succorum, or passes of Sued.
ville,

from the

Sardica and Naissus.
the only error which

M. d'An-

resemblance of names, has placed them between

trifling

For
I

my own justification,

I

am

obliged to mention

have discovered, in the maps or writings of that

admirable geographer." (Decline and Fall, chap. xxii. note 33.)
Admirable as he was in his walk of science, M. d'Anville, in common with
great geographers, has many and great errors ; the historian, there" six
who, in the consultations carried on through
quartos and
of his own
could
detect
but
the
shallowness
one, proves
twenty years,"
all

fore,

research, instead of the infallibility of his guide.
The absurdity of this notion may be best exposed by comparison.
}
The caravan route from Cairo to Mecca, a distance by the road of little

than 100O miles,

is performed, stoppages included, in thirty-seven
(See Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, vol. ii. Appendix, No. v.)
Yet, according to M. Gossellin, the march from Moilah to Mecca, a distance, by the direct road, of little more than 500 miles, occupied a Roman

less

days.

army (whose ordinary
about

fifteen miles

rate of

march

is

a day) for six months

!

computed by Dr. Vincent

at
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invasion ; justly remarking, that (the retreat of
" if the Mareb of
sixty days taken into account)
d'Anville be too distant, the
is

Mecca of

Gossellin

too near;" and, again, "that Ptolemy, Pliny,

and Strabo, all point to something farther south
than Mecca."*
Amidst the learned dust raised by these conflicting opinions,

our only prospect of obtaining

course actually pursued by the
plainly is by a return to the ori-

light, as to the

Roman army,

ginal authorities, the texts of Strabo and Pliny ;
and by a re-examination of their statements, with

the eye fixed steadily on the key-points of their
the description of the route, the
evidence,
.

.

elucidations

names of

.

of this

localities,

description

supplied

and the harmony,

by

lastly, so

essential to be preserved, yet so strangely over-

looked, between the notes of distance, and the
notes of time.

The

may

on which the whole inquiry turns,
be given in a few words.
The expedition
facts

under Gallus embarked from Cleopatris (a port
of which the modern Suez

is

the representative)

fleet of one hundred and thirty transbuilt
ports,
expressly for the enterprize. f After

on board a

Commerce and Navigation of

the Indian Ocean, vol.

ii.

pp. 3O7.

309.
t Dean Vincent expresses himself, as if the eighty vessels of war, mistakenly built by Gallus prior to the construction of these transports, had

T 4
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a voyage of fifteen days, the army, consisting of
ten thousand Romans, a thousand Nabatheans,
and five hundred Jews, landed at Leuke Kome,
a port in the territory of Obodas, king of the
Nabatheans, and the ally of Rome. From Leuke

Kome,

after the loss of the first year,

owing to

the sufferings of the troops from diseases peculiar to the climate*, the invading force advanced
Strabo, however, most plainly intimates that they
accompanied them.
were left behind at Cleopatris, on the discovery of their unsuitableness
for this navigation.

* The
singular diseases by which the Roman army was attacked and
Burckarrested at Leuke Kome seem proper to the coast of Hedjaz.
hardt's account of the unhealthiness of this coast supplies the best com-

ment on the following passage of
allusion to

it

" Els
yovv

rvpr)
<rr6fJia,

Kal

a.\n6Qi,

"

rV AewcV Kda^f]v KaTTJpev, ^877

TrcJpafouej'Tjs TT/S crrparias,

?<av 8e Trepl

ruv

Strabo, although written without

any

:

fioravuv.

(TTo/iaKOK/cp re

eirix^piois

TrdQeffi,

ttal

TUV

<r/ce\o-

fiev ircpl rJ>

TO a/ceAT?, trapaXvaiv nva. $i)\ovvT<av, e re TWV vSpetwv,
yvayKaadr). yovv r6, re tbepos nal T^\V xct/iwva StarcAeVai

TOVS affOevovvras

a/ca/CTCD/xcVos."

stay at Djidda was prolonged to three weeks, chiefly in consequence of sore legs, a disease very prevalent on this unhealthy coast,
where every bite of a gnat, if neglected, becomes a serious wound. . .

My

.

The
same

towns [Mecca and Djidda] are much the
and the coast of the Hedjaz is, perhaps, among the most unhealthy

diseases prevalent in both
;

countries of the

East.

Intermittent fevers are extremely

common,

as

are likewise dysenteries, which usually terminate in swellings of the abFew persons pass a whole year without
domen, and often prove fatal.
a slight, attack of these disorders ; and no stranger settles at Mekka or

months of his resiDjidda, without being obliged to submit, during the first
one of these distempers ; a fact, of which ample proof was afforded
Sores on the legs,
in the Turkish army, tinder Mohammed Aly Pacha.
on the shin-bone, are extremely common both at Mekka and

dence, to

.

.

.

especially

Djidda; but more so at the latter place, where the dampness of the
atmosphere renders their cure much more difficult indeed, in that damp
climate, the smallest scratch, or bite of any insect, if neglected, becomes
;
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into the country, alternately through deserts
fertile tracts,

and

under the treacherous guidance of

Sylkeus, the minister of Obodas, until it reached
Marsyaba, the capital of the Rhamanites, in the

neighbourhood of the region, or the emporium
From before this place, comrather, of incense.
pelled,

by want of water,

to raise the siege, Gal-

lus, having almost too late detected the treason
of his guide, retreated precipitately by another,
and far shorter route ; and, re-embarking at

Nera Kome, a port
Nabatheans
days,

*,

by Myos

also in the

kingdom of the

returned, after a voyage of eleven
Hormus, into Egypt. The advance

occupied a space of six months: the retreat, a
term of only sixty days. These are the leading
facts.

The

points of this

summary

first in

import-

a sore, and, soon after, an open wound.
Nothing is more common, than
to see persons walking in the streets, having on their legs sores of this kind,
Their cure demands pawhich, if neglected, often corrode the bone.
all, repose. ... I believe that one fourth of the population
of Djiddu is constantly afflicted with ulcers on their legs."
Burckhardt,
Travels in Arabia, vol. i. pp. 182, 183. 446. and 448, 449.
See also
Wellsted, Travels in Arabia, vol. ii. p. 253.

tience, and, above

It is impossible to read these extracts, without feeling the reality they
give to the seizure, the sufferings, and the long halt, of- the Roman army.
The affection of the legs, described as a maladie du pays, leaves no doubt

as to the identity of the chief complaint spoken of: in any apparent
difference as to the symptoms, the hearsay report of Strabo clearly must
stand corrected by the eye-witness e\ulence of Burckhardt.

'Oobs /i'xp N/>os Keifs'

-

Strabo,

1.

xvi. p.

1129.

*<rri 84

TTJJ

'O&ftcr KCITCU

5'
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ance to be adjusted, manifestly are,
the sites,
of Leuke Kome, the landing-place, of Nera Kome,
the place of re- embarkation, and of Mar sy aba,
.

the extreme limit of the invasion

:

.

.

since, if these

three points can once be ascertained, we obtain
sure landmarks, to which to refer the notes of

time and distance, and by which to arrange the
names of localities, furnished by Strabo and Pliny,

with a view to the recovery of the entire route.

LEUKE KOME.
M. d'Anville, justly assuming
name Leuke Kome (the white town) to be a

the

from the Arabic, has happily identified the Leuke Kome of Strabo and Arrian with
Haura (or the white town) *, on the coast of
Hedjaz a port about three hundred and fifty
English miles from the head of the Gulf of
Akaba. M. Gossellin and Dean Vincent reject
translation

;

and, without any regard
to coincidence of names (so commonly our best
this plain verification

;

* " At the distance of two miles from the
beach, is the Hajj station,
El Hama, or Dar el Ashrin, which enjoys a copious supply of water gushIn its vicinity, according
ing from the rocks, and abundance of herbage.
to the report of the Arabs, are some remains of buildings and columns."
The two circumstances here noticed,
the
(Wellsted, vol. ii. p. 195.)
plentiful supply of water, and the remains of buildings and columns,
greatly strengthen the proof arising from the name, that, in Haura, we
In tracing the sites of ancient
have the Leuke Kome of the ancients.
seaports, in these parts, the plenty

and goodness of the water, in particular,
Thus, Mr. Wellsted remarks

commonly be found our surest guide.
" To the
of Myos Hormus,
Caliphs, as
will

to the Greeks, the advantage

of good water in the vicinity of its port, rendered
station."
Vol. ii. p. 125.

Myos Hormus

a valuable
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index to eastern topography), assign Moilah *, a
town nearly two hundred and fifty miles north
of Haura, as the true site of the Leuke Kome of
the ancients.
As M. Gossellin thinks fit to ter-

minate the expedition of Gallus at Mecca, we
can be at no loss for the cause of his dissent the
:

glaring absurdity of supposing six months employed, in a march of little more than four

hundred

miles,

Kome

rendered the Leuke

* Their
theory

of
"

is completely demolished by Lieut. Wellsted.
In
Mowilahh as the site of this town, Dr. Vincent, I think, has
been misled by Mr. Irwin's map, in which the islands of Tiran, Barakan,

selecting

and Senufer are placed immediately before Mowilahh, so as to afford a
degree of shelter to that station, by which it is made to coincide with the
description of the ancient port, as given by Agatharchides.
[This is a
mistake.
he mentions
Agatharchides does not notice Leuke Kome
:

Sukabua, and Saludo, as forming several
The position which Irwin has assigned to those islands, with reports.]
Their true situation, now
spect to the coast-line, is most erroneous.
only the three islands of

Isis,

clearly ascertained, proves that they could afford little shelter to Mowilahh ;
nor has that station, as will be hereafter pointed out, any harbour or protection from the tempestuous northerly winds that prevail here, with in-

termissions, throughout the year."

Travels in Arabia,

vol.

ii.

pp. 164,

165.

Mr. Wellsted,

in his turn,

Aimmah, at
Leuke Kome. Both
Moilah,

the

falls

mouth of

into the mistake of substituting for
the Gulf of Akaba, as the site of

theories are alike inadmissible, because, on either

supposition, the disasters of the Roman ileet (the navigation of the Gulf
of Sue/, with from nine to fourteen fathoms for its average depth, and a

sandy bottom, being comparatively vifu throughout) must all have occurred at the end of the voyage, or in running across from Ras Moham-

med to Moilah, or Aimmah. But this is directly contrary to Strabo's
account; which describes the shipwrecks as taking place, in the course of
the protraeted voyage, along a fearful and harbourless coast, full of projecting reefs, sunken rocks, banks of
flicting tides.

mud, raging whirlpools, and con-
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altogether incompatible with his theory ;
which forced him to seek a landing-place as far
<T Anville

north, as the circumstances of the case would,

by any

possibility, allow.

The Dean of West-

minster follows his lead, without any similar inducement on the twofold ground, that " Haur,
:

at

more than three hundred and

fifty

miles from

Petra, could not afford a ready communication
with that capital;" and that the time specified
of Gallus, could not carry
" fifteen
fleet further than Moilah,

by Strabo for the voyage

Roman

the

days being required to extricate the fleet from
the sea of Suez, and to reach the road," &c.*

Now if, on due investigation, it shall appear,
that the former of these objections has its rise in
misapprehension of the text of Strabo, and that
the latter

is

both must
hand,

if

with plain matter of fact,
to the ground while, on the other

at variance

fall

:

the notes of time and distance shall be

found to support the agreement of name, there
can remain no rational doubt, that, in the sea-

A

*
further objection raised by Dr. Vincent is, that Haura is beyond
It
the limits of Arabia Petra?a, the kingdom of the Nabatheans.

The Nabatheans, like every powerful commercial nation, held possessions beyond their own supposed limits. Thus
d' Anville notices their extension far into Arabia Deserta, while Ptolemy
scarcely needs an answer.

traces

them

to the heart of Nedjd.

They would be

still

more

likely to

secure safe ports on the Arabian Gulf, below that dangerous coast, from
which they were parted by the Thamudites, ... a different, and pro-

bably hostile, tribe.
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port town of Haura, the illustrious cT Anville has
restored the Leuke Kome of the ancients.

And

first,

as to the parenthetic sentence of

Strabo, in his relation of the expedition of Gallus,

on which the learned opponents of d' Anville lay
so much stress,
suffice it to remark, that the
has
no
whatever to facility, or
reference
passage
.

.

.

nearness of communication between Leuke

Kome

and Petra but is simply a description, and a very
clear one, of the course of ancient commerce on
;

the Arabian Gulf, and of the points from which
it was successively distributed over other coun-

The statement with which Strabo here
" The merchaninterrupts his narrative is this
dize [of the Gulf] was formerly transported
from Leuke Kome to Petra; thence to Khi-

tries.

:

nocolura, in the part of Phoenicia bordering on
But, now,
Egypt; and thence to other parts.
it is

mostly brought down the Nile to Alexandria

;

for the products of Arabia, with those of India,

are carried to

Myos Hormus;

then, transferred

to camels, to Coptos in the Thebaid ; and thence
to Alexandria, by the canal of the Nile."* This

passage has about as much to say to the nearness
of Leuke Kome to Petra, as to the nearness of

Leuke Kome
all

:

to Alexandria, that

its object,

as I

is,

nothing at

have already observed, being

Strabo,

lib. xvi.

p.

1128.
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simply and solely to describe the ancient, and
the more recent, course and dispersion of the
commerce of the Arabian Gulf. It follows that

Dean Vincent's argument against the identity of
Leuke Kome with Haura, grounded on the distance of this port from Petra*,

and

is

absolutely null

void.

Secondly, with respect to the length of voyage
likely to be accomplished by a Roman fleet in
fifteen days, the hypothesis

advanced by Gossellin

and Vincent, which would restrict it within the
scanty space between Suez and Moilah, stands
refuted

by the

best of all evidence, the matter-of-

fact testimony of the first of

modern travellers, to

every-day experience of the Arabs themselves.
Although the worst, and most cowardly

the

of sailors, in the clumsiest of vessels, the Arabs,
Mr. Burckhardt informs us, usually calculate the

passage from Yembo (a port eighty miles south
His own
of Haura) to Suez, at " twenty days."
*

The

selection of ports,

both on the Egyptian and Arabian sides of

the Gulf, was regulated by considerations, not of distance, but of safety.
Mr. Wellsted's statement of the principle of choice is most just ; and it

overturns his
" It

may

own

notion of the identity of

Leuke Kome with Ainunah.

be observed, that the same motive for shortening a long and

dangerous voyage, has, at different periods, operated in causing the transfer
of the trade from the port of Arsinoe, near the modern Suez, successively,
to Myos Hormus, Berenice, Adulis, and, lastly, to Aden, without the
straits

He

of Bab-el- Mandeb."

(Travels in Arabia, vol.

ii.

pp. 165, 166.)

speaks, here, only of the ports on the African side, but his statement

applies a fortiori to those on the Arabian.
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voyage, in a native open boat, from

Yembo

to

Ras Mohammed (although putting in nightly
from creek to creek, sometimes soon after midday, and stopping to take in water every third
day) was effected in twenty days, the daily
courses varying " from twenty-five to thirty-five
miles."*

be the ascertained rates of

If such

these wretched voyages, most assuredly we cannot
rationally admit the assumption of a lower rate

of progress for a

Roman

fleet,

built

well- watered,

for

the

occasion,

well-manned,

visioned,

and impelled by the united force of

sails

and oars.f

On

the theory of

M.

well-pro-

Gossellin

and Dean Vincent, however, (the distance between Suez and Moilah being barely two hundred and fifty miles, ) its average rate of progress,
instead of thirty, could little have exceeded half
that space, or fifteen miles a day.
It follows,
that the argument for the identity of Leuke

Kome

is

We

have seen, from the incompatibility be-

with Moilah, founded on this basis,
equally null and void with its predecessor.

tween the time and distance, that Moilah could
not well be the Leuke Kome of Strabo. Let us

now

take the average of Burckhardt's courses

Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia,

vol.

ii.

p. 344.

f Dean Vincent (note iii.) quotes the case of the Turkish fleet (A. D.
1537); which took ten days for the voyage from Suez to Tor. The case
affords no precedent the wonder is, that it ever reached its destination.
:
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along this very coast, viz. thirty miles per day ;
and test, by this measurement, the claims of

Haura, already identified with Leuke Kome by
From Suez to Haura,
correspondence of name.
voyaging, as the Romans did, coastwise, is a
distance of about four hundred and seventy
miles

let

:

specified

this

by

space be

Strabo,

.

.

by the time
days and an

divided
fifteen

.

;

average rate of progress, nearly identical with
that of Burckhardt, or of little more than thirty-

one miles per day, conducts the
the Leuke

Kome

fleet

of Gallus to

of d' Anville. *

must not, at the same time, be concealed,
that, in Dean Vincent's version of it, Arrian's
report of the position of Leuke Kome still stands
It

* If

more be

desired to perfect the identification in the text,

more

will

readily be forthcoming, in the closely corresponding terms in which
Strabo and Diodorus Siculus describe the inhospitable coast between

Moilah and Haura: its projecting reefs, its sunken rocks, its hollowed
and havenless promontories, its shoals, its whirlpools, its cross tides,
a stern succession of features, peculiar to this fearful coast, and the

^lius Gallus, of the

loss of so many of his ships, yet which,
Gossellin and Vincent, must all
the theory of
be found (where none of them exist) in the narrow sea of Suez, or between Suez and Ras Mohammed ; since, from the latter promontory, the

cause, to
if

MM.

we must adopt

voyage to Moilah is no longer coastwise, but direct across the mouth of
the Gulf of Akaba, No learned ingenuity can reconcile a voyage within
The following authentic account
these limits with Strabo's description.
will show,

bow

totally at variance with this description is the character

of the Gulf of Suez.
to its shoals

owing
160 miles

"

The former

and coral rocks.

in length,

and

is

[the

Gulf of Akaba]

The Gulf

of safer navigation

;

nine to fourteen fathoms, with a sandy bottom."

A. Crichton,

vol.

i.

pp. 74, 75.

is dangerous,
of Suez extends about

depth varying from
History of Arabia, by

its
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As interpreted by
of
the
author
the Periplus of
commentator,
the Erythrean sea, by his specification of the
in

the

of our conclusion.

way

this

time of the passage between the two ports, fixes
the

Hormus
it

of Leuke

site
;

and,

by

Kome

nearly opposite
so doing, unquestionably

identical with Moilah.

Myos
makes

Before, however,

we

admit the supposition of conflicting statements in
the ancient authorities (a supposition which must
involve the whole question in irretrievable confusion), common prudence suggests the propriety

of examining the text of Arrian for ourselves.
I have remarked, that, in making common cause

with Gossellin, by arbitrarily assuming the identity of Leuke Kome with Moilah, Dr. Vincent

was under the influence of no similar inducement: he was not, however, without an induce-

ment of
Arrian

;

the supposed sanction of
a consideration which assuredly would
his

own,

.

.

.

have ceased to bias his judgment, had this truly
modest and candid scholar become aware, that

from d'Anville's site of Leukr Knimwas mainly grounded on his own mistake of
his dissent

Arrian's meaning, in the passage on which he
builds.
Reasoning correctly enough, under the
influence of this mi>t;iki', he observes, " Nera

must be considerably below Leuke Kome,
passage from that
VOL. II.

port to

U

as

Myos Hormus

tin-
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As Strabo states Gallus to
only three days"
"
have been eleven days" on the passage between
Nera Rome and Myos Hormus, the difference of
distance between the

two

passages, if Arrian be

here rightly rendered, is nearly as four to one :
a result necessarily implying a proportionate interval between

Nera and Leuke Koine.

But a

few words of comment on the text of Arrian

may

Dean Vincent
meaning. The

suffice to evince, that, in this place,

has altogether missed his author's
professed object of the author of the Periplus, at
this part of his narrative, is a description of the

voyage down

the middle

African

Into this description, Leuke Kome,

of the Arabian Gulf;
the first part of which lay between Myos Hormus
and Berenice, or the two Roman stations on the
side.

on the opposite or Arabian side, is introduced,
not with any reference whatever to the distance
between

and Myos Hormus, but with reference

it

to its distance, on the

left^-om the

vessel passing

down

the mid-gulf.
The following is Arrian's
of the Arabian coast,
of
the
terrors
description

by

and the consequent necessity of the mid-gulf
" This whole
voyage
navigation of the Arabian
coast is most dangerous: the coast itself being
: .

.

.

destitute of ports, or anchorages ; full of foul
;
unapproachable, because of the reefs and

shoals

rocks

;

and, in every way, fearful.

Therefore,
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we

navigators hold the mid-gulf course ; and do
not make for the Arabian shore, until we reach
The entire
the latitude of Burnt Island." *

voyage, it appears from this passage, lay down
the middle of the Gulf: a fact which places in
the clearest possible light the incidental notice,
by this writer, of Leuke Kome, in his description

of the passage between the latitudes of Myos
Hormus and Berenice: " On the left, opposite
Berenice, coming from Myos Hormus, at the
distance of

two or three

days' sail towards the
[holding a middle course

east, as the

voyager
between the African and Arabian coasts] descends the Gulf, there occurs another port, with
a citadel, called Leuke Kome."f This descripa port,
tion, at every point, answers to Haura
:

of whose Arabic
version

;

ancient
*

p.\v

is

olv OVTOS & TTJS 'Apaft/ojj

avpAffiros, Kal

Kara icatna
Kal els

rijs KaraxtKavfjifinris i^troi/.

*K
T^V

ls

St

the Greek

situated nearly opposite the
Berenice \
at the distance of about

ir\ovv KOTf'xo^icv,
*

is

;

Kad6\ov

tr*i\ots

which

name Leuke Kome

TUV

fiKnvvfjiuv

avar6\r)i',

frtpos, Kal Qpovpiov,

x<*>P as

<pof>ep<L

Sib Kal

T^v 'ApaGiK^v x&oav
Arrian, Periplus,

Bepei'iKTjs a7rt

Muby

icrriv

fadpov rapdir\ovs

<nrA$vTv,

fj.a.\\ov

p. 12. ap.

Kapo^vvo^tv &XP*
t

Hudson,

Zpftov, Svalv Spdfiots

1)

torn.

i.

rpialv

Siair \fvffavn rbv irapaK(l/j.tvov ic6\icov, Spfios ^orl*
t> \ty(Tai
Ib. ut supra, p. 11.
AtvKy Kufirj.

is now fixed beyond controversy, where d'AnIts ruins were disnearly opposite El Haura.
covered and visited by the officers of the 1'alinurus, within a harbour
accurately corresponding with Strabo's description, and Ptolemy's latitude;
|

ville

'1'liL-

site

of Berenice

correctly placed

it,

u 2
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eighty miles, or between two and three days' sail,
from the middle of the Arabian Gulf and in a
;

direction due east,

from a vessel approaching the

parallel of Berenice.
conflict or confusion

And thus, instead of any
between the statements and

.

.

.

and Arrian, Arrian's Leuke
a
Kome,
by wholly independent process of
proof, turns out to be the same with Haura, the
Leuke Kome of d'Anville.
distances of Strabo
tested

The time

by Strabo, for the voyage
of Gallus from Cleopatris to Leuke Kome, (or
fifteen days,) we know, from Burckhardt, would
land him at Haura: the time specified, by Arrian, for reaching Leuke Kome from the middle
of the Gulf, in the latitude of Berenice (or from
assigned,

and retaining the stigma of its ancient name, " Secunundus" (?), in that of
" Foul
" ReBay." Mr. Wellsted thus explains the choice of the site.
ferring to the motives assigned, by Robertson, for Ptolemy Philadelphus
having fixed upon this spot, in preference to others nearer the Nile, it is
natural to suppose that the monarch, desirous of gaining the object of

shortening the passage, in its fullest effect, would have selected a port as far to
the southward as possible, (in order to avoid the strong northerly winds,

which prevail nine months in the year,) but which should yet be within
limits of his dominions."
Travels in Arabia, vol. ii. pp.342,

the

343.

The reasoning applies d fortiori to the
Kome, on the opposite side of the gulf:

choice of the site of

Leuke

the dangers of the Gulf of
Akaba, and of the Arabian coast to the latitude of Haura, far exceeding

those on the Egyptian side ; the perils arising from the stern character of
the coast itself being fearfully aggravated, by the fury with which the
north winds rush down through the straight and narrow funnel of

Akaba.
vii, viii.

For the navigation of

this gulf, see Wellsted, vol.

ii.

chapters

MI
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to three days), would strike the same port
This coincidence,
of Haftra* by a cross line.

two

coupled with the identity of name, amounts to
nothing short of a geographical demonstration.

NERA ROME.

While the

site

of Leuke

Kome,

the landing-place of the Roman army, has divided
the opinions of the learned, that of Nera Kome,
its

place of re-embarkation, seems to have been

abandoned
yet made,

in despair; no attempt having been
nor even so much as a conjecture

hazarded, towards determining the situation, or
The
the modern representative, of that port.
state of the case,

as

it

has stood hitherto, may
words of Dr. Vincent.

best be represented in the

The following

is

his statement of the conceived

"
Nera, as it is
hopelessness of this restoration
the termination of the expedition, I should have
: .

.

.

been glad to fix but no representative offers
must be within the limits of Petreaf, and

it

Kome

as

:

;

should be placed as far below Leuke
* That Ilaura
was, anciently, a sea-port of importance,
"
it, from the report of the Arabs.

Wellsted's account of

directly opposite [the island of Ataw&l], at the distance of

is

On

clear

it

from

the main,

two miles from

the Ilajj station, El Haura, or Dar-el-Ashrin, which enjoys
a copious supply of water, gushing from the rocks, and abundance of herIn its vicinity, according to the report of the Arabs, are some rebage.
the beach,

is

mains of buildings and columns ; but our stay on the coast was too limited,
to permit our examining the spot."
Travels in Arabia, vol. ii. p. 195.
f This assumption

is

Commercial

gratuitous.

power, have never
their proper bounds.

to tlieir

tailed

to

nations, in proportion
secure ports and stations.

u 3

1
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the province will admit it may, perhaps, be discovered by some future Niebuhr or an enlarged
knowledge of the language and the country may
:

;

show, that

we

are

all pilots at sea,

without instru-

*
ments, charts, or compass."

Now, without adventuring
Dean of Westminster,

to sea with

the

or awaiting the
"
discoveries on land of
some future Niebuhr," I

learned

will undertake to

up a blank in our ancient
geography of Arabia, by the recovery of the longlost Nera Kome of Strabo.
Of this sea-port, we
know from Strabo, that it was under the domifill

nion of Obodas, king of the Nabatheans and we
infer, from the reason of the case, that it lay
The nature of the case
south of Leuke Kome.
;

further help us, at least by approximation,
towards the recovery of the actual site. For the

may

fact of Gallus's embarkation,

on

his return,

from

this port, unequivocally implies the previous removal of his fleet, from Leuke, to Nera Kome :

the probable objects of this removal (if we may
judge by the analogy of similar expeditions)
being, partly, to meet the retreating army, and,
partly, to await its arrival in a

spacious harbour.

more secure and

But Leuke Kome having been

already identified with Haura, both these antece-

dent probabilities point,
*

Vincent,

vol.

ii.

for the

pp. 311, 312.

site

of Nera

^i
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a station, eighty miles nearer the
abounding in the most important
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Roman

;

retreat ;

facilities

of sup-

with a haven of capacity sufficient to con-

;

tain the largest fleet ; and where the largest fleet
could lie in perfect safety, owing to an island at

mouth, by which it is shielded from all hurtful influence of winds or waves.
This combina-

its

tion of circumstances having fixed
attention
I proceeded, in the next place, to try,
by admeasurement, the relative distances between

my

on Yembo,

Leuke Kome and

Cleopatris,

and Nera

Kome and

as indicated, in his account of the

My Hormus,
two voyages of Gallus, by Strabo's notes of time.
The former voyage, he informs us, occupied fifteen
days the latter, eleven and (assuming d'Anville
to be correct, and Haura to be the Leuke Kome
of the ancients) the result of actual measurement
gives precisely the same rate of voyage from
Yembo to Myos Hormus, as from Haura to Suez,
os

:

:

or about thirty-one miles per day.

Fully satisfied myself by this result,
desirous, if possible, on a question

I

was

still

wrapt hitherto

*

Djiddu, happily, is out of the question altogether ; as that port, in his
day, afforded no town, in which Gallus could have rested and refrcslu-d his
" In
ruiiiL'd army.
general it may be said, that Djidda is a modem
tor its importance, as a market of Indian goods, can only IK- traced
to\vn
;

of the fifteenth century ; although it had been known, in
the most ancient times of Arabian history, .is tho harbour of Mekka."
to the beginning

liurckhardt. Travels in Arabia, vol.

i.

u 4

p. 2O. note.
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more

in such deep obscurity, to obtain

my

faction for

With

readers.

II.

full satis-

d'Anville, accord-

had recourse to etymology; and, as this
great geographer had recovered Leuke Koine in
Haura, from the common meaning of the two
ingly, I

" the white
town," ... I resolved to try,
in
the
whether,
parallel case of Nera Kome and

names,

Yembo,

similar investigation

might not bring to

The reader may estimate

light a similar result.

own, when, on turning,
for the sense of Nera, to the Greek Thesaurus of
Stephens, and, for that of Yembo, to the Arabic

my

satisfaction

by

his

Lexicon of Golius, I discovered that the Nera
of Strabo is simply his Greek translation

Kome

name Yembo.

of the Arabic

"

Grseci [observes

Salmasius, as cited in one of the preliminary disprefixed to the London edition of

sertations

Stephens] non solnm infimaB
antiquioriSj

et vspov,
vv\phv

setatis,

aquam

Nepcov, locus est aquis irriguus."

sed etiam

Et

vocarunt.

*

The

identity
of this definition with that of the Arabic word
in the Lexicon of Golius, leaves no room
for doubt, that, in the case before us, the Greek

Yembo,

the version of the Arabic name,
"
[Yembo~\,
Scaturigo etfons aquce." f

is

.

* Salmasius

in

Solin.

ap.

Steph.

Thes.

Graec.

Ling.

torn.

i.

p,

cccxxxiv. note, edit. Londin.
j-

The

native writers, accordingly,
its water.

dwell particularly on

in their descriptions of

Yembo,

..
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This clear identification of Nera

Yembo,
receives,

Rome
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with

Greek version of an Arabic name,
conclusion, local light, from Mr.

as the
in

Burckhardt's description of that Arab town a
description which discloses at once the origin and
" About
tin'
one
appropriateness of its name.
hour to the east of the town, is a cluster of wells
:

of sweet water, called Aseylya, which are made
to irrigate a few melon-fields. ... In the town,
are several wells of brackish water, but no cisterns.
The supply of water for drinking is obtained

from some large cisterns, at about five minutes'
walk from the Medina gate, where the rain-water
is collected.

Small canals have been dug, across

the neighbouring plains, to

convey the streams

of rain-water to these cisterns.

They

well-cased, subterranean reservoirs

;

are spacious,
and some of

them

large enough to supply the whole town for
The water is excellent, mtfc/t
several weeks.
.

.

.

of any other town of the Hedjn:

better tlutn tlmt

;

where the inhabitants are not industrious enough
to form similar cisterns.
When the winter- rains
fail,

the inhabitants of

and are obliged

to

fill

Yembo suffer severely ;
their water-skins at the

*
distant wells of Aseylya."

Abulfcd.
*

Di-si-ript.

Arab. p. 45.

Travels in Arabia, vol.

ii.

p.

335.
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Thus remarkable,

II.

to this day, for the very

properties so plainly expressed in its two-fold
the number of its wells and reservoirs,
name,
.

.

.

the irrigation of its suburban fields and plains,
and the unrivalled celebrity of its water through-

out the Hedjaz, ... it
question, that the Nera

surely impossible to
of Strabo (locus
aquis irriguus), and the Yembo of Golius and
Burckhardt (Scaturigo et fons aquce), are one
is

Kome

and the same place. Yembo, it follows, was the
port, whence ^Elius Gallus embarked for Myos
Hormus, on his return to Egypt. The recovery
of Nera

Kome,

in

Yembo,

it is

to add, authenticates, anew,

vious restoration of Leuke

M.

scarcely needful
d'Anville's pre-

Kome,

in Haura,

by

demonstrating, a fortiori, the untenableness of
the only objection urged by Gossellin and Yincent,

namely, that Haura

MARSYABA.

Kome

The

lies

sites

too far south.

of Leuke

and Nera

once ascertained, the point next in im-

portance is to fix the site of Marsyaba, the term
of the Roman invasion.
With ample room and
materials for critical investigation, the position
of this capital has hitherto been made the subject

A

only of vague conjecture.
preliminary view
of the marks requisite to determine its site, will
us from falling into this
Marsyaba must be in the direc-

effectually preserve
error.

For,

1.
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tion of the incense region.

ated

in

must

lie

2.

It

299

must be

situ-

3.
It
the neighbourhood of Ilasar.
in the territory of the Rhamanites (or

4. It must lie, apparently,
Cushite Sabeans).
to the south of the province of Chaulan.
5. It
must be nine days' forced march beyond Ana-

grana or Nedjran. 6. It must be within a few
marches of a river, which the Romans crossed
on their advance, and re-crossed on their

re-

7. It must be within
treat.
sixty days' forced
march of Nera Kome, or Yembo.
Now, if a
town of southern Arabia can be found, still retaining, in substance, the classical name, and in
.

which
it

.

.

the foregoing cirumstances shall unite,
will hardly be thought too much to assume,
all

town can be no other than the longsought Marsyaba of Strabo. But all the re-

that this

quired circumstances, together with the substance
of the classical name, will be found united in the

town of
Sabid,

fribbia, the chief city of the province of
a district on the northern confines of

Yemen.

For, 1. Sabbia lies within an easy distance of the country of the Gebanitae, or Beni
Kahtan of the eastern plain, and of Thumna or

Tamna their

the great inland emporium,
2. It
according to Pliny, of the incense trade.*
" Evehi

IIDII

penditur vcctigal.

camelorum

Ixv."

capital

;

potrst [thus], nisi per Gebanitas
itaque et
Caput eorum Thomna abcst a Gaza . .
:

Lib.

xii.

cap. 32.

horum
.

regt
raansiones
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lies

immediately under

Asyr,

the seat of

Ilasar of Strabo

of

Yemen.

3.

ports, in the

the mountains

Ptolemy's

Elisari,

of

II.

El

and the

the country of the Asyr Arabs
It is seated, as the name im-

;

territory of the Beni Sabya, or

4.
It lies due south of
Rhamanite Sabeans.
Chaulan (a province on the line of the Eoman
5. It is within about a hundred and
retreat).

forty miles of Nedjran, or precisely the space,
specified by Strabo, of nine days' march, at the
" fifteen miles
average rate of a Roman army, or

a day."
6. It is equi-distant, or within nine or
ten marches of the Sancan river, the only river
laid down in the maps, throughout this whole

and which, consequently, must be the
river which the Romans crossed, on their advance into the country, and necessarily (as will
region

;

course) re-crossed, on their re*
7.
treat through Chaulan.
By the coast-road,
on
his return,) it is
taken
by Gallus
(the route
within eight hundred miles, or sixty days' march,

be seen by

of

its

Nera Kome, or Yembo,

halts included,

of a

at the average rate,

more than thirteen

little

miles a day.
*

of the Sancan, rising in the mountains N. W. of ChauCarn-al-Magshal, and running one hundred miles, or upwards,

The course

lan, near

in a south-westerly direction,

(when

it

bars the exit from Chaulan to the coast

is

lost in the sands,)

obviously
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these coincidences should be required
to verify the site of Marsyaba, according to
Strabo's description of it, and that they all should

That

all

be found to unite in the town of Sabbia*, is a
concurrence of local circumstances to be accounted for rationally only in one way,
namely,
that the Sabbia of d'Anville is the Marsyaba of
.

.

.

Strabo.

LINES OF ROMAN ROUTE.

By

the adjustment

three great land-marks of the expedition, we obtain fixed points for our guidance
in the next object of inquiry; the recovery
of the

of the wholly distinct lines of route pursued
Gallus, on his advance

and on

by
The

his retreat.

which our first scientific geographers have speculated on these two routes,
marked by a total oblivion of the harmony so
essential to be preserved, between Strabo's notes
oscitancy with

of distance, as defined by his notes of time,
there is no way of accounting for, and but one
.

way of describing

:

it is

that of

men

in a

.

.

dream.

According to Strabo, the advance of Gallus ocThis
cupied six months: his retreat, but two.
difference of time (a proportion of three to
*

It

may be

noticed, as an independent coincidence, that the retreat of

nine days to Nedjran, on Dr. Vincent's calculation, " requires that
Gallus should have advanced upwards of an hundred miles into Yemen;"
this computation brings us accurately to Sabbia, distant from
Beishe, the frontier and key of Yemen, precisely one hundred miles.

and that

302
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altogether inexplicable on any ground, but
that of a commensurate difference of distance.
is

Making every allowance for halts, and the delays
caused by the stratagems of Syllseus, and the
siege and capture of a few Arab towns, the line
of advance

must have been more than double

that of the retreat.
For, while Gallus might be,
and was, deceived, a Koman general could not
be altogether befooled by his Arab conductor.
Total ignorance of the country might betray
him, as it had betrayed Crassus*, into taking a
totally wrong road (an error which his sub-

sequent better knowledge of the country enabled him eventually to correct) but no amount
;

of ignorance could induce him to be led, like
the characters in a modern drama, round and

must have been pretty
believe him to have
employed, alternately, six months, and two
months, in his passage through the same line of
Yet this is the ground taken by our
country.
D'Anville, Goshighest modern authorities.
however
sellin, Vincent,
differing as to the
round a horse-pond

much

as

;

the case, could

we

* "

Lorsque Crassus entreprit son expedition contre
Abgare Mannus s'offrit a lui servir de guide ; le conduisit a
serts pour epuiser son armee,- et le fit enfin tomber entre
Parthes."

(

was familiar
pursued by

to the Orientals

Syllaeus,

;

Parthes,

les

mains des

Abgare. ) The stratagem
and serves as a sure index to the route

torn.

Biograph/Univers.

les

travers des de-

i.

p. 75. art.
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length of the march, all agree in conducting
and re-conducting the Roman army through the

Hedjaz the only allowed difference between the
advance and retreat being this, that the former
;

was through the

interior of the province, the

latter along the coast.

By

taking the former
easily be in-

the distance would more

route,

creased; but it could not,
treason itself, be doubled.

by any devices of

On

the face of the case, therefore, it appears,
that, rationally to solve the phenomena, a difference of distance, in the two lines of march, com-

mensurate, in some reasonable degree, with the
recorded difference of time, must be found.

Now

the only route which presents such a difference, is that circuitous caravan line, which

would carry Gallus, from Haiira, by Medinah
and Kasym, into the heart of Xedjd * and,
thence, to Nedjran, by one of the great Nedjd
;

roads into Yemen.

In the discussion of the

question hitherto, this inland route has never
once been thought of: yet, that it was the road
* "

Sylheus conduisit

la flotte

Romaine

d'ecueils en ecueils, et

fit

perir

engagea ensuite, dans les deserts brulants du Nedjed,
les legions Romanies, qui, apres six mois de marche," &c. (Walckenaer,
This is the
ap. Biograph. Universelle, torn. xvi. p. S82. art. Gallus.)
sole coincidence with my view of the Roman route, which has fallen under

une grande

partie.

II

M. WalckenuiT, with great good sense, gives the true
advance; but, as he goes against ail preceding authorities, he
should have stated his grounds for doing so.

my

nl)si -i

lii.r ut'

vation.

tlu>
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by the Roman army, I am pre1. from Strabo's
general account
of the policy of Syllaeus, and of the motives and
2. from his
objects which prompted his treason
specific description of the line of inarch, and of
the country traversed and 3. from Pliny's in-

actually taken
pared to show,

;

;

dependent enumeration of the towns captured

and destroyed by

-ZElius Gallus.

Strabo sets out by stating the very point
just assumed, namely, that Syllabus led the Romans, from Leuke Kome, by a circuitous route
1.

(xoxAoTrops/a/s),

through diificult roads

and a desert region (xa) TTOLVTCDV aTropoig
He goes on to suggest the policy which dictated
this treachery

;

the object of the wily Nabathean
" to
spy out the land; to

being, in his judgment,

and districts by the aid of the
Romans and to remain himself master of the
country, when the Roman army should have
been consumed by famine, toil, disease, and his
capture

its cities
;

This statement of the objects of the
guide, is itself an index to the extent and direc* which aimed to
tion of the march
penetrate
arts."

;

*

The

precise direction of the Roman march from
since there is one pass only,
;

mined by the country

Medinah
and

this a

is

deter-

most

re-

It is thus noticed by
Hedjaz and Nedjd.
" The
unlucky accident, which occurred near Medina,

markable one, between

Captain Sadlier
precluded the possibility of
:

my making any just

observations, on the

windings of our route, through the extraordinaary

valley,

mazy

which affords a
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into a part of Arabia hitherto impervious to the
Nabatheans themselves, and therefore beyond

the territory of Aretas, the kinsman and ally of
Obodas yet to reach the territory of Aretas had
* The whole
"
required a march of many days."
details seem incompatible with the idea of a pro;

gress through a country so near, and so well
known to the Nabatheans, as that between

Haura and Mekka; while they are, at least, in
perfect harmony with the idea of a movement
into the inland province of Nedjd.
2. But, in the next place, Strabo's detailed ac-

count of the time consumed in the march, and his
description of the features of the country between

Leuke Kome and the kingdom of Aretas,

tally

most exactly with Burckhardt's delineation of the
inland route, by Medinah, to Kasym. According
to Strabo, the march from Leuke Kome to the
"
country of Aretas was one of
many days :"
according to Burckhardt, it would require, at
least, twenty days, to reach the- confines of
communication, or passage, through the range of mountains, which
This valley is very confined ; and our
separates Ul Hejaiz from Nedjed.
caravan was much too numerous to proceed in one body.
I do not ima-

we exceeded two miles an hour, during this part of the night."
MS. Journal, p. 10.
* The fact that Aretas, as a kinsman of
Obodas, was himself a Naba-

gine that

tlu-an,

coupled with the distance of his kingdom from that of Obodas,
out the stati-im-nt of Ptolemy; who carries the Nabatheans

fully bears

eastward, as far as the western foot of

VOL.

II.

Mount Zames.

X
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The former

Kasym from Haura.

II.

describes the

road taken by Gallus as, in parts, so destitute of
water, that the Romans were reduced to depend,
for

on their camels and
specifies two stages, on

their supply, wholly

water-skins

:

the latter

Kasym road, one of two days and a half,
from Hafna to Soweyder, another of two days,
from Mawat to el Badje, " wholly without
Both describe the road, as difficult
water."
the specifications of Burckhardt
throughout
the

;

serving to illustrate the more general report of
"
Strabo: for example,
Soweyder, nineteen hours.

The road from Hafna to this place is rocky, with
two ascents difficult for camels, and wholly without water

:" again,

"

Neffoud

sand, four hours long

... a plain of

after which, the

;

deep
road be-

*
After a march
sandy and difficult"
of much difficulty and privation, the Romans, at

comes

less

length, entered the friendly country of Aretas:
the comparative fertility of which, discernible in

products of corn or dhourra, dates, and butter, well corresponds with Burckhardt's account

its

of

Kasym,

" the most

of Nedjed

province
"celebrated for

its

"
;

fertile

like

excellent

district

in

the

Nedjd generally,
pastures;" and

The relationparticularly productive in corn.
and
his
Aretas
to
of
Obodas,
consequently
ship
* Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, vol.

ii.

Appendix, pp. 393

398.
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hospitable reception of the Romans, plainly bean
speak his Ishmaelite, or Edomite, origin
origin agreeing with the known population of
:

Nedjd, which, now as formerly, abounds in settlements of Ishmaelite and Edomite tribes the
;

Beni Temin, the Beni Shaman, and the Aenezes.

The

arts of Syllabus (probably the usual

Arab

delays in the supplies of camels
and provisions), aided by the natural difficulties

stratagems,

.

.

.

of the road, detained the army thirty days, in its
passage through the kingdom of Aretas. It now

entered the Bedouin country of Ararena (Agarena), a region described as, for the most part,

and through which, a march of fifty days
" the
brought the Romans to Anagrana, or
city
of the Agrani" (Nedjran)
a town seated in a
The following
peaceful and fertile district.
extracts from Burckhardt will show how accudesert

;

;

.

.

.

rately Strabo's description, here, corresponds
with the features of the road from Kasym, by

the

desert of

Woshem and

Derayeh, to the

eastern Nedjd chain and, thence, to Nedjran,
"
along the mountains,
by a straight road from
Nedjed ... to the country of Beishe and Ye;

men." ..." From Derayeh to Mekka

is

a dis-

tance of eleven or twelve long caravan days*
For three days beyond Derayeh are
journies.

found cultivated

spots,

and small settlements of

x 2
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;

II.

of the road is through a desert
straight road from Nedjed to the

the rest

country. ...

A

mountains of Hedjaz (I use this word, here, in
the Bedouin sense, meaning the mountains south
country of Beishe and Yemen, passes by the village of Derye, on the
southern extremity of Nedjed, on the great road
of Tayf ),

and

to the

Mekka.

The road from Derye

to
*
Beishe lies four or five days east of Mekka."
"
circuitous route, completely explanatory of
to

from Kasym

A

the xuxhoTTo peiai of Strabo, corresponding, at every
point, with his description of the entire line of

road taken by Gallus on his advance, and affording a fair approximation to the difference of distance required, between an advance of six months

and a retreat of two (about

fifteen

hundred miles

instead of seven hundred, or, allowing for road
measurement, seventeen hundred instead of eight

hundred), has

now been

traced, along well-ascer-

the part between
Medinah and Derayeh being that actually travelled by Captain Sadlier a few years ago."*
tained lines of caravan road

;

Before, however, we may pronounce this inland route identical with that pursued by ^Elius
Gallus,

more remains

rently,

unaccounted

to be done.

For, in the
condensed relation of Strabo, some part of the
period consumed in the advance remains, appa*

for.

Specific land-marks,

Travels in Arabia, vol.

ii.

p. 400.
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are plainly necessary,

to convert general resemblance, and strong verithe
similitude, into actual identification.

Now

time unaccounted

for,

and the land-marks

re-

by the independent
names
several towns,
authority of Pliny; who
unnoticed by Strabo, as having been successively
besieged and destroyed by Gallus all, from the
quired, are happily supplied

;

nature of the case, necessarily on his advance into
the country.*
If the towns named by Pliny

be found actually in existence, along the
inland line of route above laid down, the identishall

fication will

be complete

:

and that they are so

now

proceed to show.
"
account
is as follows
Gallus dePliny's
stroyed the under-named towns, not mentioned

found, I will
3.

:

by preceding writers Negra, Amnestus, Nesea,
.M:igusa, Tammacus, Labecia, and the abovenamed Mariaba, a city six miles in circumference;
:

the furthest point of his progress."!
On this important passage, Dean Vincent's comment is, " as Pliny says that the places which
also, Caripeta,

The precipitancy of his retreat (which in fact was a disgraceful and
disastrous flight) left neither time, nor means, for sieges: like that of
our unfortunate army in Afghanistan, it was a race for life.
Compare
Vincvnt.

vol.

ii.

pp. :>O4

311.

Gallus oppirla (limit, non nominata

f
et

al>

auctoribus qui ante scrip-

Negram, Amncstum, Nescam, Magusam, Taiuinacuin, Labcciam,
"
Item Caripeta quo longissime process! t.
supra dictam Mariaham.

serunt,

N.it.

Hist., lib. vi.

cup

x 3
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occurred in the expedition of Gallus are not
found in authors previous to his time, the same

be said of subsequent writers for there is
not one of them, ancient or modern, who will do
more than afford matter for conjecture. This is

may

;

the reason that compels
only, of an expedition,

me

to give a sketch,
so
intimately con-

nected with the commerce of the ancients in
Arabia." *
That the opinion here expressed has
been formed without due examination, will readily

be admitted,
eight cities

if it

can

now be shown,

named by

that, of the

Pliny, in the above pas-

sage, the names of two most clearly prove them
the same with two of those mentioned by Strabo
;

and that seven out of the eight stand, with moral
certainty, and the eighth with good probability,
identified with as many Arab towns, still actually
in being, along the very inland route above laid
down, as that followed by -ZElius Gallus.

We

begin, for

good reasons, with Mariaba.

Strangely overlooking the discriminative circumstances, so clearly marked in the text of Pliny,

and guided, apparently, only by identity of name,
d'Anville has confounded the Mariaba of the Eoman geographer, with Mareb, the famous capital
of the Sabeans of
is

Yemen.

known to have been

several chief

As, however, Mareb

a denomination

towns of Arabia,
*

Vol.

ii.

common to

its signification, in

pp. 300, 301.
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being equivalent to metropolis the mere identity of name is plainly nothing, unless borne out
by other circumstances. Now Pliny distinguishes
fact,

,

the Mariaba destroyed by Gallus, by two discriminative marks: 1. It was the capital of his

and

lay in the direction of Gerrha
on the Persian Gulf, ... for it is mentioned in con-

Calingii

;

2. it

junction with Muranimal, a town in the vicinity
of Gerrha, being seated, according to Pliny, on a
river believed to be the

re-appearance of the
Pison branch of the Euphrates. Let these marks
be now only compared with the geographical
features of this quarter of Arabia, at the present

In the province of Hagar or Bahrein (a
local denomination answering literally to the
day.

Ararena

or

Agarena of

Strabo),

foot of the great

eastern

and

at the

we

Nedjd chain,

re-

cover the Calingii of Pliny in the Beni K/ui/cf/,
still, as in his time, the reigning tribe in these
parts*;
*

"

and

Calingii,

his

Muranimal and

in

quorum Mariaba oppidum signiffcat Dominos omnium."
name has been questioned by bis

Pliny's etymology of the
32.)
editor: without reason, however, for
5* (vi.

MurittlHi,

be derived from t-Jh* Dominua

fuit

it is

if

sufficiently correct;

pnefuitque.

Dominium ac

M

inh

principa-

(See Gol. in voc. ) The appropriateness of the
title, as applied to the Beni Kb tiled of Lachsa or Bahrein, will appear
from Niebuhr's notice of this great tribe. " Tout le district appartiemt ti
la tribu Beni Khaletl ; une des plus puissantes entre les Arabes; laquelle

tum exercuit.

s'etend

Bagdad

si

Rexit.

avant dans

et

Hnleb."

lo desert, qu'elle

inquiete snuvent les caravanes entre

(D&cript. de 1'Arab.

x 4

torn.

iii.

p.

294.)

As March
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two chief towns, Al Borani and Mdreb,
both seated on that very branch or channel of
their

the Euphrates, spoken of by Pliny in this connection,
times,

Let

and

visited

and described,

by the Portuguese

in

modern

traveller Texeira.

this restoration, thus authenticated

union of

all

by the

the discriminative circumstances

which mark out Pliny's Mariaba of the Calingii*,
be

now

considered with reference to Strabo's ex-

posure of the deep-laid scheme of SyllaBus, the
Nabathean minister ; and, however profligate the
perfidy of this statesman, his policy will be found
worthy of a better cause. The very conception
of rendering himself master, by aid of the unsuspecting Romans, of the keys of the country,

strong cities, implies a depth of policy, which
would be sure to aim at laying hold of the most
its

But, in
important points of communication.
Arabia, in every age, the aim of each ascendant

power invariably has been, to obtain the command, at once, of the trade with India, and of
Now
the inland commerce between the gulfs.
Mareb, in the eastern province of Hagar or Bahrein, lies at,

or near, the junction of the

two

the capital of the Beni Khaled, there cannot be a reasonable doubt,
that Pliny and Niebuhr describe the same people.
* Dean Vincent had
given up both the Rhamanitae, and the Calingii,
" What the Rhamanitae of
as irrecoverable
Strabo, or Calingii of Pliny,
is

:

may

be,

seems impossible to determine."

ii.

310.
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grand routes between the Persian and Arabian
Gulfs; that, namely, to Petra, by Kasym and
Medinah, in the northern direction *, and that to
Mekka and Yemen f, by the great Nedjd road,
towards the south.
The
light

By

laying hold, therefore, of
known, has been brought to
from Katiff towards Medinah,

part of this route, hitherto least
Sadlier.

by Captain

His

road,

Remah [the Marata of Ptolemy], Sumamah,
Bubban [IHubunna], Munfooah, Denah, Oineeah {Aina or Ayoun],
Shakra, Mooznib, Anizeh, Rus [Rass], Honeekah [Hanekeh], on the

passed through Ul Ahsa,

boundary

line

between Nedjd and Hedjaz.

The

position of Shakra, misplaced in all our maps, is among the geo'
" a
graphical results of this journey.
Captain Sadlier was
good deal
surprized,

when

agreed, that we should pass through Shakra before we
the position of these two places with regard to
;
to me to be reversed on the printed maps."
(MS.

all

would reach Anizeh
Deriah appears
Journal.

)

But

the most valuable information, in this part of the Journal,

and commercial importance of Anizeh. " August 24th,
[from Mooznib] at 4h. 30m. this morning, our route N.W.
Arrived at Anizeh at 12h. 3Om. P.M.
It is considered as the principal
town of this district ; and, from its geographical situation, it has been

respects the site

marched

the centre of trade.
The caravans from Bussorah, Koit,
Kutief, Ul Ahsa, and Deriah, passing through Anizeh annually, have
It is conveniently
given this place a certain degree of consequence.
situated with respect to Medina and the Red Sea, as also with regard to
generally

Jubul Chumhcr [Djebel Shammar].

It hat
always been the medium of
Gulf and the Red Sea; and might
A
I
po-t of the first importance, from its central position.
garrison, placed at Anizeh, would overawe the tribe of Anizeh, which
occupies the desert N. E., to the limits occupied by the tribe of Mootair
who extend to the E. of Shakra in the direction of Koit, from
yr],

ci>intunicitt!on

between the Persian

;i

MS. Journal, p. 292.)
thence towards the Persian (Milpls."
To the
W. of Ani/.eh, the trila-s of Hurrah and Misroo occupy that part of the
distriet of Al Hejaz between Rus and
Medina,
Thus, the town of
(

Ani/eh appears to be the centre of Arabia,

and commercial view."

Ib.

p.

in a geographical, political,

294.

hranehes off at Derye, four or
f The Yemen roa
Mekka.
See Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. ii.
1

five
p.

days east of

40O.
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this capital of the Calingii or

Beni Khaled (a
Cushite race, the national enemies as well as
commercial rivals of the Nabatheans), Syllasus

same time, on the commercial
monopoly of the Gerrhseans, and opened to Nabathean enterprize, through a direct channel, the
broke

in,

at the

lucrative trade with India

The moral thus

by the Persian

Gulf.

unites with the circumstantial

evidence to identify Mariaba, the capital of the
Calingii, in the kingdom of Agarena, with Mareb,
the chief town of the Beni Khaled Arabs, in
the province of Hagar or Bahrein.
The siege of
still

a city of such magnitude and importance amply
accounts for some portion of the time, consumed
in the Roman advance, and unaccounted for by

Strabo

;

whose narrative

is

mainly directed, and

nearly confined, to the operations in the neigh-

bourhood of the country of incense, the grand
object of the expedition.
But the position of Pliny's Mariaba of the
Calingii will be further elucidated, as we ac-

company Gallus, from Mareb, along the great
Caripeta
Nedjd mountain-road, into Yemen.
is another of the towns mentioned by Pliny, as
This name
besieged and taken in his progress.
has needlessly perplexed the critics. Caripeta is
an easy and obvious misnomer, probably of
transcribers, for Cariata, an inland town pre-
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viously mentioned by Pliny, and the seat, apparently, of his Carrel; and Cariata exists at this
day, on the very route in question, the Nedjd
road to Yemen, in the town of Kariatain.

Advancing from Kariatain, still in a southwestern direction, on the Nedjd road to Yemen,
easily recognize the Tammacus of Pliny, also
in his list of the towns destroyed by Gallus,

we

of Ptolemy; being the one nain<
only abridged, and with the article prefixed ;
while, by their common position on the moun-

in the

Agdami

tains of Hedjaz,

.

and

in the twenty-second parallel

of Ptolemy becomes
clearly identified with the well-known town of

of latitude,

the

Agdami

Tayf.

From

Tayf, the

Yemen

road takes a direction

nearly due south, along the mountains, until
turns eastward with the bend of the chain, as

it

it

A

tends towards Nedjran.
little to the north of
the angle formed by this bend, the Magma of
Pliny (Ptolemy's Magulaba), another of the cap-

tured towns, presents itself in Korn z\Maghs<il. a
place situated about half-way between Tayf and
Nedjran.

The
tin

name of Nedjran, a city rightly
Dean
Vincent, after d'Anville, with
by

familiar

identified

An;iLiT;ni:i

of Strabo, or his "city of the

:mi" (or Hagarenes),

is

CXJMV

.-.I

BO

t<>

tin-
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by the Negra of

Pliny, that, at this point
at least, there cannot be a question, the two
ancient geographers place Gallus on the same

letter

ground.

It is further observable, that

Pliny's
report of the sack of Negra, or Nedjran, is circumstantially authenticated by Strabo's account

of the storm.

From

Nedjran, the great Nedjd road enters
Yemen, through the fertile valley, and strong
position, of Beishe.

As

Beishe, at all periods,

has been, what the Arabs expressively entitle it,
" the
key of Yemen," we have now reached a
point, where Burckhardt becomes our best guide,
in tracking the further march, southward, of the

Roman army.

The following

is

his description

of this important pass, still, as anciently, the
station of invading armies a description which
:

enables us to illustrate the operations of JElius
Gallus, from the recent operations of very different invaders from Egypt, the Turks. " Beishe,
the most important position between Tayf and

Sanaa, is a very fertile district, extremely rich
in date trees.
The Turkish army of Mohammed

Aly,

with

amounting

its

followers

and

allied

Bedouins,

in all to ten or twelve thousand

men

[a curious numerical coincidence with that of

the Romans], found here sufficient provisions
for a fortnight's halt, and for a supply on their
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march for several days towards the south. The
Arabs entitle Beishe the key of Yemen : it lies on
one of the great roads

and

to

Yemen ;

heavy-laden camels from
could not come by any other
and that on the sea-shore beyond Beishe, is

it

Mekka

way ;

from Nedjed

was

said, that

Yemen

to

an easy passage westward through

the great chain
about two days
distant from the western mountain." ..." The

of mountains.

.

.

.

Beishe

itself is

army remained about a

fortnight at Beishe, the
most important position in the country eastward
of the Yemen mountains, and called, by the
of Yemen." *
northern
the

Bedouins,

key

The argument deducible from

these extracts

does not turn on probabilities it rests on grounds
of moral certainty.
That Gallus took the route
:

taken by every succeeding conqueror from the
north, is certified to us by the single fact, stated
" the
by Burckhardt, that Beishe is said to be
only pass" by which an invading army, with its

necessary incumbrance of heavy baggage, could
The conclusion thus
penetrate into Yemen.
forced on

us by the physical features of the
to be arrived at, independently, by
country,
the decisive testimony of Pliny in whose catais

;

logue of the towns sacked by Gallus,
Travels in Arabia, vol.

Walmbys,

p. 4O3.

ii.

p. 383.,

we

find the

and Notes on Bedouins and
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name Labecia,

II.

the anagram, with the slightest
This identity
possible inversion, of Al Beishe.
of name, coupled with the physical peculiarity of

the

site,

.

makes

.

.

this restoration

perfect, connected

one of the most

with the expedition of

-ZElius

Gallus.

On

the advance from Nedjran and Beishe, the

direction of the

Roman march

Arabian warfare, that of a
can

;

next ascer-

by the most unusual of interruptions

tained,

river

is

river.

Now

in

the only

known

to exist in these parts is the Sanwhich, taking its rise in the Hedjaz moun-

near Korn

Maghsal, after a southern
course of somewhat more than a hundred miles,

tains,

el

in the sands of the

Tehamah, to the westward of the mountains of Asyr. The Sancan
river, it follows, must have been the river crossed
by Gallus on his advance, and necessarily recrossed (as its course on the maps will show) on
is lost

his retreat

towards the coast through Chaulan.

Marsyaba implies a considerable
only the more consistent with the

If this route to

detour,

it is

circuitous policy of Syllseus ; whom Strabo expressly states to have misled the Romans to the
last.*

cated,

The
by

its

line of

march thus generally

indi-

direction on the only river in the
evrcus
,

1129.

Ka\

KctTa/ittfl&i'.

K. A.

Lib. xvi.

pp. 1128,
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more

is

local verification.

specifically defined

The

by a

arrival of the

fresh

Romans

on the Sancan was signalized by a battle (the
Arabs having assembled in great force to dispute
and their victory was followed
their passage)
;

by a

The name of the town now taken

siege.

has fortunately been preserved, both by Strabo
and Pliny the Asca of the former being maninames
festly the Nesca of the latter writer
:

;

(allowing for a slight inversion) obviously iden-

with Sancan, the present name of a town
seated on the Sancan river, near its termination
in the sands.

tical

This movement of the

Roman army, from

Nedjran on Marsyaba by the Sancan, inferred
from the fact of its being the only river in this

and

by the agreement between the ancient and modern names of the

quarter,

illustrated

localities, will receive

further confirmation,

if it

can be shown, that the time employed by Gallus,
in his advance from Nedjran, much exceeded that
That
required to effect his retreat to that place.
this

was

so,

we gather from

as the result

of the

Strabo

;

who

states,

Roman commander's

dis-

covery of the treachery of his guide, a change of
route, which enabled him, on his return, to reach

Nedjran in nine days; a statement admitting of
but the one interpretation,
that the advance
had occupied a much longer period.
.

.

.
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II.

has

been uninterrupted by any dissonance, between
the notes of time and distance.
In the adjust-

ment of this part of the

route, however, apparent

present themselves, which I hope to
evince are no more than apparent.
The first of

difficulties

these difficulties respects the distance of Nedjran
from the Sancan river (a space, in our maps, of
at least a

hundred and

compared

fifty miles),

with the time employed in the march

:

the re-

puted distance requiring ten days, where Strabo
allows only six.
Now, without assuming (what
yet within probability) error in Strabo's information, or in his text, this difficulty will fairly
is

admit of either of two explanations :...!. that the
march bears date, not from the town, but from
the western boundary line of the territory of
Nedjran which is included in Strabo' s notice,
;

together with the city, as in the occupation of
the Romans*: 2. that the Sancan river may be
out of position in our maps; a circumstance of
ceaseless recurrence, in the inland geography of
this
*

almost

Me'xpi

Tr6\f<as

unknown

country, f

'Aypavwv, xal

x^pa?

elptjviKris

Either supre,

KOI

xvi. 1128.

f See Conder's
merit of this work

" Modern Traveller,"

vol. iv.

The extraordinary

by the best of all authorities, the practical
Its value as a manual seems generally felt and
experience of travellers.
See Mr. Wellsted's testimony to the volume on Arabia.
acknowledged.
is

attested
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position will reconcile the seeming discrepancy ;
which, it will be remembered, is as nothing, when

weighed

in the balance against the certain facts,

that the

march of Gallus was twice directed on
and that the only known river in the

a river,

country

is

Another

the Sancan.
difficulty regards the site of Strabo's

Athrulla, the place next taken and garrisoned by
Gallus, on quitting Asca and the Sancan. Strabo's

whole description here, the military occupation,
the prolonged halt, the stores of corn and dates
accumulated for the use of the army, on

march

its

to invest Marsyaba, all indicate the im-

portance of the position; and all point towsmU
Labecia or Beishe, " the key of Yemen," as de-

by Burckhardt, and as similarly occupied,
days, by the army of Mohammed Aly.
The nomenclature, however, here gives us no
for the names are altogether different
aid
and a movement on Beishe, from the Sancan,
Yet if, on
further implies a counter-march.
scribed
in

our

own

:

;

broader grounds, the identity of Athrulla with
Beishe be, as it is conceived to be, admissible,
the entire operations, it is believed, will allow of
the most satisfactory explanation: the primary
object of the Roman general being to dislodge
and disperse the covering army, which had asVOL.

II.

Y
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sumed a strong

position threatening

II.

his right

and which, if left behind him unbroken,
would be sure to cut off his communications, and
wheel round upon his rear.
The strength of
and
the
dearth
of
water
Marsyaba,
(the Arabs
well knew) would do the rest; and effect, perhaps
flank

;

without a blow, his complete destruction.

On

these grounds, my belief is, that Gallus,
having advanced to the Sancan by the road

which turns westward from the pass, countermarched on Beishe, which was now first taken.
Having secured this key of Yemen, and paused
a sufficient time to refresh and provision his
wearied legions, then, and not before, he made
his final

movement on Marsyaba, and the

re-

*
puted region of incense.
In the line of route here identified with the

advance of the

Roman army un4er ^Elius

Gallus,

the notes of distance harmonize, in the main,
with those of time ; Strabo's descriptions of the

country traversed, agree, throughout, with those
of Burckhardt; while out of the eight towns

named by Pliny

as destroyed by the invaders,
seven are found along this very line of road,
*

It appears to have been mistaken, by the Romans, (probably from
near neighbourhood to Thumna, the central depot of the incense-trade,
in the territory of the Gebanitae, or Beni Kahtan of the eastern plain,) for

its

the incense-country,

known

to lie far to the south, in

Hadramaut.
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names

;

Mariaba, Caripeta, Tammacus, Magusa, Negra,
Nesca, Labecia, being represented, as closely as
the difference of idiom will allow, by Mareb,
Kariatain, Tayf, Maghsal, Nedjran, Sancan,

al-Beishe

:

while,

if

Amnestus may

and

be supposed

Maan

(the Maabout half way

to have its representative in Ibn

nambis of Ptolemy), a town
between Beishe and Sabbia, all the

cities

enumer-

by Pliny occur on the route in question,
or the great Nedjd road between Kasym and
ated

Yemen.
In all these respects, on the other hand, it has
been already seen, the routes severally assumed
by d'Anville and Gibbon, by Gossellin and Vincent

differ only as to the length of the
but
march,
agree in conducting the Roman advance through the Hedjaz) altogether fail.

(who

opposite results, we might securely
rest the merits of the question ; were it not decided afresh by wholly independent proof, that,

Upon these

neither on his advance, nor in his retreat, could

Gallus have

through the heart of the
This separate proof is
Hedjaz.
supplied by Pliny, in the words of Gallus himself
the passage being, to all appearance, an
extract from the report of that general, to hi>
passed

province of

;

Y 2
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The statement of Pliny is most
and (in the present connection at least)
has been most singularly overlooked.
After
master Augustus.
curious

;

enumerating, by name, the cities captured, Pliny
divides the information furnished by jElius
1. What fell under his
Gallus under two heads
:

own

personal observation

;

and

What he

2.

col-

lected from trust-worthy authorities.
Under
the second of these heads, or that of information
obtained, not by observation, but inquiry, he

quotes as follows

numerous people

:

"

The Homerites

:

and vineyards; but their

fruitful in palm-trees

chief wealth consists in their cattle

and Agraei excel

are a very

the Minaei possess a territory
the Cerbani

:

more, the Chatramotitse: the Sabaei are rich in the fragrant
in war;

and the products of wax

fertility of their fields,

and honey."*

The

still

several nations described in

it
appears, were known
authentic
The Homeby
report only.
the Sabeans of Yemen, the people of Ha-

this part of his dispatch,

to Gallus
rites,

is

he had not seen: neither,

clear

dramdut,

it

it

had he seen the Minaeans, the Cerbani,

follows,
* " Cetera

Minaeis

explorata retulit

:

.

.

.

numerosissimos esse Homeritas

fertiles agros,

palmetis arbustisque ; in pecore divitias
banos et Agreeos armis praestare ; maxime Chatramotitas
Carreis,
:

:

simos et

fertilissiraos

odorifera, auri metallis,

agros:

agrorum

Sabaeos,

ditissimos

sylvarum

:

Cerlatis-

fertilitate

riguis, mellis ceraeque proventu."
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But of the

tribes, the capital,

first
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of these last-

Carman Regia, or

Karn-al-Manzil, lay in the neighbourhood of
Mekka ; and the second, the Cerbani or Carbae,
are no other than " the mighty tribe of Harb,"
which, now as of old, chiefly peoples the Hedjaz.
Had Gallus fallen in with this warlike race, his own
report certifies that they would have given him a
very different reception, from that experienced

from the un warlike natives of Yemen.

Had

his

line of march led (as has been asserted) through
the country between Medinah and Mekka, he must
have fought his way through those mountain passes

of the Harbs, which, in our time, baffled, alternately, the utmost efforts of the victorious Wahabys, and of their Turkish conquerors. No trace,
however, of such formidable antagonists, is to be

met with

in the relations of Strabo or Pliny

;

and

the plain reason
... he

is that assigned
by Gallus himself,
had heard of these warlike Arabs, but had

in-ver

encountered them.

The consequent

con-

clusion, that he did not pass through the interior
of the Hedjaz, is equivalent to the inference al-

ready drawn in these pages upon other grounds,
that he was conducted, owing to the treachery of
Syllaeus,

Upon

by a circuitous route through Nedjd.
the general course of the
Y 3

Roman

ivtivat,
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the authorities are agreed it is marked out
by a total change of route; and from Nedjran,
on which the army had fallen back, was directed
all

:

to the

Tehamah, and the

coast.

All, therefore,

more definitely is,
the particular line of road. For this restoration,
unattempted by d'Anville or Vincent, and for
which the recovery of Nera Kome, by its identithat remains to be ascertained

with Yembo, has smoothed our way, I
proceed, in conclusion, to show, that we now
fication

possess sufficient materials

:

the researches of

Burckhardt, here again, coming un designedly in,
throw light on the brief, and, in more than one

to

point, apparently confused narrative of Strabo.
The failure before Marsyaba*, and the immi-

nent danger of the army, had, at length, opened
the eyes of Gallus to the treachery of his guide.
of what followed, is well ex" From this
Dr. Vincent.
time, the

Strabo's report

plained

by

preservation of his army was the more immediate object of the commander ... he had spent
:

* The obstinate defence of
Marsyaba admits of easy explanation, when
we remember that its probable defenders, the Elisari, were the ancestors
a tribe whose warriors, when they failed to
of the warlike Asyr tribe
:

man

and which, rising from its reverses,
;
Turkish army in a pass of the Asyr mountains,
"
killing the greater number of the Turks, or
by storm,

conquer, died to a

at Byssel

after totally routing the

retook

Mokha

driving them into the sea."

Wellsted, vol.

ii.

p.

288.
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Marsyaba; he was now

in reaching

convinced of the perfidy of Syllaeus ; he imputed
the whole failure to the direction of the march

by the advice of that minister and, if the same
delay should occur on the retreat, he saw that
To
the destruction of the army was inevitable.
prevent this, it is evident that the route was
changed; and we are led to infer that it was
In this
directed, from the interior, to the coast.
case, the army must have crossed the mountains,
and descended into the Tehama and yet, in a
march of sixty days, we have nothing to guide
;

;

our inquiries, but the mention of four places,
without dates, and with one distance only specithese are, the Seven Wells, (eleven days
from Anagrana,) Chaalla, Malotha, and Nera."*

fied

:

In this otherwise correct paraphrase, the two

most important particulars, it happens, are
omitted: namely, 1. the fact, that one of the
land-marks specified, the town of Malotha, was
seated on a river; and 2. that, after crossing
this river, the road taken
by the Romans lay

along a route nearly destitute of water.,f With
the introduction only of these two pretermitted
*

Vincent,

f Efra
\\i

I

Si'

vol.

ii.

^TJ/UTJS,

pp.

:*()!.

6\iya

'XOWTTJS,

i-SptFa

\-2().

Y

1

AS&s, f.ii\pt

Ncpos
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points, it

may now

II.

be found, that, scanty as are

Strabo's details of the retreat,

they will yet,
with the collateral lights from Burckhardt, enable us to lay down the entire line, with an
exactness,

at the

most important

parts,

which

leaves nothing to desire.
The first stage of the retreat, or that from
Marsyaba to Nedjran, owing to the change of
route,

was

This note of

effected in nine days.

time clearly proves, that the shortest road between the two places was now taken the direct
;

hundred and forty English
or one hundred and sixty miles, allowing

distance, about one
miles,

for road measure, being about as

much

as even

a retreating army could accomplish in the time.
Its next stage, from Nedjran to a place named,
(as Strabo informs us) from the number of its
springs, the Seven Wells, occupied eleven days.

The name, the

time, the distance, all here unite

to identify his Seven

Hasba

Wells with the town of
" the

Seven") a place
about one hundred and fifty miles due west of
Nedjran, and the road to which passes through
el

(in Arabic,

;

From el Hasba, the
the province of Chaulan.
Romans marched to the town of Chaalla or
Chaulan (the chief town, we may conclude,
of the province of the same name) and thence
;
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to another

named Malotha,

That river

the Sancan

is

before crossed, near its
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situated on a river.

which the army had
termination, on the ad;

vance, and now re-crossed (unaware, it would
appear, of the identity*), near its head, on the

Here to re-cross it was inevitable, as
will be seen on reference to the map
the Sancan
river taking its rise in the mountains north-west

retreat.

:

of Chaulan

traversing the country in a course
of one hundred miles from north to south ; and
;

thus necessarily crossing the line of the Roman
The Malotha of Strabo is plainly idenretreat.

by the site, with the Tabala of Burckhardt
a, town on the Sancan at this
point, on the caravan road to Hedjaz, a short day's march from el

tified,

;

Hasba.

From Malotha

to

Nera Kome,

(i. e.

from Ta-

Yembo,) Strabo furnishes but a single
to the line of the retreat f: but that index,

bala to
i

IK lex

alone, is

an

infallible

* The
change from the
irorafuf

would seem

guide

definite,

M

:

the road was nearly

rbv iroro^v, to the indefinite, irpbs
same stream ; only

to imply ignorance of its being the

(1 at different and distant
points, on the advance, and on the retreat.
Sec Strabo, ut supra.
f The route of the Romans, on their return, probably passed through
" In time of
Mi>k/ioicu, the terminus of the coast-eara\ans from Djidda:
i

pc.iee,

caravans are occasionally met with
interior of Tcliama, to

Yemen, and the
iii

Ai.tl'ia.

\ol.

i.

p.

47.

on the

sea-coast,

Mokhowa."

towards

Burckhardt's
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destitute of water, wells occurring on it here
and there only, at long intervals. Now there are
two routes, described by Burckhardt, through
the Tehamah northward*; the one, along the
foot of the western mountains, abounding with
water the other, by the coast, scantily suppli ed,
;

at intervals of several days' journey, by here and
Mr. Burckhardt's descriptions of
there a well.

these

two routes determines

tion, as to that pursued

by

finally the ques-

Julius Gallus.

"

The

caravan distance from Djidda to Gonfode, along
the coast, is seven days, easy travelling.
From

Djidda to Leyth, another more eastern road,
somewhat mountainous, five days' journey, yielding plenty of water : while, on the coast road,
but one well is
" The

Again

:

found between the two towns."
country from Mekka southwards,

near the sea-shore, to the west of the chain of
mountains, is flat, intersected with hills, that
gradually disappear as we approach the sea ; of
which the shore presents a level plain, in almost
every direction, at the distance of several hours.

In time of peace, the land road is most frequented by caravans which either proceed along
;

*

"

The pilgrim-caravan formerly

the coast.

arrived by land from Yemen, along
Another Yemen pilgrim-caravan came along the mountains."

Ib. p. 205.
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coast close to the harbour, or

the mountains.

by the
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foot of

The former way affords but

little

The first inhabited

place south of Djidda
distant."*
four
days
Leyth,
Between Leyth and Djidda, the inland road is
"
here described as yielding abundance of water ;"
the coast road, as affording, in a space of four
" but one well." The former candays' journey,
not, the latter therefore must be the road described by Strabo, as " a road passing through a
desert tract, containing only a few wells."

water.
is

Nera Kome, the term of the retreat, whence
Gallus, with the wreck of his army, embarked for

My os Hormus,

has been already identified, by

its

chief local characteristic (expressed alike in both
its names), with lambia or Yembo.
The iden-

completed by the perfect harmony,
down, between
the notes of distance, and the notes of tune the

tification is

in the line of retreat here laid

;

road-distance between Sabbia

and Yembo, (about

eight hundred English miles,) allowing, for the
entire retreat, the reasonable average of a little

more than thirteen miles a day.
That nothing may seem wanting

to the com-

pleteness of this proof, it is very remarkable,
that the character of the population,
throughout
*

Travels in Arabia, vol.

ii.

pp. 387, 388.
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most exactly with the

account given by Gallus, so far as his own experience extended, of the unwarlike disposition
of the Arabs.

For the whole of the Tehamah,

from Haly to Yembo, is peopled exclusively by
the Zebeyde ; a branch of the Harb nation held
so in contempt, for their trading propensities,

and unwarlike spirit, by all its other branches,
that to call an Arab of any of the other Harb
" a
tribes
Zebeyde," is the greatest insult which
can be offered to these " SONS OF WAR."*
*

Notes on Bedouins and Wahabys,

p.

238.
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HADRAMtiTIC INSCRIPTIONS.

IN laying before the reader, in the following
pages, translations, together with an alphabet
and glossary, of the inscriptions discovered in

Hadramaut, in 1834, by the officers of the
Honourable East India Company's surveying
vessel, the Palinurus, ... it

and most

satisfactory

state the steps,

myself
this

seems the simplest

introduction,

by which

I

briefly

to

gradually arrived
be submitted in

at the results about to

Appendix.

From

Professor Roediger's suc-

and rendering of the first
word of the Hisn Ghorab inscription, } 1 g ft
cess, in his reading

,

"

We dwelt," (although himself wholly
Smak,
unaware of the identity of the meaning assigned,
with that of the

first

word,

I

,

in

Nnvniri '>
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inscription) *, I at once inferred, that, in

the four letters of that word, I had before

me

* I
give Professor Roediger's rendering of this word, on the authority
of a literary friend.
In the Professor's " Versuch iiber die Ilimjarit-

schen Schriftmonumente," Halle, 1841, which I have since procured from
he has been less fortuGermany
(I presume his Set/repot <J>pJi/Tt8es)

He

nate.

The

first

A

here (p. 18.) renders the word 1 j[ 3
as a proper name.
,
he treats as a detached heading ; and considers the second

line

of the inscription.
Indeed, a more decisive
proof of the utter hopelessness of any attempt to unlock this monument,
without Nova'iri's key, cannot be imagined, than that furnished by the

line as, properly, the first

learned Professor himself, in his reading and rendering of the

first

two

lines.

" So wiirde nun Zeile

n ?n n ip
d.

i

*

Sumeik, der Sabaer

i.

(dies) alles ausfuhrt.
sich hier niederlasst

1.

lauten

wi
(?),

Und

a*

:

i

mo irrai

nebst seinen Sbhnen,
es

ist

ID
der Arbeiter, der

gedenke dessen, wer du ruhet, wenn

Worten

Zeile 2. beginnt der eigentliche Text der Inschrift mit den
t

d. h.

er

!

^

nr6
^i otm fpiDi j^n o ar6 vjpnm
Es erbarme sich die Gottheit unsrer Aller und derer,
]

Dm

:

<

>

die in ihrer

Anbetung iibereinstimmen, unsrer Edlen und unsrer Genossen und der
Rbdiger, Versuch, &c. pp. 19, 20.
ganzen Schaar unsrer Freunde !"
On these readings and renderings it is enough to observe, that (with
the exception of those in the first word, Sumak) scarcely a letter, and not
a single word, exists in the Aditic original
thought of disrespect to the learned Professor

I state the fact,

!

with no

but simply to show, that

;

without Nova'iri's key, all attempts to decypher these inscriptions must
be labour in vain.
Had Professor Roediger, indeed, paused only to
reflect on the position of the inscription, which stands isolated, more than

midway up

the face of the perpendicular

and wholly

cliff,

apart, conse-

upon the circumstance
and upon
of its being engraved, not on an edifice, but in the rock,
its locality, amidst the ruins of an extensive city and fortress, ... he
would himself, I cannot doubt, have been the first to perceive the total
quently, from the buildings above and below,

.

.

.

.

inverisimilitude of

its

.

.

being a memorial, merely, by a private individual,

(a wealthy burgher of the place!; and his two or more sons; designed to
commemorate architectural or other works, to which it has no proximity,

and any connection with which would infallibly be lost in after-times,
amidst the numerous buildings of an emporium like the ancient Cane.
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the true powers of four letters of the Hamyaritic
From the radical similarity of all the
alphabet.

Semitic languages, I drew the further inference,
that the few letters in the Hisn Ghorab inscription,

in their forms, to letters of the

similar,

alphabet, were likely to possess the same
powers. 1, consequently, I concluded to be -i (R),
and \ to be (I). From the immemorial con-

Hebrew

nection between Southern Arabia and the coast

of Africa, parts of which, from a period beyond
all records of history, have been subject to the
kings of Yemen and Hadramaut, I lastly de-

duced the likelihood (raised to proof in the first
letter of the Hisn Ghorab inscription), that such
of the letters as exhibited similarity of form to
letters of the Ethiopic alphabet,

would be found

to possess, also, sameness of power.
Furnished, by these means, with a sufficient

number of elements of the

alphabet, with which
to try experiments on the unknown inscription,
The word first fixed on
I proceeded to do so.

was

HHA,

Reading

it

the

word

fifth

in the fifth line.

Sarkna, and looking

for this

Golius, I found j^-1, Sarak, defined
piuinisericij

the

word

.

.

.

in

by Tela

being the syrionyme, simply, for

in the corresponding fifth
couplet of

Novairi's inscription, viz.

VOL. H.

word

z

j^, Pannus

ex

ser/'ru
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contextus, ... a silk

garment or
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The whole

robe.

description of the dress ... its needle-work, its
colours, its stripes ... in this couplet of Novairi,
I subsequently recovered,

corresponding

line,

word

for word, in the

and places in the

line,

of the

Hisn Ghorab inscription.
My friend, the Rev. John Jebb, Rector of
Peterstow, in Herefordshire, on whose critical tact,
in investigations of this nature, I long have had
cause to place great reliance, pointed out to me,

Hisn Ghorab inscription,
frequency and position, to all appear-

specially, the I in the
as,

from

its

ance, equivalent to the

Hebrew

i .

The

conjec-

ture proved sound and, in following up the hint,
I obtained a fresh proof in support of the assumed identity of the first poem in Novairi with
;

the Hisn Ghorab inscription.
Observing three
occurrences of the insulated I in the seventh line
of this

monument, each followed by a word,

I

looked at the seventh couplet of Novairi's Arabic,
and found it similarly constructed, viz. with
three j s

At

( V),

each followed by a noun substantive.
me, as a point of

this stage, it occurred to

the last importance, to detect, if possible, that
vital element of all the Semitic idioms, the din.
After some fruitless essays, it struck me, from
the position of that character in several of the
words, that the ain might possibly be represented
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by J (or a reversed Sigma).* I made my first experiment on the word at the moment under my
eye, S A, being the first word of the fifth line. I
consulted Golius and found
Incessit, am,-*>

;

bulavit, cucurrit,
first

word

.

.

.

being the synonyme for the

in the corresponding fifth couplet of

Novairi, viz. JJjJ, Jactatis manibus, awtfjactato
The force of this word, in the
corpore, incessit.

H XA
Hamyaritic, being given in two words,
" We walked with a
in
Arabic, ^j -^,,
literally,
slow proud gait." My next essay was on the
"i

word adjoining the

Smak

first

word of the

(previously decyphered

diger), viz.

SAI

by

inscription,

Professor Roe-

proved equally successful.

It

.

,

Wasd

being defined by Golius, laxd satis
:
almost the very words by
which Schultens renders the first words of No-.x^,

consedit in aliquo loco

incription, Vidimus longum tempus,
spatiosa hujus arcis sede, laxissiman vitam.

vairi's

I followed the

J through every

line of the

in

two

inscriptions; and, in every instance, with the
same decisive results. Its identity with the ain

was thus proved to demonstration; and every
word in which it occurred, in the Hisn Ghorab

monument, turned out

nonyme

to be a pure Arabic syword in Novairi.

for the corresponding

Professor Roedigor, misled by the form of this letter, has given
the power of the Greek

2

:

this

one mistake was

z 2

fatal to his

alphabet

it
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With

the progressive enlargement of my alphabet, there came an increased facility of detecting unascertained letters, by their connection

with those already ascertained
fresh restoration, I

was

;

while, in each

certified of the correct-

agreement, in sense,
with the corresponding word, in the correspondness of

my

its

word, by

The

ing line in Novairi.

process,

commenced

on this principle, was carried on, until every line
had been decyphered, and every word denned.

The

was exactly what I had ventured to
anticipate in my text *, on general grounds, and
before I had discovered a single word or letter
of the Hisn Ghorab inscription,
namely, that
result

.

Novairi's first inscription

of

is

line nearly for line,

it,

.

.

simply a translation

and word nearly

for

word the only variations being, where, in one
or two of the lines, the Arabic translator has
:

missed the sense of his original; or where the
majestic overflow of the original, carrying on
the sense into the succeeding line, has been necessarily departed from by the curt rules of the

Arabic couplet.

But

this

remark stands connected with sepa-

rate discoveries,

made

or

after

decyphering,
analysis of the
*

first

either in the process of

The
completion.
line of the Hisn Ghorab in-

See Vol. II. Part

I.

its

Sect.

.

VII. pp. 88,

89. 96.

.

.
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scription taught me, that, whatever might be the
laws of rhythm in this primeval poetry, the sense
was not necessarily commensurate with each line.

The proof enlarged as I proceeded the
some instances, falling short of the
:

sense, in
line

;

in

the poetical effect, in both
This mode of dicases, being exquisitely fine.
vision accounted, at the same time, for the comothers, overflowing

it

:

parative shortness of the last line; whereas, in
Novairi's trim couplets, the lines are all of equal

length.*

had observed the phenomenon without reasoning on it, until my attention was recalled to
I

fresh discovery.
success with the
inscription at large, to which I had the key in

it

by

My

a,

Novairi, encouraged

two

me

to try

my

hand on the

immediately below it. They were decyphered with ease and contained (as might be
anticipated), the first, an account of the inscriplines

:

tion,

with the names of

its

two engravers

;

the

second (a far more important disclosure), the
names of the two tribes, between whom the
battle recorded in the inscription, was fought.
In the former of the two lines, the first word,
"

divided," plainly referred to the lines of the inThe

continuation of the sense beyond the line (so fine in the original)

The flow of the
however, always lost in the Arabic translation.
streams, tor example, from the second into the third line, is very happily

i-

not,

preserved, in the second and third couplets of the version.

z 3
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I turned to the plate, and observed
that there were (as in Novairi's version) alterscription.

nate indentations, but not regularly, or throughout; and that the three lines below the first
three, stood, line underline, without indentation.

A good reason I was sure there was, could it but be
found out.

I

had

laid aside the investigation at

away by other

this point, being called

duties

;

when, before I could resume it, a reason occurred
to me for the seeming irregularity,
namely,
.

.

.

that the indented, or rather the projecting, lines,
were designed to mark the overflow of the sense.
I

examined the

original,

how

and

my own

version of

and found, to
was
even
so
those
my
lines, invariably, being indented, where the sense
flowed on into the next and those lines, as invariably, standing out, and in range under each
other, in which the sense terminated within the
It instantly became apparent, that this disline.
covery had a value, beside, and beyond, the light
which it threw upon the earliest laws of metrical
it,

to ascertain

this

might be

great satisfaction, that

it

;

:

;

arrangement: that it stood, in itself, an independent, and demonstrative proof of the correctness of

my

translation

;

since, in

every instance,

that translation proved to have distributed the
sense, in the most perfect correspondence with

the

artificial divisions

yaritic

original.

of the lines, in the Hamthus (as so often hap-

And
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pens in

the pursuits of

all

man) what,

culty,

at the

had seemed a

(MiTicr stages of the process

of the

343

dilli-

the closing of the sense before the close
turned out, in the
line, and vice versa,

.

.

.

.

.

.

most decisive confirmation of the recovery to the world of the key to, perhaps, its
most ancient language, ... so long lost, so much
desired, and so fruitlessly sought after by the
from the days
first names in Oriental learning
of our great Pocock, and that illustrious patron
result, the

;

of all true learning, Archbishop Laud, to those
of the erudite Kennicott, and the accomplished
Sir William Jones.

Besides the proofs arising from this law of
" division "
(so strikingly explanatory of the rein the account of the inscription by
its engravers), in the progress of decyphering,

ference to

it

the coincidence of particles and prepositions came
in, on collating the HisnGhordb inscription with
to

Novairi's,

corroborate the completeness of
I have already no-

their identity throughout.

ticed the

common

force, as copulatives, of the

and the Arabic j, marked by the
corresponding frequency and exactness of their
recurrence, in the same couplets, and at the same
I have now to point out,
points of the lines.
Hamyaritic

I

further, as a peculiarity of the Hamyaritic idiom,
the grammatical effect of "the points" (also

z 4
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specially referred to in the engraver's account),
in changing the copulative I into the preposition
,

The

insulated position of the I, in so many
instances, at first perplexed me it was too weak
an element to represent a noun or verb; and
in.

:

much

stood too

lemma

led

me

" and."
apart for an

back to

its

This

di-

isolated occur-

first

rence, in the first line of the inscription ; where,
with reference to the corresponding point in

Novairi's inscription, the sense

required,

cer-

I tested, by this
tainly was, not and, but in*
case, its other occurrences alone
and, in every
;

instance, found in to give the best sense. And as
the letter clearly had another place and office, in

conjunction, as a prefix, to the nouns and verbs
of the inscription, I could no longer doubt the
object in thus insulating 00 joo, namely, to con-

This result led on to
into a preposition.
the reflection, that, in the ordinary Arabic, the
vert

it

single letter

position

j

j in

is
:

the radical element of the prein Arabic, being
the initial
,

so constantly the equivalent only for the Greek
digamma, as fairly to sanction the inference, that,
in the Arabic as in the Hamyaritic, the original
form of the preposition, as well as of the conjunc-

had been a single letter which, for distinction-sake, was subsequently modified, in place of
tion,

the points, by the

;

digamma prefix,

.

At

the close
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of the second line, I observed three letters, with
points between, thus \ | \ 9C , belonging also, apparently, to the class of particles of speech ; and
requiring, from their position in relation to the
second couplet of Novairi's version, to be rendered

H

The correspondence of 1
as a preposition.*
,
in
in
and
the
both
sound,
aan,
required sense,
with the Arabic particle,

^J

Daun,

infra, or

me that I had found its true reand enabled me, at the same time,

supra, satisfied

presentative ;
to correct Schultens's rendering of Novairi, at
substituting supra for his inter.
In the concluding line of the Hisn Ghorab inscrip-

this point,

by

two vowels, between

1 1, au,
points, thus
a
while
indicated
the
particle ;
again
correspondof
as
Novairi's
last
line,
ing point
plainly demanded one. The sense required was, donee,

tion,

until.

This,

by ^..-^

by Novairi,
I

.

is

represented, as usual,

turned to Golius, and found the

ipsissimum verbum of the original, denned by
that used in the translation, "j! au, i. q. ^-p-,

Camus."

f/onec.

From particles and prepositions,' my attention
was next directed to prefixes and suffixes those
;

inherent

augmentatives,

common

to

all

the

**) |
, in the sixth line, is similarly circumstanced ; the sense of
the original requiring, here, the proposition a, " from," and the Arabic
version supplying
\vhidi

it

is

it.

1$,

it

follows,

rendered in the Arabic.

is

the Hamyaritic for

.j-, hy
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the Hamyaritic of
the Hisn Ghorab inscription, exhibited the same
Semitic idioms.

Here,

also,

3 , m,
principles with all its kindred dialects
being the prefix used to convert verbs, or paror
ticiples, into noun substantives ; and I \ , nu
:

na, the suffix employed, to denote the plural
The common occurrence of the ter-

number.

nu

mination

or na, the
in
viz. fifteen,
Novairi's,
inscription,

from the

attention, as a

same number of times,
and in the Hisn Ghorab

first,

marked

engaged

indeed,

my

indication of the relation

between the documents, as original and translation and the same phenomenon, I conclude, it
;

was, which led Professor Roediger (with equal
tact and felicity) to pronounce, of the Hisn Ghorab
"

it was one of persons speaking
inscription, that
of themselves, in the first person plural."

But by
suffix, is

far the

most important example of the
an ex-

to be found in the seventh line

:

ample so peculiar, as to require separate examination and so pregnant, as richly to reward it.
In this wonderful counterpart of the faith of
;

Job, and epitome of patriarchal revelation, my
eye was arrested by the rhyming terminations of

the words, ransharA:5,
darA;a#,
meshar&a5,
munkarA;a&.
The effect upon the ear was
obvious but I was satisfied, where the mysteries
of revealed religion were the theme, the sound
.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.
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/

could not be the sense

must be a

that there

;

higher object, and a profounder meaning. I
under the root
looked for the termination

^-

1^=5-, and found, as
to

:

latuit

and

:

its

,

anticipated, the root

occultatus,

occultavit,

signify,

fuit

had

I

derivative

occultusque

c.^, Res

occulta

I
... in other words, a mystery.
could be no longer at a loss for the force of the
et abscondita,

word

in composition

which the sense

fell

;

for the awful weight with

upon the

seconding the

ear,

clanging sounds, with a sublimity transcendently
above the famous lines of Tasso,
.

Chiama
II

gli abitator'

rauco suon de

Treman

de

la

1'

.

.

ombre ctcrne

Tartarea tromba

le spaziose, atre

;

cavernc,

T aer cieco a quel romor rimbomba

!

The termination c^o- was missing, in the last
word of the line, in Mr. Wellsted's published
copy of the inscription while, that it ought to
stand here also, seemed plain from the rhythmical
structure of the line.
Having been favoured,
;

from the India House, with Mr. Cruttenden's
transcript of the inscription, I collated the two
documents and discovered that the omission of
;

tin- final

c.^-, was merely a lapse of his fellowBy their wise precaution, in

transcriber.*

* I since
observe,

V^

what had escaped my notice, that the final
Mr. WelKted's text of the inscription, stands, in his margin,
immediately above the last word of the seventh line, to which it un-

missing in
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and independent

copies,

these intelligent officers have enabled me to effect
this, with several more restorations; which shall
be noticed in the proper places, in my concluding

observations on the inscription

the effect of the termination

itself,

.

.

.

^~ on the

where
sense,

in composition, will also be pointed out.

With

these introductory remarks before him,
I venture to indulge the hope, that not only the
Orientalist,

but even the general reader, by com-

mon

attention to the corresponding alphabets,
and constant reference to the glossary, will be

adequately qualified to form a judgment on the
of the following decypherment into
fidelity, both

pure Arabic, and of the accompanying literal
English version, of, perhaps, the most ancient,

and (as an imperishable record of the most important truths of patriarchal revelation) next
only to the Hebrew Scriptures, the most authoritative,

monument

In the

first

will find the

in the world.

broadside subjoined, the reader
inscriptions, taken from

Hisn Ghorab

Mr. Wellsted's copy corrected from Mr. Cruttenden's, subdivided into their proper elements, and
more slightly engraved, as if to supply the
questionably belongs, . .
Mr. Cruttenden, very properly as it turns out, incorporates
omission.
.

it

with the

text.
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resolving themselves throughout, the minutest
parts of speech inclusive, into pure Arabic words ;

English translations of them
(verbum verbo), divided by points or circular
marks, so as to correspond exactly with the originals,
only the words not, as in them, run
and, facing

.

.

it,

literal

.

into each other.

In the plate, and folding

leaf,

follow, are presented, Mr. Wellsted's facsimile of the inscriptions (re-engraved for the

which

work by the courteous permission of his
publisher, Mr. Murray) and, facing it, the English translations, unbroken by the points of the
The reader will thus be enabled, both
original.
to refer the words of the English version to the
corresponding words of the original and to read
the poetry without the drawback of technical,
present

;

;

and imperfectly understood, divisions.
In order to present the words of the original
inscription, with the Arabic words into which,

when decyphered, they

resolve themselves, toand
the
thus to obviate all
before
eye,
gether
liability to confusion or wrong reference,
.

.

.

instead of placing the Arabic after, or opposite,
the Hamyaritic, I have preferred the form of an
interlineary version.

In representing the Hamyaritic by corresponding words of the Arabic, I have confined myself

350
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either to the Arabic roots, or to the particular
form of the word demanded by the sense. It

would require a De Sacy, or an Alexander Nicoll,
(and they are no more!) to cast the synonymes
into the finished mould of Arabian poetry.
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OBSERVATIONS.
of the inscription, the second
word, wasd, denoting (with a fulness of sense
unknown to the dialects of the West) " a long
period of time, passed in luxurious living, in a

In the

first line

by a word, which
the meaning; by the term
in Persic, " the women's

specific abode," ... is followed

but too well sustains

Zenana, signifying,
apartments," and answering to the Haram of the
That the
Arabs, and the Seraglio of the Turks.

of genuine Hamyaritic
origin, we learn (as will be seen hereafter) from
its recurrence, at a far lower period, in the short

word, in this sense,

is

inscription over the entrance of

where a Zen, or Zenana,

is

Nakab

el

Hajar;

recorded, as the last

of the buildings erected, in that stately palace,
In
by the pride or luxury of King Charibael.
the single phrase, therefore, Wasa wa Zenana,
"
dwelling in the Zenanas," the poem, at its
opening, presents a picture of Oriental luxury,

through successive ages, to its utmost
The words next adjoining describe the
height.
felicity of this state
consisting in an epicurean

carried,

;

freedom from the ordinary changes and chances
of

life.

With

this description the sense closes,

before the close of the

lin

.
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With the

words of the

last

first

[App.

com-

line

mences a description of the

locality occupied by
the subjects of the poem a description which
flows on through the second line, to overflow
:

By the book of Job we are preloftiest
for
the
flights of poetry, in the
pared
ancient muse of Arabia ; but I must own myself
into the third.

taken altogether by surprise, to find, in the descriptive poetry which I am about to analyze,
belonging, apparently, to a still earlier age, ... a
flow of numbers, a felicity of transition, and a

power of making the sound the echo to the

sense,

perhaps hardly equalled, certainly not exceeded,
by Pope himself. I venture to express my own
impression

leaving

;

it

with the reader, when

its

grounds are before him, to judge for himself.
The description opens with the rolling swell of
.

.

.

the sea, rushing through a narrow channel before
and the words, like the waters,
the wind,
.

.

.

overflow the line

:

"

The

*

a

When

little,

sea,

rolled in

translating this line, I

in rendering

Arabic L-J\\.

*
through our channel

swelling against our castle with angry surge."

Zarb

met a

the last word,
is

difficulty,

f

Y1H

which perplexed
the

defined in Golius, " Canalis

me

same with the

quo

fluit

aqua,"

Knowing the port of Hisn Ghorab, however, to
Anglice, a channel.
be a bay, I was unwilling to put a force on the meaning, by rendering
"
Zarb literally, " channel ; and, accordingly, had substituted " harbour."
i.

e.

Happily

it

occurred to

me

to

compare the

original,

and

my own

version,
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mighty billows

is

.

.

.
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and the rush of the

exchanged

for the liquid

melody

of fountains, falling from the neighbouring
.

.

.

The

We

.

" and our fountains flowed with

murmuring

fall

hills,

above

lofty palms."

hear and

see the swell of the ocean:

we

catch the more distant and gentle music of " the
springs, [whose fall is] into the valleys that run
" *
among the hills
!

The same

artifice of

composition has been used

with Mr. Wellsted's description of the roadstead of Hisn Ghorab,

I in-

saw that channel was the only correct description and reinstated
the word accordingly.
Let Mr. Wellstedls account of the anchorage and
landing now be perused, and it will be found hard to determine which
stantly

;

describes

more

sailor, in

half a page.

faithfully,

"

.

.

.

On

the Aditepoet, in half a line, or the English
the morning of the Gth of May, 1834, [a

memorable moment in the history of discovery !] we anchored in a short
and narrow channel, joined on the one hand by a low rocky islet, and on
the other by a lofty black-looking cliff*, to which our pilots applied the

Some ruins having been perceived on the
designation of Hasan Gorab.
summit of the latter, shortly after our arrival I proceeded to the shore,
To avoid the swell, which rolled along
for the purpose of examining them.
and produced a considerable surf against the
rose up perpendicularly from the sea, we
a small bay on the north-east side, where the water was much

the opposite side

seaward

side

pulled into
smoother.

With

of

of

the island,

the cliff, as

it

this description, again,

compare the

site

of the castle at Hisn

"
Ghorab, in Wellsted.
Continuing our route to the top of the hill,
houses nearly as numerous as those below, walls and other defensive

were perceived at various distances, scattered over its surface ;
It
and, on the verge of the precipice, a square tower, of massive masonry.
probably once served both as a watch-tower and light-house, and may

edifices,

still

be discerned, for

many

miles to seaward.

Some

of the

stairs are

of

very large dimensions; the windows and doors are pluin, without arches."
425.
Travels in Arabia, vol. ii. pp. 421
l\:ilm civ. 10.

VOL.

II.

A A
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by Pope,
years,

.

.

[App.

after

an interval of perhaps 3500

But

dissolved in thy superior rays,
one unclouded blaze

.

"

One

lost,

tide of glory,

O'erflow thy courts."

Surely, with Solomon,
is

we

well

may

nothing new under the sun."
In the first word of the second

say,

line, 1

" There

UVH

,

Aidama (Arabice Utajl, Aldama, or Addamd)^
" the
sea," we distinctly trace the Arabic definite
article #/, incorporated

with the noun.

third word of this line throws important
on
the style of the Arabic version of the
light

The

we have, in it, a clue to the preference
the
translator, in his choice of words.
given by
The term in question is 1 ^ IX Kasar, " castle "
which, in the second line, is substituted for the
poem

;

since

,

;

synonymous word, V53LI, wdib, "mansion,"
employed just before in the first line.* The
translator, on the other hand, drops the term
wdlb, altogether, to substitute for it, at
the opening of the poem, the synonyme, also
c.---^,

used in the original,
* Both from

this

viz.

jj_^J, Kasar ; this

poem, and from the second, given by Nova'iri, their
were the chief boast and glory of the Adites.

stately buildings, it appears,

most remarkable, are the feature in
"Hast
by Mahomet, in the Koran.
thou not considered how thy Lord dealt with AD, the people of ARAM
adorned with lofty buildings, the like whereof hath not been erected in the
Their buildings, accordingly, it
their history, chiefly dwelt on

is

;

land."

Sale's

Koran, chap. Ixxxix.
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the term ordinarily employed in the later
Arabic.
This specimen may justly be taken as

our index to the idiomatic difference of

tween the original and the translation

style, be-

which, on
comparison, will be found to consist chiefly, if not
exclusively, in the use of a different class of syno;

nymes. The remark extends to the Hamyaritic
;n id Arabic idioms themselves;
which, instead of
Ix

ing

two

two

distinct languages, are simply

lects of the

same language,

dia-

the obsolete part
of which still represents the ancient Hamyaritic,
as the part in use constitutes the modern Arabic.
This inference seems unavoidable, when we reflect,
.

.

.

although every word in the Hisn Ghorab
inscription turns out to be pure Arabic, and all
the words prove to be synonymous with those in
that,

Novairi's translation, yet one word only, Kasar,
"
castle," is common to the two documents. Fresh
discoveries of inscriptions
for forming an induction

may enlarge our men us
on

this subject

even from the limited materials
session,

my own

conviction

is

now

in

clear,

;

but,

our posthat the

whole vocabulary of the Hamyaritic tongue is
still extant in the
which,
great Arabic lexicons
;

on

examination, will be found to contain
two distinct vocabularies, ... a used one, namely,
and one long out of use.
Mr. AVellsted's infull

formation, derived from the

A A

2

fir>r

native autlior-
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including the testimony of the Imam of
Muskat, goes most decidedly to confirm this

ities,

conclusion.

In the middle of the second

the imagery
(as I have already observed) changes, from the
raging swell of the ocean- sea, to the murmuring
fall

of fountain- streams.

line,

This exquisite transition

which, from
this point to the close of the third line misses
the sense, and thereby mars the beauty of the
is

nearly lost in the

For

Arabic version

;

or the gentle overflow of
springs, trickling down the hill sides, the translator, here, substitutes rivers, and the rush of
original.

rills,

mountain-torrents thus converting the transition
of the poet into bathos, by making the petty
noise of a torrent follow the mighty roar of the
:

sea.

Not

scription

so the original ; where the whole detrue, alike, to poetry and nature.

is

The Hamyaritic

^H

particle
to the Arabic preposition
indifferently, below, or above

^J
:

(aari),

answering

(daun),
its

sense

signifies,
is

fixed

Hi A

by the context. The word
(shdnu), the
same with the Arabic ^U (shdn}, " a dateground among hills," shows us, that we are,

Hence it is, that the
here, in a "hill-country."
fall of the fountain-rills is
described, by the poet,
as heard above the loftiest
trees repalms,

markable for their stately height.

.

.

.

That, in what
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there

immediately follows,
translation, I

was error

had inferred from

in

the

its unintelligible

obscurity, before I had it in my power to corThe Arabic
rect the error from the original.

makes the poet describe the keepers of
the date-plantations, as " sowing dates, both
Had the word been " selling"
green, and dry."
"
instead of
sowing," the sense would have been
clear and appropriate,
the sale of fresh dates,
from the trees, and of dry dates, in baskets, being
the proverbial occupation of Arab cultivators.
But sowing green dates reads very like nonsense.
The translator's nonsense, however, was quickly
translator

.

.

.

corrected into sense, on my first acquaintance
with the original ; where, in the third line, I
found the " keepers " or cultivators, in other
words, the Adite husbandmen, represented as

engaged

in a twofold occupation, viz. 1. in plant-

"

ing

(literally,

dates, alias,

grounds, and

down from

scattering from the

date-stones,
2.

among

in sowing

hand

the

(literally,

hill

")

dry

datr-

"casting

the

hand") grains of dried rice, i. e.
the seed for future rice-crops.
Misled by the
strange blunder of the translator, I will freely
it was some time, before I
opened my eyes

own

to the genuine sense of this passage.
Nor A\;I^
it until, after iviu-ratrd iv^-arch, I could find no

other equivalent forth*' Ilamyaritic
A A 3

word IHIIJ,
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than the Arabic word jj^, araz ; and
for the Arabic araz,

no other available sense
than

that I discovered, to my equal surprize and satisfaction, the singular lapse of the
The antiquity of the cultivation of
translator.
rice,

.

.

.

rice in India, is

proved by the concurrent

timonies of the Greeks

on medicine and

diet, Dioscorides,

And

and Galen.

;

tes-

especially of the writers
for example,

in the fact, thus incidentally

by the Hisn Ghorab inscription, of the
cultivation of rice-crops in Hadrarnaut, in the

attested

time of the Adites,

we

have, probably, at once,
the earliest, and the most authentic proof extant,
of the high antiquity of the commercial intercourse,

between India and southern Arabia.

.

.

.

But to pursue the analysis of the poem
The fourth line of the inscription, correspond:

ing with the fourth couplet of the Arabic version
in Novairi, contains a description of " the field"

of the Adites, and of their recreations as
sports
In the former part of the line, the
fishermen.
original

is

minutely descriptive, the translation

more general, but, on the whole, not unfaithful.
Thus, where the poet specifies the game pursued,
namely, mountain-goats, and young hares,
.

.

.

the translator speaks only of game.
The word
"
rendered by me
mountain-goats," was the only

word, in this
cyphering.

line,

From

which

I

found

the context,

difficulty in deit

was

clear to
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must be n the same with the Arabic
The chau$jj, whence ^jS Capra montana.
in
of
Mr.
Wellsted's
the
racters,
inscription,
copy
similar
somewhat
to
however, though
II, were
not the same.
Sure of my rendering, from the
sense demanded by the context, I considered the
doubtful letters to be various forms of the r and
u, and kept to my own version.
My friend Mr.
Jebb having, very justly, raised a question, as to
the assumed identity of the characters, I was led
to refer to Mr. Cruttenden's MS. copy of the inscription, with which I had been favoured from
the India House and there found myself comme, that

it

,

;

pletely borne out,

.

.

.

the word, in his transcript,

being the very one required by the sense, viz. 1 1
and Mr. Wellsted's new characters, turning out
;

non-existent; being merely the manufacture of the
transcriber,

owing to

his short-sightedness.

A

lapse of this nature, thus corrected by anticipation, wns my own best guarantee, and a better

can hardly be required by the reader, of the
sense of the entire line in which

it

occurs.

That

the word
original should be rendered
"
mountain-goats," I had first been led to infer
from the circumstance, that the chase is described
in the

U

the hills;" and animals
of the in iv species being the other game hunted
by these Adites. the description brings forcibly
t:ikin

Lr

(

place

"among

1

A A 4
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parallel scene, depicted

turies later, by the royal Psalmist
"

The

And

[Apr.

many

cen-

:

refuge for the wild goats ;
so are the stony rocks for the coneys." *

hills arc a

In the next two words of this

line,

the close-

ness of the translation to the original is very
In both, the snares and gins used
remarkable.

by the Adite sportsmen, are denominated ropes
and reeds ; evidently from the materials of which
The term expressing reeds,
they were framed.

1HI

in the original, is
(khazar), the synonyme
On
in
the
translation, US (canna).
employed

reference to Golius (so accurate is this version)
we find, under the Arabic word^p-, khazar (a

reed or cane), this very word US, cited as its
The close of the line, in the Arabic
synonyme.
.

version,

The

is,

.

.

at once, pleonastic

and unauthorized.

of the Hisn Ghorab inscription,
descriptive of the gorgeous clothing of the Adites,
is rendered, word for word
throughout, by the
fifth line

The corcouplet of its version in Novairi.
respondence here is too exact and uniform to give
occasion for a remark,
In the sixth and seventh

fifth

lines of the inscription, coincident

with the sixth

and seventh couplets of the version preserved by
Novairi, we have a glowing account and eulogy
of the Adite kings.
*

Here the term
Psalm

civ. 18.

cL^Lo,

Me-
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"
the ordinary Arabic word for
kings," is
where
the
Hamyaritic
employed by the translator,
also
the
Arabic for
has
RJ/iB, Hasiru,
original
"
The definition of the word Hasir, in
kings."
Golius, most distinctly explains the cause of its
////,,

adoption by the poet, and

its

rejection

by

his

translator: "^--OP-, Hasir Rex: quod, velo obThe title Hasir, it foltento quasi disckuusS?
,

was peculiar to the kings of Yemen and
Hadramaut of whom alone, among the Arab

lows,

;

princes,

lives shut

recorded, that they passed their
in their palaces; and were thus

is

it

up
by a

secluded, as

veil,

from the public eye.*

In decyphering the inscription, by no one
term was my patience more tried, than by this
word, II (\ $ and by none, I may add, was it
;

more richly rewarded. On the first discovery,
under the root
^3^, of ^u^, Hasir, with the
signification required, Rex^, I felt myself to
In face of the consenting testimonies of Agatharchides (de Mart
Rubro, pp. 63,64.), of Diodorus Siculus (torn i. lib. iii. c. 47.), and
of Strabo (lib. xvi. p. 1124.),
that the kings of the ancient Homerites
passed

their

lives

(like

Mr. Gibbon

the

Merovingian princes) shut up
"

in

their

much

suspect that this is one of the
popular tales, or extraordinary accidents, which the credulity of travellers
so often transforms into a fact, a custom, and a law."
(Decline and Fall,
palaces,

is

sceptical

:

I

His scepticism is refuted by the very definition of
chap. 1. note 32.)
the title " king," as given above, in the Hamyaritic idiom.
t In a note on " Mr. C. J. Cruttenden's Journey from Mokha to
published in
S.iciity,

I

find

it

vol. viii.

stated,

of the Journal of the Royal Geographical

" I'loti

scriptions have been sent, has, wi-

-or

Goscnius, to

whom

all

our

in-

understand, (kcyplu-n.-d the words.
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have got possession of the master-key to the
whole sixth line. On reference, however, to the
Hamyaritic original, I observed, in it, the character $ the occurrence of which, in this word,
?

had slipped my memory, and which I had hitherto
taken for /.
Though sure of the meaning of the
Hamyaritic term from the context, my disappoint-

ment

was great for the medial /, although a
must not arbitrariously be ejected. The

still

servile,

;

drawback remained in

my

way,

until,

by the

discovery of the true form of the
Hamyaritic /, viz. ft, in the inscription over the
entrance to Nakab el Hajar, in the proper name

fortunate

was led to the further discovery,
that the character which I had mistaken for it,
was not /, but i as is apparent, indeed,
viz. I
from its form, which is that of the Hebrew %
Charibael, I

;

,

In R^/iX, therefore, I had, as I first
Arabic word,^i^, Rex.
the
thought,
The second part of the sixth line of the inscripdoubled.

tion (corresponding with the second line of the
sixth couplet in the Arabic version) opens with

the

word II HI

lator,

is

A

(^j-^)i which, by the transrendered by jox> .... Golius and his

"

King of the Himyarites." The discovery is all his own. No such
The case is clear
expression occurs in the Hisn Ghorab inscription.
the late learned Professor expected to find some
it is but too common
:

:

Discoveries of
such expression and, therefore, did find it.
of but too frequent occurrence with mere scholars.
;

this

kind are
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authorities shall here be answerable for the accu-

racy of the Arabic translation "^J-*, i. q. JJu-J.
Opposuit se alteri, contrave surrexit, in litigio. Gi.
:

a x Jd, Vehemens" ... A more perfect idena version with its original is not con-

Ca

tification of

ceivable than this
:_nm<re

;

where the lexicons of a

Ian-

pronounce the version to be synonymous
That now before the reader,

with the original.
IK- Avill

observe,

is

one only among several coin-

cidences of this decisive character.

In the words immediately following, the oriental periphrasis of the translation, is unsanctioned

by the more

dignified simplicity of the original.

" Vehement
In the Arabic, we have,
against
"
the people of fraud and perfidy
in the Hainy" Vehement
jiritic, simply,
avengers of reprobate
.

.

.

:

and wicked men."

The
is

close of this sixth line of the inscription

doubly important, as containing, on the one

hand, a native exposure of the lying fables of
the Koran, and on the other, a decisive proof of
the fallaciousness of the grounds f on which, too
often,

Mahomet and

assailed

by Christian

his

imposture have been

controversialists.

Instead of the prophet

Hud

(the Heber of

Genesis) being sent, as is falsely represented in
the Koran, to preach personally to his own collateral descendants of, pei-hups, the tenth gener-
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we

have, in this line of the Hisn Ghorab
inscription, from the Adites themselves, the true
ation *,

Their poet here informs
us, that they were instructed in the true religion,
not by Heber himself, but by their own kings
account of the matter.

;

who taught them, and

law, the doctrine held,

by

post-diluvian world,
Again, instead of

among them

established

and taught to the

that patriarch.

by

Hud f

being Mahomet's

,

own

corruption of the patriarchal name, Heber, as has
been constantly alleged by Christian controversialists J, ...

we

find

here

it

whose antiquity bids defiance

a

(in,

monument

to scepticism), as

name

borne, among the lost Arabians, by
that patriarch, within 500 years of the Flood.

the

From

the sixth, as in preceding examples in
this poem, the sense is carried on into the seventh
*

The anachronism, however,

is

According to our

not violent.

re-

ceived biblical chronology, Heber died little more than twenty years prior
to the apparent date of the long Hisn Ghorab inscription.

f The spelling of the name in the inscription,
responds witli one Arabic form of the name,

prium

viri.

Gi. et

of the pagan Arabs

;

Cam." Also with
which may

t>

viz.

"
t^i

(

Vfl (Ud),

Aud), nomen pro-

(Wadd), the name of an

justly, therefore,

cor-

idol

be conjectured to have

"
its origin in their reverence for Heber.
Wadd, Sawa, Yaghuth,
Yaiik, and Nasr, (observes Mr. Sale) are said to have been antediluvian

had

idols,

Arabs

whose

which Noah preached against; and were afterwards taken by the
for gods
having been men of great merit and piety in their time,
;

statues they reverenced, at

in process of time,

Disc. p. 24.
\

first,

became heightened

See d'Herbelot, Art. Houd.

with a

civil

honour

only, which,

to a divine worship."

Prelim.
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This artifice of composition is not preserved in the translation which here, as in ren-

line.

;

dering the

first

two

lines of the inscription, falls

into couplets, the sense being

commensurate with

the line.

To

the awful sublimity of the latter part of
the seventh line, and to its wonderful coincidence

with the sublimest passage of the Book of Job,

I

But to do any
which comprizes,

have already briefly adverted.

thing like justice to a passage,
in four words, the preaching of an anticipated
Gospel *, demands a closer analysis.

vxinn~i-YXiwj->vnY-i-vxiA
"

Literally,
And we proclaimed our

11

i

belief in mysteries
In the miracle-mystery, in the Resurrection-mystery, in the nostril;

mystery."

\T,

is

the Arabic

Vociferavit.

X1A

is

^

(Rand), Vocem edidit.
the same with cl^-i, Socios

consort esve addidit Deo, atque ita credidit inT>\-A
(in other words, in the TRINITY), and VX,

c^

Res occulta

,

\\

is

et abscondita.

a general proposition,
the belief of the Adites in the mysteries of Reve-

Having

lation
tin -ir

first stated, as

the poet goes on to specify the articles of
;
creed: beginning with their belief in mi-

racles.
See Acts,

xvii. 18.
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the Arabic c/)j (Dark), Kealiud alio
whence JL-j\ j

resarcivit

:

Comprehensiva potentia (in other
words, supernatural power), with the term Chab
"
The next article of faith
mystery," suffixed.
(Darkai))

.

.

is,

.

the Kesurrection.

VXllftB
fuit

Ortus

Sol.

"

again:"
convert

manifestly the Arabic j^S, Ortus

is

(i.

e.

"

The Sun

risen

Sunrise,") with the prefix m, to
a noun substantive, and the

or,

into

it

suffix chab, to

doctrine.

Solis,

It is

mark

the mysteriousness of the
impossible more clearly or beau-

tifully to express the doctrine of the Resurrec-

than by this image the very image, indeed,
from which the term resurrection is itself derived.

tion,

:

Accordingly, the
great truth,

is

common emblem

of faith in this

the sun, with the motto, Resur-

gam. That such was the sense of the Adite poet,
is demonstrated by his Arabic translator
whose
;

synonyme

for the original word,
is ti-^Jl,
jj-fc,

Resurrectio, from the root <J^*J, Excitavit dsomno.

Resuscitavit mortuum.

The
first

closing

compound,

sight, far

although (as

is

more

VX1I ^U,

appeared, at

difficult of interpretation:

so often the case in the difficulties

of Scripture, and peculiarly of the Book of Job)
when interpreted, the very obscurity of the phrase,

II
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but heightened the awful grandeur of the sense
which it, at once, covered and conveyed. As
given in Mr. Wellsted's transcript of the inscription, Munkar, without the final chab, my first
impression was, that we had here the Munker of
the Koran, one of the two angels styled " Examiners," from their office of examining the dead,
in the tomb, previous to the Resurrection. And
I was sorry to think that Mahomet had such

ancient authority for his " lying wonders."
The
taken
for
the
otherwise
word,
only rendering

than as a proper name, afforded by the Arabic,
was j^), Sonum emisit, spiritumne cum sono

whence jUs~o, (Munchar),
The agreement between this
and the equivalent term employed by the

eduxit, per nares,
e naribus spirans.
root,

.

.

.

Arabic translator, viz. ^iJl, Vita futura, from^U,
Revixit mortuus, Vivificavit, Resuscitavit, mortuum Deus, I will own did not at once strike

But being led to weigh the meaning more
thoughtfully, on finding, from Mr. Cruttenden's

me.

copy of the inscription, that the mystery-breathing
termination chab, belonged to this word also,
the sense of the Adite poet broke upon me in all
.

its fulness,

nostrils,

when

and

himself, in

I

remembered, that

the breath

of the

"

by

.

tin*

God
man

nostrils, that

Scripture, defines the

that, at his creation,

it is

.

in

life

The Lord God

.

.

.

Ircatlu

:

d
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into his nostrils the breath

man became

a living soul

the same image occurs,
"
struction,

[APE

arid [hence]
life ;
that at the deluge,
describing his de-

of
"

:

in

and every man all in whose nos"
breath of life
died
that, when
;

was the
Isaiah would describe the nothingness of the life
of man, his exhortation is, ... " Cease ye from
trils

.

.

.

:

"

man, whose breath is in his nostrils : that, when
Jeremiah speaks of death, his language is, " The
breath of our nostrils was taken :" and when Job
defines his
the while

own

my

life,

his

breath

God in my nostrils"
From the seventh

is

words are
in me,

these,

and

.

.

.

" All

the spirit

of

*
line to the

close, the

poet

having spent his
loftiest flight on a higher theme, descends, as it
were, to celebrate the event, to which the world
(like

in after- times)

Pindar,

indebted for the existence of the inscription
namely, the invasion of the tribe of Aws by the
is

:

Beni Ac;
*

Gen.

ii.

the prowess of his countrymen,

7.

;

vii.

22.

Is. ii.

22.

Lam.

iv.

20.

Job, xxvii.

3.

in

While

implicit assent to whatever is revealed in Scripture, because it is revealed, is the only test of faith ; the divine truths of revelation are
often done injustice to,
assent.

the

life

How
of

man

by the consequent tendency to rest in implicit
example, are we, to take the sayings which place
in his nostrils, for an image or figure of speech, without a

apt, for

thought of the physical truth which they convey. Let the process of
respiration through the nostrils, however, be suspended only for a few
moments, and the labour and difficulty of breathing, and the painful
sense of exhaustion, will soon teach the most sceptical, by a practical
was into man's nostrils, that God, at his creation, " breathed

lesson, that it

the breath of

life."

1IA

I.]
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going forth as one man, against these foreign
ninnies; and the battle, ending in the defeat,

and

total rout, of the Ishmaelite

" robbers."

Its

sentiments of patriotism, and domestic affection,
form the most interesting feature of this spirited
if the Adites
description
fought and conquered,
it was in their
country's cause, and in defence of
:

The most

"their children, and their wiv<->."
curious fact in the poem,
that the combat
while,

so

many

is

the circumstance,
:
that

was fought on horseback

centuries after, the barbarous

the Trojan war (like the savage
knew no other use of this noble animal

heroes of

Britons)
t linn as the drawer of the
these Adites
chariot,
already exemplified the historical fidelity of the
Book of Job, when it describes " the horse and
"
"
his rider"
the proud
already
managed
" whose neck is clothed with thunder
war-horse,
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

the glory of whose nostrils is terrible; who paweth in the valley, and rejoiceth in his strength,
ami goeth on to meet the armed men." *
Job, xxx ix.

VOL.

II.

r.

i;

1921.
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REMARKS ON THE SHORT INSCRIPTIONS IN
MR. WELLSTED'S PLATE.

Finding myself master of the characters and
words of the ten-line inscription at Hisn Ghorab,
I lost

no time, and experienced no

difficulty, in

decyphering the short .inscriptions, above and
below it; although here unprovided with the
key, in the previous example so happily supplied
"
in the " Historical Geography
of Novairi. The
"
infound near the
two-line

long
lower
down
on
the
terrace," from
scription,
inscription,

position,

at

and

once,

dently to proof,

connected with

its

its

conciseness, antece-

might justly be assumed to be

and, not improbably, to contain an account of the monument, perhaps with

names

it

;

illustrative of

we should be

it.

In these anticipations,

fully justified,

by the ordinary
The

sults of experience in similar cases.

ferences thus sanctioned

.

.

.

by the antecedent

rein-

pro-

proved founded in fact, on the two-line
inscription under consideration being resolved
into Arabic words the first line turning out to
babilities,

:

contain an account of the engraving of the long
inscription, with the names of its two engravers ;

and the second, the names of the two Arab

HADRAM^TIC

I.]

whom

tribes,

between

brates,

was fought.

The
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the battle, which

it

cele-

rendered without preserving
the inverted order of the original, runs literally
first

as follows

line,

:

" Sarash and Dzerah * divided into
parts, engraved from right to
pointed, this song of triumph."

The second
English idiom,
"

Aws

*

be rendered

literally

thus

:

Beni Ac, and hunted [them] down, and covered their
with blackness, "f

assailed the
faces

all

and

conformed similarly to the

line,

may

left,

name of the engraver was, in
neighbourhood of the long inscription ;

Professor Roediger suggests that the

likelihood, to be found in the

and, in the absence of a true key to the characters, very naturally conname and nation (which he makes Abyssinian!) to be con-

jectures his

tained in the monograms, to the right and left, immediately under it
" Soil ich schlieslich auch noch ein wort, iiber die links und rechts unter
:

der Inschrift stehenden charactere sagen, so mochten sie vielleicht den
des Steinhauers enthaJten der die Inschrift in den Felsen meisselte, &c."

namen

He has mistaken only the place of signature. In
Versuch, p. 30.
the matter of his conjecture he is proved felicitously right, by the
In a monument
contents of the first line of the two-line inscription.
obviously designed to last to the end of time, the two workmen, we
find, have not failed to immortalize their own names, as well as that of
their people.
j-

Joel

The expression

is

truly

Scriptural and oriental

:

so the prophet

the path of a destroying army :
(ii. 6.) describes
" Before their face the
people shall be much pained

;

All facet shall gather blackness."

And Nahum

(ii.

She

10.), the destruction of

And
And much
And

proud Nineveh:

empty, and void, and waste
the heart melteth, and the knees smite together,

is

;

pain

the faces

is

in all loins

of them

all

;

gather blackness"

B B 2
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This latter line revealed, at once, the awful
antiquity of the whole of these inscriptions,
.

Aws

.

.

of their forefather, Aws
or Uz *, the grandson of Shem, and great grandson of Noah) being the primitive patronymic of
(after the

name

the famous lost tribe of

Ad

It is equally impossible

!

to express or forget

the feelings of awful interest, and solemn emotion,

now found myself penetrating into
the " cunabula gentium :" conversing, as it were,
with the immediate descendants of Shem and
with which I

Noah, not through the doubtful medium of ancient history, or the dim light of Oriental tradition,, but in their own records of their own annals,

"

graven with an iron pen, and

for ever

lead, in the

rock

"
!

It is the just maxim of Brucker, that, unless
there be some special cause to the contrary,

And Mahomet,

the battle of Bedr (casting a handful of sand

lastly, at

into the air),

" Let their
faces be covered with confusion!"

To

feel the full force

of the word

EQj^CA

of these coincidences,
or *.xs*J

viz.

"

we must

turn to the definition

fecit

vultum ejus Deus."

Nigrum

Gol. in voc.
*
V1J7

name

is

(Gen.
spelt,

x. 23.).

In the inscription;

by the Arabs themselves,

it

is

written

indifferently,

nl$.

The

or

^M-*.,
(j~J\.
(Poc. Spec. pp. 36. 42. 69. conf.) The Adite form of the name is idenone of its Arabic
tical with the Hebrew, in its medial and final letters
:

forms, in the medial and

initial,

with the spelling of the inscription.

the other, in the medial, corresponds

H.ORAMUTIC INSCRIPTIONS.
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every nation
its

own

is

to be believed, in its accounts of

That

origin.

373

this

maxim

holds eminently

tribes, the present work affords
abundant witness. But, if there be any faith

Arab

true of the

due to the traditional history of Arabia if there
l)c
any portion of the ancient Arabs, upon whose
origin, course, and extinction, there is a universal
;

national consent; that tradition,
in

question,

and that people, the

is

the one here

lost tribe

of Ad.

The Mahometan account of this primeval people,
" The
thus given by Mr. Sale.
tribe of Ad

is

were descended from Ad, the son of Aws, the
son of Aram, the son of Shem, the son of Noah
;

who,

after the confusion of tongues, settled in al

AkMf,

or the winding sands in the province of

Hadramaut
tiplied.

.

.

.

where

*;

mul-

his posterity greatly

The descendants of Ad,

in process of

time, falling, from the worship of the true God,
into idolatry, God sent the prophet Hud (who is
nerally agreed to be Heber, whom the J<
acknowledge to have been a great prophet) to
ir<

and reclaim them.

But- they refusing
t<>
acknowledge his mission, or to obey him, (io<l
sent a hot and suffocating wind, which blew
l>ivaeh to

seven nights and eight days together
'//

tlicir

/tos/rils,

Remember
So the Koran
when he preached unto his people
'

:

and, en-

passed through

their

AD

Hud],

the brother of
in At.

BB

;

3

.

\JIK.\K.

[the prophet

"

Chap.

xlvi.
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and destroyed them all, ... a very few
only excepted, who had believed in Hud, and
That proretired with him to another place.
phet, afterwards, returned into Hadramaut, and
bodies,

was buried near Hasec where there is a small
town now standing, called Kabr Hud, or the
Before the Adites were thus
sepulchre of Hud.
severely punished, God, to humble them, and
;

.

incline

them

.

.

to hearken to the preaching of his

prophet, afflicted them with a drought, for four
years ; so that all their cattle perished, and them-

were very near it upon which they sent
Lokman (different from one of the same name,
selves

:

who

lived in David's time) with sixty others, to
Mecca, to beg rain ; which they not obtaining,

Lokman, with some of his company, remained
at Mecca, and thereby escaped destruction
giving rise to a tribe, called the latter Ad."*
;

In this narrative, when the chaff only of the
is winnowed from the wheat of Arabian

Koran

is
equally certain and surprizthe
ing),
very substance of what is recorded of themselves by the lost Adites, in the two

tradition (the fact

we have

rock-graven inscriptions preserved by Novairi
*

;

These are the Oaditae or Aditse of Ptolemy as his Thamuditse, are
of Arabian story.
For the existence of a remnant of
Thamud, also, in Northern Arabia, see Poc, Spec. p. 59. " The lost
"
Arabians
(so entitled by the present races) do not appear to have been
;

the

Thamud

so wholly lost.

fcfc.

JIADKAMT TIT
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one of which only, the earlier, has, as yet, been
These monuments,
discovered at Hisn Ghorab.
neither make mention of the prophet
Heber's personal mission to the Adites, nor
speak of him as a contemporary but the earlier
indeed,

:

inscription records the substance of this tradition, when it states, that the tribe of Aws was

instructed in the great truths of revealed religion

by

their

own

kings,

whose teaching was

in

conformity with the doctrine of Hud or Heber.
Again, both monuments are silent altogether on
the subject of the miraculous wind, the instrument of the Divine vengeance, according to the
Koran, for the final destruction of Ad (to which,

however, whether fact or fable, both inscriptions
but the
plainly appear to have been prior)
second* stands a contemporary record of that
:

drought and famine of four years, in which,

ac-

cording to the universal tradition of the Arabs,
the whole cattle of Ad perished so utterly, that,

words of the inscription itself, " neither
In his notice of this
foot, nor hoof remained."
famine, and of the prosperity which preceded it.
in

the

yet more strikingly than
Sale, the perfectness of the consent between the
two inscriptions, and the accounts of the fortunes

d'Herbelot

exhibits,

See Part

I.

sect. vii.
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Ad, handed down by Arab tradition
La premiere punition que Dieu leur envoya, fut

and
"

[Apr.

fate of

:

une famine de
lesquels

le

trois

ciel

fut

ans

ferme

consecutifs

pour

famine, jointe a beau coup d'autres

;

pendant

eux.

Cette

maux

causa, emporta une grande partie de

qu'elle

ce peuple

;

qui etoit le plus fort, le plus riche, et le plus puis*
sant de toute TArabie."

From

it is
impossible to turn to
of
the section
the present work, which has given
rise to this Appendix, and there re-peruse the

this passage,

Adite inscriptions themselves, without feeling, in
the perfectness of the agreement,
between the traditions extant throughout Arabia ;
all

"

its force,

regarding a people that has been so utterly

swept away," and

its

own

still

surviving, and

imperishable annals.
Both in the constant tradition of the Arabs,
and its travesty in the Koran, the one grand

which drew down upon Ad its awful calamities, was the impiety of this people towards
God, ... an impiety the more guilty, because
cause,

nurtured amidst

light,

and " the knowledge of

the truth ;" and this, be it observed in conclusion,
is the crowning cause assigned for the famine
which consumed them, by Adites themselves, at

the close of Novairi's second inscription
*

D'Herbelot, Biblioth. Orient,

art.

Houd.

:

~
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Tims
1 1

is

tares

it

footsteps

with him wlio renders not thanks to
fail

God;

not to be blotted out from his dwelling

!"

It seems altogether impossible, that any ancient evidences could stand more entire or complete,

than those

now before us

;

although belorig-

to a period of the world, whose remoteness is
appalling to the mind, and almost eludes the
in.ir

For, while the occurgrasp of the imagination.
rence of the name of Aws, at the foot of the long
inscription at Hisn Ghorab, certifies to us the
possession, in that monument, of a genuine re-

cord of the long-lost tribe of AD, the whole contents of both the inscriptions, as preserved by
Novairi
the

*,

name

;

sanction the conclusion suggested by
being neither more nor less than the

counterpart of the national traditions concerning
in its origin, its greatness, its guilt,

Ad,

and

its

annihilation.

l>y

Among the benefits resulting from the demonstrative proof supplied,
the discovery and deeypherincnt of the inscriptions at Hisn Ghorab,

of the historical fidelity of Novairi,

.

.

.

one, especially, cannot be too

namely, the weight, henceforward, attaching to the
highly appreciated
accounts of the Arab historians generally, from the practical testimony to
their trust-worthiness, afforded by these verifications of Novairi's history.
;

What more

liable to sceptical cavils

and questionings, than his Carmina

Yet are these rock-engraven records, open, at this day, to
the inspection of e\r y voyager, who may touch upon the coast of Hadrahears with commanding force upon Firazabandi's
This one tat
inatit
.Inti'juissima 9

;

!

report of

Taj

ih

;

Khn Hesham's account

of the discovery of the sepulchre of
tablet found in the tomb of that

aid upon the monumental

ancient prince

of \\nieii.

See Vol.

I.

pp. 100

1O6.
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The

inscription which next claims our attention, is that in three short lines (No. 3.) de-

"
by Mr. Wellsted, as Found on a small
detached rock, on the summit of the hill." The
connection between the ten-line and two-line inscriptions on the terrace, was indicated, beforeWhether any,
hand, by their relative positions.
and what connection may subsist, between these
and that now under consideration, from its inscribed

sulated situation " on a detached rock," obviously
must depend on the internal evidences. The

contents of this inscription,
from the common theme,

when decyphered,

.

.

.

warfare, the charge
of horse, victory, and pursuit,
left no room
for doubt, that it celebrated the same event,
.

.

.

.

.

.

with that recorded in the long inscription.
may be rendered thus

It

:

"

Hand

We
Our

to

hand the men of crime

Headlong rushed
them under

assailed.

horses, and trampled

foot."

The only
phered

is

inscription remaining to be decypeculiar ; for it is a monogram, ap-

pended at the left-hand corner below, on the
same tablet with the ten-line inscription while
;

the latter part of
in line with
inscription.

it,

repeated, in faint outline,
at the right-hand corner of the
it

is

Its position,

at first sight,

lead naturally to the idea of

its

would

being connected

379
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with that

monument

;

and, like the two-line in-

scription underneath, containing,
a name, or names, illustrative of

most probably,

On

it.

nearer

saw strong cause

to
examination, however,
doubt their connection and, after close scrutiny,
ran have no longer any hesitation to regard this
monogram as an addition obtruded on the Adite
I

;

monument, by Arabs of another

To

limes.
diict(

this inference

by a

(1

first

I

race,

in after-

found myself con-

survey of the characters, with

a view to their decyphermerit when, in total
variance with the order and regularity, so con:

spicuous in the ten-line inscription, it was plain
that the engraver, here, had begun at the right-

hund corner, and having faintly traced out a
word in monogram,
and one in two letters
\~^

above

it,

^

,

... passed over to the

left-hand

and there engraved,

in full depth, on the
a
brief
same line,
inscription in monogram, terminating with the- same word previously inscribed

corn* T,

i

n on t li ue at the right-hand side of the tablet.

This

fact,

with the circumstance that the two lettn^

over

it

are tivced so close to the last line of the

inscription, as completely to mar the
mi
iii-try ao beautifully preserved in the execu>y

original

tion

of that

monument,

satisfied

me, that, in
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monograms we had a new

artist,

.
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.

.

first,

hastily violating the perfectly-proportioned spaces
of the Adite inscription, and then mending his

hand too

late,

when,

after scratching his cha-

racters on the surface of the rock, he discovered

Even when

his mistake.

mistake was

discovered, moreover,

most

imperfectly rectified
since, besides the disfigurement caused by it on
the right of the tablet, so ill was the space now

the

;

the monogram, instead of its
close ranging with that of all the lines of the inscription, runs beyond it by the breadth of the
calculated,

that

the circumstances and proportions being thus at variance with those of the
last

word.

But

all

Adite monument, ... I felt assured, whatever
might be the history of this appendage, that
neither Sarash
.

.

.

that

it

owed

nor Dzerah was the engraver,
its

intrusion to some stranger-

hand.

From

the mechanical flaws observable in the

execution of the inscription, I turned to the decypherment of its characters and sense. The

and the
For
result confirmed rny previous inferences.
of
and
the
name
the monogram, consisting
country of an individual, was plainly not Adite,
but Saba3an the name being that most conspiprocess proved

:

by no means

difficult

;
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long dynasty of the Homerite kings;

and the country Sabsea.

n-, ,lvrd into its

For

component characters,

AY/i

!I

XIAT1X

is

t

in other words,
Hareth, or Harethah,

The monogram,

ttie

Salwean.

the designation
of a Homerite prince, most probably a conqueror;
and if so, in all likelihood, the same with the
therefore,

is

celebrated king of Yemen, Hareth al Rayesh,
"
the first of the Tobbaas," fifteenth king
styled
of Yemen
whose epithet, Al Rayesh, was
;

di -rived

.

.

.

from the abundance of the

with

spoils,

which, returning from his conquests, he enriched
his subjects. J
*

The comparatively low

date of this

monogram, may be

further from the occurrence of the character

T;

appears in the genuine Hisn Ghorfib inscriptions

inferred

a letter which no where
;

although found

in

the

Ethiopia
f This form of the name existed in the age "of Mahomet whose
favourite servant was denominated Zeid Ebn Haretha.
Sale, Prelim.
;

Disc. p. 56.

Hareth the son of Salxi. is another of the name,
{ Poc. Spec. p. 59.
celebrated by the Arab writers as the father of Belk'is,
their queen of

Sheba

:

Excerpt, ex Ilm Nabat. Comment, in Ibn Zeidun. Epist., ap. Rasmus\dditainent. ad Hist. Arab, ante Islam, p. 4.

sen.

.
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Mr. Cruttenden's copy of the inscriptions supplies further proof of their having been disfigured
transcripts of words, evidently copied
from them, and inserted close under them. These

by unskilful

disfigurements supply witness against themselves,
as the work of stranger-artists and after-times.

Thus, close to the

first

word

of line 2. of the

two- line inscription (No. 4.), and a little below
it, we here find the word 1341^,
being a palfirst word in line 1., immeof
the
pable copy
.

.

.

And at the left-hand corner, at
diately over it.
the bottom of the three-line inscription (No. 3.),
so close to the last

the

word

1HH

;

word

being,

as almost to touch
alike palpably, a

copy of the same word, Zenan, in the

it,

rude

first line

Besides these
of the long inscription itself.
words, there occurs, to the right of the added
3XK, the letters /^ and I, standing singly
below the right-hand corner of the three-line inevidently cut there wantonly, as a
schoolboy cuts his initials on the desks of Harrow
or Eton, or (far more objectionably) on those
scription

;

in Westminster Abbey.

Kl/kfcH-IXYi

00

iaTl^Il-I]tH-lIl^l-

il-IXlMJ-l^JlffrW-W-lIIYHl-

MnA-wvTifi-ix/i-i-avH''SAli-Hfi-lWJt-imhA-ft

VX

YM1-1 WCA A

i

<//t.

ike.

IHlliS.fJ

IDA

JV

4<

fbtwdnear

tftt,

lonq wi,<wwfa>n

tower

dcwn mi

tftt

XI
llil*
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II.

AMVARITIC INSCRIPTION OVER THE ENTRANCE TO
NAKAB EL HAJAR.

IN passing from the Adite inscriptions, on the
rock at Hisn Ghordb, to the Hamyaritic inscription, over the entrance of the ruins at Nakab el
Hajar,

we drop

at once

(an interval of nearly

eighteen centuries), from the days of the Pharaohs of Egypt, to those of the Caesars of Rome.
For Charibael, king of the Homerites and Sabeans, in whose reign, as appears from the internal evidences, the inscription now in question

was executed, flourished
our era

;

in the first century of
being contemporary, as is generally

allowed, with the emperor Claudius.
From the neighbourhood of Nakab el Hajar
(the royal residence, as appears from the inscription, of this

Homerite dynasty) to Dhafar (their

capital), there can be little doubt of the identity
of the characters in the inscription discovered
there by Messrs. Wellsted and Cruttenden, with

those

in

heard, as

the
still

inscriptions of which Niebuhr
in being at Dhafar; and which

were reported to him as alike undecypherable by
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the Jews, and the Mahometans: " On me (lit,
que dans les ruines de la fameuse ville Dhafar,
environ deux lieues au Sud-Ouest de Jerim, 1'on
trouvoient d'anciennes inscriptions, qui ne pouvoient etre lues, ni par les Juifs, ni par les

Mahometans." *

Our

into the mysterious

heightened by

interest

in

and unknown,

penetrating
is

naturally
the confessed difficulty of the task.

with no ordinary feelings, that,
after successfully unlocking, with Novairi's key,
the monuments at Hisn Ghorab, I proceeded to
It was, therefore,

examine, in Mr. Wellsted's plate of those noble
ruins, the writing on the wall, over the en-

The comparatively
Hajar.
low date of this writing struck me at the first

Nakab

trance to

el

The

characters, indeed, manifestly besame
the
alphabet with those at Hisn
longed to
Ghorab: but, although engraved on a scale of

glance.

their size f they were
in symmetry of form,
both
strikingly inferior,
and boldness of execution. In one exchange,

more than three times

,

moreover, the substitution of the Greek beta for
the Adite b (y), or rather their intermixture,
.

.

.

this

marks

monument betrayed strong

Hamyaritic language
*

internal

which the
had become partially

of its belonging to a period, in
itself

See note at the end of the Appendix.

f Wellsted, Travels in Arabia, vol.

i.

p. 426., vol.

ii.

p.

424. conf.
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by the commercial intercourse of the
Arabs of Yemen and Hadramaut with the Greeks
ju id Romans.
affected,

These

as to the probable
date of the inscription *, were decisively verified

by

its

first

impressions,

when decyphered.

contents,

happily proved
those at Hisn Ghorab

The process

than in the case of

less difficult

not only from my knowof
the
characters, and of the identity of
ledge
thf Hamyaritic with the Arabic, acquired in decyphering those monuments, but also from the
;

fortunate circumstance of the occurrence of no
less

than five proper names (three of them con-

spicuous in the history of Arabia), in the first
line of the Nakab el Hajar inscription.
The inscription itself, like its Adite predecessors, resolved itself, on analysis, into purely Arabic

words and, like them, is submitted to the reader,
with those words underwritten, in the form of an
;

interlineary version.
* Professor
Roediger pronounces the reduced characters

to

be " so

small and indistinct," as to put out of the question any attempt, on his
I confess I found no
See Versuch, p. 35.
part, to decypher them.

such indistinctness; and, when I add that the reduction was made by
Mr. Arrow-smith, and pronounced perfect by competent judges, to whom
it

was submitted previously

to its lu-ing engraved,

it

is

clear the indis-

tinctness exists only in the learned professor's imagination.
Whether, in
truth, the redact ion was dear or otherwise', mattered little in his case ;

we now know his alphabet to have been
The name Mcfa, which he discovers tu-i in

as

t

ence in the inscription.

VOL.

II.

-t

nearly altogether erroneous.
the first liiu-. has no exist-

r

t
*J

J
_j

>

H

O
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REMARKS.

The

of the inscription (as Mr. Wellsted justly anticipated) opens with the names of
the- founders of the structure,
together with the
first line

object of its erection, namely, for a royal residence;
goes on to add those of their son, or heir ap" inaire du
parent, and of the
palais," or prefect

it

of the guard

;

and

with the name of the

closes

and enlarger of the buildings, who was
the
author of the inscription, and whose
plainly
restorer

1

1 ;

n ic fortunately
i

line

determines

commemorates,

The second

its date.

works of the

in detail, the

restorer.

In the centre of this

words are

totally defaced.

line,

one or two

For the purposes of decypherment, nothing
can be more happy, than the number and notoriety
of the proper names.
The first, Mohareb, from
its place here, as the name of an Arab king, belonging to a period certainly prior to the Christian era, may fairly be identified with that of

Mohareb, the son of Koreish, and ancestor of the
tribe Beni Mohareb*; a prince and people cdbrated by the
*

Mahometan

"j-^-J, Fehr, qui

lim-am

[Mohammed

C-^LsS< ^-H
S|>,.-r.

Hist.

et

scil.]

MohArtb

^.layo,
*

p. 5O.

Koraith.

^L-ij-S,
C

Banu MohArfb q ui

Arab.

writers.
.

.

Fchro

.

.

.

.

dem ^\. ..*..*.),

For Mohareb,

.

.

Moharebo

see, also, the

Shaiban."

.

extra

oriiuuli

Poc.

genealogy of the

The name is pn-sorved in
family of Koreish, ap. Sale, Prelim. Disc.
thai of tlu' district Machdrab el ants (Mohareb the heroic), 2 cleg. N. W.
of Nakal.

.1

Hajar.

See Niebh. D. de 1'A.

cc

2

p.

388
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Ab

or Abu, given to this prince
in the inscription, receives striking illustration
from Mr. Wellsted's account of the Diyabi tribe,
title

of

the inhabitants, at this day, of the country round
Nakab el Hajar, and the descendants, we may
" The
of its ancient owners.

justly presume,

Diyabi Bedouins possess a great extent of counIn
try, and are very numerous and powerful.
their political constitution, they differ from any
other tribe, in this vast peninsula, with which I

have become acquainted, either personally, or by
report.

Instead of choosing a sheikh or sultan

as their representative power, they are split into
seven divisions; each governed by a chief, called

Abu, who exercises what may be termed a patriarchal authority over them.
These chiefs assemble, for the discussion of

all affairs

with the general interest of the tribe

;

connected
their deci-

sions being regulated by a majority of voices. In
certain cases, this office of Abu is hereditary,

more generally, it is filled by individuals,
whose superior sagacity, experience, and courage,
entitle them to that distinction.
Some peculiar
but,

usages, also, exist among the Diyabi Bedouins,
with respect to depredations committed on the pro-

perty of each other.

The Abu

is

answerable for

all thefts occurring within his own district
and
he makes restitution to the injured party, provided the offender be unable to do so.
If, on
;
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the contrary, the thief has property, the Abu
claims for himself a third, in addition to the

value of the stolen property

as a further punish-

;

ment, and compensation for the frequent losses
he would otherwise be subjected to." * What a

comment on
A rabia,

is

the permanence of ancient usages in
presented in the existence, after eight << n

centuries, of the office of

round Nakab
flic

title

of

Hajar, and

el

in the country
in its occurrence, us

Abu,

the sovereign, over the entrance of

that seat of royalty and dominion.
The name, in the inscription, next to Mohareb,
" the
is Behenna; defined, in Golius,
proper name

of a

woman;" and

evidently that of Mohareb's
That of their son Nowas, which

wife and queen.

immediately follows, elucidates the genealogy of
)/u Nowas, the last king of the Homerites ; who
jM-rislu'd, about seventy years before Maliom.-t.
I

i

n

1

)attle

with the Abyssinians. f

The fourth proper name, Wanba, recurs in
one of the genealogical fragments, found by Mr.
Cruttenden and his companion the late Dr. Hal" on a detached stonr, at Sana:" it i> that
ton,
of the prime minister J; designated in the
f

Wellsted, vol. i. pp. 409, 41O.
Puc. Spec. pp. 63.

|

LJJ

rius,

or

U-A}j (from 4Aj, Princeps

Legatus

of a proper

alterius,

name

.

.

.

populi, or from L-^- :;'

'

iii-

VU-a-

(whence Nuab or Nabob) has the appearance

derived from an hereditary

c c 3

otfice.
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scription (a significant token of commercial intercourse and alliance) by a term answering to the

Roman

title

of " pra3torian prefect."

currence of this

name and

office in

The

oc-

juxtaposition

with those of the royal family, reflects a curious
light upon the recorded customs of the Homerites

and Sabasans ; whose kings (we learn from Agatharchides and others), like the rois faineans of
the Merovingian dynasty, passed their lives in
the inglorious ease of luxury and seclusion while
;

their ministers, like the Carlovingian maires

du

palais, monopolized the power, and discharged
the duties of the state.

all

But these names, of exclusively Arab celebrity,
are all thrown into shade, by that last occurthe classic name of
ring in this inscription,
.

.

.

that king of the Homerites and Sa;
* whose
baeans, celebrated by Arrian
alliance, in
of
was
the reign
Claudius,
assiduously courted

Charibael

;

by the Romans
rienced,

and who appears to have expealternately, the mean flatteries, and the
;

base perfidy, of those sovereigns of the world.
The reader may measure my satisfaction by his

own, when, after decyphering the purely Arab
denominations of Mohareb, Behenna, Nowas, and

Wanba

or

Wanab, I lighted, most unexpectedly,
and anchored, upon that of Charibael. It was
*

Arrian, ap. Hudson, pp. 13, 14.
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emerging, suddenly, from the dim shadows
of twilight, amidst the distinct and substantive
forms presented by the noon-day.
What had
like

been so often perused, in the Greek version of
the merchant of the Periplus, now stood before
the

in

eye,

its

native Hamyaritic ; a contemof the fidelity of that intelli-

porary monument

gent and artless narrator.

The bright ray of an

inscription (that best light of history), from the
gateway of his own palace, fell upon the Homerite prince; and, in the stately ruins of Nakab

Hajar, stood revealed, the residence, at once,
and the royal estate, of King Charibael.
el

While the contents of the

first line

of this in-

the certainty of known
scription,
proper names, were thus full of historical interest and importance
those of the second, in
rich

so

in

;

their

turn,

be no

proved to

way

inferior

in

For the two main particulars specified,
in this record of the architectural works of Charibael,
namely, the oratory or tcwp/e, and ////'
are the very features, which arrested the
well,
attention, and extorted the admiration, of ^Ir.
Wellsted and his brother officer, in their rapid
" The most
conspicuous
survey of the ruins.
either.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

object

is

.

.

an oblong square building, the walls of

which face

tJie

cardinal

jtuints.

Its largest size,

fronting the north and south, measures twentyc c 4
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The shorter, facing the eastward,
seven yards.
seventeen yards.
The walls are fronted with a
kind of freestone, each slab being cut of the
same size, and the whole so beautifully put
together, that I endeavoured in vain to insert the
of a small penknife between them.
the extreme care displayed in the con-

blade

.

From

.

.

struction of this building, I have no doubt that
it is a temple; and
my disappointment, at find-

ing the interior

filled

up with the ruins of the

was very great. Had it remained
entire, we might have obtained some clue to
guide us in our researches, respecting the form
fallen roof,

of religion professed by the earlier Arabs."
Can there be a doubt, that, in this highly- wrought

we have

the oratory commemorated in
the inscription ? If so, the name alone, h ^
Locus precationis, " a house of prayer,"
*t^>
is strongly indicative of the continuance of the
edifice,

.

.

.

patriarchal faith among the Homerites, to the
commencement of the Christian era. Mere idol-

would have been sure

to designate their
" houses of
temples, not, simply,
prayer," but
from the idols to whom they were dedicated.
aters

"

Above and beyond

this building (proceeds

Mr. Wellsted) there are several other edifices,
with nothing peculiar in their form or appear*

Wellsted, vol.

i.

pp. 428, 429.
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these remains, most probably,
arc included the "hospitiurn" or caravanserai,
and the " zenana," also erected by Charibael. But
the crowning testimony to the contents of the deance."

Among

Mr. Wellsted's description
Nearly midway between the two
a circular well, ten feet in diameter,

cyphered inscription,
"

of the well.
s,

there

and sixty

unhewn

is

is

in depth.

The

sides are lined with

and, either to protect it from
the sun's rays, or to serve some process of drawing the water, a wall of cylindrical form, fifteen
feet in height, has been carried round it." *
Here, manifestly, is a work of a scale and imstones

;

portance (in bore, in depth, in massiveness, a
truly royal undertaking) which a record descriptive of the architectural

could not
ingly,

fail

to

commemorate:

commemorated,

inscription, as

memorables of the
it

is,

place,

accord-

in the second line of the

chief works of Cha-

among the

The contents of

this line prove, beyond
the
that
inscription itself was enquestion,
graved in the reign, and by order of this Horibael.
all

And taken as a whole, in its
merite prince.
proper character as a contribution to the history
of the place and country, it seems scarcely conmore desirable information,
could be compressed within the space of two lines.

ceivable, that more, or

Wellsted, vol.

i.

p.

429.
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HAMYARITIC INSCRIPTION, DUG UP AT ADEN,
SEPTEMBER 26. 1842.

FROM the age of

we

descend, again, to
that of Dzu Nowas, the last of the long dynasty
of the Homerite princes of Yemen; who is reCharibael,

corded to have perished in battle with the Abyssinians, about seventy years before the birth of

For

to the reign of this sovereign
(although mistaken as to its date) Captain Haines
refers the very curious inscription, which we are

Mahomet.

.

now about

.

.

to examine

and the internal marks

;

when decyphered, prove

to
of the inscription,
demonstration the correctness of the reference.

As

this

latest

in its

monument

is,

the

at

same time, our

discovery in Arabian antiquities, unique
form, and the only inscription, as yet,

found in Aden, the chief emporium of the king-

dom

importance will
of it, given
account
justify me in submitting the
in Captain Haines' s letter to the Government of
of the

Homerites,

.

.

.

its

by its permission, published in the
" Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, No.
cxxx. pp. 958, 959."
India, and,
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" Ancient

Inscription found at Aden.

Communicated to the

Asiatic Society by the Government of India.

With a

plate.

No. 29. of 1842.

From

Captain S. B. HAINES, Political Agent at Aden,

WlLLOUGHBY, Esq, Secretary to the Government of Bombay, dated 29th Sep. 1842.

to J. P.

'

1

<

1 i

t

ical

Department.

Sir,

I have the pleasure to forward to

you the accom-

aiiying copy of an ancient inscription, recently discovered in Aden, by the workpeople employed in
excavating the new road, leading up from the custom]

house.
2.

It

is

an interesting

most flourishing
ancient

Hymyari

fact, that,

though Aden,

in its

was the principal sea-port of the
kings, that no Hymyaritic inscriptions,

era,

previous to this, have ever been discovered, either in
the ruins of the ancient town, or its immediate vicinity ;

though on the shores of Hadramaut, and inland as far
as Sana, many beautifully executed inscriptions have
been found, and transmitted to Bombay. In every other
case, however, the characters have been found on oblong
marble blocks, generally forming part of a gateway, as
Nukbel Hajar, on the Hadramaut coast ; whereas, in

at

the specimen now brought to light from a depth of
u enty feet beneath the present surface of Aden, we have
a chvular slab of pure, and very compact white marble,
t

with a raised rim round
of an altar.

and apparently forming part
The inscription is not so \\ell executed as
it,
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many

others that I have seen

;

but

it is

[Apr.

perfectly clear,

without flaw or injury. In removing the stone, part
was unfortunately broken off by the work-people.
3. The antiquity of this specimen may very safely be
dated from the

first

year of the Hijera ;

when the

last of

Hymyari princes reigned in Yemen. After the conversion of the Saba3ans to the Moslem faith, the altars

the

erected to their gods were overthrown, and the religion

of Islam universally prevailed. The character gradually
became lost, as the Kufic writing spread over the
southern, and hitherto unconquered country of Yemen
is now extinct.
The learned prohas
succeeded
in decipherGesenius
of Germany,
fessor,
ing and translating a small part of one inscription, found
f
by the officers of the Palinurus,' during the survey of

and Nedjran; and

the south coast

specimen

may

;

and

afford

it is

only to be hoped, that this

an additional clue to

assist

him

in

and highly interesting researches, regarding
a nation that has been so utterly swept away.

his valuable,

4.

The

incription,

it

will

be perceived, is a fac-simile,
and its accuracy,
;

being an impression from the stone
therefore, may be depended upon.

I have the honour to be &c.
S.

(Signed)
Political

Agenfs Office, Aden,
29th September, 1842.

(True copy.)

(Signed)

J. P.

WILLOUGHBY,

Secretary

(True copy.)

B. HAINES,

Political Agent.

to

Government.

P. MELVILL,

Assistant- Secretary to the

Government of India"
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To begin with
Haines's letter,

.

.

the closing remark of Captain
his reference to the late Pro.

fessor Gesenius, ... I

may

observe, that

my

dis-

relish for the lax theology of that learned professor,

would make me only the more careful to render
justice to his merits as an orientalist, where
called upon,

by the

subject, to notice them.

It

quite necessary, however, in the present case,
to undeceive the public, both at home and
" in
abroad, as to his supposed success,
decypher"
"
a
small
and
ing
translating
part
(viz.
king of
the Hamyarites "), in the long inscription at Hisn

is

Ghorab.

The simple

words existing

fact being, that (no such
in that inscription) he has not

In his first rendecyphered a single word.
" we
dwelt,"
dering of the first word, Sumalc,
and in his notice that the document was "that
of persons speaking of themselves in the first
person plural," his fellow-labourer Professor

Roediger has rendered substantive service, so far
as it goes: but Gesenius has done absolutely
nothing.
In the characters of the

Aden

inscription, I

remark, with Captain Haines, the obvious traces
of a declining age and language: for they arc
not less inferior to those at Nakab el llajar
;

than those

Nakab

Hajar, to the Adite chararters at Hisn Ghorab.
The lateness of their
at

el

398
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further indicated,
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by the same

in-

termixture, with the Hamyaritic, of the Greek
or Koman B; and by a further change in the

form of the H, which here resembles the Greek
IT.
These evidences of a low date, are strengthened by comparison of the material respectively
employed at Hisn Ghorab, the characters are
executed in the rock at Nakab el Hajar, upon
:

;

the stones of the building ; at Aden, in staBut ill-cut characters, upon a
tuary marble.
of Trajan's tricostly material, like the statues

umphal arch upon the arch of Constantine, are
sure signs of return to a barbarous age.
This consideration brings us, lastly, to the
date of the Aden inscription ; which, with Cap-

(though on different grounds) I am
led to place in the reign of one of the last of the
Homerite princes, either Dzu Nowas, or Saif
Ibn Dzu Yazen but more probably the latter.
tain Haines

;

My

drawn from the contents of the
which decisively fix its date
itself

inference

inscription

is

;

somewhere within the seventy years, preceding
the interval between
the birth of Mahomet,
.

.

.

In this interval octhe deaths of those princes.
curred the Abyssinian conquest and usurpation ;
and the Aden inscription, when decyphered,
proves to be, not, as Captain Haines supposes,
connected with religion, but, like those at Hisn
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Ghorab, the record of a battle fought and won,
" the
Abysby the Arabs of Yemen, against
Its tone (that of men
sinian s and Berbers."
casting off the yoke of the oppressor) peculiarly
harmonizes with the crisis and fortunes of Saif

Dzu Yazen; who had emancipated

Ibn

his

country, and regained the throne of his fathers,
before he fell by the treachery of Abyssinian
assassins, belonging to his own household.

ADEN INSCRIPTION.*

MH

ihm

tjo-umr

an

i

~~~*~~*
"

We

n>

'"^*""

i

'

with cries of hatred and rage, the Abyssinians and
Berbers f
rode forth together wrathfully, against this refuse of mankind." \
assailed,

:

We

*

With the slight exceptions of the intermixture (as in the inscription
Nakab el Hajar) of the Greek with the Ham yaritic B a variation in
the I, which here, as in the Hebrew (its first occurrence excepted), has

at

;

H

a single curve only ; and a change of form in the
the characters
; . .
of the Aden inscription are the same with those at Hisn Ghorab, only
.

On comparison of the three inscriptions, the gradual
At Hisn
change in one form of the H, is particularly remarkable.
rudely gxecuted.

Ghordb, in one example,
Hajar,
it

it

omits the bottom line

I

it

resembles the Greek

retains, exclusively, this form,
also, f|.

For those notes, see next page.

0,

Q

but drops the bar,

The

plate of the

;

Nakab

at

Q

Aden

;

at

el

Aden,

inscription,
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AVhat

may

[App.

be the present reception of the

mysterious monuments of eastern antiquity, here,
for the first time, laid open to the world, I pre-

In days of feverish ex-

tend not to anticipate.

and high preten"
sions to proficiency in
knowledge falsely so
in
which
...
in a word, in a conwe
live,
called,"
restless

citement,

activities,

fessedly non-reading, and, therefore, unreflecting

the most precious records of the past,
very possibly, for a time at least, may possess,
for the many, little charm. But however this may
age,

.

.

.

am

the day will come, when the value
of these patriarchal evidences of revealed religion

be, sure I

will be seen

and

felt in all their

pregnant bear-

upon the origin of letters upon the
ings,
philosophy of language upon the word of God
.

.

.

;

;

;

upon the past history of this world, and the
While the
opening prospects of the next.
.

.

.

transmitted by Captain Haines, being a facsimile from the marble, we
have, in it, an infallible test and proof of the accuracy, with which the

Hisn Ghorab characters are given,

in

Mr. Wellsted's plate of those

in-

scriptions.
j-

The V^

fl

f the inscription

Habassini, JEthiopes

;

stands in conjunction,

the contraction of

.

.

.

1 \* *\ \$,

or

(j^-?^
u^r*-^,
from the name with which it

the Berbers, an adjoining African

See Glossary, or Golius in voc. J J.

race.
$

is

as plainly appears

There

is

a striking coincidence of sentiment and expression, between
and the three-line inscription at Hisn Ghorab both

this inscription,

:

refer to

an equestrian combat

hostility

;

enemy,"

is

;

and the leading word,

common

to both.

they breathe the same spirit of deadly
" we assailed hand to hand the
fl
I

\

III.]
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is obdecay of solid learning, in these countries,
the
served and lamented by
thinking few; and

the decline even of popular literature is felt and
of the
deprecated, by those best practical judges
state of letters, the printers,

and publishers, and

booksellers throughout the land ;

.

.

.

sure I am
" the

when England,

the day will yet return,
first of the nations," awakened and herself once

more, will learn, as of old, to cherish and honour
"
in her sons, neither that
heady setting forth of
extremities," which the true father of the An-

and great Bishop
glican reformation, the good
" he did
his latest breath,
Ridley, declared, with
never love;" nor the pursuit of ephemeral con"
troversies, and
questions and strifes of words;"
but those patient and silent labours of the closet
and the desk, which (under the guidance and
blessing of the Divine Head of the Church) gave
" the olden
birth to her illustrious worthies of

time," and from which, future Lightfoots, and
To be humbly
future Pococks, can alone arise.

any measure, in ministering
of such
food, hereafter, to the minds and studies
honour
sufficient
men, is, for the present writer,
and reward conscious and mindful as he is,
instrumental,

in

:

" he who has lived
with the great Scaliger, that
to throw light on a single passage of Scripture,

has not lived in vain."
VOL. n.
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REMARKS*

ON

the face of the

of these alphabets*,
formed exclusively from the inscriptions at Hisn
first

pointed out some significant indications of the primitive period of the world to

Ghorab,

may be

which

for example, 1. its fewer
belongs
2. its fewer subdivisions, in form and

it

letters;
*

:

Although the

collection edited

by Von

Hammer

(4to,

London,

of " Ancient Alphabets," is, what it has been most
justly pronounced (See Journal of the Roy. Geograph. Soc. vol. viii.
" one of the
p. 287. note),
many literary frauds, with which the half1806), under the

title

learned in Asia have endeavoured to raise their reputation at the expense
it would be a mistake to assume that the elements of this
of truth,"
collection are altogether arbitrary and ideal.
For, not to notice the
obvious plagiarisms from sources familiarly known to orientalists, the following newly-discovered characters of the Hisn Ghorab and Nakab el

Hajar inscriptions occur in those alphabets ; and with the same powers
assigned to them, independently, in the Appendix.

V,

I, I, (A).

O,

Jf, (Dz).

1,

(B).

2

(N).

r ],

(S).

,

*,

See

(H).

X, X,

5, (K.)

Ancient Alphabets," pp. 70,

133. 44, 56. 37, 132. 33, 26. 75. 72, 75. 12.
Now, as these are real characters, extant in the

Hadramutic

inscriptions,

they must have been borrowed, either from those inscriptions themselves,
And as, until within
or from Hamyaritic alphabets found elsewhere.
the last ten years, the very existence of the characters was unknown
beyond the limits of Southern Arabia, and their powers continue alto-

gether unknown to the Arabs of the South to this day,
that the knowledge, at once, of the forms and powers

it is

very plain

among the Arabs
of the North, must be referred to a very high antiquity. From whatever
sources, therefore, this knowledge crept into the Cairo MS. of the pseudoIbn Washih,

assigned by

it is

me

decisive as to the correctness of the powers, previously

to the characters in question,

grounds.

ofcr

on other and independent

ALPHABETS.
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power, of the same radical letter and, 3. the
by the occasional inter;

unsettledness indicated

change of

or

letters,

by the assignment of

dif-

ferent powers to the same character.
1. With
regard to the first point, indeed, the
number of the letters, nothing, as yet, can be

pronounced with certainty upon the complete*
ness of an alphabet, formed from materials so
limited ; especially as the occurrence of several of

the letters, the Lam, for example, the Sad, and
the He (/, sacutum, and A), each in one instance
only, leaves

room

scriptions, there

to conjecture that, in these in-

be a pretermission of some
Still, as we find here twenty

may

letters altogether.

being only three less than in the
alphabet, the probability of omissions

letters,

Hebrew
is

any

Another proof of completeness
thing but high.
is contained in the fact, that no new letter is

more recent inscriptions
Hajar, Sanaa, and Aden.

discernible, in the

Nakab
The next
el

'2.

at

indication of antiquity, the fewer

subdivisions of letters,

is

still

more remarkable.

Thus, with the exception (if it be one) of the
apparent occurrence of the Sad or Samech, in a
single instance, the powers of the S are represented by the Sin and Schin.
only in one doubtful example

The Ta occurs

;
and, although
denoted separately by some forms>

D D 3
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which, accordingly, I have referred to it, the
(as in the Assyrian and Chaldean dialects)

T

more commonly merged in the
peculiarity belongs and brings us
is

S.

But

this

to the third

note of antiquity.
The unsettledness implied in the inter3.
change, or indifferent use, of similar letters: a
fluctuation strongly indicative of an early stage,
if

not of the origin

language.

As

this

itself,

of letters and written

phenomenon may be

fully

seen, from comparison of the words of the Hisn
Ghorab inscriptions with their interlineary Arabic

representatives, it will suffice to refer the reader
to the interlined copy. I shall proceed, therefore,
without pausing upon this topic, to notice one or

two circumstances more.
In the numerous forms of the B, Hh, Z, and
of the two representatives of the S, or the Sin
and Schin, (of the former of which letters we find
no less than nine, and, of the latter, at least six
varieties, )

syllabary.

we may trace the germs of the Ethiopic
The Sad or Samechj ? with one limb
{ ,

abridged, supplies a further, and striking note of
the origin, in part, of the alphabet of that lan-

guage.

The

circlets,

marks, attached, in so

and other discriminative

many

instances, to letters

of the Hisn Ghorab inscriptions, are obviously
same nature with the vowel and dia-

of the

407
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critic points,

detached from the letters of the

Hebrew and Arabic

common

origin, in

In dialects of

alphabets.

which the vowels

are, for

the

part, understood, there can be no mistaking the common office of such notes of discrimination.

most

The

derivation of the Arabic vowel

critic points

from the

and

dia-

distinctive letter-marks of

the Hamyaritic, thus plainly sanctioned by the nature and reason of the case, will be corroborated,
on comparison, by the similarity, in several instances, of the forms.

Thus the

,

which is added

so frequently to the Hamyaritic letters in composition, is

precisely

the original form of the

Arabic Gjesma : " quod indicat litteram

tam cum

vocali praecedente in

copulandam.

una

syllaba esse

est circellus,

Figura ejus

illo affec-

baud raro tamen imperfecte pingitur
J. H. Hirtii, Institut. Arab. Ling.

(), qui

(-) vel

n

(

)."

Again, the
minute inclined, or horizontal strokes, at the
top of so many of those letters (and which remain, as finishing touches only, in ours), correspond in form with the Arabic Fatha x , as
those at the bottom do with the Kesre
inflected

marks above -

,

and

,

The

.

seem

fairly

and
represented by the vowel point Damma
the diacritic Hamza
reversed.
These sugI
throw
as
out
gestions
they occur, not as esta-

,

D D 4
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blishing the laws of the coincidences to which
they point, but for the consideration of oriental

grammarians, and as essays towards the analysis
of the oldest language in the world; and towards
a nearer approach, in
to researches

head,

and

upon the

it,

than has yet been made,

discoveries, at the fountain-

origin of letters,

and the

philo-

sophy of language.
These reflections naturally conduct the mind
to the date of the Hisn Ghorab alphabet.
The

same evidences which assign to

this alphabet

a

date within five centuries of the deluge, assert
claim to be the first alphabet of mankind.

its

For,

although

the

tongues were

confounded

shortly after that event, there is no reason to
suppose that the signs of speech were changed.
On the contrary, the extraordinary coincidences

of form, between the characters used

by the most

and distant nations, plainly lead to the
directly opposite inference, viz. the common,
different

and, therefore, the primeval origin of written
But if this be so, there is every moral
language.

presumption to favour the belief, that, in the
Hisn Ghorab inscriptions, we recover the alphabet of THE WORLD BEFORE THE FLOOD.

GLOSSARY,
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No. V.

COLUMN
Words of the

ten-line

Hisn Ghorab

I.

Inscription in Hamyaritic

and Arabic,

with their definitions from Golius.

Line

^L>*~*)

'

1.

(Samakj Samk) Tectum, domus.

tr~^> (Wasa) Commode comprehensus
atque laxe satis consedit in aliquo loco.
-

I

ooo

I

5K'

In.

y

&tyi (Zenan, Zenana) Persice, "The women's

apartments."

Y

J

Richardson.

^r^-Jy (Waib) Ampla domus.

31
.

J^

?

(Dzal) JiUl, Conditio, status.

U~\}> (Raash) Bono statu
et laetiore usus fortuna.

/LI IT.

fuit,

commodoque

fuit,

411
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GLOSSARY.
COLUMN

II.

Synonymes of the Arabic Portion.

Couplet

Substitit,

L^xc,

UUj, Longum

s?

commoratus

I.

fuit,

aliquo loco.

^j, Tempore

tempus.

multo duravit.

In.

i,

locus spatiosus in medio
iL^c- , Atrium,
bitaculorum, et omni vacuus structural
inter duos parietes domicilii hyemalis.

deducta in
,

domum

ambientium ha-

c^,

Paries

v~^r Sponsa,
?

sponsi.

Palatium, arx.

iU, Vitam duxit.

^/J^, Vivens,

pec.

bono

statu,

vir.

fuit.
Laxus, mollis,
\-j , Laxitas, et Ani*
commoditas
bonorum.
})litudo opiuii,
**j

*

,

.

.

.

This important synonymc, inadvertently pretermitted by Schultciis,
have fortunately recovered from the Ix?yden MS. used by him, in
time for insertion in the revise of this sluvt.
I
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COL.

Words of ten-line Inscription, with

I.

.

j*\ ,

1

their definitions

fuit,

Golius.

from

(Mara, Amar) Malum, infortunium

Amarus

>,

[App.

:

a rad

%

amaritudo.

^y^,

^Ul,

et
u^-i, Put. I., Act.
(Shas,
Shasus, Shashas) Adversis, pec. inopia annonse, an-

\\i\h

gusta et
versitas,

afflicta fuit vita.

L^L-o-ib, (Shasasa)

*> (Khasab) Fluxit aqua.
Tumult.
(Khazib)
I

Ad-

penuria anni.

II.

Vel

-S

'^jj> (Zarb)

Canalis,

Line

quo

fluit

<->j^ 9

aqua.

2.

Jl, (Al, in conjunct, cum d, A'd) Particula inseparabilis ; nempe, Articulus omnis generis, numeri,

\l.

et casus,

quo nomina, ex

indefinitis,

fiunt definita,

atque restringuuntur.
.

.

Ub, (Dama)

Mare.

^-y-, (Sarb) Ingressus

subivit implevitque locum.

fuit

in rem,

Species aquce

in arenis.

1

f\ I

X

3 *
Jj-*

>

(Khasar) Palatium, arx.

.

.

.

totum

apparens

413
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COL.

Synonymet of the Arabic

II.

Vertion.

^ , Augustus fuit. Debilis
spiritu fuit.
Vita angusta.
u^w? _-ji, Sine angustia.
.

Paucus,

,

exile

li,

exilis,

et vilis fuit.

.

.

jjj-i*,

Modicum

et

donum.

Copiosa fuit aqua, et redundavit adeo ut efflux-

erit.

In nos.

[This

poor expletive

translator's substitute for the

is

the Arabic

"channel" of the

ginal, so graphically descriptive of the locality.

pare Wellsted, vol.

ii.

p.

ori-

Com-

421.]

Couplet 2.

),

Mare.

Fluxus, pec. Accessus maris. ^J, Impletus fuit,
et exundavit.
j&*])i Pleno aestu excrescens et tumi,

dum
,

mare.

Vide supra,

ap.

1.

1.]
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Words of ten-line Inscription, with

I.

\j

.

,

from

Golius.

(Na) Surrexit contra alium.

^jj

-

+j

9

their definitions

[App.

(Zakhat) Excandescentia,

a rad.

ira,

Iratus fuit, excanduit.

II

\ II

T

^1 J D

1

1

fJj*

(Ranem)

Sonuit, gemuit.

jj** (Marna,

Mur)

J-*> (Aik) Vociferatus

S

I3HY

Fluctus, unda.
fuit.

(Bzamu, Abzan) Crater fontis, seu
conceptaculum aquee ex fonte emissae a rad. ^b
(i)j-^j

;

.1

1

.

^^j (Daun)

Infra, sub

;

et

contraria signif.

Supra.

Line

I

II

5 XI

-

**"**- 9 pi*

(*&>

3.

(Aaimu, Aamimat) Procera

palma.

t/j* Jj^> (Aikhu, Wakhi,

Wakh)

Gustos,

protector, defensor.

liSAl.--j-fc

tf*

>JJ-S, Aridus.

(Meshasmu, Shaz.)

^^^

Ariditas,
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COL. II

Synonyme* of the Arabic

[Lie, Vide supra,

Vide supra,

^l)'

Cum

[>U!lj,

lj,

p.

413.]

p. 413.,

1.

ante-penult.]

aqua,]

Fluvii nostri.

<U^-~, a

a i-rr> Fluxit.
^s^.,

abundavit.

Version.

j-J,

Auctus

cj^ayc,

fuit,

Locus ubi

quid ad cursum fluxumque dimittitur, seu currit et
fluit

[No

:

alveus, canalis.

equivalent

is

found, in the Arabic version, for this

preposition but Schultens, like a true scholar, perceives the want, and supplies it in his Latin version of
;

the Arabic.]
Couplet 3.

^

^J J
9

>

" Palmeta
procera."

Custodem

Schult

et observatorem egit; pec. palmeti vi-

neaeve.

* This
synonyme, also, has been recovered from the

where (like a preceding one,
transcript,

by Schultens.

>-)

it

Leyden MS.

had been overlooked,

;

in his
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COL.

I.

Y5

.

I

X

Words of ten-line Inscription, with
<Lo

11i

(Khab) Dactylus recens qui

j- (Khu)

-

9

H

3

,

j 9 (Zakh)

A

in

their definitions

from

Golius.

exaruit.

Fluvius alveusve amplus.

Deorsum

Dejecit.

(J^ (Shan) Vena terra?
y

qua palmae aut

[App.

in

conjecit.

monte exporrecta.

crescunt.*

^J

5/

IH111-

jj\y (Arazu, Araz) Chald. nix,

Opua,

Oryza.

311.
(^jy (Ram, Rami)
e manu rem.

IHA1

j&> (Ashazu,

al

^jj) (Razb,

fuit, cepitve venator.
Latibulum venatoris.

13

YH1

projecit,

abjecit

Shaz) Aridus.

Line

VH^

Jecit,

4.

pro Zarb) Latibulum ingressus
Latibulum lustrumve ferarum.

Venabamur.

* The
phrase c J-csy*Jl ^ ^JLJw, of the Arabic version is clearly
a paraphrase explanatory of the 15.1^i in the original.
The sense,
here, can be arrived at, only by comparison of the translation with the
original.

Schultens, accordingly,

who had

only the version to guide

altogether
substituting the unmeaning words omnis
yeneris, merely to fill up the blank.
The luxuriant abundance of the palm groves of this neighbourhood is
"
a town under the
noticed
Haines

him, has missed

it

:

by Captain
Sheekdom of Doan distant two

specially

;

Hargiah

:

days' journey inland

from Mughda

;
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1

Synonymes of the Arabic Version.

COL. II.

^jb, Dactylus suavis et flavus.

^-J, Fluxit aqua.
fi-J

Fluxus.

Consevit terrain.

,

Flexura seu diverticulum

-s-,

in

^-~J,

duos ranios dispescitur.

fluvii,

alveive,

[This word, and, with it, the sense of half the
wholly missed by the Arabic translator.]
j, Et, atque. [<

\

,

2--',

fuit.

^, Venations

J,

.

.

ubi

line, are

subintcll.~]

Dactylus servari idoneus

Venatus

.

*

Cepit
canis.

;

maturus

et siccior.

pnedam. ^t--^> Venator.
x^-, Venatione captus.

illi

Venabamur.

and from whence the people of that village are supplied with dates, Sec.
It is situated between the southward and second range of the Wyadee
The population amounts to 30OO ; and it is generally conmountains.
and flourishing country, and abounding in cultivation ;
with a considerable portion of good pasture land, and innumerable date
The immense herds of cattle these people possess, enables them
groves.
side-red a fertile

to export large quantities of ghee."

M.

ap. Schultens.]

VOL.

II.

E E

S. J. 146.

[Conf. 2d Inscription
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COL.

Words

I.

ofte.n-1'ne, Inscription,

[App.

with their definitions

Golius.

from

(a rod.

Rui,

5

J-afc** ,

1H

5

Sahal)

Montana

g^ MW

.

serta terra.

capra, et parvi lepores.

(Iba

>

Khu, Ibab Khui) De-

Terras tractus aequabilis planusque.

.

<Lr>~\

g.

,

Funis

.

.

.

qua

Et fere extreconstrictum loco tenetur jumentum.
mitas finds in laqueum nectitur, laxari et constringi
aptum, quo vinctus tenetur pes jumenti. Ipse ille
laqueus.
[By the Adite poet, the term is manifestly
employed to denote, not the picket of a horse, but
" the snare of the
hunter."]

II IK I

([)j^> <* ra ^' j[f"> (Khazran) Eadices
arundinis fartas Indicas, quae long^ lateque serpunt :
sunt

Ea

flexiles,

qucR et *Ui',

fartaa

I1

1

vasculis contexendis idoneae.

Kandton

dicitur,

ex

.

illo

Hasta.

. .

arundinis

genere confecta.

J^,

1

(Airau, Aur) Cepit, abstulit, perdidit.
Locus
insidiarum.
Apparuit, aper^c, (Aurat)
obtulit
latus
alteri, et petendi copiam fecit,
tumque

prceda.
II

1 1 5

H

.

[Shark-fishery, allusion to ?3

L)\ 9 (Zana,

Azi) Circumvenire

studuit,

circumvenit, dolum struxit.

J^->j\, a rad. bj

Nomen piscis.

Pisciculus

Basrae frequens.

vel

L->j

quidam

Soil, squilla

:

9

(Eeba, Arb)

albus, vermis instar,

vel locusta marina,

COL. II.

Synonymes of the Arabic Vertion.

Venationem

Terra.

i,

Hamyaritic
,

tendens.

terra.

? S-'lr^j Dcserta terra; pro quo
Ca.
[So the
c-j^., conjuncte dicitur.
[<-r>W>

et <-->L^

*

plirase.]

Funis, chorda, vinculum.

[Errat. pro

A lapse

J^W,

Retia

ilL>-, Rete.

LJ, Canna

,
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V.]

;^,

et Hasta.

the term used in the original?

might be expected occasionally in
den
MS., which was certainly written by a
Ley

the

like this

Persian, nearly ignorant of Arabic.]
!', a Jl*, Venatus fuit.
Cepit illi pnedam.
Instrumentum quo venamur. Pec. Rete.

,

Pisces.

E E 2
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COL.

Words often-fine

I.

Inscription, with their definitions

Line

A

.

rad.

^f^*

from

Golius.

5.

(Sa, Sai) Incessit, ambulavit.

uj (Zebem, Zeba) Lentus

.

[Ai>p.

,

incessus, et

Su-

perbia.
.00,

In.

CS'^

.

,

(Bashkhu, Bashk) Rarioribus

dissi-

tisque suturis consult vestem.

.

^->]/^,

rad.

L-JJ&, (Sharb) Color alter!

permistus.

A

Jj^

(Sark) Panni

serici.
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V.]

Synonymea of the Arabic Version.

COL. II.

y

E

[Addition by the

gurgitibus maris.

Arabic translator: no equivalent word in the original:
thrown in to round the couplet ; as Pope has done by

Homer.

Schultens, here, has mistaken one

the

Ley den

Ex

aqua

MS.

word

in

The words

are j-aj-r^ *^?*-d &*
rad.
*^>>
^, Salsa fuit

salsa maris.

aqua,]

Couplet 5.

J.s^:-

a rad. JJ>j, Jactatis manibus, aufjactato corpore,

,

ambulavit,

incessit,

ut superbi solent.

In.

Sericum netum grossiusque.

,

Bombycum enim

folliculi, a papilionibus pen^upti, plusculum coquuntur
cum sapone, emollitique et cohaerentes, a mulieribus

in fila

ducuntur

fuso.

Item Pannus ex eo serico con-

Icxtus.

a *j 9
Species

ijL-',*

pro

^r/rL,<,

By

cj>}y,

Avium

this

striatas pictaeque vestis.

Sindones Arabicae genus.
figuris picta vestis.

word, the Arabic translator defines
Schultens reads

intended in the original.
the

pn-s

.1^

lii>

Vel pro

rendering

is

correct.

E K 3

i^w'

the
:

kind of coloured robe

probably an error of
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COL.

I I

Words of

I.

H

ten-line Inscription, with their definitions

pro J J , (Zakh, Khaz).

.

[App.

from

Golius.

[See in opposite page.]

*

(Khab) Stria arenas, nubis. Aut
pars longior tenuiorque panni. c-^oL*^ , Vestis con-

<-r^

*^>

?

cisa.
S"

V \\

<-r^

9

(Jab,

Ab) Gramen, seu pabulum quodZ*

f }?
virens.

cunque

a

S->j^ ? pi.

<-^V,

sing.

Gramina,

vi-

rentia pabula.

Indutus

B/i}.
,

-f^jj (Isha, Washa)
Coloravit pinxitve pannum.

veste.

Vel

Color et pictura

vestis.

HID B

.

Li/*'

L^J^J (Meran) Indumentum,

Line

I*j.

Li!,

^J

PraBfuit rei

H

6.

(Nu, Ana) Nobis.

Fl 1 ft M A
spector

vestis.*

** , praeerant

ut inspector.

:

Ja*

a

rad'.
,

^io-* , ( Sitarnu)
Praefectus et in-

rei.

f /SX

ytr^-^s (Hasiru, Hasir) Reges, Rex: quod
a rad. j^s>- , Arete cir-

velo obtento quasi disclusus

:

cumdedit.
*

Elffdyerai 8e els avr^v
,

[>V Kav/jj/]

al 6 v60os TrfpiaaArepos.

1/J.aTKT/j.os

*Apa6iKbs,

Arrian, pp. 15, 16.

real

Kotvbs, Kal

COL.

i,

423

GLOSSARY.

V.]

Scricum.

perint

II.

Synonymes of the Arabic Version*

Pec. 6 folliculis factum,

boinbycum

e*

quibus eru-

papiliones.

, a rad.
=>~, Tinxit cypro herba, ejusve pulvere.
Vel a *j5~, Viridis seu caeruleus color ad nigrorem

vergens: unde \jj**\, colore,
Viruit arvum.

i-=^9

Pabulum

,

virens.

Vestes

striatae,

s^

Viridem

4-^^=5-

,

9

effccit.

Virens,

ex Arabia

praeditum esse.
Viridis fuit.

arvum seu

seges.

felice afferri solita?.

Couplet 6.

Nobis

[subintell.]

LJj, Praeerant nobis, a ^j, Pi^fuit. Administravit
rexitque urbem, Pnjefectus.
^Jj*> Rex, princeps.

,

Reges.

4
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COL. I

Words of

H/5

jJ

Dimotus

1

\

.

$

(Tiz)

i.

q.

eo.

%j^,

secedit abitque.

aliis

I

ten-line Inscription, with their definitions

jl

,

Y3

jJLj' ,

Dimotus

(lu,

(Mebir) a rad.j^, Ignavus, perditus,

fuit.

jji,

Homo

Rexit pro arbitrio gregem,
stravit.

Desiit, re-

i*
q.
Jlj-**, Qui seorsim ab
Pec. vAfugiendos malos.

perditus et nequam.

Lx-s, (Saznu, Sasna) a

'

Golius.

Au) Immo.

j-?.-?*9

corruptusque

from

fuit, in incessu.

fuit aversusque, a negotio &c.

ab

cessit

3

[Apr.

rad.

^-L

Praefuit

Castigando subegit.

5

(Sas)

Admini-

subditosve.

ut dominus,

rector, vel administrator.

I

I

AHN.

g^j ^>,

j> ^k5, Auctor

voc.

mali,

(Natak wa Sami), a
scelestus:

et

Occubuit, quo loco petita fuit praeda (Psalm
12. conf.), Petivit et occidit
,

.

Ill ^

Insultus; assultus,
*Jj,

(Zanum) Nota

quo loco

vidisset praedani.

et Fortis,

audax.

insignivit.

j&-> (Hanarn, Hanar) Pers.

ledge (and hence, doctrine).
and Pers. Diet.

^A^,

xvii. 11,

Science,

know-

See Richardson's Arab,
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V.]

COL. II.

^,

Synonymes of the Arabic Version.

Remotissimi, a Ju*j, Distitit, longius abfuit.
;/.

Jxj ,

Longe remotus,

distans.

Longinquus

et alienior ab alicujus cognatione vel affinitate.

2, a turpitudine.

que

fuit, in

sermone.

A rad.

L>*, Obscocnus fcedus-

Male turpiterque locutus

fuit.

Obsccenitas, focditas sermonis.
v

.

,

Vchementes,

impetum

duri.

faciens

in

Stabilivit, firmavit

fuit alicui, et

A rad.

Regnum.

cum

JJj

hostem.

aliquo.

,

Incurrit in praelio,

Constrinxit,

ligavit.

Durior vehementiorque
Vehementius prehendit,

cove certavit.
,

In populos.
,

Fraudi et

^, Decepit, perfidus

perfidiac
fuit.

deditos.

A

voc.

Unde ^.L^., ^.:^,

Deceptor, infidus, perfidus, dolosus; et a voc. j*Xc
Perfide egit, fefellit. Prmlidit. Perfidia, fraus, dolus.

j^i-/.,

Sancicbant, a

*U, Kecte

constituit diaposuitque.

Constituit, stabilivit.

LJ, Nobis.

^

4*9 do

>ii'-tuln,

ivligionc.

mores.

ArtuL^\J.
lu-ligio,

per.

^J,
VITU.

Ritus, con-

Decretiun.
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COL.

Words of ten-line Inscription, with

I.

ML

[App.

their definitions

from

Golius.

(Hud)Heber.

Jjl,

Line

A.J

num omne

(Inum, Nim)

,

et

commodum

7.

i.

<Ux)

q.

A

vitaa.

,

sen
**'

pro

,

eo,

Bene

Bo-

fecit,

bonis et beneficiis donavit Deus.

I/ilXL

(Akhusa, vel akhuta) LJ, (Khat) Liber,

Et

libellus.

mandata.
pec.

hinc

Vel

s

A

rad.

(Zeb) a rad.

sustinendum,
Oneravit.

* 9 Sententia judicis
scripto

q.

Historia.

Lis^pl^&as,

conscriptum.

i-r'j

XI

i.

^3,

\->j,

i.

gesta,

Exposuit, narravit.

J*^, Portandum,

q.

Sustulit.

suscepit.

Ees

Onus

imposuit.

Fecit, petiit, jussitve, ut portaret onus.

A

51 I.
^j ), (Wa ran sharkh) a ^Jy
Vocem edidit, vociferavit, et CJ^b Socios consortesve
addidit Deo
atque ita credidit in Deum.

C^

,

;

11V 00 I 00

'

stauravit.

^j^> (Dark)
ij\

XllAIl 00 ! 00
Ortus

1 \H

oo

.

fuit sol.

9

Reparavit, resarcivit.

Re-

Comprehensiva potentia.

o^^>
Ortus

(Mesharkh) a rad.

solis.

jzz^O) Nasus, sen potius foramen nasus.
rad.
naribus spirans.
(Munchar)
js& 9

I oo.

^Us^o,

Sonum

A

E

emisit, spiritumve

cum

sono duxit per nares.
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V.]

Synonyme* of the Arabic Version.

COL. II.

Hud, Heber.

Couplet 7.

A

^ii, Vias rectos.
scripsit

,

Deus.

Via

tulit

f/^j Legem
Lex.

recta.

Et fidem habebamus,

illis,

Canon

(a rad.

et pras-

religionis.

Credidit in

^1,

Deum.)

ul^lj, Miraculis, (a rad. LI, Signum, miraculuifl.)

,

somno.

et

Resurrectioni,

(/. y.

Resuscitavit mortuum.)

c^Jb^,

Excitavit d

C. +*A\

+>

Dies

Resurrectionis,
j, et Vitse futurae.
nituit vere terra.

Deus.

^U,

Revixit mortuus.

Re-

Vivificavit, resuscitavit, in vitam
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COL.

I.

Words of ten-line

VX

W^j
Res

-o- ,

i

Inscription, with their definitions

(Khaba) Occultatus, occultus

.

5

from

Colitis.

fuit, latuit.

occulta et abscondita.*

Line

Cum

[App.

Lk~*, (Sata)

8.

Impetum

fecit.

Dominatus

fuit.

vi insultavit.

AX-

u~^> (Khas) Petivit,

quaesivit.

Prosecutus,

sectatus fuit.

VH I

^Jj* (Wazab)

Astutus vel fraudulent us

fur,

vel latro.

!

jj">9

Certavit, litigavit.

animum

gesserant.

(Sharzs)

Conjecit

eum

Inimicitias, et

in

malignum
fuit.
Vide
Malignus

mala.

inter se

.
c5j^, (Wazn, pi ex Wazi) Congregatus, collectus fuit : in unum convenit.

f$**
in negotio.

(Shih) Diligentiam et studium posuit
Diligens.

Zelotes.

*

Of the magnificent poetry, and sublime confession of faith, comprized in the latter part of the seventh line, Professor Roediger's render" Wie er ihm lohnte seine
ing is:
Uebelthat, und seine Gesinnung, und
seinen Trug,

und seine Verleumdung."

(Versuch,

p.

24.)

"

And

he
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V.]

COL. II.

Synonymes of the Arabic Version.

Couplet 8.

,

Pervadcndo lutum certavit cum

in lutum.

j,

a

,

alio.

Conjecit

malo.

Ingressus fuit, descendit.
Accessione sua invasit.

J>jj,

advenit.
tj

Gravavit,

afflixit

Accessit,

In terram nostram.
Hostes.

Homines

inimici, peregrini.

Exivimus congregati.
pec. in

apertum campum.

descendit in arenam.
congregavit.

-4jj-J, Exivit,
Prodiit adversus alium,

Pugnavit

:

et

*->- > Collegit,

+-~*+s>-y Exercitus.

recompensed to him his crime, and his [ill] intention, and his imposThis one specimen reveals our prospect of
ture, and his calumny. "(')
interpretation, had not Schultens unconsciously interposed to supply
it.
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COL.

Words of ten-line

I.

SHY

I.

j-?>

Elegans

Inscription, with their definitions from Golius.

(Beza)

et politis

[Arp.

Juventus nostra.

et

moribus juvenis.

Juvenis

t^J-^j

ingeniosus et solers.

IX.

-=-5

(Khu)

Festinavit,

Cito et

properavit.

properanter in antecessum cepit.

1AA-

LA->, (Shasa) Obriguit, fixusque

VA

Ljj , (Shaba) Extremitas acuminata,

I

.

r/-])}
ST*^

(Zan, Zaain) a rad.

fuit.

cuspis.

,^} 9 Epitheton
"-

Sive ab urbe aliqua, sive a
hastae, cuspidisve ejus.
true
viro: vel [the
derivation] a motu et impulsu.
Pepulit, trusit, propulsavit ab eo.

,

XL

^

LJ-kjj

(Wahak) Eundo

Simul progress! sunt,

tavit.

et progrediendo cer-

et aequali passu in itinere

incesserunt, comites simul equitantes.

Line

*

fastus.

*JJ~*

yj

DU

c-^-^J^ s ( Az'ib)

Irruit in

3-

pinquus
uterina.

(Khanuzet, Khanzut) Superbia,

e^jj-ir>-, Fastuosus, superbus.

^ I y{ 5
9

=*~'

9.

f>\

eum [hostem

Celeri
sell.]

pro ^A\ 9 (Maim,

fuit.

transitu

aliquo

Amam)

i.

Propinquitas generis.

et

cum

q.

cursu.

malo.

<^VJ, ProPropinquitas
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V.]

COL. II.

Synonymet of the Arabic Vertion.

Ltlj, Aeuminatis.

(A

rod. <-jisJ,

distortam hastam, polluit acumine.
,

Hastis.

j*~,pLjA~i

et pec.
(^j^fcJ

W^,

,

Aqua

Fuscns, musteline colore,

9

custodivit, tuitus fuit contra

Couplet

liberis.

A ^^-

malum.

Defensor.

Pro

Acutus.)

et hasta, et
Hasta.
j*~>\ ,

Protectantes, defensantes.

,

Rectam reddidit

9.

9

Praesidio

Protector.
f ^"~j
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Words of ten-line

I.

Inscription, with their definitions

[Apr.

from

Jus matrimonii.
j-~*> (Shebr)

1 S Yft I.

[Et

Golius.

hinc,

Uxores.]

(j~> (Mars) Valide

II

1

pugnavit.

*Ub (Bamamat) Super equos.

5 1 3

,

A

\_fj~~\

animalium genus, ab aliis
,
, Quodlibet
Equus.
distinctum. <LoU>^ Centum camelorum [vel equoruru]
*

<L<^

'

turma.

Particula inseparab,

J,

i.

q.

^z,

Super.

(J^y (Shak) Longus equus.

<T^J (Reb) Nubes alba: aut qua? modo
modo nigra apparet,

I.

L-^-e 51 ,

I.
colore

(Shebmin,

Bicolor

fuit.

fuit,

alba,

Sheheb) Cinereo

praecellente

albedine.

c-^fil, Equus.

IHYI

L

ft

5

Ls

,

(Shibzu, Ashbani) Kubicundus,

valde ruber.

<-r^S (Idzab, Dzab) Propulit, abegit.

Ter-

ruit.

NI-

&\> (An) Equidem.
-

Cum,

^^5 (Barakhna) Gladiis

particula inseparab., et

Jf^

(a

nostris.

Jj ),

A

>,

Multum
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GLOSSARY.

V.]

Cot. II.

Synonymea of

the Arabic Version.

Atque uxoribus.

Equis longicollium.

,

Jj^c,

pi.

c*~'^, Egre-

gio collo equus.

Ex nigro rufus seu spadiceus equus.
TOU
Color
L^jua. <7i. Rubor, rufusve color obscurior, seu </ nigrum vergens.
,

Cinereis.

~\\,

'

j, et rufis.

^r^, Rubedo

clara et nitens:

in

equis, cuin juba et cauda ejusdem quoque coloris sunt.

Couplet 10.

I*--,

Contundentes.

?,

VOL.

^4

ry,

Gladiis nostri<.

II.

F P

Vulneravit.
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COL.

Words of

I.

ten- 7 ine Inscription, with their definitions

Vel a
fulgens formiculata facie ensis.
gladii ejusmodi, quo resecatur pars carnis.

jj, (Zar) Acies

1H.

1

from

^J,

Golius.

Ictus

gladii.

^

.
uj-^i (Shaz, Shazn) Opposuit se
trave surrexit, in litigio.

ft $

[App.

alteri,

con-

J> (Au) Donee.

1

A*? (Saum)

BIl A-

sionem

Misit, emisit

in hostem.

fecit

Intulit

equos.

Excur-

noxam, damnum

dedit.

ULi, (Shaka)
If

V

I.

Q*

9 i.

egit regionem.

q.

Vicit eum.

j,

(Daukh) Subjugavit.

Sub-

Domuit.

/*-=*-,
]JX.
(Khem) ^L*^*.,
Deteriores hominum.

Purgamentum

populi.

NOTE.
In another place (Vol.
I had

it

in

my

power

II. pp. 86, 87. note),

and before

to collate the translation with the

ventured to throw out the probability, that,
in the Arabic poem (which is
evidently in the idiom
original, I

of the north, and apparently of a late
period),

we have
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V.]

COL. II.

^o

9

Synonymes of the Arabic

Qui ferox contra

nos.

Version.

^Jcjej, hostis-

quc insurgeret. A \Ju , Insultavit alteri, injustum et
violentum se gessit; et lj^, Iniquus, injustus, infestus, in

eum

fuit.

Donee.

Terga nobis darent.

but the version of a version; the first translation,
in the Arabic of the seventh century, being modernized to suit the taste of the thirteenth.

The

result

of the present analysis suggests a somewhat different,
and far more interesting, conjecture
namely, that
:

copies of the inscriptions themselves (probably in Cufic
characters) were made by order of Abderrahinan, the

FF

2

436
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[Apr.

Caliph's Lieutenant, for the use of Moawiyah ; that
these documents, conformably with the known usage of
the Saracens, were deposited in the Treasury of Da-

mascus

;

and that from them, in

after times,

were made

The marks of
the translations published by Schultens.
direct rendering from the original, with which the Arabic
version of the ten-line inscription abounds, on the one

hand strongly sanctions such an inference; while, on
the other hand, this conjecture perfectly accounts for
whatever may be imagined northern in the idiom, or

modern in the style, of the two
in the " Monumenta."

translations published
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V.]

WORDS
OFTHK

THREE-LINE HASAN GHORAB INSCRIPTION,

HAMYARITIC AND ARABIC,

IN

WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS FROM GOLIUS.

Line

1.

1.
j\*~* > (Miar) Inimicitia, a
inter eos inimicitias.

| J

.

rad.j^< > Excitavit

Jjjf*> (Muzur) Criminis reus, qui delictum

commisit.

A

rad. jjj,

Commisit subiitve crimen,

peccavit.
Line

<J^> (Naush)

2.

Propivls acceseit hostem.

Ag-

gressus et adortus fuit adversarium in pugna,

IDA-

^5^

equus.

,

(Samu, Sami) Mordens

Effusus in

eum

Line

5

Eft

.

YD Arens.

*->-*-> >

e.^->j

in freno perrexit

fuit.

3.

(Sami, Samui) Equus.

(Samb pro Sanb) Equus multum

[So, for

"

J?-A~>> see J--^-j.

F F 3

cur-

w

Richardson.']
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WORDS
TWO-LINE HASAN GHORAB INSCRIPTION,
IN

HAMYARITIC AND ARABIC,
WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS FROM

Line

H

5 1 A.

//->,

GOI.1US.

I.

(Sarm) In

partes, et

minutatim con-

cidit.

HA.

(Shazir) Dextrorsum et sinistrorsum
convertit manum : a dextra parte, sive ab externa ad

15

jj-"**

internam.

fjj*

(Zanem) Nota
et

|*-5j

p-sJj,

insignivit.

(Ranem) Cantns lususque

musicus, jubilatio. Gi. Ca.

+Jj,

pL

rov

-r'j,

Can-

tiones egregiae, Psalmi.
<j~r~>, (Sarash).

ICJKH.

\)J4> (Dzerah).
Line

K{.

j^>

consult

[Nom.

propr. viri.]

[Nom.

propr.

viri. ]

2.

(Khaz) Transfodit, confixitque, ac yelut

telo.
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V.]

^j, J

.

t^a-xJ,

i.

[EX ft.

y.

(Khanas)

,

t.

q.

dL* , Venando

cepit.

^/**-^, Prasda venatu capta.

(Sakhem) Nigrum

f-syj,

vultum ejus

fecit

Deus.

H 15

u~J wf c^-^j
,

Arabiae

felicis.

XI DllVJ.
^1, CMW

[f. q.

uX=

PV (Aws) Nomen tribus

-#**

^Lc, Ad.]

(Ibnum Ac.)
|^>
Filius. G
f

/

JJ

servili,

(Accenses).

i.

XI

j

,

i.

y.

7

Conf. Poc. Spec. p. 46.

NOTE.

The attempts of the Ishmaelites to penetrate to the
southern coast appear by no means to have terminated
with this unsuccessful invasion of Aws by the Beni Ac.
The

Ishmaelite names, of

Nakab

el

Hajar,

" The Pass

of Hagar," and of its founder, Abu Mohareb, a prince,
apparently, of the race of Koreish and Adnan, significantly indicate the origin and object of that formidable
fortress; which afterwards fell into the hands of the

Homerites, and was restored and enlarged by their king,
Charibael.

F F 4
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WORDS
THE INSCRIPTION WITHIN THE ENTRANCE

NAKAB EL HAJAR,
AND ARABIC, WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS
FROM GOLIUS.

IN HAMYARITIC

Line

AliY.

<>b

,

Act. yojj

,

1

.

(Bautz) Constitit et affixus

mansit loco.
h

J-^>

Q7

I \

XI

prop,
I

\ 1 1
eris.

II.

1

<-r>^

1

viri, pec. filii

*-^

[

5

c_>l

Fehr

,

(Abu Mohareb.)

[Norn.

vel Koreish.]

(Behenah)

Nomen

proprium muli-

Gi.
];j,

^h

(Bahal) Mansio.

(War, Wara) Quod ante

est.

L/^J (Las) Coagmentavit, compegit, ferrumi-

navit, structuram.
4

c-J , (Lab)

)i .

Substitit mansit^we

aliquo

loco,

ei

inhaerens.
1

X"^

1

c5-*li

(Anku)

et delectavit res.

La3titia et

gaudium.

Placuit
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fly.

Pium

jjj, Act.jJ, (Bir)

et

morigerum

se gessit

erga parentes.
ft

$

I

c^\J-^

Dzu Nowas,

>

(Nowas).

rex

[Nom.

propr.

viri.

Sicut

e stirpe Reg. Himjarit.]

ult.

This
W-i?j> (Wanba) Nom. propr. viri.
in
the
recurs
one
of
found
name
inscriptions
proper
by Mr. Cruttenden, at Sanaa, which are all, very

IflVj

|.

evidently, tables of genealogies.]
0-

\

H

Jj

ii>Wj

9

(Zeban) Satelles seu minister

praetori-

anus.

Xapij3a})\ (Charibael*),
s6vwv $vo, rov rs 'O/ArjpiTOV, Kal rov 7rapaKifj,evov

\syopevov ^aftasirov
<l>i,\os

YD A

rwv

1

aruve^scn 7rpsa-(3eiais, Kal Scopoi?,

avro/cparopcov.

c-^-ass^,

11 X

'

<j

y

p. 13.

(Saheb) Dominus.

bj^J (Khaur) Ampla domus.
Line

7y

Arrian, ap. Huds.

jW>

(Bair, bar) Benefaciens, beneficus.

The name borne by
pellative, derived

"
pound from

2.

this

Est

Homerite prince would seem to be an apFor Charibael seems a compiety.

from his reputed

^-^

(CAarii),

Aditum

affectavit,

accessit

ad Deum,

eumve propitiare sibi studuit, victimA" and " <J^> (Bahal), Supplex fuit
gemuitque in oratione." The appellative is in character with the builder
of the

ORATORY of Nakab

el

Hajar.
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E

Ah
tavit,

^aJ, (Lasa) i. q. v^j, aut pro eo, Coagmencompegit, ferruminavit, structuram.
(j, (Bi, ba, vel

J*f.

[App.

recepit,

bu) In mansione vel hospitio

Paravit hospitium vel mansionem, in eamve

locavit.

atque

ibi locavit.

*U, pro *^*, Mansio,
L* }
alicui.

Mansio, pec. praebita
Diversorium, mansio hominura.

hospitium.

<%---?

o ^

?

SH

"Ik*

(Sharban) Putei circa arbores, unde
^-2, Puteolus circum arboris radicem, ex

^-rir&y

rigantur.

quo

>

rigatur.

Salat) Locus
locus
Oratorium,
precationis.

^^>

hA-

U

7

\jj>

(Sal,

(Bua) Dulcis

A

abundans/ow5.
7D-

aqua

fuit locus.

et salubris aqua,

^.j, Aquse

rad. kJjj*

Hir)

J^*~> (Hur,

precationis.

j-i^->-

Confluxit aqua.

Impletus
Confluxus aquae, locus quo

confluxit.

.

t/J, (Lasa) Coagmentavit, compegit, ferrumi-

navit, structuram.
\\].

\J\JJ, (Zen,

apartments."

H

Zenana, Per^.)

"The women's

Richardson.

t
^ I
<-=^ 5 ( Airkha, Arkhat) Tempus designatum, quando scriptum aliquid vel factum: aera,

epocha.
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V.]

MARBLE DUG UP AT ADEN,
SEPTEMBER,

1842.

WORDS OF THE INSCRIPTION IN HAMYARITIC AND ARABIC,
WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS FROM GOLIUS.

X

?

yLJ , a

H

rad.

J&-J , (Naush) Propius

Aggressus
pugna. Appropinquarunt inter
sunt hostes.
(1

>/i

se,

invicem aggressi

-- ^Ltf, (Sih) Clamavit, exclamavit.

clamavit, exclamavit.
I

HH1 --Odit.

.

accessit

et adortus fuit adversarium in

hostem.

5
(iT *^*

*

<!

Ad

cr^' (Wahen)

Iratus

Inimicus et malevolus fuit vel evasit.

. .

alium

Clamarunt ad invicem.
fuit
Ini-

micitias gessit.

flfin>

t-^^ssJ, (Ihhab, vel Ihab) \_Contracte pro]

.

^j^-y v^V"^ pL

&\-^~?*-> et

\j^\^y

Habassini,

-^thiopes.

Q-n V
sine s .
taei

jJpJl, (Berber) et quasi pi *jAjl\, ac
Barbari proprie dicti ; Africani sede, Philis-

origine.

Barbarus.
Barbaria.

Gi.

Unde Gentile

Et

et possess,

nomen ^jjjj,

Ju j J\, Ilia Africae pars, vulgo
/ /
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$

J^*~> (Ihak, Hak) Adversarius hostisque
Inter se contenderunt, et inimicitiam gesserunt.

H)

(J&j,

mul

(Wahak) Eundo

et progrediendo certavit.

>2>

&%

>

.

.

fuit.

Vel
Si-

progress! sunt, et aequali passu in itinere inces-

serunt, comites simul equitantes.

A? H

[App.

(jJu
Lr-

5

9

(Wahen)

vide supra.

(Naus) Homines.

^? (Wakhash)

Fgex hominum.

LEYDEN
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No. VI.

SUPPLEMENT,
GROUNDED ON COLLATION OF THE " CARMINA ANTIQUISSIMA" IN 8CHULTENS, WITH THE LEYDEN
MS. OF AL-KAZWfNf, No. 512., pp. 56, 57., FROM
WHICH THEY WERE PUBLISHED IN HIS " MONU-

NOTWITHSTANDING

my

just

solicitude,

upon a

question so interesting in itself and so pregnant
in its consequences, to omit no kind of test, which

promised to complete the identification of the
" Monumenta "
with the
ten-couplet poem of the
ten-line inscription at

tion

and

original,

it

Hisn Ghorab, as translawas only in the last stage

when

proofs of the Alphabet
and Glossary had been already returned from the
press, that the thought happily occurred to me

before publication,

of throwing myself upon the literary courtesy of
the University of Ley den, for a fresh collation,

and corrected copy, of the two Arabic poems,
which Schultens informs us he took from the
"
Leyden MS. of a work entitled Kitab al Belad,
wa Akbar al Abad, Liber Regionum cum HisWith some faint hope of gaintoriis hominum."
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ing further light, I ventured to add a request for
a copy of the context.
Both requests have been

met with a

zeal

and promptness, which prove

that the spirit of her own Golius still lives in that
celebrated seat of learning. From Professor Geel
(chief Librarian), and from Mr. Dozy, (assistant
to Professor Weyers, whose serious indisposition
will be subject of regret to every Orientalist,) I

have experienced the most cordial co-operation.
The return which these gentlemen will most appreciate, it is happily in

stating that the results

power to make, by
have surpassed my most

my

sanguine anticipations.

The "Kitab

atsar al Belad," &c.

(LeydenMS.

No. 512.), the historical compilation from which
Schultens borrowed the two poems in question,
and of whose author he appears to have been

work

from Mr. Dozy,
and find on reference to d'Herbelot) not by Nova'iri, but by an earlier and (as descendant of one
unaware,

is

a

(as I learn

of the companions of Mahomet) perhaps a still
" the celebrated Al-Kazwini."
higher authority,
Mr. Dozy's " nearly facsimile transcript " of
pp. 56, 57., which contain the two poems with
their contexts, supplies the following
decisive facts :

new and

1. The first poem, which, in
every way beside,
has been already identified with the long inscrip-
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Hisn Ghorab, stands in the MS., not, as
Schultens gives it, in ten couplets, but, like its
The form of the couplet,
original, in ten lines.
"
in
the
Monumenta," for both poems,
adopted,
instead of being, as I had supposed, a refinement
tion at

Arab

of the

translator, turns out to be

merely a

contrivance of Schultens himself, evidently for
At the same time,
the convenience of printing.
a double horizontal line in the middle of the
line of the inscription, in the
it

first

MS., authorizes, as

not improbably suggested, the adoption of a

subdivision.
2.

In Schultens' published transcript (which

must have been made very hastily) several words
are pretermitted, and characters, and consequently the sense, in several others, are mistaken
while in the ten-line inscription, in
:

every example, the omitted or mistaken word
brings out more perfectly the correspondence between the Aditic original and its Arabic version.
3.

The context

of the ten-line

poem

consists of

a prefatory notice (purporting to be taken from
the account of Abderrahman himself) of the site,

and of the main features of the locality where it
wn-> discovered,
corresponding most exactly,
point for point, with Mr. Wellsted's account of
the locality and site of the Hisn Ghorab inscriptions:

so

much

so,

indeed, that, were the

two
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descriptions to change
equally in point.
4.

The context

of the

places,

[App.

they would be

Leyden MS.,

p. 57., be-

tween the two poems, being a preliminary notice
(also from the official account of Abderrahman) of
the second, lets in light for the recovery of that
still undiscovered inscription, which we should
seek in vain in the vague and general statements
of Schultens, in his heading, and his final note
:

statements, from which it is impossible to gather
the distance of either inscription from Aden ; the
distance of the second from the first

;

or even

whether they were found amidst the same, or in
Yet is all this indifferent and distant ruins.
formation (so essential to any prospect of its recovery) comprized in the brief notice with which,
in the

Leyden MS., the second, or

seven-line

So exact, in truth, is
inscription is introduced.
the description, that it points, not only to the
castle,

but to the very side of

it,

the wall, the

gateway, the great stone over it, on which the
The whole internal eviinscription was found.
dences correspond so exactly with the site of the
castle of Mesenaat, a massive ruin upon the
southern coast, in long. 50 45' 23" E., 155 miles

from Hisn Ghorab,

that, for myself, I

can enter-

tain little doubt, that the original of the sevenline inscription

was found by Abderrahman, and

LEYDEN
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be found, carved on a stone
over the southern gateway, either

still

possibly

of great size,
of the body or the out- works, of that majestic
strength.
On the other side (pp. 448, 449.) will be seen
an exact representation of the two inscriptions,

with the notices by which they are prefaced, as
they stand in the Leyden MS. the only variations admitted being, the insertion and correction
:

of the diacritic points, essential to the sense;
the insertion, between brackets, of two words
abridged, and of two more corrupted, by the
Persian copyist * and sufficient spacing between
the prefatory notices and the inscriptions, to
;

them

present

distinctly to the eye.

* Schultens'
report ("
rectnesses of the

MS.

is

Monumenta,"
fully confirmed

p. 71.

note) of the minor incor-

by Mr. Dozy

;

who

rightly ac-

Our
counts for them, from its being the work of a Persian transcriber.
MS. of A!-Kaz\vini is evidently written by a Persian, for the copyist's
is to be seen in every line ; and besides, the handAt the
writing itself, though neskhi, approaches slightly to nestalik.
end of the volume I find no note, stating the year when the copy has
IK-LMI written.
I suppose it, however,
copied four centuries ago.

ignorance of Arabic

My

almost approaching to facsimile; I have transcribed
all the vowels and diacritical points, as they occur in the manuscript,
though a great number of them are decidedly errors ; I have omitud
is

transcript

faithful,

them, where I found them omitted ; I have retained, also, the gross
blunders against Arabic grammar, and against the sense of the phrase;
so
hope I have observed your desire to have the passage without any
1

correction*.

Kazwini

is

VOL.

Corrections, however, will be easily and safely made, as Alall a difficult writer."

not ut

II.

G G
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(LEYDEN MS. No. 512.

[App.

pp. 56, 57.)

L*J

*

"

And

two castles, of the castles of Ad. And
Abderrahman, the son of Al Hakem, into Yemen

in that region are

when Moawiyah

sent

LEYDBN

VI.]
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jj

JU

LJ^j

jjV

bc

JL,

ilaLU j j jJJ\

5N

<Lj&

bJ

^

Jj
)

^ Lie

bo

<

J AjJ^^JLlJ J

Jju

on the shore of Aden [i. e. in a progress along the
southern coast], at two castles, of the castles of Ad.
( In that sea are
treasure hidden and gold, for the space of a hundred parasangs [36O
miles] along the shore of Aden, as far as to the neighbourhood of Kesuin.)
as Viceroy, he arrived,

He

saw, also, the quality of the soil, whose saltness made the palms most
And he saw a castle, built upon the rock, and two ports ; and,
upon the ascent of the height, a great rock, partly washed away, on

fruitful.

"

which was engraven a song

[Here
f

"

follows, in the

Then he proceeded

He

MS., the

ten-line inscription.]

to the other castle, distant four [forty] para-

battered by winds and men.
He says they
And
approached the south side of the castle; when it proved of stone.
tlie waves of the sea had left violent
And he saw
vestiges upon it.
"
over its gate a great stone, and engraven on it
sangs.

beheld

[Here

its state,

follows, in the

MS., the seven-line

GO

2

inscription.")
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REMAKKS.

To begin with the sites of the two castles and
From the first prefatory notice we
inscriptions.
the highly important facts (both unnoticed by Schultens), that
they were discovered by Abderrahman in the
course of an official progress of inspection along
" the shore of
undertaken to ascertain the
gather,

in

the

first

place,

Aden,"

character of the country, and the quality of the
*
soil
(while he subdued or overawed, in his passage, the refractory tribes) ; and that by the
" Shore of
Aden," we are to understand,
phrase
not the parts immediately adjacent to that em-

porium, but the whole line of coast between

Aden

and Kesouin or Kesem, a space of full three hundred and sixty miles. Instead, consequently, with
Schultens, of seeking the sites of the inscriptions
"
prope emporium Aden," we are left to seek
coast between Aden
and the neighbourhood of Cape Fartaque, guided

them any where along the

* The official
report of Abderrahman, not only notices, but accounts for
the fertility of Hadramaut ; especially for the extraordinary productiveIts fidelity is attested by Captain Haines' acness of its palm groves.
" The whole
count of this province
province of Hydramaut is represented as abundant in fertilization, and richly-covered hills ; the towns
:

and

villages well populated

;

the palm-groves magnificent

plies of water, and, indeed, every beauty

% paradise of

this earth."

MS.

;

plentiful sup-

and perfection necessary to make

Journal,
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by the further lights afforded by the text of Al
Kazwini, and by its correspondence with the
matter-of-fact discoveries by the officers of the
Palinurus.

The
official

of the two castles, according to the
report of Abderrahman, was found seated
first

upon the summit of a rocky headland, beneath
which lay two ports while the inscription was
discovered on the steep ascent of the height between the castle and its harbours, carved upon
In every
the side of a great rain- worn rock.
;

particular, this account tallies

with Mr. Wellsted's

description of the castle and inscriptions at Hisn
"
"
its
its
Ghorab
lofty black-looking cliff
"
square tower, of massive masonry, on the verge
" the circumstance of its
of the precipice"
pos" the disharbours"
with
two
together
sessing

covery of some inscriptions, on the smooth face
of the rock to the right (parts of which had been

washed away by the rains *), about one third the
"
a group of correspondascent from the top:
thus be brought towhich
could
ing features,
gether by two so wholly unconnected painters of
the same localities, only from their belonging to
" As there was a
steep precipice on either hand, above and below us,
did not find, in those places where the rains had washed part of it
away%
a safe, or pleasant route." (ii. 424.)
The ascent was found, it is plain,
*

we

in the

same ruined

state, in A. D.

66O

670, as in A.

G G 3

n.

1834.
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one and the same scene.

[Apr.

Whatever, in the brief

prefatory notice of Al Kazwini, may be wanting
to fill up the likeness, is amply furnished, as the

reader
tion

is

already aware, by the ten-line inscrip-

which follows

it.

The second introductory

notice of Al-Kazwini

briefer than his first,

owing to its
note of the distance between the two Adite
castles, and the Flemish minuteness of its sketch
though

still

of the site and local circumstances of the second,
"
goes far to fix the sites of both. In the Monu-

menta," on the contrary, so far are

we from

ob-

taining any, the most distant hint of such discrimination, that the two inscriptions might

naturally be supposed to stand upon two buildThis, at least,
ings of the same strong-hold.
was my own impression of the second, until un-

deceived by the clear and decisive evidence of
the Ley den manuscript itself.

Our

towards gaining light as to the
of
the
second
castle, must clearly be, a
locality
careful consideration of the circumstances of the
first step

description, in the second prefatory notice. From
this notice, it appears, 1. that Abderrahman,

whose whole progress lay eastward from Aden,
proceeded on from the site of the first castle, towards the east, to reach that of the second
2. that the castle itself was distant from the first
;
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(according to the Persian transcriber of Al-Kazwini) <)j\,four, but (as the survey of this coast
proves) ^fjuj\, forty, parasangs, or about 140
miles, i. e. that it lay close to Kesuin or Kesem,
the term of the Viceroy's progress 3. that it was
seated, not, like the first, upon a rock, but upon
the brink of the sea, whose waves (combining
;

with the violence of the winds and of man) had
ruinous vestiges upon its time-worn walls;

left

principal front, with

gateway, over
which was engraven the inscription, faced the
south, and consequently looked towards the sea
4.

that

its

its

;

the massiveness of the gateway, and consequently that of the fortress (which is stated to
5.

have been built of stone), are clearly indicated

by the fact, that the inscription, of seven long
lines, was carved upon a single stone in the wall
over the gate, while at Nakab el Hajar, on the
contrary, a similar inscription in two lines, occupies three large stones over the entrance of
that great fortress.
If the second castle be

still

in being,

our best

a careful comparison
of these circumstances with the now fully-ascer-

guide to

its locality will be,

tained features of

the southern coast between

Hi -n (ilmrdb and Kesem.
An<l lu-iv,

correct the distance between

t<>
\\

,

in tin-

K.-y.l.-n

G G 4

MS.,

i-

th,-

tin-

point
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of primary importance.
This (unless on the
inadmissible supposition, that, of so great a ruin,
not a trace remains,) we are now effectually en-

abled to do from the laying-down of this coast
in Captain Haines' chart where every reach of
;

analyzed and represented, down to the
minutest features and objects. In this admirit

is

able survey, not a vestige of fort or castle of
any kind is marked, for nearly eighty miles

E. N. E.

of Hisn

(long. 49

25' 2")

Ghorab.

we

coast, the ruins of

From

this

point
meet, successively, on the

Sbehar and Kuriath, but no

mention, in Captain Haines' MS. Journal, of a
castle at either.
It follows, that the true reading of Al-Kazwini cannot be-_^, /owr parasangs.
Let us now try the result of the very slight
t

literal

forty.

emendation of

into
^jojl,
^j^, four,

E.N.E. of the ruins

just noticed,

in

long. 49 55' 2", and long. 50 43' 55", are laid
down two ruined castles, each on a great scale,

bearing, in

common, the name of Miseuaut or

Messenaat.

And as

both are situated close to the

sea-shore, and both in the immediate neighbourhood of inland inscriptions (as we learn from

Captain Haines' chart), they possess, respectively,
probabilities in favour of one or other being tne

second Adite

with an inscription, seen by
The balance can be turned only

castle,

Abderrahman.
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by comparison of the distances, the sites, and the
This comparison
positions of the two buildings.
are happily supplied with materials for in the
MS. Journal of Captain Haines.
A\ -c

The following
"
these ruins
:

is

his

account of the

The anchorage of Dees

first

of

has, ap-

parently, been a spot of great importance: the
fort of El Mesenaat bearing sufficient evidence of

superior architecture (better in every respect) to
the buildings of the present day.
The dilapidated reservoirs, and several other edifices,

although in perfect ruins, must have been the

work of

skilful artists."

On comparing
site

MS. Journal,

p. 195.

this account of the ruin

and delineation

in the

map, we

with

instead of 140 miles (the distance required),
is

barely 108 from Hisn Ghorab

its

find, 1. that,

;

2. that,

it

in-

stead of presenting its principal front, including
the entrance, to the south and to the sea, this

ruin stands in a lozenge form, with one of its
four angle-towers, only, looking towards the sea
;

place of being situated, like the
Adite fortress, close to the water's edge, it is seated

and,

3. that, in

upon a

height, commanding the gorge of a pass
into the country from the shore
all three circumstances being at variance with Al-Kazwini's
:

notice of the second Adite castle, taken
avowedly
from the report of Abderrahman.
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We

proceed, therefore, to examine the claims
of the further, or second, Mesenaat,
Captain

Haines describes this striking ruin as follows, in
u
his MS. Journal
Messenaat, an antique
:

miles E. of Rydah, in
ruin on the coast, 12
lat. 15 3' N., long. 50 43' 25" E. Here is a beautiful

spring of excellent water

;

but the land

is

swampy, and thinly bestudded with mangrove
trees, which give it an air of quiet desolation.
Originally, it has borne pretensions of a more
remain many
One antique ruin of dark
relics of interest.
stone possesses, to this day, great strength ; and
was evidently intended to answer no unwarlike
formidable kind

;

as

there

still

We

could not discover any stone of a
similar kind, in the neighbourhood of the place*
I cannot help fancying, that the lagoons (now

purpose.

traceable) once formed its ports, or back-waters ;
and that a town of considerable consequence

stood

near, protected

by the ruin alluded

to.

Upon inquiry, the fishermen informed us, that a
number of coins, and various other curiosities,
have been picked up at different times
*

May

not this circumstance

:

amongst

the non-existence of building-stone
explain the force of

suited for such a fortress in the neighbourhood

the expression
_& )jLs, " when it proved to be built of
^loj:*stone."
in
This,
any ordinary case, would be an unmeaning truism.

^o

But

it is full

of significance, viewed as a cryptic reference to the dearth

of proper building-stone on the spot, and to

its

costly transport.
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them, a pair of scales, which were discovered
Haines' MS.
beneath the walls of the fort."
reference to his chart,
find this once formidable ruin in the form of a

Journal, p. 102.

we

Upon

parallelogram, standing, like that described by
Abderrahman, lengthways facing the sea, on a low
level,

enclosed between two lagoons, (the remains,

doubtless, as Captain Haines justly conjectures,
of its two harbours,) close to the sea-shore, and

presenting, consequently, as the Adite castle presented, a principal front to the south and to the
sea

;

its

distance from Hisn

Ghorab being exactly

155 miles.

While the massiveness of the structure here
described strongly sanctions the presumption of
its high antiquity, its exact agreement in cha-

and position, and its near apin
distance
from Hisn Ghorab, (the
proximation

racter,

location,

between the loose Arab computation
of forty parasangs, and the scientific measurement of our survey, being only fifteen miles, )
dillerence,

present an
amount of probabilities, which, however short of
identifying, without further inquiry, the ancient
these

coincidences

taken together,

at Mesenaat with the second of the
two Adite ruined castles discovered by Abderrah-

fortress

IHMU,

slmnld,

nt least,

suffice

t<>

prompt

fiv-li

inquiry upon the spot, and further investigation
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of this most interesting ruin, with the advantage
of the fresh lights

now

in our possession.

Captain Haines, indeed, speaks of both the

named Mesenaat, as though they had
been visited by himself, or by his officers but it
castles

;

is

not clear from

his Journal, that, like that at

Hisn Ghorab, either had been closely inspected.
At the same time, it must be admitted, that so
long an inscription, in so conspicuous a position,
as the second described by Abderrahman, and
preserved by Al-Kazwini, was little likely to
escape even the most cursory inspection of the
But should this be so and should no
ruins.
;

inscription exist, or ever have existed, over the
southern gateway of the more eastern Mesenaat,

to reward the researches of another Cruttenden,
there still remains open
or another Wellsted,

the question, whether the gateway spoken of by
Abderrahman as containing above it the inscrip-

not have been, not in the body of the
building, but, like that at Nakab el Hajar, in the
outer works ? and whether the seven-line Adite
tion,

may

inscription (so full of interest from its bearing

on

Scripture history) may not yet be sought and
found among the ruins of the southern out-

At

the lowest, there is this new stimulus
that the inquirer is no
For, at the least,
longer left to seek at random.

works ?

to fresh investigation,

LEYDEN MS. OF INSCRIPTIONS.
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the subject,
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that

the second of the two Adite castles lay east of
Hisn Ghorab; that it stood close to the sea, and

and that the inscription stood on
southern side, on a single stone, over either

level
its

with

its inner,

it

or

;

its

outer, gateway.
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No. VII.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE,
ON THE QUOTATION TKOM NIEBUHK,

"

ap. p. 385.

A

UNE petite distance S.S.E. de Madrasse, et a une petite
demi-journee (ce qui fait ainsi 2 a 2 milles et \ d'Allemagne) au S. O. de Jerim, etoit autrefois situee, suivant le
rapport de divers Arabes, une ville appellee Dhafar, dont il
ne reste, dit-on, cependant plus aucune maison. On y trouve
pourtant,

comme m'a

assure le Schech el Belled (magistrat

de Jerim), une grosse pierre avec une inscription) que ni les
Juifs, ni les Mahometans, ne peuvent dechiffrer. Ainsi cette
place meriteroit, peut-etre bien, la visite d'un Europeen, qui

vient dans ce pays.

fameuse

ville

Car

la

apparemment

de Tdaphar, que

les

etoit

situee la

anciens Historiens disent

avoir ete la residence des Hamjariens et si jamais on peut
parvenir a avoir des inscriptions Hamjariennes, ce sera sans
doute sous ces decombres"
;

"

Le 15 e de

Juillet

nous primes sur

Quest, mais le

chemin

n'etoit

pas

si

le

fraye

Nord un peu
que dans

les

En

partant de Suradsje nous fimes
1 mille et
^ sur une montagne, et arrivames au village
ft Audi, sur les frontieres qui
separent le territoire de Su-

journees precedentes.

radsje, et le petit
la est

un

village,

Von trouve,

pays de Chaulan.

nomme Hoddafa,

dit-on, encore,

A une petite distance de
sur

un rocher

escarpe,

ou

une inscription remarquable, sur
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un vieux mur.

J'avois dej& appris a Tails, qu'on voyoit une

Car comme les MaiiiM-riptiiiM Hebraique a Bellad anes.
hometans n'en connoissent pas une seule lettre, et qu'exei |>i>
Kufique, et 1'Arabe, peut-etre n'ont ils entendu parler
d'aucun autre alphabet, que de I'Hebraique, ils croyent ainsi,

le

que

cette inscription doit etre ecrite

Nos

en cette langue.

chameliers et nos aniers m'avoient promis de
voir ; mais comme j'avois pris Bellad anes pour

me la faire
le nom d'un
le nom d'un

que j 'appris ce jour-la, que c'etoit
fis done de plus amples informations aupres d'un
natif du pays, et je sus, que cette inscription etoit a Hoddafa.
Mais nous avions deja passe a une lieue et des environs de
village, et

district,

je

-

ce village, et nos chameliers et nos aniers me 1'avoient cache a
dessein, de peur d'etre retarde dans leur voyage. J'ai ensuite
appris & Sana,

par

tion

fois,

plusieurs

Hebraiques,

mais

des Juifs, qui avoient vu cette inscripque les caracteres n'en etoient point
qu'ils

leur

etoient aussi indechiffrables

qu'aux Mahometans. Comme Hoddafa est situe tout pres
du chemin de Mokhha a Sand, je desirerois, qu'un EuroIMVU, qui voyageroit par-la, voulut se donner la peine de
copier cette inscription ; car peut-etre est-elle encore du temps
des Hamjariens, et peut-etre pourrait-elle encore servir a

donner, dans la suite, plus de jour a decouvrir I'alphabet de
Les Juifs meme de Sana croyent avoir encore
cette nation.
vu d'autres inscriptions inconnues, a Xakil Asser, au S. O.
C. Niebuhr, Voy. en Arab, tome

de Sana."

i.

pp. 318. 325.

What was but probable in Niebuhr's day, is certain in our
own: the inscriptions here indicated, and "no doubt still in
being, arc
trivttrcl

nnquotionaMv

journey from Mokhha to

unaware of

tin-

It is

Ilumynritic.

that Messrs. Cruttriidcn and

to

1>

niton,

-xi-t.-ncv of the iiiM-ription

joint testimony of the

much

who, on their
Sanaa, passed close by Hoddafa, were
1 1

ivpivsmtrd, bythe

Jews and the Mahometan-,

a- in
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As our

naval

and other extemporary travellers in Southern Arabia,

cannot be supposed acquainted with all the sources of inand, if they were, could not possibly obtain

formation,

them in a portable form, I would venture (now that both
the existence and the high interest of its Hamyaritic remains
are ascertained) to suggest the publication, in a small pocket
volume, of whatever information we as yet possess on the
subject of inscriptions in Hamyaritic characters, known, or

be recoverable there.

alleged, to

This manual might use-

fully include other topics of inquiry: but
be to facilitate the recovery of inscriptions.

its

object should

Our information on the subject is still scanty: but it is on
The researches of the ill-fated Seetzen (of the

the increase.

which a pretty

account is given by Professor
6
Versuch," pp.
Roediger,
.12.) after inscriptions in
without
have
revived,
Yemen,
satisfying, the public interest,
results of

full

"

.

.

awakened by the report of respectable native auNiebuhr.
Hoddafa, with its inscription on an
But he visited the site
ancient wall, he failed to discover.
originally

thorities to

of the Yemenite Dhafar, where he found three inscriptions.
One of these he purchased another he copied ; but the third,
;

on the wall of a house, was placed at a height to which his
Niebuhr, therefore, was misinformed
eye would not carry.
Dhafar having altogether disappeared.
the village of Mankat, within a league of Dhafar, he discovered no fewer than five inscriptions, built into the outer
as to the houses of

At

wall of the village mosque.
Of these, two only were transthree
the
cribed,
remaining
being, like one of those at

Dhafar, placed above the reach of his eye.
Unfortunately,
the inscriptions within reach appear to have been the least
important, and were
copies were made so
situation, as to

all

in a very imperfect state

hastily,

owing

:

while the

to the difficulties of his

put accuracy out of the question.

The un-
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copied inscriptions at Mankat, Seetzen describes as executed
on white marble, with a skill and care hitherto met with in
Greek and Roman inscriptions only. One of them he pro-

nounces " the largest and most beautiful that he saw." The
harvest, if any, must be sought, therefore, in the gleanings

One

behind.

left

lesson

we

learn from the failure of this

enterprizing traveller, that good glasses, and, if possible, a
light rope-ladder, should form part of the equipment of the

searcher after inscriptions.
The discoveries of Messrs. Cruttenden

and Hulton at

Sanaa (where both Niebuhr and Seetzen had searched and
inquired in vain), together with the information which they
ol

-lined respecting the existence

it.

Miireb, leave no

room

to

of inscriptional remains at

doubt that

much

still

remains to

reward diligent inquiry in Yemen. But Hadramaut is the
main field. There, the ruins of the famous Dhafar, the
capital of the

Homerite kings,

lie still

unexplored the neighof both the
;

Hummoom, and

bourhoods of Sihown, of Gebel

Mcsmuuts, are marked, in Captain Haines' Chart and Journal,
some of

as the ascertained sites of inscriptions, which, in

these localities, are described as " numerous," and as " similar to those at

one of these

Hussan Ghorab

sites

"
;

while, although

had been visited by

no copies of the inscriptions appear

VOL.

II.

II

II

more than

officers of the Palinurus,

to

have been taken.

INDEX.

AABUD,

ii. 249.
See Abu.
Abalitte and
Abalites (Plin.),
i.
See Avalitae and
149.

Ab.

Avalites.

347.
Abidah, fourth son of Midian,
son of Keturab ; his posterity
and their settlements, i. 332.
See Abyda tribe.
347. 351.
Abimael, ninth son of Joktan ;
city (Ptol.),

his posterity,

i.

and

their settle-

ments, i. Ixxviii. 150.
Abisagi (Ptol.), ii. 182. 235.
Abissa city (Ptol.),
182.
ii.
235. n.t.
Aboothubee, ii. 180. n.t.
Abraham, descendants of, i. 77>

or chief, of the Diyabi Beii.

388.

Abu
Abu

Jok, sea-port, i. 125.
Kaii, or Abucaii,
i. 48. ii. 67. 213.
Abu Yemen, i. 103. 115.
See Jerah.
Abyda tribe, i. 333. 336.
348. 351.
Abyssinians,

i.

149.

Acanne emporium

ii.

325.
tribe,

136.

341.

398, 399.

(Steph. Byz.) t

Ixxxi. n .*.

See Cane.
ii. 213.
Achitffi (Ptol.), i. 89.
See Anchitfe and Kahtan.
Achoali (Plin.), ii. 252.
Acilla emporium (Plin.), ii. 231.
Ad, tribe of, i. xiii. ii. 32. 87.
354. n. 369. 373. 375.
See
i.

Achana

river (Plin.),

Aws.

78.

Abraham, descendants of by Hagar and Keturah, called after
their mothers, i. 317
Abrahamic tribes, roving habits
of,

345.

Abu,

douins,

Abaseni (Steph. Byx.) ii. 235.n. t.
'Abban town, ii. 203.
Abdeel, i. 29. 26'?. See Adbeel.
Alxlul-Keyss tribe, i.52. ii. 214.

Abida

Abridgment of Arabian names,
i. 48. 141. n. 244.
273.276.

i.

332.

Adah, *ife of Esau, gave her

name

to

her posterity,

ii.

32.

34.

Adbeel, third
his posterity,

son of Ishmael

and

HH

2

;

their settle-

INDEX.
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ments, i. Ixxx. 196. 266. See
Beni Adbeel.

Adedi pagus (PtoL),

ii.

i. liii.

143.
ii.

19, 20. n.
159- 163. 183. 187. n. 275.
i.

of,

286. n.

Aden, town of, its destruction
by the Romans, ii. 104.
AdhatelNabt, i.236.n.
Aditae (PtoL), ii. 374. n.
See Ad.
Adites.

Adnan, a descendant of Ishmael,
i.

86. n.

Adramitaj (Ptol.), i. Ixvii. 90.
See Ha113. ii. 163. 179dramaut.
Adulis, sea-port, ii. 236. n.
JEgei (Ptol.), i. 199- 264. See
Agraei.
JEli vicus

i.

(PtoL),

i. 300. ii. 307.
See Ararena.
Agdami (Ptol), ii. 43. 315.
Ageyl tribe, ii. 253.
use, as their banner, the

xli. n. liii.

311.

Royal standard of Spain,
n.

Gallus,

i.

69. 71. H4.
148. 150. n.

Gerraei.

Afi, or Ophor, ii. 237.
Africa, first colonization

354.

i.

113.

238, 239.

Aina

or

313.

ii.

ii.

See Agraei.

i.

Ixix.

ii.

See Oineeah.

*.

288.

n.

157.

liest

Hadramaut, the

in

ear-

settlement in Arabia,

i.

11. n.

337.

n. t.

Ayoun,

ri.

Ainad, ii. 181.
Ainunah, ii. 283. n. 286. n.
Akaba, gulf of, i. xlvii. n. 323.

i.

Agacturi (Plin.), ii. 242, 243.
Agar, or Hagar (Mount Sinai),
See
i. 182.
200. 205. 237.

Agaraei.

i. 272. ii. 65.
See Beni Ayub.
village, ii. 203.

Agubeni (PtoL),

commerce with Arabia,

Hagar.
Agara, i. Ixxvi.

202. 204. n.

See Agraei.

Al Akas,
ii.

69. 202.

Akdar town, i. 262.
Al Ahkaf desert, i. Ii. 271. 298.

148.
its

i.

Agrani (Strabo),

Uz,

of,

i.

Agraeopolis (Strabo},
See Nedjran.

'Am
110,
277.
240.

4.

Aggse vicus (Ptol), ii. 180.
Aggiel tribe, ii. 254. See Ageyl.
Agraei (Dionys. and PtoL) or
Agarenes, i. Ixxv. Ixxvii. 138.
189. 193. 197.217.252.264.
289. 303. 312. ii. 238, 239See
324.
Hagarenes and

ii.

151. 277Aenezes, i. 81. 98. 102.
111. 191. 255. 263.
48. n. .
ii. 30. 45, 46.
See Kenaz.
246. 248.
^sitae
(PtoL), i. 328.
See
ii.
60. 238, 239land of.

i.

254.

ii.

307.

201.219.231.

,

203,

Hagarenes.

Ixii.

jElius

Ixxvi. n. f.

See Araganitae and

204. n.

Agarena (Strabo),
town

Aden,,

i.

Agaranitse,

203.

Al Bassas,

235.

ii.

n.

See Bas-

sas.

Al
Al
Al
Al

See Borani.

Borani.
Ceti port,

Dahna

ii.

desert,

Demlou,

i.

231. 234.
i.

Ixii.

271. 298.
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Al Djuhary, Mahometan writer,
citi-d, i. 287.
A Dordour mountain, ii. 228. n.
Al
ait town, i. 311. See Alata.
Al-Kazwini, ii. 446. 449. n.
Al Muscat, ii. 231. See Muscat.
I

1 1

Al Ramah (Aramaua of Ptol.)
on eastern side of Elanitic
(iulf,

in

75.

i.

Yemen,

Al Saruat,

i.

70. See Aram.

285. ii. 27,
28. 35. 37. 43. 48. 153. 271.
See Saritffi.
Al Shaubak, i. 353. See ShoIxvii.

i.

i.

now Al

(Pto/.),

Ixii.

Alimxlat'i,

i.

x. 11.),

See
See

Abu Shushan
Alowa

tribe,

164.

Amathei (P/m.),
267.

Ixvi.

i.

ii.

266,

n.

Amithoscuta(P/m.), ii. 173.224.
231.
See Muscat.
Ammea (Plin.), i. 313. See
city.

37, 38. 63.

229.

ii.

ii.

309.

323.
Arabs,

i.

323. n.

See

Beni Omran.
use

Anagram,

Arabic

in

of,

62. 65, 66,
67.86.88.99,100. 103. 123.

names,
12.9.

i.

Ivi. Ixxi.

203. 267. 271.

ii.

127.

132.

Anagrana

( 1

Kings,

n.f.

ii.

i.

Ixxvi.

307. 315. 327.

See

city (Strabo),

Nedj ran.

n.

or Cushan,
i.

See Omar, and

ii.
:*y. 49.
Ilomerites.

Amnm

107.
107. 112.

i!

and

their emigration to the south,

Amnestus town (P/m.),

or Alguin trees

race

Ammonian promontory, ii. Hi:*.
Ammonii (P/m.), i. 195. ii. 220.

AlmodaeL

i.

23.

xli. n.

107.

i.

the

l(j.

Ammon, Amnon, or Oman, river,

Almakarana, or Almokarana, i.
liii.
Ixviii. n. f. ii. 257.
See
( 'arman
Uegia.
Almodad, eldest son of Joktan ;
his posterity, and their settlements,

ii.

25. 32. 38. 42. 47.
,
extirpation of the
from northern Arabia,

i,

(Dinilnrmt Sic.'), i.
258 ii. 120. 131.

Haly.
Allumaeota? (Ptol),

Almug

posterity of Esau,

and

all

Ilait,

311.

AliliL-i

race,

generic appellative, of

Kademah

bak.

Alata

Amalek, the ascendant

i.

74.

111.

Anagrani (Strabo),

i.

202.

See

Agrsei.

Alphabets of the Hamyaritic language, ii. 102.
Aluimoue (/Vo/.), ii. 270.

Anali, Arabs of,
Anariti (Pto/.),

Amalek, land
Amalek, son

Anchitce, or Angitic (P/o/.),
Ixxvi. 86. 89. 104. ii.

of,

ii.

15.

20-.

of Eliphaz,

and

grandson of Esau ; his posUnty, and tlu-ir si ttk'inents,
L306. :MV?. :^2. :;M), 341.
ii.

15.

iJl.

See Sanu

.')!'

<.

47.

ii.

i.

48. n. J.
62. 64. 75.

See llaamah.
i.

See Beni Kahtan, and Kahtan.
tribe, ii. 51. n. 313. n.*.
See Aenezes.
Ani/t-h town, ii. 313.n. *.

Aniza

Antigonus, king of Syria, expeII

H 3
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of,
against the Na-.
batheans, i. 212. n. 223. 22?.
Apata?i, or Napattei (PtoL), i. 233.

of

the

ditions

various

235.

Cushites and Sebaim, i. 27- ;
of the Dowaser tribe, i. 29- ;
of the inhabitants of Makullah, i. 28. n. ; of the Arabs of
the Persian Gulf, i. 30. ; of

ii.

129-

i. 127. n.
See Saphar.
166. 272. n.
Appa (PtoL), ii. 237.
Apphana Insula (PtoL), ii. 214.

Aphar

city (Arrian),

ii.

"
Arabia, designated as the East,"
i. 95.
the
Jews,
among
,

its

division into provinces

by the native Arabs,

112.

classical tripartite division

,

ii.

of,

ii.

109.
ii.

63.

i. Ixv. 128. 151. ii.
159. n. 183. 187. n.
Petrsea, i. Ixv. 212. n.

Felix,

HI.

109,

HO.

Proper, ii. 112. 114.
Arabiae emporium, ii. 159.

See

220. n.^:. 237.
115. 129.

Aden.
Arabian Gulf,
ii.

of,
,

ii.

classical

geography

154.

Arab

ii.

ii.

286.

286.

and sea-

coast
n.

288. n.

290.
cient customs

and names,

i.

3.

their erratic habits, i.24. n.

191. 332.
tribes of the

north have no

fixed boundaries, i. 347.
in their
,
confederacies,

name of the dominant tribe
commonly extended to all the
associated tribes,

i,

221. 233.

',

Araga

86. n.

260.

;

personal

of the Sobh

n.

or Asclie island, ii. 221.
city (PtoL), i. Ixxvi. n.f.

203. 272.
i.

Ixxvi. n.f.

203, 204. n. 285. 287. 289.
See Agaranitae and
ii. 272.
Wady Nedjran.

Aram, i. 70. See Al Ramah.
Aramaua (PtoL), or Al Ramah,
i. 75.
Araregia (PtoL), i. Ixix. ii. 191.
Ararena, or Agarena, kingdom
(Strabo), i. 201. ii. 307. 311.
Arathos island (PtoL), ii. 221.

Arbuc

or Rabuc,

i.

Ixxiv.

, Nabathean
king, and ally
of the Romans, i. 231. n. *.
ii. 245. 305.
Arnald or Reginald of Chatillon,

i.

352.

rian), ii. 169. 171. SeeGuardafui and Jarad Afouin.

Arre, or Idara, Vicus (PtoL),
ii. 46. n. 251.
See Idara and
Deraie.
Arrian's account of the position
of the Syagrian promontory,
ii.

166. 176.; of the naviga-

tion of the

239.
>

Arad

i.

i.

tribe,

Aromatum Promontorium (Ar-

192. 313.

,

Oman,

See Araregia.
Aretas, king of Edom, i. 212. n.

Arabians, attachment of to an-

,

the Arabs of the Arabian Gulf,
31. ; of the inhabitants of

i.

Areregia.

sailors of,

Arabian ^Gulf,
ports of,

viz.

;

Araganitse (PtoL),

Deserta, i. Ixv. 309109, 110. 115.

109.

tribes

appearance

of

290.

;

Arabian Gulf,

ii.

his exactness as a geo-
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ii. 181. 191.
See Geographers.
Arsae (Ptol.), ii. 127. 129.
Arsinoe, port of, ii. 286. n.
Article, transposition of the, in

grapher,i. xlvii.n.

390, Syi.

Arabian names, i. Ivii. Ixxx.
Aryn town, i. 349.
Asabi or Sabi of Oman (Ptol.),
:;
i.
36'. ii. 226. ; promon"i,
tory of the, i. 37. 63. ii. 225.
Asarmoth, the Vulgate form of
writing Hazarmaveth, i. 113.
Asateni, or Astapeni (Ptol.), i.
Ixvi. 65. ii. 247.

Asca (Strabo), or Nesca (Plin.),
ii.

See San can town.

.'U9.

Ascita? (Ptol.),

ii.

grandson of Keturah, i. 330,
331.
Assyrian war of extermination
against the Kedarites, i. 264.
Astan river, i. Ixvi. 65. 138. 194.

ii.

239.

70. 332. 336. 341.
348. ii. 326. n. See El Asyr.
Aszioun (Ezion Geber), ruins of,
ii.

Mount Hor,

(Ptol.),

tribe,

i.

116.

tribe, i. 258. ii. 142.
252. 256. 261.
Athrulla (Strabo), ii. 321.

Ateybe

n.

.

now Kelb Hau189-311.
Ausara town E. of Cape Fartask

Aurana
ran,

(Ptol.),

i.

(Ptol.),

town

,

ii.

nowRasal
in the

Atta Vicus(Ptol.),

i.

113.
46.

i.

144.

Hedjaz

ii.

(Ptol.),

See Szafra.

127. 130.

Ausarita? (Plin.),
Ausaritis, ii. 177.

178.

ii.

See Arabia De-

63.

serta.

Autei (Plin.), ii. 42. 116. 242.
See Beni Atye.
Aval, the Nabathean pronunciation of Havilah, i. 43. 53. ii.
215.
peninsula
218. 225.

of,

mountains

i.

38. 54.

ii.

of,

ii

225.

(ancient Tylos), the principal of the Bahrein islands,
i.

41. 46. 298.

ii.
i.

218.

149.

i. 149Sinus (Ptol.), i. 149.
Aws, tribe of, ii. 368. 371, 372,
See Ad.
373.
Ayal Sarah or Sorah, i. Ixvii. ii.
27, 28. 35. 48. 271.
Ayoun or Aina, ii. 313. n. *. See
Oineeah.

Azania promontory, or Ras Assere, i. 334.

Bab
i.

Sair,

177, 178. 258.

ii.

See

Beishe.
Atramitffi (Plin.),

town of

350.

i.

A valites emporium (Ptol.),

See Asateni.

Astapeni.

border,

See Aval and

Avalitee (Ptol.),

247.

Astoa (Ptol.), ii. 181.
Astronomers of the Chaldean

Asyr

Audia or Ludia

217,

ii.

(Plin.),

Aual, i. 43, 44.
Havilah.

Ausitis,

175, 176. 178.
Asclie or Arad island, ii. 221.
Asgilia insula (Plin.), ii. 221.
Asichon (Arrian), ii. 181.
Asseman's observations on the
term " Saracens," ii. 10. 26.
Asshurim, descendants of Dedan,

ii.

Attene regio
218. 221.

ii.

ii

221.

el

Mandeb,

straits of,

i.

148.

148.

Babylonian war of extermination
against the Kedarites, i. 264.
II

II

4
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Bacas Chamiri town (Plin.),
241.
Bachilitfc

ii.

i. 273. ii.262.
142. n. f. 143.
Baenum, classical name of capital
of Hadramaut, i. 91

Badea

(P/m.),
ii.

(Ptol.),

Baetius, or Bardilloi river (Ptol.),
i. Ixxiii.
ii. 130, 131. 133.
Bahran. See Bahrein.
Bahrein, Havilah, or Hagar, province of, i. Ixxv. 183. 199.270.
ii. 112. 210.
See Havilah.

bay
53.

217.

ii.

of,

41. 46, 47. n.

i.

islands,

217.
Baisath Joktan,

88. 104. 173.

i.

See Beishe.
of

Mekka,

i.

152.

ii.

(Ptol.),

i.

Ixxx. 84.

ii.

155.

See Kataba.

Banacha town (PtoL), ii. 52.
Banizomaneis (Diodor. Sic. and
Agatharch.), i. 323. ii. 117.
See Beni Zoman and Beni

Omran.
Banubari (Ptol.),

Bar Edom,
(PtoL),
Taraba.

ii.

127. 129-

37.

ii.

Baraba, or

Barak an

Maraba, metropolis
i.

135.

island,

Bardilloi river,

ii.
i.

ii.

256.

283.

Ixxiii.

See

n.
ii.

130.

See Baetius.

Bar-eeda or eedy, ii. 127. 129Basag (Plin.), ii. 235.
Bashan, i. 189.
Bashemath, daughter of Ishmael,
and wife of Esau, i. 231. ii.
4. n.

Basra, i. 56. 192.
Bassas, Gulf of, ii. 182. 235.
Batansei (Ptol.), i. 189. ii. 238,

239.

152.

i.

Bedouin

pronunciation soft, i.
12. n. 42. 45.
Beersheba, wilderness of; scene
of the wanderings of Hagar
lix.

ii.

and Ishmael, i. 179'
Behenna, wife of Mohareb, son of
Koreish, ii. 389.
Beishe town, i. 81. 88. 104. 273.
ii. 262. 316. 321. 323.
el

Khusi

village,

i.

73.

Bekyl tribe of Hadramaut, i. 1 14.
Belad or Bellad Shammah, or

Shammar,

296.

i.

ii.

24. 28.

51. 54. 241.

137.

Bana

Beder,

Beit

ii.

Balsam

Batanea (PtoL), i. 189. 326. See
Hauran.
Batra-Sabbes town (Plin.), ii.
226.

Beldan Beni Chab, i. 44. n. *.
Beni Abdilla district, i. 268.
Beni Abdul- Keyss tribe, ii. 214.
See Abdul Keyss.
Ac, ii. 368. 371.

Beni
Beni
Beni
Beni
Beni
Beni
Beni
Beni

Adbeel

As

tribe,

tribe,

Astan

196. 272.
34.
223.
i.

tribe,

Ammar

ii.

ii.

ii.

tribe,

247-

Atye tribe, ii. 42. 1 1 6. 242.
Ayub, i. 272. ii. 65. 239-

Boo-Allee tribe, i.
270. ii. 236.
Beni Cauchab, ii. 239.
Beni-Daah town, i. 350.

269,

See

Dahban.
Beni Djoma district, i. Ixxvi. n. *.
Beni Dowaser tribe.
See Dowaser.

Beni Hadad

tribe

288.
Beni Hadoram,

i.

of

Yemen,

168.

Parrse.

Beni Harb tribe. See Harb.
Beni Jerah of Oman, i. 168.

i.

See
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Beni Jerha, or Serb a, of Yemen,
i. 84.
89. 118. 127. ii. 272.
See Jerah.

Beni Jobub, or Jobab

tribe,

i.

See Jobab.
175.
Beni Jubar, or Jubbar tribe, i.
See Jobaritae.
175. ii. 270.
Beni Kahtan Arabs, i. 12<). ii.
84.

8.9.

See Kahtan, and Sheba,
260.
son of Joktan.
Beni Keis of the Tehama, i. 73.
84.
Beni Kelb tribe, i. xli. n. 283.
1U

ni

Khaled

xli. n.

49,
50.52,53.56.138. 191. 193,
194. 316. ii. 210. 226.311.

314.
Beni Kholan

i.

tribe,

B, ni Khusi, village in the Djebel

of Yemen,

73.
district in the province of
Rama, i. 73.
Beni Kodad tribe, i. 269.11.
Hi ni

Kora

i.

tribe,

ii.

57- n.

Beni Lahyan tribe, ii. 142. n. t.
Beni Lam tribe, i. 118. 123. See
Mal-Angitar.

Beni

Maleclj, tribe of the Shat al

Arab, ii. 48.
Heni Mulek tribe of Zohran, ii.
48.
Beni Mohareb tribe, ii. 387See
Beni Nabat Arabs, i. 213.
Nabatheans and Nebaioth.
Beni Obeid district, i. Ixxvi. n. *.
Beni Omran tribe, i. 323. 333.
341. 348. ii. 117- (see
Beni Zoman and Banizoma.

neis)
i.

;

.'{24.

their habits described,
ii.

Beni Sabya
ii.

vMi'l

117.
Ixvii.

tribe,

i.

\! ()':;.

Set-

258.

Sabaei

of

the Hedjaz.

Beni

Sabya

tribe

ii.

of

300.
See RhaYemen, and Sa-

Beni Sad tribe, i. 77.
Beni Salaph tribe, i. 109.
See
Meteyr tribe.
Beni Salem tribe, i. 104. 273.
ii. 132. 263.
Beni Saman or Samman tribe.
See Beni Shaman and Alasiemanes.
Beni Shaman, Saman, or Samtribe, i. 98. 100. 111.
199- 276, 277, 278. ii. 246.
248.
See Masrcmanes.

man,

Beni Shammar

i.

tribe,

Ixxxi.

99- ". 30. 49. n. 51.54.241.
See Zamareni and Shammah.

152.

ii.

tribe,

Sabeans),
manita?,
beans.

Beni Sefian tribe, ii. 42.
See
Beni Sofyan.
Beni Sofyan tribe, ii. 265. See
Beni Sefian.
Beni Sobh or Sub-h tribe, i.
260. n.
See Sobh tribe.
Beni Tehama, ii. 153.
Beni Temyn or Temym tribe, i.
ii. 62.
98. 101. 270. 278.
215.
See Themi and Tema.
Beni Thaaba or Odaib, i. 272.
See Thaabeni.
Beni Thai, i. 296.
See Thabaeni.

Beni

tribe,

i.

Ixvii.

ii.

27.

Beni Zoman tribe (Diod. Sic.},
323.
See Beni Omran.
Berbat,

ii.

180 n.*.

290, 291.
Besher tribe, ii. 45.
Biabanna (Ptol.), the

Bubban,

i.

Ixix.

i.

See Merbat.

Berenice', African port,

n.

(Rhamanite

Yam

151.

ii.

ii.

286. n.

modern

25(>.

.

Bilbaiu,

Bilana,

or

Bilcena
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(Ptol.), i. 196, 197. 271. ii.
See Pallon.
220.
Bildad the Shuhite, abode of, i.
353. 355. ii. 6l.
Biluiffi

(Ptol.},

i.

See

269.

Bliuleei.

See Orneon.
Black Mountain, and Black Point,
See Mela mons,
ii. 159, 160.
and Melanoros.

(PtoL), i. Ixxx. 107.
196. 269. ii. 236. 269. See
Adbeel.
Bochart, i. Ixxi. Ixxxiii. 79- 83.
n. 93. 139. 145. 147, 148.
n. 252. 259- 261.
Boeotians.
See Greeks.
Bliulaei

Boo Themanei tribe, i. 297.
Boothbee, ii. ISO.n. t.
Borani town, i. 195. 302. ii.
312.
Boray tribe, i. 111.
Borgodi, ii. 222.
Bosara (Ptol.),ii. 182. See Masora.

Bosra, or Bozrab,
Broom, or Prum,

i.

ii.

310.
204.

ii.

33.

Bubban, the ancient Biabanna,
Ixix.

ii.

250. 313. n.*.
ii. 227.

i.

a

island,

Bunder Djurahm, or Doram,
town and bay, i. 141. ii. 235.
Burckhar (It's researches in Arabia,
i.

ii.

46.
51.

of the Raualla tribe,

;

Burka town and

xxxii. xxxiv. n. t. Ixxxiii.
's description of the Arabs

of the Dowaser tribe, i. 29 ;
of the Meteyr tribe, i. 110.;
of theHarb tribe, i. 254, 255.;
of the warlike habits of the
Arabs of Ha dram aut, i. 114.
's notice of the Aenezes,

island,

ii.

230.

233. n.

Burnt

Island,

ii.

291.

188. n.*. 189.
Buthemanei (Agatharch.),i. 297.
Byssel, ii. 149.

Burrugghur,

Bily tribe, i. 269. n. ii. 126.n.*.
See Biluise and Bliulaei.
Birds' Mute Island, ii. 188. n.*.

Bumose

ii.

ii.

Caaba of Mekka, ii. 119.
Cabana (Ptol.), ii. 223.
Cabubathra mons (Ptol.),ii. 163.
Cadmus, i. xxxviii. n. ii. 71.
Cagulatse (Plin.),

ii.

152.

Calb tribe, i. 282.
Calba town, ii. 223.
i. 52. 195.
ii.
See Beni Khaled,

Calingii (Plin.),

21 0. 3 1

1

.

and Chaldaei.
Calmet's collection of materials
on the subject of Arabian emigration,

ii.

70.

Cane emporium,
n. *. 113.

ii.

i.

Ixix.

Ixxxi.

164, 165. 183.

336. n.
Canis flumen (Plin.), i. 121. ii.
222.
See Zar, or Zare.
Canraitae (Arr.), ii. 135. 138.
See Harb and Kedar.

Capeus sinus (Plin.), ii. 214,
216.
See Katiff.
Caravans, seldom mentioned by
historical

writers,

i.

294.

n.

;

depredations upon, by the Sobh
andOwf tribes, ii. 139, 140.;
rate of travelling, ii. 278. n. f.
Carbse (Diod. Sic.), or Cerbani
(Plin.), i. Ixv. 252. 265. ii.
120. 134.
See Harb.
Cardalena regio (Plin.), ii. 229.
Cariatha (Ptol.).
See Carriata.

Caripeta town (Plin.),

ii.

309.

314. 323.

Carman

regia (Ptol.), metropolis
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of the Mintd, i. liii. 128. 133,
See
.;
ii. 254. 11. t. 325.
Karn-al-Manzil.
I

I.,

Carnon (Plin.),

256.
252. 315.

ii.

Carrei (Plin.), ii.
Carriata, or Cariata (Plin.),
See Kariatain.
253. 314.

Cassandreis (Agatharch.),
Cassanitte

(Ptol.),

i.

ii.

ii.

143.

xli. n.

ii.

131. 142.
Catabani (Pife.), i. 131, 132.
ii.
154.
See Katabeni and

Beni Kahtan.

Chadad (Josephus), i. 209. See
Hadad, or Hadar.
i.
53, 54. ii.
209. 226.
Chaldamis (Dionys.), i. 52. 137.
See Bahrein.
Chaldea and Chaldeans, i. xli. n.
Ixxv. n.f. 51. 54. 355.
Chaldone promontory (Plin.), i.
49, 50. ii. 212, 213.
See Harb.
Charb, i. 253.

Chaldflei (Plin.),

Chargatha (Ptol.),
252. n.

i.

Ixix.

ii.

Catabariia (Strabo), ii. 154.
Catanii (Ptol.), ii. 238, 239.

Charibael, king of the Homerites
and Sabecans, and ally of the

See Katanitse.
Catar*i (Plin.), ii. 222.
See Katura, or Katara.
Catura.
Cathramotita?, or Chathramotitse,
i. 113.

ii.
166. 194. n. f.
199- n. 272. n. 383. 390.
Charmcei (Plin.), i. 124. 133,
134. ii. 255. See Jorhamites.

Catanittc.

Caua emporium,

or

Caua Canim

bay and port (Ptol.),
164. 183. 187. n.

ii.

l6'0.

See Hisn

Ghorab.
Cauchabeni (Ptol.),

ii. 238, 239.
See
Cedareni (Ptin.), i. 244.
Cedrei, Kedar, and Kedarites.
Cedrri (Plin.), i. Ixxv. 235. 244.
<J(>1. ii. 135. 139.
See Kedar and Kedarites.
See Ocelis.
Cella port, i. 144.

Cerbani, or Carbte tribe, i. Ixv.
See Carbc and
252. ii. 325.

Harb.
Chaalla (Strain), i. Ixvii. 40. ii.
See Chaulan, or Hau327.
lan.

Chabinus, or Loemus mons (Agothtirrh.,

Dinil. Sir.,

and

Stf-fi/i.

Byz.), i. 259- ii. 131. 136.
See Sobh and Lamlam.
Chablasii,orChablataei(7)jony.),
i. 41. 43.51, 52. ii. 210.

Chabuata (Ptol.),

ii.

Romans,

Charmothus port (Diod.
modern Sharm, ii. 129.

Sic.),
n> t.

See Katiff.
Chat.
Chateni (Plin.), ii. 21 6.
Chathramita?
of
Hadramaut
(Ptol.), i. 113. 194. ii. 270.
Chatramis (Dionys.), i. Ixxix.
103. 137. 139.
See Hadoram.
Chatramotita (Plin.), i. 1 13. ii.
324.
Chauclei, or Chaveltei (Plin.), i.
41. 245.
See Beni Khaled.

Chaul, province, in S. Yemen, i.
SeeHavilah.
173.
Chaulan, or Haulan, province of
the Hedjaz, i. Ixvii. 39. ()().
173.
or- Chaulosii (Fest.
Anien.), i. 41. 44. 51. 138.
See Beni
193. 217. ii. 210.

Chaulasii,

Khaled
Chaulothci (Eratntth.), i. 1
See Beni
49, 50. ii. 210.
Khaled.
1

.

1

1

.
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See Chauclei

Chavelaci (Plin.).

and Calingii.
Chersonesus Akra
ii. 215.

Commerce
222.

ii.

of the Gerrseans,

i.

251. 314.

48.

of the Harb tribe, i. 263.
of the Idumeans on the

i.4.n. 250. 338. ii.
48. n. J. 51. 156. n. 208. 253.

Persian Gulf, ii. 55.
of the Joktanites of II adramaut, i. 113.
of the Minseans,
222.

(Ptol.),

i.

Chesney Col.,

Choke, or Coche, town (Ptol.),
i. 326.
Cholsebus, tyrant of Mapharitis,

166.
Chor Abdilla
ii.

inlet,

i.

26?.

ii.

130.

See Debae.

133.

Ciu Ibraine, ii. 190. n.*.
Classical geographers of Arabia.
See Geographers.
topography of Arabia,

Conquerors, Oriental, policy
55. n.*.
(Ptol.),

Coranita? (Plin.),

Core Boobian,

109-

Climate of the mountain
of the Hedjaz and
144.

Climax mons,

i.

districts

Yemen,

94. 287-

ii.

ii.

153.

270.
description of, between
Moilah and Haura on the
Arabian Gulf, ii. 288. n.
Coboris insula, ii. 230.
Coche, or Choke, town (Ptol.), i.
326.
Codani (Plin.), ii. 142. n. f.

Coast,

Colonization, natural order of, by
the Arabs generally, i. 201.
343. ii. 54. ; by the Cushite
patriarchs,

i.

16. 6l.

;

by the

Joktanite patriarchs, i. 95.;
by the Arabs in Europe, i.

ii.

i.

Ixxiv.

55.

213.

(Ptol.),

i.

Ixxix.

ii.

180.224.

See Ras-al-Hhad.
Coromanis (Ptol.), i. 263. ii.
See Koueit.
213. 228.
Cottabani of Oman (Plin.), i.
Ixxvi.

ii.

154.

Crescent, origin of, as ensign of
the Saracens, i. 340. n.
Crete, colonized

from Arabia,

ii.

74.

Cryptus portus (Ptol.), ii. 173.
223. 231.
See Muscat.
Cufa, i. 299Curia Muria islands, ii. 168. 181.
Curia Muria bay, ii. 175.
Cuscan, i. 37. 63. ii. 227.
Gush, land of, a Scriptural denomination of Arabia, i. 76.
, land
of, rendered by the

name

of Ethiopia, in English
version of O. T., i. 12.
son of Ham, difference of
,

with Africa, i.
;
with Greece, i. xxxvii

opinion, in assigning the settlements of, i. 8. 18. n. 20.

ii.

Commerce

India)
;

Corodamum

ii.

of, i.

70.
of Arabia with India

xxxvi.

113.

i. 222.
314.
of the Sabeans and Homerites, ii. 202.
Conder's " Modern Traveller,"
ii. 320. n. t.

Copar vicus
ii.

Cleopatris port (StrdbosndPlin.),
the modern Suez, ii. 279

(see

74. 251. 257.
of the Nabatheans,

ii.

Chorboobian, ii. 228.
Chorfakan port, ii. 228, 229.
Cinaedocolpitae (Ptol.),

ii.
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the question examined, i. Ixiv.
11. 20. n. -V~J.
Cushan, near Cape Mussendom,
i.

37-

<>':;.

Cushite colonization of Yemen,
i. 18. n. 67. 72.
Cushites, physical peculiarities
of, i. 26. 41. n. t.
intermixed with the Ishmaelites, throughout Bahrein,

193.
Cynos flumen,
and Zar.
i.

ii.

221. See Canis

Darrhoj of

Oman

(P/m.),

Ixxix. 139. 168.

ii.

Dabanegoris
228.

regio

i.

Ixix.

(P/in.),

Dacliarcemoizae (Pto/.),

ii.

Dauasir,

i.

Daumat

al

See Dowaser.
i. 281. 299.

31.

Gendal,

Dedeb* tribe (Strabo,
Agatharch., and Diodor. A'/V.),
Ixxiii. 252.
ii.
i. xxxvi.
72.
See Ze76. 120. 130. 135.

Debffi, or

beyde.

Dedan, son of Raamah, and
grandson of Cush ; his posterity, and their settlements, i.

Ixxix.

See Darkara138. ii. 268.
matah.
Dachareni (Steph. Byz.), ii. 141.
Daden, or Dadena, i. 38. 63.
See Dedan.
Damiia port, ii. 234.
Dahbau town, i. 82. 105. 350.

Dahra,or Darrha, a modern town
and tribe of Oman, i. Ixxix.
139. ii. 237.
See Dinhabah.
Daibah, ii. 63.

Damnia (P/in.), ii. 234.
D'Anville, i. xxxi. xliv. xlvi. liii.
Iv. Ixii. ii. 113. 156. n. 166.
170. ISO.n. 184. 204. 208.
216. 233. 251. 257. 274. n.
278. 310. 323.
Dar-Charamatah, or Darkaramatah, i. 137, 138. ii. 268.
See Chatramis.
Dar el Ashrin, or El llama, ii.
282. n.
Darnc of the Hedjaz (Ptol.), i.
liv. Ixxix. 234.'Jlk-JMi. jiil.
ii. 127.
See Kedarites.

63, 64.

72. 328.
son
,

of Jokshan, and
grandson of Keturah ; his posterity,

i.

See

Dahra.

9. 19, 20. n. 38. 59.

Daba, or Dobba (P/in.),
ii. 228.

liv.

i.

237.

and

their settlements,

325. 327, 328. 341.
Dedebae. SeeDebse andZebeyde.
Deiban, or Deifan, a town of
Yemen, i. 145.
i.

9.

Deraie, or Derayeh town, i. 276.
ii. 46. n. 251. 307. 313. n.
.

See Idara.

Derayeh tribe, ii. 52.
Derb Selman, i. 333.

Derye

village,

ii.

308. 313.

n. f.

Desert, comparison of, with the
ocean, i. 47. n.
Deva, or Devran, i. Ixix.

Dewania, ii. 254.
Dhafar (the ancient Saphar), i.
Ixii. 127. n. ii. 166. n. 274.
383. 462. 465.
See Saphar.
See Doan.
Dhana, i. Ixi. n. *.

Dhu

1'Khalaah

tribe,

147.

i.

Dialect of the people of
i. 66.

Mahrah,

Didymi Monies (Ptol),

ii.

182.

235.
Difference of race indicated by
constant state of hostility be-

tween

tribes,

ii.

128,

1

29.11.*.
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Diklah, seventh son of Joktan

and

his posterity,

ments,
i.

i.

;

their settle-

Dinhahah city, i. 299. ii. 63.
See Odaib and Thaaba.
See Geogra-

ii.

i.

(Socotorra)

island,

168.

ii.

tribe,

Djidda, i. 80. ii.
329. n. *. 330.
,

prevalent diseases

Mekka and

Djidda, and on the
coast, ii. 280.
Diyabi tribe, ii. 388.

Djiuf, or Dzuf,

41.

ii.

Hedjaz

trict,

xxxiii. 126.

i.

135.

Ixi. n. *.

See Daba.

Domatha

(Plin.),

on

Dahra.

57.

(Zaaram

reg.

PtoL),
120.

coast of Hedjaz, i.
Djebel, or mountain district, of
Yemen, i. 94. ii. 270.
Ayub, ii. 66. 140. 239.

Camur,

or

Kamur,

ii.

161. 178. 258.
el

Mukattab,

i.

229- n.

Harrasse, or Fouthelee, ii.
See Black Moun164. n.
tain.

Hassane, or Sheikh (Hippos
mons), i. 345. ii. 126.
See CliNakhil, ii. 270.
max mons.
See
Serene, ii. 146, 147.
Zohran.
Shammar, ii. 24. 28. 111.
241.
Sheikh.

See Djebel Has-

Shera,
Seir.

ii.

34.

See

Mount

i.

Dooat, or Doat
ii. 214.

el

Dora (Plin.),

139-

Doram

i.

town, in

i.

178.

281. n.

Kusma,
ii.

i.

73.

237- See

Katabania,

i.

143.
Doreni, or Zoreni (Ptol.), i. xli.
n.lxvi. 125. 185. ii. 145, 146.
See Zohran.
255.
Dosareni (Ptol.), ii. 145.
See
Doreni.
Dowaser tribe, i. 29. 68. ii. 264.
Dreeman tribe, i. 142. 11. See
Drimati.
Drimati (Plin.), i. Ixxviii. Ixxix.
140, 141, 142. ii. 235.
Dromedaries of the N. E. coast
of the Red Sea, i. 344.
Dsjahhre town, ii. 214.

237-

ii.

Dsjulfar,

Duatus Sinus (Plin.),
DulkhelaitJE (the
i.

tribe),

Dumaetha

sane.

41.

162.

ii.

Djar, Dsjar, Djau, or Osjan (on
Zare river), i. Ixx. 104. 118.
See Vicus
122. 130. ii. 237.
Jerachaeorum.

ii.

ii.

Doan, Dumgoal, or Thauane,
258.
Dobba.

el

ii.

at,

n. *.

Djof er Szyrrhan, or Serrain dis-

Diseases prevalent at

Dj Kora,

See

137.

190. 310.
126.
132. 295. n.

Ixxviii. 20. n.

Djeheyne

280.

phers.

Dioscorides

ii.

Djedour (the ancient Itursea),

90. 147.

,Joktanite district of Yemen,
90. 115.

Diodorus Siculus.

Djebel Sobh, i. 152.
Sobh mountain.

229.
1'Khalaah
ii.

147-

(Ptol.), or

Daumat

al

281.
sixth son of Ishmael

Gendal,

Dumah,

Dhu

i.

;
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his posterity,

ments,

i.

Dumgoal.

and

xli. n.

their settle-

238. 279-

Thau-

See Doan, or

Dwy

ii.

tribe,

El Asyr tribe, i. Ixvii. 70. 332.
336. ii. 147. 326. n (see Asyr
and Klisari); their power and

14-1.

See Djof.

Dzof.

Dzu Nowas,

the last king of the
Homerites, ii. 389- 394.
See Djiuf.
Dzuf.

"

East," a Jewish designation of
Arabia, i. 95. n. 318.
" wise men from
the," i.
,

"men

of the,"

pulchral inscription in
ii. 84. n. 100. 377- n.

Ebode

(Ptol.), or

212.il.

ii.

(P/iw.),

33. 37-

Edomites, i. 231. 280. 291. 329.
See Sa354. ii. 2. 33. 37.
racens, and Esau and his several descendants, especially

Amalek.

names of the

distinctive

,

148.

ii.

El
El
El
El
El

ii. 52.
143.
See Bily.
Bily tribe.
Borsan tribe, i. 111.
Djelaes, ii. 51. 56.

Belaaysh

tribe,
ii.

Beyadhye,

See

tribe.

settlements of the Nabatheans,
i.

236.

El Hadidiin

tribe,

of Bagdad,
El Hama, or

i.

of the desert

288.

Dar

el

Ashrin,

ii.

282. n. 293. n. *.

so called,

Edom,landof, properly
i.

Yemen,

242, 243.

ii.

courage,

150.

El Gieuhari's statement of the

342.

i.

Eber, i. 77.
Eblitamn mountains, i. 36. 38.
44. ii. 225.
Ebn Hesham's account of a se-

Eboda

chivalrous

Raualla

304-.
,

i. Ixxxi. 65.
See El Hassa, and

province,

248.
Lachsa.

ii.

ane.

Dhaher

Ahsa

31

El Harabeshe tribe, i. 111.
See
El Hasba town, ii. 328.
Seven Wells.
El Hassa province, i. 57. 194.
See Lachsa and
200. n. 270.
El Ahsa.
El Haura, i. 234.
El lathrib, i. Ixxxi.
El Idrisi's chart of Arabia, ii.
157.

name of Amalekites,

El Jabrin town, ii. 267.
El Kader, town of the Shat-al-

See Amalek.
comprized under the name
of Saracens by Ptolemy, ii.

El Katiff. See Katiff.
See KhaEl Khadera tribe.

several

general
ii. 25.

tribes

merged

in

the

ii.

in,

92. 95. 103.
ii. 52.
tribe,

ii.

45.

Aefiezes.

El Ahkaf.

i.

263. 314.

ii.

214.

dera.

29-

Egypt, seven years of dearth

El AbdelK',
El Aeneze

Arab,

See Al Ahkaf.

See

El Khedheyre town, i. 246. See
Khedheyre.
El Kheyf, or Malai town, i.
151.

El Khudher town,
El Khulasa, ii. 45.

i.

262.

n. t.
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El Marra tribe, ii. 152.
El Owf. See Owf tribe.
El llaualla tribe, ii. 51.

of Keturah

See

Raualla.

El Saiak town, i. Ixxxi.
Saiace and Sekiale.
El Soualeme tribe, ii. 52.

See

sendom,

and Saab.
tribe,

52,

ii.

53.

Elamitae (Plin.), i. Ixvii.
See Beni Yam.

Elana,

34.

ii.

Elanitic

151.

ii.

323. ii. 34.
Elasera town, i. 70.
Eldaah, fifth son of Midian, son
i.

of Keturah

; his posterity,
their settlements, i. 349!

Hor,

i.

and

and

his posterity,
;
their settlements, ii. 32.

the Temanite,
355. ii. 32. 6l.

i.

(Plin.),

147.

i.

300. 326.

Asyr.
Elusa, ii. 45. n. t.
Emigrations of the

Europe, ii. 70.
Emischabales (Plin.},

Emteyr

tribe,

i.

145.
See El

70.

ii.

n.

ii.

109.

to

242.
250.

ii.

See Meteyr.

Eodanda deserta (Plin.),
Ephah, wells of, i. 343.
,

ii.

235.

eldest son of Midian, son

See

tradition

recorded

38.
:

tural

and espe-

Amalek.

cially

remarks upon the Scripgenealogy of his house,

5.

Eshuta, or Sebounta (Ptol.), i.
See Shobak.
352.
Etaxalos island (Plin.), ii. 226.
ii.

Ethiopia

42.

and Ethiopians,

fre-

quently substituted for Cush
and Cushites, in English version of O. T., i. 12.
Ethiopians of Africa, distin-

guished

Arabs

75.

Erythrean sea etymology of the
name, ii. 31.
Esau; his posterity, and their
settlements, i. Ixv. 231. 280.
341. ii. 38. 59.
See his se-

Etham,

293. 353.

Cape Mus-

by, respecting the descent of
the Magi, i. 321.; respecting
the origin of the Homerites,

ii.

Elesori (PtoL), i. Ixvii. 332.
Eliphaz, the eldest son of Esau

Elisari

Epiphanius,

,

ii.

and

343.

, or Maranitae, of the peninsula of Mount Sinai, ii. 1 1 6.

350.

Eleazus, king of Hadramaut,
165.

,

near

62. 64.

i.

veral descendants,

town of Mount

by Adah

i.

Raamah.

ii.

|

Gulf (modern Akaba),

Eldii, or Eldji,

his posterity,

Epher, second son of Midian, son
of Keturah ; his posterity, and
their settlements, i. 344.
Epimaranitae,

See Szafra.
El Szafra,
El Zab tribe, i. 58.
See Zab

El Zerak, or Zerach

;

their settlements,

from

Ethiopians

(Cushites) of Asia or Arabia,
i. 12.;
their physical resemblance to the Sebaim of Arabia,
i.

30.

Euboea, colonized by the Arabs,
ii. 71.
Euphrates, i. 195. 302. ii. 212,
213.
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Arab

Europe,

colonies

in,

ii.

Expedition
ii. 277.

of JElms
Callus,
See ^Elius Callus.

Ezion Geber,
Fahi-m,

i.

11 6.

ii.

liii.

247.

Ferdja tribe, ii. 52.
Feuds, constant, an indication of
distinctness of race, ii. 128,
129- n.*.
Flumen Canis (P/m.), i. 121.
See Zare or Zar river.
Flumen Salsum (P/m.), ii. 212.

Fons Dora (P/m.),
Fons Emischabales,
Fouthelee

237243.
mountain, or Gebel

Harrassee,
Gaaffri,

i.

ii.

ii.

ii.

164

n.

86. n.

Gabbi, ii. 237Gabrin, ii. 237Gad, land of, i. 142.
Gad, Reuben, and Manasseh, expedition of, against the
garites, i. 187. 308.
Gsesa town (P//.), ii. 55.

II. i-

Garendani or Larendani (P/m.),
130. 132.

Gasan or Gesan,
Gasandi (Diod.

ii.

144.

Sic.),

i.

Ixii.

ii.

120.131.142, 143. SeeCassaniti.

Gatam, or Katam

town,'

ii.

37. 43.

and
his postegrandson of Esau
and their settlements,
rity,
son

of

Eliphaz,
;

ii.':i2.

of

Yemen

(P/m.), i. Ixxx. 86,
129. 131. ii. 179. 259.
264. 299.
See Beni Kahtan

and Kahtan.
161. 16*5, 166.

ii.

171. 173. 224.
" Father of
Yemen," i. 90. 103,
See
104. 115. 127. 136.
Jerah.

,

i.

131. 142, 143. 146.
Gebanifoe, east of the mountains

87.

77-

Fartask, Cape,

i.

Mount,

Gazuan,
ii.

7<).

37. 42. 47.

(iaulopes (P/fw.),

ii.

216.

of the southern coast, E.
of Cape Fartask, ii. 1 79of Katabania, in S. U
angle of Yemen, ii. 259.
.

Hummoom

Gebel

scriptions in
ii.

mountain,

the

vicinity

inof,

82. n. 465.

Gedor,

i.

20. n.

See Djedour.

Gedranita? (P/m.), i. Ixxv, 244.
246. ii. 135.
SeeKedar, and
Kedarites.

Genealogy of the house of Esau,
remarks upon, ii. 5.
Geographers of Arabia, classical,
xxxiv. xlvi. ii. 109. 156.
181. 208. 234. 277.; modern,
ii. 113. 156, 157. 214.
Gerar, i. 15.
i.

Gerra (Ptol.), i. liii. Ixxv. 197.
306. n. ii. 209. 216. 259.
See Hagar town.
i. Ixxv. 197. 222.
271. ii. 217. 251. SeeAgrsei.
Gerra'icus sinus (P/m.), ii. 21 6,
217. 221.
Gerraei (Ptol.},

Gesan, or Gasan, ii. 1 t k
ii.
36' 1. n. t.
Gesenius, i. ix.
396, 397.
the
Geshur, and
Geshurites,
i. 309. 311.
Ghesan tribe, i. Ixii. ii. 142. n. J.
See Gasan dh

Gibbon, i. xxxix. xliv. n. 226.
280. ii. 9. 13. 26. 109- 118.
216. 278. 323. 36l.n. *.
Gibboose, or Sekah island, ii. 188.
See Orneon.
I I
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Gibul Shumsham mountain, ancient road over, ii. 159. "
See
Gilead, i. 189. 262. 312.
Hauran.
Giratha (Ptol.),

i.

See

Ixviii.

Kariatain.
Githebanitse,

See Ge-

Ixxx.

i.

banitse.

Giun

al

Hascic,

1?'4.
237.

ii.

i.

181.

Glari (Plin.), ii.
Glossary of the Hamyaritic lanii.

guage,

410.
ii.

227222. See

i.

264.

i.

36. n. 171.

ii.

Kadara.

Gold

Hammaeum, and Ophir.

ii. 148. 330.
Gorda, the modern Aarud,
250.

ii.

i.

197. 200.

or

A gar,

a

Mount

Sinai,

i.

i. 199. 263. 314. ii. 213.
Greeks, Arabo-Abrahamic origin
80.
of, i. xxxvi. ii. 71

Guardafui, cape, i. 334.
See Jarad Afouin.

Brum,

ii.

ii.

206'.

generally,

for

200.

native

term,

village,

Hagarenes or Hagarites, a generic

name

for all the descend-

ants of Ishmael,

206.
308.

See

Haines,

204.
or Hadad, eighth son of

Yemen,

i.

Ishmael; his posterity, and
their settlements, i. 204. 286.
Hade'dda town,

Hadoram,

fifth

his posterity,

204. 287.
son of Joktan

i.

and

;

their settle-

ments, i. liv. n. Ixxviii. Ixxix.
103. 137.
i. 140.
, promontory of,
Hadrama town, i. 103. 138. 193.

Hadramaut, province
90. 151.

ii.

of,

i.

xxxiii.

165. 173. 179-

its fertility, i. 1 7. n. ii.

45 1

.

;

n.*.

i.

283, 284.
ii. 7. 239.

183. 186.

286.

289.

his account

Capt,,

Hadramutic

tribe, in

to designate a
i. Ixxvii. n.

dialect,

town or

169.

.

a

designate Ishmaelite
territories in Arabia, i. 237in the Hamy, a term used

82. n. 187. n.

Hadad
Hadar

name
182.

used to

aritic

Graan or Grane Harb, or Koueit,

Broom.

81.

or Saud, town and district
of Yemen, near Sanaa, i. 203.
ii. 272.
Bahrein (Gerra of
, city of

See

Gonfode,

Gubut

ii.

237.

coast,

Littus

inscriptions in,

See Inscriptions, Hisn Ghorab,
and Mesenaat.
Hagar, the modern and Ishmaelite
name for the province of Havilah or Bahrein, i. 25. 183.
199, 200. 270.

PtoL),

Goboea port (Plin.),

Godo town,

452.;

inscriptions,
;

of
ii.

of Hisn Gho-

187. n, ; of Aden, ii.
159. n. ; of the Black Mounii.
164. n. ; of Hartain,
giahj ii. 191. ; of Maculla, ii.
192.; of the Aden inscription,
ii. 395.; of Mesenaat, ii. 457,
458.
See AliHaly, i.258. ii. 135.
rab,

ii.

Iffii.

Ham,

village of,

i.

21. n.

" Shore
of," i. 37, 38. 63.
See Littus Hammseum.
Hamad, i. 20. n.
,

Hamdie,

i.

20. n.
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Hamirei (Plin.),

67.

i.

ii.

179-

Hammaeum Littus(P/tw.),i.36.n.
37, 38. 63. 168.

Hamyar, land

229.

ii.

Hamyarites, ii.
Hamyaritic language,
82. n. 83. 335. 355.

ii.
81,
See In-

ancient custom re-

kings,

36 1.

ii.

Hanak, Hanek, orHankrue town,
346.

Ixiii.

i.

or Henekeh, town,

Hanake,
346.

ii.

Hanifah
267.
Hankrue.

Hanoch,

See Hanak.
third son of
;

109. 199-

Midian,

n.

253.

ii.

i.

345.

Ixvi.

77.
127. 132.

141,142.325. 332. See

Kedur.
Hareth al Rayesh, King of Yemen, ii. 381.

Hargiah,

i.

Ixix.

ii.

Hisn Ghorah.
on the Arabian Gulf,

Hasani,

126. n.*.

Hasec town.

Hashed
i.

ii.

tribe

17.0.

of

181. 374.

Hadramaut,

114.

,

Rome.
326.

twelfth son of J ok tan

and

;

his

their settlements,

9. 39, 40. 90. 115. 127.
172.
land of (Gen. xxv.), i.25.
,
39. 190. 199i.

,

the spelling

variations in

and pronunciation,
,

i.

42.

a district of the Hedjaz.

See Chaulan or Haulan.
district of Ye, a Joktanite

men,

90.

i.

port,

i.

220.
See

Leuke Kome.
or

Hazarmaveth,

Hadramaut,

third son of Joktan
terity,

and

;

his pos-

their settlements,

i.90. 111.
Heber, or Hud,

363. 373.
i.
153. 234.
242. 252, 253. ii. 112.; un-

Hedjaz

of

healthiness

Hedjer

ii.

province,

its

coast,

ii.

n. *.
ii. 125, 126.
i. 337.
See Madan.

city,

n.

Hedjlis tribe, ii. 52.
Hedye, ii. 128.

Heeren M., i. 54, 55.
Helmodenes (Plin.), ii. 242.
Heinuate (P/i'w.), i. 281. n.
Henekeh, or Hanake,

Hasuel, or Kesem, ii. 178.
Haulan, or Chaulan, province of
the Hedjaz, i. 39. 69. 173.
province of E. Yemen, i.
See Havilah.
90. 172.
Sec Hawr and Leuke
Haura.

Hauran,

,

280.

lf)l.

Harmin river, i. Ixx. ii. 182.
Hasan or Hussan Ghorab.
See

ii.

9. 38. 40. 53.

247. ". 282. 284. 291.

his posterity,

xli.

i.

tribe,

:;<>'.

ii.

his pos;
settlements,

their

Hawr town and

and their settlements,

1

Ixx.

Ixvi.

i.

son of Keturah

Harb

i.

313. n.*.

tribe,

-

and

posterity,

scriptions.

specting,

son of C'ush

terity,

i.

147.
36. 81. n.
i.

of,

Havilah,

or

Haouran,

See Djedour.

i.

310.

town, i.
313.il.*.
Hereditary feuds of the Arabs,
i. 278. ; an indication of distinctness of race, ii. 128, 12<).
.SJ.6.

n.

ii.

.

Heteym

tribe,

i.

254.

HinijaptM-or Musnidcharacter, ii.
S
See Hamyaritic language.
Hims, ii. 220. See Pallon.
1

.

i

i

2
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(Po/.), i. 345.
See Djebel Hassane.
Hisn Ghorab, i. 229. n. ii. 82.
85. 184, 185. n. 193. n. *.
See Caua Ca353. n. 453.

Hippos mons.
ii.

126.

nim.
,

Inscriptions

at.

See In-

scriptions.

Hoddafa village,
Hodeida town, i.
Hodheyl,

Homar

i.

ii.

462.

liii.

77.

ii. 163.
Homerites, ii. 35. 41. 125. 163.
202. 273. 275. 324.
re, ancient custom of, with
gard to their kings, ii. 36l.

district,

390.
the patri, continuance of
archal faith among, ii. 392.
Honeekah town, ii. 313. n. *.
See Hanake.

Hor, Mount,

i.

347. 349.

Hormah, ii. 22.
Hormanus fluvius (PtoL),
ii.

i.

Ixx.

rab.

Huteima

219.
Ichthyophagi (Diod. Sic.}, ii.
132. n. f.
Idara, or Arre (PtoL), i. 276.
ii. 251.
See Deraie'.
Idicara (Ptol.), i. 263. 314. ii.
214.
See El Kader.
Idolatry of the Arabs in the age
of Jeremiah, i. 240. n.

Idoumah, i. 209. See Dumah.
Idumea, ii. 19- See Edom.

Husela, 1

Huaila,
Huala,

"

called

rah,"
ii.

variations of Havilah,
i.

Ixvii.

42.

132.

ii.

tribe,

lalamlam, Mount, i. Ixiii.
lambia, ii. 130. See Yembo.
See
lathrippa, i. 151. 266. n.
Medinah.
Ibl, i. 332.
Ibn Augdje tribe, ii. 52.
Ibn Esmeyr tribe, ii. 52.
Ibn Maan, ii. 323.
Ichara island (P/zw.), ii. 214.

182.

Horsburgh, Capt., ii. 208.
Horse, use of, by the Adites,
369.
Howd Ibn Zyad, i. 348.
Hovveytat tribe, i. 324.

See Hisn Gho-

Hussan Ghorab.

ii.

Idumeans

:

Mount

the

of Sa-

15. 18. 20.

command

their

of the

navigation of the Erythrean
Sea, ii. 31. ; their commerce
on the Persian Gulf, ii. 55. ;

mingled in territory and desigNabatheans,
ii. 56. n. t.
See Edomites and
nation with the
Saracens.

Huale,

lemima, Job's eldest daughter,

Hyela, J

Hud, or Heber, ii. 363. 373.
Hud- Jerah town, i. 1 26.

ii.

Huila, a variation of Havilah, i.
42.
Human sacrifices offered by the
tribe of Dumah, i. 280.

central province of Arabia,

Hummaree

mountains,

ii.

n. *.

Hurrab

272.

67.
,

lemama,

Ixvi. Ixviii.

or

ii.

Yemama,
67.

See

the
i.

Ye-

mama.
i. 70. 332.
ii.
See El Asyr and

Ilasaros (Strabo),

148. 300.
Elisari.

tribe,

ii.

313. n.

*.

Inapha town and

district (P<0/.),

INDEX,
i.

Ixvi. Ixx.

ii.

See Ha-

267.

Incense country, i. 135. 151.
177, 178. 258.

258.

ii.

trade,

26'1.

ii.

299.
36. n.

i.

113. 306. n. ii. 104. 172. n.
202. 29.5. n. 312. 314. 358.
Indigo
Inland

236. n.

ii.

Inscriptions,

Mukattab
i.

Sinai,

geo-

238.

ii.

of,

on

the

Djebel

in penins. of

el

Mount

229. "

on the rocks of Hisn Ghoviii.
i.
229- n. ii. 81.
186. n. 335. 340. 408. 447. ;

rab,

translation of, from the Arabic version preserved by Al

Kazwini, ii. 90. 100. 336.
340. 434. 44fi.
at

Mesenaat,

ii.

n.,

82. n.

448.
at

Nakab

al

Hajar,

i.

viii.

187. n. 194. 196.383.440.
found in the tomb of an
Hamyarite princess, ii. 100.
in an islet adjoining Sheck

ii.

Sure island,

ii.

227.

fifth

Ishbak,

(Ptol.),

i.

212. 248.
son of Keturah

and

;

their settle-

ments, i. 351.
Ishmael, settlements of, i. Ixv.
176.
Ishmaelites intermixed with the
Cushites throughout Bahrein,
193. ; distinctively so called,
205. ; sometimes confounded
with the Saracens, ii. 8. ;
mingled, both in territory and
in designation, with the .Mi-

i.

dianites, ii. 56. n. f ; their
unconquerable love of independence, i. 226. See Haga-

renes.
Isis,

island of,

ii.

Gebel
82. n.

119. 283. n.

ii.

Ismaela

district, i. 206.
Israelites. Expedition of the three

trans-Jordanic

tribes against
the Hagarites, i. 187. 308.
Istriana or Istriona (Ptol.), i.

298. ii. 216.
Isura island (Plin.), ii. 227Itamos portus (Ptol.), i. 313. ii.
215. See Kadema city.
Ithar or Thar (Ptol.), the modern Tarut,
Ituraea,

in the vicinity of the

Hummoom mountain,

ii.

i.

classical

[districts,

graphy

Oman

cultivation in

its

;

and Yemen,

loulisita;

his posterity,

n.

commerce with,

India,

or

lolisita?

65. 270.

ni tab.

323.

is:,

i.

Ixx. 298. 301.

i.

Ixxviii.

190. 310.

See

Djedour.
Ivory, trade in,

i.

334.

465.
at

Dhafar and Hoddafa, as
ii. 383.

reported by Xiebuhr,

462. 465.
Hamyaritic, dug up at
ii. 394. 443.
Insula Jerachseorum, i. 103. 116.
ii. 147.
See Serene.
Intermixture of dish and Ish,

Aden,

mael throughout Bahrein,
193.

i.

Jaalam, second son of Esau by

Aholibamah ; his posterity,
and their settlements, ii. 37.
47. 56.
Jactan,

i.

86. n.

Jalamlam mount,
Jarach, or Jare,
Jerah.

Jarad Afouin,
Guardafui.

i.

See Joktan.
56. 131.n.

ii.

1 1 6,

ii.

ii 3

117. See

171.

See

INDEX.
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town of

a

Javan,

Yemen,

i.

Job

city, ii. 266.
Jebb, Bishop, i. xxv.
Rev. John, ii. 338. 359.
See
Jebel Sub-h, i. 260. n.
Sobh mountain.

Jaw, or Jemama,
,

or Yemama, province,
103. ii.67. 112. See Karje.
city, ancient Jaw, ii. 266.

Jemima.

See Jemima.

Jerachaei of

of

Oman,

Yemen,

169.

i.

i.

258.

See

Beni Jerha.
Jerachseorum Insula (PtoL), i.
Ixix. n. *. 103. 116. ii. 14?.
See Serene.

Vicus (Ptol.), i. 104. 116.
See Djar.
121, 122. ii. 23?.
Jerah, fourth son of Joktan; his
posterity, and their settlements,
i.
Ixix. 90. 103. 108. 115.

120. 129.
Jerha, or Serha, modern Arabic
for Jerah, i. 11 6. 126.
Jerome, St.; his account of the
Ishmaelites in his day, i. 210.
See Geshur
Jeshurites, i. 309.

and Jetur.

,

58.

121. 124.
Jetur, tenth son of Ishmael

;

his

and their settlements,

189, 190.307.

Nephish, and Nodab (or

Kedemah), expedition against,
by the three trans- Jordanic
tribes of Israel,

i.

their settlements,
11

Vad

city of,

mountain

292. 354.

ii.

62.

See Djebel

of.

Ayub.
Jobab, king of Edom (Gen.
xxxvi. 33.), supposed to be
the same as Job, ii. 63.
son of Joktan ;
, youngest
his posterity,

ments,
173.

i.

and

their settle-

115. 127.

89, 90.

Jobabitse, or Jobaritae (Ptol.),

i.

173, 174. ii. 270.
Jokshan, second son of Keturah ;
his posterity,

ments,

Joktan

i.

and

their settle-

325.

his posterity,

;

settlements,
88. 90. n.

i.

and

their

Ixiv. 34. 77, 78.

Jorham, a popular mode of writing the
124.

name

of Jerah,

i. 133. 153.
Joseph's policy in Egypt,

i.

109.

in

ii.

95.

Josephus' account of the sons of
Ishmael, and their settlements,
i. 209. 211.
230. 266. 274.
285.
Jowaser tribe, ii. 225.
Jucara town, ii. 214.

187. 308.

Jeush, eldest son, byAholibamah,
of Esau ; his posterity, and

Jews of Sohar

ii.

,
,

i.

103.n.

ii.

i.

country of,
See Uz.

Jorhamites,

Jethro, father-in law of Moses,

posterity,

;

rection, i. xiv. ; his posterity,
and their settlements, ii. 5964. ; his daughters, ii. 67.

Jemama,
i.

and descent, ii. 58.
his belief in the Resur-

his era

:

63.

14-5.

ii.

83. 91.

Kabr Hud,

55.

Oman,

Kabatanum, or Katabanum,

called

Sarah," ii. 8. n. 27. n.
Jezerat Boo-Allee, i. 270.
Edom, ii. 48.

Kadara

i.

See Kahtan.
ii.

374.

city (Ptol.),

now Godo,

199. 264. ii. 222.
Kadarse (Ptol.), i. Ixxv.
i.

Agrsei.

See
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Kademah,
i.

of,

215.
,

gulf, city,

and

Katara, or Gatam, town,
43.
Katanii.
See Catanii.

district

190. 263. 313.

52.

ii.

See Kederaah.

river of,

Kadmas,

i.

ii.

209.

213.
See

Katanitffi (Ptol.},

Kede-

26'0.

ii.

138.

Kahtan Arabs, or Kahtanys,

i.

Katiff, or Chat,

Ixxvi. 34. 77, 78. 80. 82. 88.

of,

i.

Katura

See Kadraita?.
5.

1

Karje, or
vince,

ii.

252.

.

city

and pro103. 123.

264.;
240.

i.

See Jeniainu.
129.
Karn-al-Maghsal, ii. 225. 315.
:J1S. 833.
Siv Magusa.
Karn-al-Manxil, metropolis of

i.

ii.

his posterity,

Ixviii.

ments,

i.

and

their settle-

189. 190. 313.

ii.

72.

Kedeyre town.
Kelb Hauran,

()~.

na, i. 296. ii. 245. 306.
Kataha, or Katabana, i. Ixxx. 84.
350. ii. 1. >.>.
Katabania and Katabunum, i.
Ixxvi. 83. S<). 91. 115. 151.
ii. 154.259.
See Kahtan, and
Joktan.
Katabcni, i. Ixxvii. 83. 85. 87.
SeeBeni Kali}ll, 9'-'. 154.
tan, Kahtan, and Sheba son of
Joktan.

early idolatry,
their warlike character,
.251. 255. 260. 264. ii

Kedemah, twelfth son of Ishmael ;

i'

Kassanitae,

238

their

;

132. 136.

128. 133.
ii. 254. n. 255. 325.
Kaniata /'////.), ii. 252. n.
i.

also

i.

in
ascendancy of,
Northern Arabia, i. 22 1 ; their
national greatness, i. 238. 258.

n.

323.

Ixviii. Ixix.

the Aliiud,

See Katara.

city.

Kedarites,

Ixviii.

Kardj,

i.

ii.

Akdar,
262.
son of Ishmael ;
, second
his posterity, and their settlements, i. 109. 199. 204. 210.
234. 238. 242. See Harb.

126.

129. 173.

i.

198. 298.

Kazuan, ii. 67.
Kedar town (called
or El Khudher),

Kalathua (Ptol.), i. 49, 50.
Kane, ii. 190. See Caua Canim.
Kanraitaj (Arrian), i. 247. 26l.
Kariatain,

i.

214. 216.

91, 92. 110. 167. 258.
277. H. 155. 237. 239. 246.
See
249. 260. 262. 264.
Joktan.
9<>,

Kahtan, Sheihkdom

248.

See Kahtan.
Katara (Ptol.), or Katura, city,
i. Ixix. 319, 320. ii. 220.
222,
223.
Katarai (P/m.), i. 319, 320.

rnah.

Ixxv. 247.
See Kanraittr.

ii.

37.

80.

Ixxvii.

i.

83. 97. 101. 103. 123.

Kadrait, or Kanraitte (Arrian),
i.

ii.

i.

See Khedheyre.
284. n. J. 311.

See Aurana.
Kenaz, a son of Eliphaz, and
grandson of Esau; his posterity, and their settlements,
ii.

.SO.

32r 37. 43. 47.

Aenezes.
Kenezites (Gen. xv. 19.),

ii.

43.

44. n. t.
Kerdanitffi, or Kedranitse (SteI>hanu8 and Uranius), i. Ixxv.
See
244. 261. ii. 134. 139.

Kenites,

i

See

ii.

I

I

4
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Cedrei, Garbce, L/erbani,
darites,

Kerek

el

Ke-

Shobek,

19. n.
third
Job's

ii.

Keren-happuch,

daughter, ii. 6?.
See KarjY.
Kerje.
Kesem, or Hasuel, sea-port, ii,
165. 178.
Keturah, her posterity, and their
settlements, i. Ixv. 8. 231. 317.

Ketureans, the common matronymic of the descendants of

"

Keturah,

Key

of

ii.

7-

Yemen,"

81. 88.

ii.

157.
See '.Beni Khaled and
Khaled.
Havilah.
Khalt, or Huale, district, i. 43.
46. 51. ii. 221.
See Aval
and Havilah.
See Atta
town, ii. 221.
Vicus.
Khasab, near Cape Mussendomj
description of its inhabitants,
ii.

.

225. n.

Khau, i. 43. 46. See Havilah.
Khedheyre town, i. Iv. Ixxix.
234. 261.

127.
Kheyf, or Malai, i. 151.
Kholeys, principal station of the
Zebeyde tribe, ii. 132.
Kin town, ii. 242.
Kisssei, and Kissia (Pfo/.), ii. 67.
Kithebanitae (Ptol.}, i. Ixxvi.
Ixxx. 86, 87. 104. 129. ii.
See Geba260. 263, 264.
nitse,

tan.

355, 356.

i.

ii. 142. n.
f.
252. 256.
Kolleya, ii. 140.
Kora town, near the Euphrates,

tribe,

Kolakh,

ii.

ii.

57.

Korah, third son of Esau, by
Aholibamah ; his posterity, and
their settlements,

ii.

47. 55,

56.

a son of Eliphaz, and
,
grandson of Esau ; his posterity,

i.

316. See Beishe.
Kezia, Job's second daughter, ii.
67.
Khadera (Kedar), a branch of
the Sobh tribe, i. 26l. ii. 138.
Khalat-al-roba (Desertof Ahkaf),

ii.

Koa,

Kodad

&c.

and

their

settlements,

32. 37.
, town of the Djebel Shammar, ii. 57Koranitae (Ptol.\ ii. 57.
Koreysh tribe, i. 77- 134. n. 248.
ii.

257.

Korna town,

ii.

67.

Korodamum
promontorium
(Ptol), now Hadoram, i. 140.
142.
Kottabani (Pfo/.), i. 35. 83. 85.
See Beni
122. 167. ii. 237.
Kahtan, and Kahtan.

Koueit, or Grane Harb, i. 199.
263.
See Grane Harb.
Kuriat port, ii. 235.
Kurtaia (Steph. Byz.), ii. 235.
Kusma, city of the Djebel of

Yemen, i. 73.
Kuzma, town of Bahrein,

i.

52.

ii.

Beni Kahtan, and Kah-

La'atha,

i.

Ixxxi.

Labatanis insula (P/iw.), ii. 230.
Labecia town (P/w.), ii. 309.
See Beishe.
318. 321. 323.
Labris town (PtoL), i. Ixxxi. ii.

267.
Lachsa, province
Ixxxi.

52.

57.

of,

i.

xxxiii.

193. 200. n.

270.
Laekeni,

or

Laeceni

(P#o/.),

i.
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Ixxix. Ixxxi.

See Ke-

44.

ii.

naz, and Aenezes.

Leemus mons (Agatharch.),
See Sobh mountain.
131.

Lam

Kahtanys,

i.

ii.

i.

See

259-

Sobh.

Lar (Ptol.), Zar, or Zare,
i. 104.
122. n. ii. 23?.

river,

See

Zar.

description of

its

inhabitants, ii. 226. n.
Larendani, or Garendani (Plin.),
i.

130. 132.

Lathrippa, i. Ixxxi.
Leanites sinus (Ptol.),
Leanitte (Ptol.), i. 52.

48.

ii.

374.
230.

155.

1

i.

ii.

85. n.

Audia (Ptol.), now
Eldii or EJdji, town of Mount

Ludia, or

Hor, i. 350.
Luina city (Ptol.), near the Euphrates, i. 335.
in Yemen, i. 336.

Lye,

.

or Gebir,

Kome

(Strabo and Arr.),
i. 220. 233. 247. ii. 280. 282.
See Hawr, or Haura.
Leummim, descendants of Dedan,

grandson of Keturah,
335.

i.

330.

Maadan

Belad, ii. 445.
Leyth, ii. 130. 133. 330.
Lhud, son of Shem, ii. 39. n. fLibanotophorus (Ptol.), i. 37.
ii. 182.
al

Lima, mountains

of,

i.

36.

225. n.
Limah, near cape Mussendom,
226. n.
Littus
.Hi. n.

Hammaeum
37,

38.

(Plin.),
63. 168.

ii.

ii.

174.

Nokra, i. 336.
i. 336. 338.
Mac* (Ptol.), ii. 225.
Maccala (Ptol.), i. Ixx. ii. 192.
al

Maadeni

tribe,

See Maculla.
el anes

387.

district,

Machorbffi port (Plin.),

Macoraba
Mekka.
Maculla,
i.

i.

(Ptol.),

Ixx.

i.

ii.

its

227.
See

ii.

265.
183.

192.;

inhabitants,

28. n.

Madan,
i.

ii.

n.

description of

Leupas portus (Plin.), ii. 230.
Ley den MS. of the Kitab atsar

i.

252. 256.

ii.

Macharab

334.

229.

Nikkum mountains,

Lokman,
Lua port,
Lud,

liii.

i.

or

Lus Kebir,
i.

ii. 215.
Lechieni (Plin.), ii. 142. n. t.
See Leyth.
Leith.
Lemlum marshes, i. 21 1 n. 236.
Letushim, descendants of Dedan,
grandson of Keturah, i. 330.

Leuko

Lokkum,
i.

Mal-Angitse.

;

Sobh.

Loheia town,

118. 123. See

Lamlam mountain,

Larek island

Loemus, or Chabineus mons, i.
See Lamlam and
Ixiii. 259.

village,

on the Euphrates,

338.

Arabs, of the Euphrates,
338.
(now Hedjer), town on the
Arabian Gulf, i. 337. 346.
Madasara (Ptot),i. 68. ii. 2(>4.
See Wady Dowaser.
i.

Maddar

tribe,

i.

Ixvi.

ii.

267-

See Rhadmnei.
i.

ii.

Madeha, bay of, ii. 229.
Madiama, or Modi am a (Ptol.),
i. 337.
See Madan.
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See Micity, ii. 116.
dian and Modiana.
Mael, i. 150. 152. See Abimael

Madian

and Mali.

Maepha metropolis (PtoL),

ii.

165. 193. 272.
Magas, i. Ixx. 298. 301. ii. 215.
Magee, Archbishop., i. xxv. ii. 58.
Magi, i. 301. 305, 306. 321.

327.
ii. 160.
Sinus (PtoL), i. Ixx.
298. 306. ii. 215. See Magas.
See Magusa.
Magulaba.

Littus (PtoL),

Magnum

Magorum

Magusa town
laba

(Plin.), or

Magu-

309.

ii.

(PtoL),

315.

322.

Maham,

63. 168.

i.

Mahomet, i. 248.
Mahrah, in the
Sinai,

ii.

228. See

ii.

.peninsula

of

11 6.

El

Kheyf town,

i.

Mal-Angitse (PtoL), i. 1 18. 123.
See Beni-Lam, and Lam Khatanys.

Mali

(Theophrast.), i. Ixxviii.
151.
Malichse (PtoL), i. 151.

Malotha (Strabo),

327. 329.
323.
Manasseh, Reuben, and Gad, ex-

Manambris

ii.

(Ptol.),

ii.

pedition of, against the

187- 308.
Manitee (PtoL), i. 109.
Mankat, ii. 464.
garites,

Ha-

i. 272. n.
Maraba, or Baraba, metropolis
See
(PtoL), i. 135. ii. 256,
Taraba.
Maranitse of the Persian Gulf
(Plin.), i. 64. 75. ii. 226.
See Rhamanitae and Raamah.
of the Elanitic Gulf (Strabo
sndDiod. Sic,), i. 75. ii. 21 6.

Mapsa town,

Marata, or Marah, city of Mount
Zames(PfoZ.),i. 65. 100. 300.
ii. 250. 313. n. *.
See Raa-

ii.

249.

cus, metropolis (Ptol.),ii.

Merbat,
67.

i.

ii.

202.

ii.

or

Morebat,

180.
See Mareb of

Yemen.
Marcian's delineation of the positions of the Saracens, ii. 23,
24. 30.

Mareb, or Mariaba etymology
of the name, i. 52. ii. 311.
:

Saba, Sabas, or Sabatha,
,
metropolis of the Sabean ( Joktanite) kingdom of Yemen,

and afterwards of the Homeri. 52. 57- 82.
90. 105.
155. ii. 36. 81. 106. 165.
202. 273, 274. 278. 465.
See Sabatha.
of the Calingii or
, capital

ites,

Beni Khaled

in Bahrein, i. 52.
309. 311. 314. 323.
Mariaba or Maribba Baramala-

cum
266,

city.

Marbat,
town,

195.

i.

Maocosmus, Maoscopus, or Nas267.

165. 272.

Marbe,

province of Southern Arabia, i. 66. 68.
Makar Efa, i. 343. 345, 346.
See Maculla.
Makullah.
,

Malai, or
151.

ii.

Maphoritse (PtoL), ii. 272.
Maps of the ancient geographers,
See Mercator.
imperfect, i. 1.

mah

Hammseum.

Littus

See Maocosmus.
Maphar, or Mapharitis (PtoL),

Maoscopus.

raba,

ii.

modern Ta-

(Plin.), the
i.

135.

ii.

43. 47. 256.

Marimatha province (PtoL),
67.

See

Mahrah

province.

i.
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Maritlue monies (PtoL),

265.

ii.

268.

;

Marmatha

Marina

or

(P/o/.),

180.

ii.

(Plin.),

Sabbia, or
Sabe, capital of the Khamanite Sabeans of N. Yemen,

Marsyaba (Strabo),

ii. 279- 281.
Ixvii. 68, 69.
298. 322. 826.
Marteni (1'tol.), ii. 237.
Masa.'i (Plin.}, i. 285.
Massemanes, i. Ixxx. 98. 100.
See
!<)(>'.
198. 275. ii. 246.
Beni Samman.
Masani (Ptol.), i. 285. ii. 238.
Mascalat, i. Ixx. ii. 223.
i.

or

Masma,
I

si

i

marl

fifth

Mishma,
his

;

196.

son of

posterity,

and

Ixxx. 98,
See Masa-

their settlements,

99.

Medan, or Madan, third son of
his posterity, and
Keturah

i.

274.

manes.

Masma

i.

(Jcttpktui)3

Masoraport,

i.

141.

Mekka,

,

or Moi. >ur river,

ii.

and

and

ments, i. ^"<>1.
Masseira island,
See Mazeira.

prevalent

280. n. *.
, balsam

,iitic

;

287.
180. n. t.

','84.

i,

(/Vo/.),

204. 285.

J72.

ii.

193. 272. n.

Mayokee, inscriptions
cinity of,

8~.

ii.

Mazeira island,
181. 234. n.

Mecharab,

i.

coraba, and

i. 77.
38, 49.

diseases at,

ii.

152. ii. 137.
ii. 163.
See
Melanorus, and Black Moun-

Mela mons

of,

i.

(Ptol.),

tain.

Melanes

Asaborum

Monies

(Ptol.),

225.

ii.

See Black

159.

ii.

i.

i.

208.

5.

See Mareb.
Meran, i. 303. See Muranimal,
and Borani.

Merbat.
See Marbat.
Mercator's errors, i. ]. ii. 156.
160. 179.
Mesanites sinus (P*o/.), or Phrat
Misan, ii. 55. 214.

Mesha mount,

i. 65. 93. 95. 97.
See Zames.
Mesenaat, ii. 82. n. 448. 456.
Meteyr tribe, i. 81. 109. 254.
258. 277- ". 246. 248, 249.

99-

Masthala (/Vo/.), i. Ixx. ii. 223.
Masuinah, or Masma, city, i. 100.
See Sumama.
village,

ii.

Merab.

230.

their settle-

ii.

i.

territory,

265.

153.

Memphis,

i. 77.
Massa, seventh son of Ishmael

his posterity,

district,

146. 255.

ii.

city

124.
330.

and

town

Mrklna,

Melo, the historian,

274-.

Masoudi, quoted by Burckhardt,

Mayfah

77. 151. ii. 38. 129.
See lathrippa.

Medina,

Ixvii.

See

Mountain.

182. 235.

ii.

336.

i.

Medayen, i. 338. ii. 125.
Madan, and Hedjer.

Melanoros,

Masumah.

See

city.

Musmaos

their settlements,

tfitt

Mekka.

168.
Sir

-

villa

170.

Mezeyne

77. 109.

M

249.
Mexraim,

n.

ii.

313. n.*.

Methath, or Methah
ii. 184. 189.

in the vi-

...

tribe,

i.

Sr

i.

5.

Memphis.

(Ptol.),
ii.
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Miba town
i.

now Niab,

(Ptol.),

204. 274.

Modiana
i.

(Ptol.), or Midian, city,

323. 337.

ii.

116.

Mibsam, fourth son of Ishmael ;
his posterity, and their set-

Mohareb, son of Koreish, founder

204. 272.

201. n. 387.
Moiesur river. See Masora.
Moilah or Moeyleh city, i. 324.
ii, 118.
283. 289.; temple

tlements,

Ixxx.

i.

287.
Midian, fourth son of Keturah

and

his posterity,

;

their settle-

ments, i. 321 337, 338. ; the
ascendant tribe among the
posterity of Keturah, i. 322.
.

338.

16.

ii.

land of, &c., i. Ixv. 12.
,
206. 322. 341. 343.
,
city of, &c., i. 12. 323.
337. ii. 116.
Midianites, i. 181. 205. 349.
,

name

a

to

ture,

applied, in Scripthe Abrahamic

all

i. 339- 345.
mingled, in territory and
designation, with the Ishmaelites, ii 56. n. f.

tribes in Arabia,

Migration of the Arabs to Africa,
to Persia, i. 150. n.
i. 148.;
Migratory habits of the Arabs^
generally, i. 24. n. 191.
Mina, valley of, i. 133, 134.
Minaei (Ptol. and Plin.), the
tribe of

Burckhardt, i.
113. 128.
132. 154. 222. 258. ii. 74.
146. 179- 251. 254. 324.

Ateybe

xxxvii.

Minna,

i.

Minos,

ii.

Mishma.

Ixviii.

liii.

of

Nakab el Hajar,

at, ii.

ii.

194. n.f.

118.; mountain,

ii.

Mokhowa, ii. 329. n.t.
Moon, mountains of, ii. l6l.
179Moosa,
Mootair

313. n.*.

ii.

tribe,

73.

313. n.

ii.

172. 174.
230. n. 233.
167.

ii.

178.

164.
224.

283.

ii.

189. 191.
313. n. *.

ii.

Munfooah,

*.

191. 31 6.
See Moilah.

i.

tribe,

Mowilahh,

See

Mar bat.

Moscha portus (PtoL),

Mughda,

1

275.

ii.

Meteyr.
Mooznib town,
See
Morebat.

Mowaly

123.

ii.

Munichiatis (Ptol), or desert of
Tyh, i. 180. ii. 11 6. 243.

Muranimal
town,
311.

Musa

i.

or Borani,
195. 302, 303. ii.
(Plin.),

the

(Arrian),

Moosa, ii. 275.
Muscat, i. 36. n.
224. 231.

ii.

modern
168. 173.

17. n.

Musnid, or Himjaritic character,

74.
See

Mussendom Cape,

i. viii.

Masma.

ii.

81.
ii.

224, 225.

Misroo tribe, ii. 313. n. *.
Mizi tribe (Plin.), ii. 235,

Muza, a port of the Joktanite

Mizzah, fourth son of Reuel, son
of Esau ; his posterity, and

Myos Hormus,

their settlements,

Mocha,

ii.

ii.

50. 54.

145.

Mocoritae (Ptol.), i. xli. n. Ixvii.
ii. 145, 146. 255.

Sabeans,

i.

93.

272.
281, 282. n.

ii.

ii.

286. n. 289.
ii. 230.
Myrrhifera regio interior, i. 153.
ii. 251.
Mysecros flumen (Plin.), ii. 230.

Myrrha Sembracena,
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Nabat, tribe

i.

of,

236.; See Na-

batheans.

See
(Plin.), ii. 243.
Nabatheans.
Nabatene or Nabathene, i. 209.

Nabattei

211.230.232. 235.245.
Nabatheans, i- 193. 212. 262.
300. ii. 141. 243. 263. 284. n.
305. n.
314. (see Nebai.

oth)

their

;

and pur-

habits

212. 224.

i. xli. n. 250. 253.
257. n. 25f). 282. 314. ii.
130. 133. 135.
Names: resemblance or identity of
names of distinct places, a frequent cause of confusion, i. lii.

racteristic,

Names, of

localities in Arabia,
very generally derived from
the inhabitants, i. 85. 100.
124. 203. 273. n. 313. 342.

po-

346.

ascendancy in Northern
Arabia, i. 221. 230. 233.;
their commercial
wealth, i.
222. 225. ; their warlike habits, i. 223. ; their laws and
customs, i. 224. ; their love
of independence, i. 225. ; their

Names,
same

i.

suits,

;

their

litical

i.

language,

Ixxviii.

between

link

Edomites,

ii.

them

229- n.

;

and the

4. n. 56. n. t.

Nabatheorum Paludes, i. 211.n.
Nabt or Nabte, i. 234. 246. ii.
ii.
i.

222.

ii.

Nedj-

ii.

50. 52.

229.

Hajar, i. 160. n.
194. 388. 391.
Nakhil Homar, ii. 36.

187.

al

ii.

82.

n.

Nakil Sumara mountain, i. 94. n.
Name of dominant tribe commonly extended to all the
other associated tribes in Arabian confederacies, i.221. 233.

Names

i.

xl. n.

1

names

of

34. 250.

ii.

131. 138. 142. 147. 153. 212.

239- 247.

Names

:

names

recurrence of the same
in the founders of dis-

tinct races,

Napateei

or

233. 235.

i.

liv. 9-

Apatsei
ii.

(Ptol.),

i.

129.

and

their settlements,

i.

189.

312.

their settlements,

Nakab

tribes,

territorial

;

Ixxvi. n. t. See

Nagia, or Nagiah city, i. Ixx.
131. ii. 259. 264.
Nahath, eldest son of Reuel, son
of Esau ; his posterity, and

Nahel,

262.

ii.
:

Naphish, or Nephish, eleventh
son of Ishmael
his posterity,

li9,

Nachat,
Nagara,
ram.

250.

Names

11. 273.

ii.

plurality of, usual for the
tribe in Arabia, i. xli. n.

of tribes frequently derived from some national cha-

Nascus (Ptol.), ii. 267See
Maocosmus.
Naumachsei (Plin.), ii. 225.
Naumachffiorum Promontorium
(Plin.), ii. 224.
Nebaioth, eldest son of Ishmael;
his posterity,

and

their settle-

ments, i.209. 211.
batheans.
,

little

See Na-

family of, comparatively
noticed in Scripture, i.

238.

Nebi Ayub town,
Nedjd province,
80,
ii.

ii.

66. 239.

xxxiii. 31.
111. 242. 277- 296.
45. 112. 306.

81.

i.
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ii. 254.
Nedjran, i. Ixxvii. n. 69. 202.
ii. 307. 315. 320. 323.
Negra town (Plin.), ii. 309.
See Nedjran.
316. 323.
"
Negroland of the Arabs," ii.
157.

Nedjd town, near Mekka,

Neogeialla navale ( Ptol. ),
See Naphish.

ii.

1

81

.

Nephish.

Kome (Strabo), i. 220.
281. 290. 293. 327. 331.
See Yembo.
Nesca town (Strabo and Plin.),
ii. 309. 319. 323.
See Asca
ii.

(Ptol).

Nessa town (Plin.), ii. 267- n.
Niab town (anciently Miba), i.
204. 274.
Niebuhr's expedition to Arabia,
xxxi. n. xxxii.

;

his

state-

ment respecting the Cushite
settlements in Yemen, i. 18.n.;
his statement of the existence

of Hamyaritic inscriptions in
Southern Arabia, ii. 384. 462

Nikkum

or

Lokkum

i. 155.
Nocheti (Plin.),

ii.

mountains,

221.

Nodab, another name for KedeSee Kemah, i. 189. 314.
demah.
Nomenclature of Arabian localities generally derived from the
names of the tribes inhabiting
See Names.
them.
North, Arab tribes of, have no
fixed boundaries,
i. 21. n. ;

Nova'iri,

i.

347.

his account

of the discovery, and his translation, of the Hisn Ghorab

336.
340.
[For Novairi, read Al
Kazwini.]

inscription,

ii.

86.

89.

389.

ii.

394.

Nunnation of words, in Arabic,
i.

47. 89. 118. 126. 288.

Oaditae (Ptol.),
See Ad tribe.

32. 374. n.

ii.

Obal, eighth son of Joktan
posterity,

Nera

i.

Nowas, son of Mohareb,

i.

his

;

and their settlements,

148.

Obodas, king of the Nabatheans,
and ally of the Romans under
^Elius Gallus, i. 231. n.*. ii.
245. 280. 294. 306.
Obri (Wellsted), i. 172. n.
Ocean, comparison of, with the
desert, i. 47. n.
Ocelis (Ptol), Ocila (Plin.), or
ol Cella, i. Ixxxi. 144. ii. 148.

Odaib town, i. 299. " 64. 239.
See Dinhabah and Thauba.
Ofor or Ofir, city and district of,
i.

See Ophir.
181. 234. n.

167. 171.

Ogyris

island,

ii.

See Sarapis.
ii. 247. n.
313. n.*.
Okman tribe, ii. 152.
Ol Cella. See Ocelis.

Oineeah,

ii. 243.
Sarah well, ii. 19. n.
Oman, province of, i. xxxiii. 38.
63. 86. n. 137. ii. 173. 180.
n.f 234. n. ; fertility of its

Om-el-Gemal,

Om

mountain

i.

district,

17

.

n.

;

its coast

mountainous, i. 169. ;
scarcity of sea-ports in, ii. 231.
233. n.
river,

See

229.

Omana,

37, 38. 63.

ii.

Ammon.

167. 172. 180. n.f.

ii.

Omanitae

i.

(Ptol.),

i.

Ixvii.

ii.

(Ptol.),

ii.

180. n.f. 270.

Omanum emporium
180. n.|.

See Omana.
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Omar, second son of Klipha/, son
of Esau ; his posterity, and
their settlements,

32. 34.

ii.

Omera, town of Hadramaut,

of, usually called
ii.

island (Plin.),

ii.

Omra town

(the Ezion Geber of
Scripture), ii. 11 6.

Omran

See Beni Omran.

tribe.

Onchobricse (P/in.), ii. 22?.
Ophir, eleventh son of Joktan

and

his posterity,

;

their settle-

160.

See Ophir.

237.

ii.

Camelorum

Oppidum

243.
Orcheni (Ptol.),

(P/in.),

i.

ii.

writers,

238.
character

of,

22.

Orneon

island (Arrian),

ii.

184.

188.

ii.

256.

Ossoma town,

Owf

tribe,

3 1 6.

i.

ii.

256.

2.59.

ii.

See Aenezes, Mowaly,
of
Scripture

Peloponnesians

national

their

;

relationship with the descendants of Abraham, i. xxxvi. ii.

76.

Peloponnesus, colonization of,
from Arabia, ii. 73, 74, 75.
Peluche or Pheleche island, ii.

213, 214.

i. 31.
Persian Magi, religion

Petra,

i.

city,
ii.

i. 301.
218. n.

259.
See Arabia Pe-

trtea.

Pharan

ci vitas
i.

344.

(Ptol.),
ii.

modern

11 6.

promontorium
dern Ras
ii. 116.

139.

of,

212. n.

Petraea Arabia.

Tor,

See Uzal.

Ozal.

i.

221.

Orsa mons (Plin.), ii. 228.
Osjan, i. 130. ii. 237. SeeDjar.
Ossama, a branch of the Ateybe
tribe,

Pasture, contentions for right of,

Persarum emporium, ii. 276.
Persian Gulf, Arabs of, described,

ii.

Oriental

the

84. n.

1

i.

Israelites,

160.

ii.

Red Sea by

and Passages
(1 Chron. v.).

ments, i. 161. 165. ii. 237.
See Ofor.
naval expedition to pro,
vince of, sent by Solomon, i.

Ophor,

littus (Ptol.),

Passage of the

227.

their pa-

by

205.

i.

tronymic,

Parvum

36. 163.

Omoenus

Paran, wilderness of, i. 179. 205.
344. ; Ishmaelite inhabitants

(Ptol.),

Mohammed,

i.

mo344.

i. 344. ii. 116'.
See Peluche.
ii. 153.
Now

Pharanita? (Ptol),

Palheiros

mountains,
235, 236.
Palindromes, ii. 148.
(.1-

ii.

182.

Phoda
See Bab-

Man deb.
by

officers of,

82. 85. 185. n. 194.
Pallon town (Plin.), i. 195.

272.

ii.

(Plii,.).

Soda.
Phoenicians,

Palinurus, discovery of ruins and
inscriptions

Pheleche island.

220.

ii.

If)?.

See Bilbana.

Palmyra, i. (i.
Paludes Nabathworum,

ii.

Phrat Misan,
Phud, i. 185.

72.
55. 214.

ii.

n.

Physical peculiarities of the descendants of Cush, and of his

grandson Sheba,
Piracies of the

i.

21

1

.

n

.

tribes,

i.

260.

i.

26. 44. n.f.

Sobh and
n.

ii.

139.

Owf
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Piracies of the

sian

Gulf,

made

Arabs of the Perii. 224,
i. 264.

225.
Piracies of the Beni Boo-Allee
tribe, i. 269. ii. 236.
Pison river, i. 40. 195. ii. 311.
Pliny's topography of the coast
of the Persian Gulf and Oman,
ii. 208.
contrasted with
, his mode,
Ptolemy's, of treating the geography of the interior of Arabia, ii. 242.
Points, use of, in Arabic, i. Ixx.
n.*. 46. 91. 112.

Hamyaritic language, ii. 343.
Policy of Pharaoh, and his min-

1

his geography,
See Mercator.

for

ii.

Ptolemy, his method, contrasted
with Pliny's, of describing the
inland districts of Arabia, ii.
242.
,

his omissions,

Pudni, or Gonfode,

"

Queen of

i. lii.

and

i.

158.

238.

ii.

Raamah, son of Gush

his pos-

;

their

settlements,
56. 59, 60. 74, 75.
or Ramah, city of Mount

terity,
i.

148.

ii.

the South,"

Raabeni (Ptol.),

the

in

82.

Zames, i. 65. 100. 300. ii.
226. 245. 250. 313. n.*. See
Marata.
city on the Persian Gulf, i.

Joseph, in the seven years
of famine, ii. 103.
of the Romans, with a view
to the extension of their com-

Rabegh, Rabuc or Arbuc,

merce, ii. 104.
of Syllfeus,

Race, difference of, indicated by
constant state of hostility be-

ister

ii.

312314.

Portuguese discoveries and conquests

;

their

influence

,on

Arabian commerce, i. 114.
Prideaux's notice of the adherence of the Arabs to ancient
names, i. 5.
Prion (Pfo/.), or Prin, river, i.
lii. ii. 133. n. 165. 204, 205.
Prionotus Mons (PfoZ.), ii. 204,
205.
Prum, or Broom, ii. 205.
Pteros insula (P/in.),

i.

Ixx.

ii.

230.
Ptolemy, his division and topography of Arabia, ii. 110.
113.
,

his fidelity as a geographer,

ii 113. 156. 191.233.
See Geographers.
of the maps
, incorrectness

i.xlvii.

tween

tribes,

ii.

Rhums.

See

38. 62. 72. 74.

i.

Ixxiv.

128, 129.n.*.

Rama, a district in the Djebel of
Yemen, i. 73.
Ramah city. See Raamah.
Ranye town, ii. 262, 263.
Ras al Char, i. 48. ii. 214, 215.
Ras al Hhad, i. Ixxix. 141. ii.
166. 172. n. 224. 234.

See

Hadoram promontory.
Ras al Sair, i. 144. ii. 177, 178.
Ras Assere, i. 334.
Ras Bad, ii. 142. n. f.
Ras Baughat-Shaw, inscriptions
in the vicinity of,

Ras
Ras
Ras
Ras
Ras

ii.

82. n.

270.
Broom, ii. 204.
Edom, i. 343. ii. 37. 48.
Bod-Allee,

el

Kora,
Hamier,

Hamirei.

ii.
i.

i.

57
67.

ii.

179-

See

4D7
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Ras Mohammed, i. 344. ii. 110.
Rass or Rus town, ii. 313. n.*.

Rhamanitae of the Persian Gulf
(P/in.), i. 62. ii. 226.

30. 46. n. 50,
See Reuel, son of

of Yemen (Strabo), i. Ixvii.
68, 69, 70. ii. 148.
Rhathini (PtoL), ii. 272.

Raualla tribe,
.5
. 53. 56.
Esau.

ii.

1

Rechabites, i. 224. n.
Recurrence of the same names,
in
the founders of several
races, a frequent cause of obi.

scurity,

Red

f).

Sea, passage of,

or

Regama

223. See

by the Is-

184. n.

i.

raelites,

lon,

i.

Regma (Pto/.), ii.
Raamah and Rhums.

352.
Attene (P/m.),

i.

217,

ii.

Rhums

Roba

Rehalat, a branch of the Sobh

llodda,

of

Religion
i.

26 1.

i.

Persian

Magi,

See Magi.

SOI.

Rennell, Major ; his estimation
of the ancient geographers,
i.

xlvii.

ii.

113.

Arabs,

i.

See In-

xii.

Rhephidim, ii. 22.
Reuben, Gad, and

Manasseh,

expedition of, against the Iugarites, i. 18?. 308.
Reuel, second son of Esau ; his
I

ii.

Khaly
i.

194.

i.

desert,

i. Ii.

n.

n.

Ixx.
professor,

i.

ix.

xx.

98. n. 335. 339. n. 34(>.
371. n.*. 428. n.
Roman invasion of Arabia under
See JElius
.ffilius
Callus.
ii.

Romanorum emporium,

ii.

275.

See Aden.

Romans, policy

of,

with a view

com-

merce, ii. 104.
Rouine town, i. Ixiii.
Rumms city. See Rhums and
Raamah on the Persian Gulf.
Rus or Rass town, ii. 313. n.*.

Saab or Zab

Reyda town, i. 325. 333.
Rhabana regia (Pto/.), ii. 237.
Rhabanitae (Pfo/.), i. 68.
Rhamanitffi of Yemen.

(P/m.),

Ixvi. n.t.

ii.

Rhadamanthus,

VOL.

subterraneous,
el

and their settlements,

30. 45. 46. n. 50. 55.

Rhadamjei

,

to the extension of their

scriptions.

posterity,

Rumms, i. 62. ii. 223.
Raamah on the

See

Callus.

Resurrection, doctrine of, an article of faith among the ancient

or

lloediger,

the

Ixiii.

Persian Gulf.
Rice cultivated in Hadramaut,
in the time of the Adites,
ii. 357, 358.
Rivers of Arabia, i. Ixxiv. n. *.

218.221.
Regma. See Raamah and Rhums.
tribe,

i.

Ixx.

Rhegama, Rhegma, or Regma.
See Raamah.
Rhinnea island (P/m.), ii. 27.
227.

Reginald, or Arnald, of Chatil-

Regio

Rhaunati pagus (Ptol.),

Rheda,

II.

i.

74.267.
ii.

74.

See

xxxvii.

tribe, i. 58.
See Mareb.
See Sabeans.
Sabaei.
Sabas (Agatharch.). See Marcb.
Sabata, or Zabida, a port of
Yemen, i. 57.
Sabatha metropolis (Ptol. and
See Mareb.
Arr.).

Saba.

K K
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Sabatica regio, i. 58.
Sabber, mount, i. 105. 175.
See Sepbar.
154. 272.

Sabbia, village of the Djebel of
Yemen, i. 73.
or Sabe, capital of the
,

Rhamanite Sabeans of N. Yemen. See Marsyaba.
Sabe (PtoL), city near the Euphrates, i. 24. 326, 327See Sumiscasac.
6l.

Sabe regia,

i.

143.

ii.

See Sanaa.

Sabeans, distinct tribes of, and
of various origin, found in different parts of Arabia, i. 10.

Sachalitae (PtoL), i.174.

Sachalites sinus (Ptol.
ii.

(Cushites), ii.
See Seba, son of Cush.

Sada,

ii.

Safra,

i.

Sahar or Seger bay,
174. 176.

Cushites), i. Ixvii. ii. 26l.
of the Euphrates (Ketu328. 341.
rites), i. 25. 326.

61.

Sabee, a town and district near

226.
See Asabi and Sa-

Cape Mussendom,
i.

36.

ii,

Oman.

Sabie, district of N.
habited by the

Sabeans,
70. 90.

i.

Yemen, inRhamanite

Ixvii. 34.

and

169. 173,

Saiak or Sekiale town,
ii.

ii.

68, 69,

Cush

their

;

his

settle-

ments, i. 57.
or Saphtha, city on the
,
Persian Gulf, i. 57.
Sabtecha, fifth son of Cush ; his

Ixxxi.

i.

242.

Arabian Gulf, ii.
286.
S. Antoine Cape (D'Anvitte), ii.
163.
Salamii (Steph. Byz.), ii. 262.
i.

(Ptol.),

258. 277-

ii

Sheleph.
Salemia, i. Ixx.
Salma, ii. 251.

109.

H2.

249.

Salaph, Saleph, or
ii.

See

Saleth.

251.

Salsum flumen (Plin), ii. 212.
Saludo island, ii. 119. 283. n.

Saman town,
Sambracate
230.

i.

276.

insula

Sameni (Steph.

(Plin.),

JByz.),

i.

ii.

Ixx.

See Beni Shaman.
Ixx. 101.
See Beni

Ixxx. 276.

Samman,

Sabtah, third son of
posterity,

ii.

Sahaun territory, i. xxxiii.
Sahhan tribe, ii. 52.
Saiace town (Plin.), i. Ixxxi.

Salapeni

of E. Hedjaz (Rhamanite

beans of

180.

144.
260. n.

324.

Sabi,

ii.

and Arr.),

169. 174, 175. 180. 193.

Sailors of the

ii.

settle-

n.t

of N. Yemen (Rhamanite
Cushites), i. 34. 68. 70. ii. 299.
of S. Yemen (Joktanites),
151. 154. 165.
i. 82. 90. n.
202. ii. 35. 38. 273. 275.

355.

their

ments, i. 58.
Saccea district, i. 326.
Sacer sinus (Ptol.), ii. 213.

241.

24, 25. 34.
of Oman

230.

and

posterity,
ii.

i.

Shaman.

Sammei

(Plin.), i. Ixxx. 204.
273. 287. See Mibsam.
Sanaa city (anciently Uzal), i.
xxxii. n. *. 105. 143. 155. n.
ii. 35. 38. 49. 81. 145. 465.
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Sancan

river,

ii.

300. 318. 320.

329.
town, ii. 319. 323.
Saoud, Wahaby chief, i. 260. n.
H. 128. 138.

Saphar metropolis (Ptol.),
105. 127.

n. 154. 166.

i.

94.

273,

274.
Sapharit* (Ptol), i. 94. 105.
175. ii. 154. 272.
Saphtha, or Sabtah, city, on the
Persian Gulf, i. 57, 58.
Saraca, town of Yemen (Ptol.),

now Ayal Sorah, i. Ixvii.
9, 10, 11. 27. 153. 271.

ii.

1

0.

2,

1 3. 26. 34. 37. 43. 1 53.
See Al Saruat and Sa-

racens.

Sarmoth,

LXX. mode

Hazarmath

or

i.

Sesippi portus, ii. 153.
Sata (Ptol.), ii. 223.

Saud or Hagar, a town of the
Djebel of Yemen,!. 203. ii.272.
Sava

city,

ii. 1

66.

Sbica, or Sbica

Shamary, town,

242.

ii.

Scantate town (Plin.),
Scenitffi (Ptol.),

ii.

of writing

Hadramaut,

112.

of N. Arabia, adjoining the

Nabatheans (Steph. Byz.)>

1

271.

Sabsei of

ii.

241.

240.

ii.

Oman

(Plin.),

ii.

230.

11, IS, 14. 28.
Saracena, region (Ptol.), ii. 13.
15. 17- 19, 20. 22. 30.
Saraceni (Ptol.), or Zamareni

Schultens,

(Plin.), ii. 241. See Saracens.
Saracens, i. 210. 296. ii. 8. 23.
termed Amalekites by the

Sciorm, mountains of, i. 37.
Scripture. See Passages of Scripture, at the end of this Index.
Seba, eldest son of Cush ; his

Greeks, in the age of Mahoii. 16. 26.
, origin of the name, ii. 7.
9- 26.

met,

Sarah, blessing pronounced upon,
1. 6.

ii.
,

her

name used

as the

com-

mon appellative of her descendants in Arabia, ii. 7, 8.
See Saracens.
29.
"

,

country of,"

ii.

15. 17.

35.
,

" mount

of,"ii. 15. 18. 20.

Sarapis, Serapis, Ogyris, or Mazeira, island, ii. 1 68. 170. 181.

234.

n.

i. 120, 121. ii. 222,
See Zar and Sercha.
Sarech, ii. 10. See Saraca.
Saritie (Ptol.), i. Ixvii. 285. ii.

Sarcoa, city,

223.

Albert,

his

transla-

of Hadramutic inscriptions, i. x. xix. ii. 85. 89.
345. 434. 445. 447.
tion

and their settlements,
24. 26. 32. 63. ; physical
peculiarities of his race, i. 26.
a powerful king, formerly
posterity,

i.

dom

of

Sabi,

and Asabi.

Oman,

i.

32.

See

Sebaim, the descendants of Seba.
See Seba.
See Sabata.
Sebid, or Zebid.
Sebounta, or Esbuta (Ptol.), i.
352.
See Shpbak.
el Kora, ii. 57.
Secunundus, ii. 292. n.

Sebyl

See Sercha.

Seer.

Seetzen's researches after inscriptions in Yemen, ii. 464.

Seger town,
,

ii.

180.

or Sahar, bay,

176. 193. n.f.

K K 2

ii.

169. 173.
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Seger, orSheher, coast and

moun-

113. 135,
136. ii. 169. n. t.*174. 179Seir, mount, i. 280. 354. ii. 6.
19. n. 34k 37. (see Jdumea,
tain district,

and Edom)

Ixiii.

i.

its

;

fertility,

ii.

6. n.

Sekah, or Gibboose, island, ii.
188. The Orneon of Arrian.
Sekiale, or Saiak, town, ii. 242.

Selma, i. Ixx.
Senafer island,

ii. 283. n.
Senna Mekka, or Arabian Senna,
ii. 137.
Sephar, mount, i. 93. 102. 105.
ii. 154.
See Djebel of Yemen.

See Sarapis.

Serapis.

Seer, Zar, or
See Sarcoa.
Sarcoa, city.
Serene, or Zohran, district, i.

Serena,

Jercha,

See Jerah.
116. 118. 125.
island,!. 103. 119. ii- 147.
See Insula Jerachseorum.
Serha: modern Arabic for Jerab,
i. 116. 118.
See Beni
126.
Jerha.
See SeSerrain, i. 119. 126.
rene.

"Seven

Shat

VFells,"

ii.

327, 328.

Shaher, sea-port of Hadramaut,
i. 114.

Shakrah town, ii. 313. n. *.
Sbaman, or Saman, mount, i. 65.
100.
See Mesha, and Zames.

Shammab,

third son

son of Esau

of Reuel,

his posterity,
and their settlements, ii. 30.
See Beni Sham50. 53. 55.
;

mar.
tribe.

See

Shammah,

Sharedje, or Zar, island,

i.

122.

ii.

129.

and

grandson of Cush ; his posterity, and their settlements,
i. 9- 26. 34. 59. 64.
tenth son of Joktan; his
,

posterity,
i.

and

their settlements,

9. 26. 34, 35. 82. 90.

115.

127. 154,
son of Jokshan, and grand,
son of Keturahj his posterity,

and their settlements, i. 9- 26.
325, 326.
i. 157.
, queen of,
Sheck Sure, or Surdi, island, ii.
227.
Shehr, Shehra,orSeger, mountain
district of, i. 135, 136.
Shehra, town, in the mountain
district of
i.

Djof er Szyrrhan,

126. 130.

Ixiii.

Sheikh Morabit, ii. 126. n. *.
Sheleph, second son of Jo'ktan
his posterity,

ments,

i.

and

;

their settle-

109. 277-

77. ii. 372.
Sherah, or Sheradje, a district of
Karje', i. 103. 11 6. 118. 123.
130.
See Jerah.
i.

Sherm 'Abu Mishmish, i. 274. n.
Sherm Ub-hur, ii. 138. n.
Shibam, modern name for capital
of Hadramaut, i. 91. See Hadramaut.
or Sabatha metropolis,
165.
See Mareb.
,

Shoa, or

356.

Beni Shammar, and Zamareni.

port,

Arab, i. 31. 263.
son of Raamah,

al

Sheba,

Shem,

See El Hasba.

Shammar

Sharm, or Sherm,
n.f.

ii.

Shua,
61.

district,,

i.

ii.

355,

Shobak town and castle, i. 351.
Shokban, a branch of the Sobh
tribe,

i.

26 1.
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Shor Afar, i. 344.
Shua district. See Shoa.
Shuali, sixth son of Keturah

and

his posterity,

ments, i. 3.53. ii.
Shur.
See Sihor.
Sib town, i. 169.
river, ii. 229.
Sideni (Ptol.\

ii.
i.

mount,
and Hagar.

Sinai,

South, Queen

Southern

126.
311.

24.

ii.

See Agar

ii.

ii.

Suez, port

the Hedjaz,
i. Ixx.

the

Ha-

,

174,

i. 259- ii. 131.
137. See Chabinus, and Lamlam.

tribe,

i.

259, 260.

xli. n.

city,

Ixiii.

i.

ii.

in

229.

i.

ify).

Oman,
,

.i,l

'.

Sarah,"

Solunuhc insuhi-

Jews
ii.

See

ii.

i. 104. 273.
ii.
See Beishe.
i. 231.
ii. 281.
302.

(Ptol.),

262.

.">;;.

Syllaeus,
ii.

Cape Fartask,

171.

Sylamm
ii.

I

isles of,

ii.

at

Syagrian promontory, i. 113.
161. 166. 224. 234.

Ixx.

Socotorra island, ii. 1()8.
Soda, the ancient Phoda,

\

184. n. 288. n.

gulf of,

mara, i. 94. n. 175.
Sabber and Sephar.
Sumiscasac, i. 327.

132. 137.

Sochchor

Sohar,

i.

ii.

range of mountains, ii.250.
See Zames.
Suinara mountain, or Nakil Su-

Sobh mountain,

Sodia,

to,

of,

i.

Suk-Abuan island, ii. 1 19.283.n.
Sumama, city, i. 100. ii. 313.
n. *.
See Masumah.

Exterior

Soaca,

ii.

148.

i. 194. n.
296.
279.
from Yembo, ii.

Suggur town,

144.

ii.

i.

See Syagrian

166.

voyage
286.

(Ptol.), ii. 180.
Snow, in the mountain ranges of

n.

ii.

Suelleni (P/in.),

.

Regio

i.

promontory.
Subterraneous rivers,

175. n.

Smyrnophoros

used
43. n.

of,

148.

,

ii.

geo-

254.

Suagros,

n.t.

dramaut and Oman,

the,"

Spice country, i. 71. 151.
Straits of Bab el Mandeb,

See
, peninsula of, ii. 116.
Paran.
Sinus Leanites (Ptol.), i. 48.
Sinus Mesanites (Ptol.), ii. 55.
214.
Sinus Sachalites (Ptol. and^rr.),
ii. 169. 174,
175. 180. 193.
Skins, inflated, use of, by
divers and fishermen of

lieiii

42. 265.

classical

coast,

graphy of, ii. 156.
Spain, Royal standard
by the Ageyl tribe,

153.

ii.

ii.

Soualeme tribe, ii. 263.
See
Beni Salem.
Souk es Szafra, i. Ixx. ii. 130.
"
of
i. 158.

6'1.

182.

i.

;

or

(Ptol.),

Sofyan, or Sefian,
Sor. See Tyre.

their settle-

Sibi, or Zebid, port,

Sihor, or Shur,

Sophanit*

312314.
of,

8. n.

(/Yf/j.),

Syrian expeditions against the
Nabatheans, in the reign of
Antigonus, i. 21^. n.

called

87,
ii.

D,

'J-JJJ.

!

Szafra,

i.

l.VJ.

ii.

127. 130.

K K 3
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Tabala,

329.

ii.

Tadmor,

6.

i.

Tafar (Philostorgius),
See Saphar.
Tajah, sepulchre

377- n.
Tamala, i.

of,

ii.

275.

ii.

100.

Ixii.

(Plin.),

43.

ii.

309. 315.323.

Tamna (Plin.), Thomna,
Thumna (Ptol.), capital

or

of

131, 132. ii.
258, 259, 260. 299. 322.
Tamy, Sheikh of Asyr, ii. 149
Tanks of the Nabatheans, i. 225.
Tanuchitae, ii. 248.
Tanuitse (Ptol), i. 298. ii. 248.
See Themi.
Taraba, i. 135. ii. 43. 47. 256,
See Mariaba Barama257.
lacum.
Tarut town, i. Ixx. 298. 301.
ii. 216, 217. 220.
the Catabani,

i.

Tayf, i. 77. 247.
265. 315. 323.

mountains

of,

ii.

43. 257.

252.

332.
or

Tirna,

(Ptol),

Tema

or

Ishmael

and

their

settlements,

291. 293. ii. 32, 33. 64. ;
high consideration of this
family amongst the descendants of Esau, ii. 33.
Temani, land of, i. 293. ii. 33.
64.
Temen or Temyn town, i. 202.
300.
Temple at Moilah, ii. 118.
Temyn tribe, i. 201. 278. See
Beni Temyn.
Territorial names of tribes, i. 134.
250. ii. 131. 138. 142. 147.
153. 212. 239. 247.
Thaaba.
See Thauba.
See Beni
Thaabeni, i. 272.
Thaaba.
Thabaeni (Plin.), i. 296.
See
Beni Thai.

Thema

city

Teman, ninth son of
his

;

posterity,

Thamud

tribe,

and

their

i.

323. 337.

30. 117. 284. n. 374. n.
Thamudeni (Ptol.), ii. 30.

ii.

See

Thamud.
Thamuditae

296. 299.

i.

Thaiman a variation of Tema
or Teman, i. 290.
Thamar flumen (Plin."), ii. 229.
:

ii.

Tedium (Ptol.), i. 335.
Tehama, province of, ii. 112.
131. 133. 135,136,137.144.
Tema,

terity,
i.

Tammacus town

,

tinguished from the grandson
of Esau, i. 291. 293.
Teman, son of Eliphaz, and
grandson of Esau ; his pos-

30.
See

(Ptol.),

i.

117. 120. 125.

323.
374.

ii.

n.

Thamud.

settlements, i. 98. 238.
national greatness
;
of the tribe, i. 290. ; the Ma-

Thar, or Ithar, town (Ptol.), i.
Ixx. 298. 301. ii. 216, 217.
220.
See Tarut.

gian

Thauane, Doan or Dumgoal,

242. 289.

adopted by
301. 321.
recurrence of the name
,
amongst the descendants of
superstition

this tribe,

Esau,
,

i.

i.

9.

ii.

32.

the son of Ishmael, dis-

Ixi.

n.*.

135.

ii.

i.

162. 178.

258.

Thauba, or Thaaba, i. 299. ii.
64. 239.
See Odaib and
Dinhabah.
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Thekyf
Thema,

tribe,

(Ptol.),
,

11. ii. 265.
of the

i.

capital
i.

Tema,

Tylos (now Aval),
See Aval.
217.
Tyre, i. 6. 241.

355.

296. 299-

Thema

290. See Teraa.

i.

tribe,

Theman, i. 209. See Tema.
Themanos (Josephui), i. 290.
See Tema.
Themi (Ptol.), or Thimanei
i. Ixxv. 98. 101. 196.
198. 270. 278. 296. 300. ii.
215. 217. 243.

(Plin.),

or

Thomna,

Tamna

Thumna

(Ptol.), or

131, 132.
ii. 258, 259, 260. 299- 323.
Thoran, i. 332.
Tima. See Thema'or Tema city.
Tipoo Saheb, i. 114.
Tiran island, ii. 283. n.

Tor,

i.

i.

(Plin.),

Toani (Plin.),

Tomabei

ii.

(Plin.),

178.
153.

344.

38. 49. 68. 72. 74. 79- 124.
373. 377.
Tribes of Arabs have commonly
two or more names, i. 250.

Tricoryphus mons
228.
Troglodytes, in

(Plin.),

the

vicinity

Cape Mussendom,
Trulla portus (Ptol.),
insula, ii. 184.

Tunmbs

ii.

225.

ii.

of
n.

189.
188. n.*.

ii.

islands,

desert of,

42. 116. 243.

180.

Ummari, i. 86.
Ur of the Chaldees,

i.

Ocelis.

357."

Urchoa, city of Chaldea (Ptol.),
i. 356.
Uz, grandson of Shem, supposed
to have been the father of the
first Arabian settlers, i. 11. n.
ii. 372,
See Aws.
land of, i. 328. 354. ii.
,
See Job.
58, 59.
Uzal, sixth son of J ok tan ; his

and

their

settle-

ments, i. 143.
, a Joktanite district of Yemen, i. 90. 105. 115. 127.
or Ozal (now Sanaa), the
,
Joktanite capital of Yemen,
i. 143.
See Sanaa.

Vad Sarah
Arabs
ii.

8. n.

;

a

name given by the
Jews of Sohar,

to the

27. n.

Vadei (Plin.), ii. 142. n. f.
Vadeni (Ptol.), i. 276. See Uadeni.

Variations in

Arabic names,

i.

46. 53. 171. n. 174. 209.
See JaVicus Jerachicorum.
rachteorum Vicus, and Djar.

Vincent,

ii.

i.

313. n.*.

Ul Ahsanys, ii. 212.
Ul Cella, i. Ixxxi.
See

Dean, i. liii. ii. 166.
251. 258. 282. 284. 288. 293.
309- 312. n.*. S23.

See Pteros.

227.
Tusun Pasha, i. 260. n.
Tuwal tribe, i. 260. n.

Tyh,

ii.

Uadeni (Ptol.), i. 65. 276. ii.
See Wady Sarr.
247.
Ul Ahsa, i. 194. n. ii. 212.

posterity,

ii.

Traditional history of the Arabs,
i. xxxvi.
22. 78, 79- n. 88.
108. 127. 159. 248. ii. 35.

189.
Tsor, i. Ixx.

298.

or Tima, city, in the

territory of the Saraceni (Ptol.},
i.

i.

Vodona
ii.

U.

(Ptol.),

i.

Ixiii.

Voyage from Yembo
286.

K K 4

to Suez,

ii.
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Wadd, worship

of,

i.

described,

191.
See Beishe.

Wady Beishe, ii. 263.
Djebryn,

i. Ii.

n.

Dowaser,

i.

68.

Ham,

ii.

ii.

264.

142.
i.

ii.

193.

Mina, i. 133. ii. 254. n.f.
Nedjd, i. 351.
Nedjran, in Yemen, i. 203.
285. ii. 151.
Sarr, i. 65. 276. ii. 247.
287.
Yaowd town, i. 348.
Wahabys, i. 221. 230. 255.
260. n. 276. ii. 51. 128. 140.
149. 152. 325.
Wakasha, i. 333. 348.
Walckenaer's account of the line
of advance of ^lius Gallus,
ii. 303. n.
Wanba, mentioned in the Nakab

Hagar,

i.

el

Hajar inscription, ii. 389Water tanks of the Nabatheans,
i.

225.

Wells, Dr.,
ii.

i.

13. 41. 93. 343.

54.

" Wells of
Ephah," i. 343. See
Makar Efa.
" Wells of
Edom," ii. 127. 129.
See Bar-eeda, or eedy.

Wellsted, Lieut.,
ii. 283.
,

his
ii.

tion,

347.

;

i.

11. n. 86. n.

84. 88.

97.

186. n.

his description of

the

of,

ii.

desert

276.

ii.

Writing, antiquity of the art
among the Hamyarites,
84. n.*. 100.

of,

territory,

266.
and Medina.

Yattreb,

i.

Yemama,
i.

or

103.

i.

of,

ii.

i.

See lathrippa,

Jemama,

province,

67. 112.

mountains of,
port, i. 220.

See Nera

ii.

266.

ii.

128. 296.

Kome.

, voyage
from, to Suez,
286.

Yembo

el

ii.

xxxiii.

n.

Yembo

Nakhel,

ii.

ii.

128.

province, ii. 112.
, Cushite colonization of, i.
18. n. 67. 72. ; a Joktanite pro-

Yemen,

vince, i. 40. ; its districts called
after the tribes inhabiting them,

34. 84. 268. 273. n. 287.
348. 350. ii. 273.
" Father
,
of," i. Ixix. n. *.
90. 103, 104. 115. 127. 136.
See Jerah.
i.

,."

Hadramutic inscrip-

Wady

247.

Yafa

See Uadeni.

and

castle

126. n.*.

Woshem,

203.

i.

304.

Wodje,

Mayfah,or Meifah,

el

See

" Wise men from the
East,"

i.

Sehab

302. n.

i.

Magi.

191. 316.
,

Gibboose island.

" Wise men,"

31. n.
Hauran, or Haouran,

,

port and harbour, ii. 206.
See
Island, ii. 188. n.*.

White

See Dowaser.

Fatme,

Nakab el Hajar, ii.
195. ; his description of the
roadstead of Hisn Ghorab, ii.
353. n. ; his account of Broom
ruins of

282.

i.

Wadeni, ii. 247- See Uadeni.
Wadys, or low pasturing grounds,

316.
-,

Key

of,"

i.

81. 88.

ii.

See Beishe.

Inscriptions in,

Inscriptions.

ii.

81.

See
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Zaaram

reg. (P/o/.),

i.

Ixx. 120.

See Djar.
See
Zab tribe, i. 58.
and Saab.

124.

El Zab

See Sabata.

Zabida.

Zamareni (P/m.), i.
99. ii. 54. 241.

Ixvi. Ixxxi.

See

Shammar.
Zames or Zametas mons

Beni

(Pto/.),

65. 80. 97. 99- 2?6, 277.
ii. 244, 245.
See Mesha.
Zar or Seer city. See Sarcoa.
i.

island,

i.

122.

i. 104.
222. 237.
Zebeyde or Zobeideh tribe, i.
260. n. 263. ii. 72. 131, 132,
133. 139. 332.
SeeDeba?.
,

Zare, orLar, river,

121.

ii.

Zebid, Sebid, or Sibi, a port of
Yemen, i. 57. ii. 153.

Zedeyr

district,

ii.

268.

Zeerit* (Ptol.), ii. 53. 268.
Zenana ; occurrence of the term
in the
ad ram u tic inscrip-

H

tions,

ii.

351.

Zenobia island, ii. Mis. 181.
Zepho, third son of Eliphaz, son
of Esau ; his posterity, and
their settlements, ii. 32. 41.
Zerah, second son of Reuel, son
of Esau ; his posterity, and
their settlements, ii. 50. 52,
53. 55.
Ziglag, ii. 22.
Zimran, or Zoraran, eldest son

of Keturah
their

; his posterity,
settlements, i. 321.

and
ii.

See Beni Omran.
See Zebeyde.
Zobeideh tribe.
Zohran, i. Ixvii. 85. 11 6. 118.
125. ii. 144. 146, 147. 255.
See Jerah, and Serene.
Zomran. See Zimran.
Zoor, Cape, ii. 213.
47. 117.

Zophar, the Naamathite, i. 355.
See Tyre.
Zor or Zur.
Zoreni or Doreni (Ptol.), i. 85.
See Zohran.
Zurachi (P/tn.), i. 120. 122. ii.
222. See Sarcoa, and Sercha.

PASSAGES OE SCRIPTURE,
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Chap.
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Chap.
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PASSAGES OF SCRIPTURE ILLUSTRATED.
Chap.

Job,

Verse

Page

i.

.353.

11.

-

-

vi.

19, 20.
24.

-

i.

293. 327.

xix.

-

i.

xxvii.

3.

xxix.
xxxi.

7

xxxix.

1921.

xlii.

13, 14.
16.

25, 26, 27-

Psalm, xlv.

-

-

i.

xiv.jii. 83. 106.372.
xiv. ii. 346.

-

ii.

368.
62.

25.

-

-

ii.

-

-

-

ii.

62.

-

-

ii.

369.

21.

13, 14.

-

-

ii.

-

-

ii.

67.
66.

-

-

ii.

94.

-

i.

284.

-

i.

lix.

6. 14.
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE BINDER.

The Maps

the Scripthe Classical Map, at the

to lie folded in pockets in the boards

tural

Map,
end of Vol.

The Vignette
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end of Vol.

I.

;

:

II.

plate of

Nakab

el

Hajar to face the

first

page

of Appendix.

The

broadside of the Hasan Ghorab inscriptions to be folded
and their literal English versions may

so that the originals

face each other, and to be inserted between pp. 350. and

351. of Vol. II.

Mr. Wellsted's plate of the Hasan Ghorab

inscriptions,

and

the broadside of their English versions, as rendered and

pointed conformably with our idiom, to be inserted, facing
each other, between pp. 382. and 383. of Vol. II.
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